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La sopitication el la compk~it& de plus en plus gades des rEseaux dc captcurs mi Ltarsc des
s,3ciw- ne~oe n eessitaK ninedesdip a~ ctompr duziificiadc
propagation. pour.,tout Ic spectre- aecftoag664wp-(liiu; des tris basscs friquences~jusquai

dep ateorn anau soit;" 6ipa udesatcliteso ttftkc me lres possliis dbbtcnir
--s inibonitiots deiitin en temps oulu.

A-itre dcexemple. ssondes.ionospi&iques i- haute-itisolution sont-cipab~s de transinctries
~A2tiao,~astn~ctuai io-tardcqrisseonwtcsf -desiad traiisboio He
qui pennettent fempWo des tediniqlues; uicdernes de gloloeAmiatim-w; Its lidars o~ffern la possiWdo
foumnir en penn cc' dcs~prpi'amospu&iqdc -icrfp ati, drh umiditc- d-aacomic CE
dliextinction et le-rada pourraient--daitctr dnieinent cs: profits de rircintfurnir, cn
adaioii avec- les -sondes, icmuiqucs. Les. informaiidonbtnues a~tuceicient au-mowtn des

L~luation de la propagation-dans des conditions de coucscratmospb~re h t~rog~n passe par

ttiledtccurssursatclEte sont capables de sondcr le milieu dcpropagation sur un large domaine dans

un interv-al de temps tris court.

Lcs informnations peuvent tre captdcs suitdirectanent au m4?yen qcttchniques d titltecton actives
ct passives, soil d~luites par intcrpr&tdton, soit captees optiqute ne ou Oairn i ~ -ioie

nouwltcetcchniqucs promctteuses do tcilaection -comminenicent pparhaitrc diins cc's domn'abcis.
Certaines des ces techniques (fimageric par satellite on particulie'r) roduiroi degraindes quaniit&~ do
donn~es qui n~cessitcront des systimes; dc manipulation ct de traitcmn "adpickspour permtire ]cur
utilisation en environement opirationnel En owarc. ceiancs tc n es odtct on sont
zoiuacs. dproccdis .manuels compliqu~s. cc qui impliquc des techniques d'inversion de proil1

!Sujets

I1 - ]a d~tection ionosphirigup ct magn~tosphirique
2 -la dacdon de la tetnperaturv, de i'umidit4 de I'eat liquide, des profits du vent
3- lauetecdtttue li r ft6ioni trposphdrique
4- l'cxtinction moh~culaife c t airosol

.5 - les paran:- trcs surfaciques(timnraturc, dtat de Ia surface de la mer)
6 - Ics techniques d'iiversin de profit

7-les techniques de manipulation c; dc traitemcnt des donn~cs

iv
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.by D ectntdIT

Ne&rbertfV. Xaitne
Ocean I'and "Atmospheri icie4nc -Division-'-

NavalAOceanSyteasCntr
6SnDegC 92352-500US

i.sm ~Naval Ocean Systems Center) performed a
radio transmission ,,-xperiimefit, /a1ei . >th

A method-is , presented ,that ,alloifs the) base coast of southern ,Calfifiia CI, 2]) Trans-
of,,a~trppdirect mitters,'d30eiiheters 'abocve7 ealevel at? (52,

ly fro obervtioni-,of!,kighal strength na 100', and- 547 ,were Pl'cedi~t' Sai- pdio

aie.' _ Ti, etho'd loh- trmstatistics above"sea-lever were. p laced'itPbin;L6ia,i
of trXapping l'ayer thickneis andref ractivity. the city o6f'.San Diego." The-iraifi usi6n

g~adentin te~aea.Thiee;,sttist iis are path ax,4-k-nlf~h'nisitif
us A6 c~m~te'raio~ignl .strength:. as.5a. over, 4iter' -Signal" levielis-relative to fre

funiin.6, hi~as,,,kgt ,f hetrapping spabe,,wre-r~oided,, ,dontinuously"f or -long
lay ,r sin,.thi, avl cei'SitmsCenter- peid o i nd-1Ateorolbgicalsonig

Rai,-'Pyia', pis(kPO)"m~del., The weemd uin~aiini
iad!'o pith' selscte4 is "aW aver-water? 148 km shipboaid (billooh-tethiked iid46~sndisnear
path, aith transmitter and 'receiver both, mipt ,-n ri6i'esr aoi n er
locatbi? 30. m 'above -sea; level.. The, 'RPO: the tiansdisin path'. ;Figure -Ilshoss'hdio
results x~a uoed-to,infeir~the,..trappingilayer. data. ;f or -,ths! r.~ef~eceaada -o
b ase height directly from observations of the;tiimo rituriiveriiir 6bsd,dirin4,;40-
received signal strength.' This'. method'-has da ys ~rom~lati Au gust to early,;October -1944.
been applied to a 40-day period of continu-
ous signal- stren~th recordings durinig- vwich Figure il.shosa~ strikingi.negative correla-
the trapping .liyer-base.height' was 'knoin-to. tion' ;between, the ibase of; the 2temperature
vary cons iderably, f rom-near, zero 'to, about inversion and .the r~eceivedenignial strengths,,
I000' ;moters. '.Inferred base height: versus' particularly .atlther highiest-frequency. of 547
time 'i's compared',tb direct meteoroloicl' M~ "Aprnl, h hih~ft traoping
uxeasurement4 of ,the .. ase',of, the'.temperature latyer -that, 4. usually. associated with- ia
inversion,.in, the-are~r' df'the measurements ., temperature inversion;, iis -an.; importint, If

2. INTODUTXO - not dotminant,.factor1 in controlling" radio
Figure; l' also-,<izicicaitii-th-- eteorol'ogical'

During: 1944 and '1945, the UiS.. Navy Radio- situation, iwa; -reasonably. - omogeneous in
and' Sound; Laboratory ;(a predecessor of 'the. range lurinig the time period studied,' since

-, 8AiSEOF 79MPRAT k' INVE-5t, SA *6 40 MAAM 0

00*90.0 0

*0 0

II~b~ 40

I-4
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Athe bise -heights measured in Safi- Diego, 6f the entir se- -A5 roies h
Shown, bj the solid data, are apliixiiitefy, reiia setki -o 6 fls theidl1' s
eqfial to the ~base, heights ineasiured -at 6ther aipproximat ely '130 mterme, anid thie ,midian
locations 'along rna the krbpagti&u itodified' ref ractivityr difference across the
Pathi i~fibwn by the open dots. Thoiei'6t6o iddle layer is 'about, ' 3b M ijfibi, which
chaiactiriStics of the data set suggest idang a trappingj iayeri vii a striefgth of 30

usig '-prpagtio~moel o rifr t~ 'ase -~ nit Te mbifi- gradient, of thei Thwest
heigt. hism~d~ asume hor'zotal layr i 0 25 -*-units, per metier (K/m) -arid

ho~o~eiyard~asimle ri-anea mbiiid~-theme~~grdient.76f the'-Iiigheit layer is
refrctiityproilein-hi~ 'al~hr~c'',z.ll A/i ~sidl'6fi'thes'e Statistics, five~ ~a~'h~ght' setsof-t iieir profiles were constructed
are'd~i'id' romhisorial ~',es o~tie Ufr te popgafiori analysis, degribed in

* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ sot-r Cai~n' 'a X~,b~'-ti ae aJ~ file contained it trap-
signal level could-e- used 0o iner~the basee - ,,, ~igae with 'A strength, 6K, in K units
height, then this- technique would- be, the., a~datik~s 6z, in meters. The first
:first step in 'developinig a remote sensing set-jsid the. medians, 6K - 30 and 6i - 130.
capability' for refractivity btru'tuke based Thie next twvo Sets varied -4airbitrarily 'byon direct radio- measurements. 10 M units 'on either -side of the median,

- ~ - - - i.e. 6M - 20 and 6 40, leaving-16i.-130.
3n -RMCTIVIT!8TATX8TIC8 - -The last two sets 'varied 6z arbitriril y by

Modified,,~rttvt. ,eos -attue tp 6 '- eYl'0 'and i6zxiWl6M, leavin4'6K-30.. or
files derived i'f rem '26l~xadiosonde measurii- -all,' sds ,hxsrciik

* ctifier- oni~'Point ILoma-.,weie, anilyzed.- 'The Sprespc
radiosondes 'were takean 'in the' ysirsi 1969 tivfeli. 'ic6oy* deit-freati-
through 1976 and cover all -months ,of -the ty -'are 'Imnporta'nt c't6 prbpaati6n' ifficts-'a4
year. Nearly- all, 'of the-,soundings' were sutfacevalu~f"36'30,u~ts wii4rbitrifly

It taken during the-,daytime. MKodifiedi refrac7- assumeod',for-ail' pr6files'. 'Each: set' consist-
tivity in M units and -altitudw in 'meters, ed 'of-' 15- 'kofiJ.i-7with' 'thik' base- 'of' thfe
were calculated for'each radiosonde, fromnthe trapping layer vi - ing--frbnli'0 to--:400ometftt-
observed, pressure, temperature, 'and. relative in 100 meter -ite-' !Note-'that 'fok' a baese
humidity. _Zach .-profile was plotted on .a height tof to',- 'th'ere is -no, lyrblw'h

gahc-terminal- where a trainedM operator trapping, layer;z'nd'the 'profile ii- actually
determined -the 'best-fit tri-linear -profile- bi- lineai 'instead -o'tn-lineari
using a. ;pointing. device, and -a 'Atrial, and '-'-

fit was evaluated only by the oporator's

eye, and hence ~the following- statistics-are. The -propagation moael--ueed-,in thisfstudy was
based- onl 'subjective data. -Figure 2- is an developed .by, the,,author and is' kcnown -as the
example- -of one-,of, the- 261- measured- sound- kadio ,Physical Optics,--(kP0) model. * 4PO is-a
ings, shown- by the solid- 'trace, and - the. hybrid' model 'that-'comibines ' full' amplitude

c orreaponding,-ti-linear profile; shown- by and'phase-ray optics (R0), 'models -with, 'a
ie'-dashidlines. This 'example is -neither. apjit-step parabolic 4eqation (PR) -model;

the best' ; nor - the worst 'fit :of the entire, RO'-mdel's -are- 'uied for elevation, angles
set, indeed, -many of the meisured 'profiles above a limiting value that is usually a
are-so 'close to a tn-rlinear ~profilej that- fraction of one degree. The actual-<limiting
the original and- Tfit- 'profiles ,could not be value depends on. the profile. In tha V0~
distinguished when plotted-together, model-, the, cbmplete!'effects-of focusinag or

dofocu'sing; by 'refact'iVe. effects' 'of-. thuw
profile and the, relative phase effects

iseresulting from the integrated optical path
Hi length are 6onsideed, Blelow the.RO Imit-

E -ing, angle, a PS model baseid-on thei'methods
1286 of Tappert ('3] ,arid- incrporatinqminy of'the

1 1208-techniques descibed by Dockcery, (41 is;.used.
C Two of the 'signifi~arnt -features of 'the PE
Ii siodei in RPO are tliii use of real-valued sine
T 989Fast Fourier Transforms (FF~s) and variableI Sao-FVT sizes up to a* maximum of only 1024

- -points. RPO is, a true hybrid model that

e 68 --:- -, '-- - RO an'd 'PZ methodis-do--onsudt a fit' yer
- - ' - 's' - - of tsi66the

accutativcdrmood altibide't
a 3 Gus applications, 'RPO hail proven to -be
r 38 from,25,tol0 otimes fiister than the:'pure, PS

5 ' - ,' -models' with nio loss obf accuracy. 'RPO--can
- - :alp~~~~o ;accommcdate ii, ~ tn~,a~is

t - ___ ~it~~o~iinijiicton, thespee'bf c6uttin
MOIFE REFRACTIVITY, 14 units thisi paper, itPO can mo6del -rarge-dependent

refractivity conditions. '- ,-.

tivit pr~ile-for -Po nt-4,oma-on 14 AUG'-741 2';~
223 (solid) and fittied tri-lineir profile The RP6-model was applied to 6ach profile in
(dished). the, 5' sets 'described 'ishove for 'the 547 MHz

El ' '



se of te eperinent Figures 3,and: 4 tranmitted-to received Pouerunot inclnu~Din~f
Illustrate tbe- prc 4atlas las'1i'_i, any -,effects- of. anterma ,guin; -fthus. the f
ccqWitd by aPO 46i SJeight vru ag fct-fteata ataol h
display -for tioshpi.ofls.ad Fgr riits ,womld imly'he-6oticed at'the higher

S histhb-e gaiap lOSS _d-Te~k eleiati&n anigles and iiat -for the reiiiei
bight akt the iverWitcnfo -these at a: height: of 30, a and a range of'141P km.

tvo ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4biz cae.- ifrtocudhf an The pifileps se frfigures: .hcg.
the194.epemmetso 1hois66ta:polariza 4z w30. F~jure 3 show4 the results for a

ti ad-d an- i-ietiifa1 -it ena ,~i Wr base he-igbt - of 200 n and Figure 4 SbkeS -the
assmed Te papaa ooss (eguii3t riiiilts for a, base height of 600 m. Fgr
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Figure S. RPO propagation lossg versus height ,-0o -
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The Rpo results for all of the 5 profile C -36
sets are summarized in Figure 6, which plot-4 T A
propagation factor in dB versus the base of o. -

* the trappifig layer in maeters._ JProp~igitiOni :3 =4
factor is the received signal relative to
free space. Since' the experimental data d~
were limited to 40 dBl be low free space,. -6 - --

Figure 6 was limited to -50 dB, which pre- 0 2W8 46060 ame low16
cluded any results for base. heights in, WS9o0mWP1NiC LAM. metars
excess of 1000 meters.. Results for each set
are plotted using Luniq - sym l deie n Fgr .poaiin~at at 547 M4Hz
the figure. Thei line ii(igr In i n ersus base of .trapping layer ~for the 5 tri-
approximate fit through all the'data- giving* lfiear -profil tst-tuid olid line is
a prefeienfce to. the msedian data set indicatt a',fi to al- daa
ed by the solid circleis. Ailthough thereji is

*substantial variation b,4etee the vXario~us' The.'goodtresultsi-shownfi in -igure 7 indicate
data iets for *otb6i hihs i tt eite th. e ~e ctiye 'cofiditions over
apparent 'that bkk eiht i he: dmihnnt the path %were reasonakbly homogeneous, or the
factor controlling proaain 'eho-decibdi not very 'sensitive to

-range-,dependenit-.ieffet ,I -ibi beved the
The received signal antmert efivr oditionswere-hmoenou moat of the time
sion base height daafrmFiue er ecause -of the~simtilar , base hights measured

dgtzdusing a graphics altsote inSi~eoad'ln'adna the pzth by
data could be processed on a peiinaofiLim-tewidsoeanth aipn. Also,
puter. Figure,1 is a io fteosre 1  rfrne~ otisaiwcssof vertil
propagation fact-or at 541 N',i ad-the ',corre- *- '"l'iefractiV~t profiles measuri~ed along the
sponding observed base hegt esstm.poaainptad-hs po i ndi-I ~ ~ t Tia lid l,'fne in, the upper- portion- o aehmgnos odtos'&h extent to
Figure- 7.' is t. base height' iifeire4 fro -wihti mto-ol-b a edto non-
the radio- data using the straight 'line fit, hlom~oneous .,conditirron or xpanded to give
indicated in Figure 6i Only the higes mo- information aout th Mtrapn: ae
propagation factor at each time point was strength or thcns i notkIhown' uti
used to infei5 the base height,. even though is "bijtinyija i-,techn~iqe ta dsarves 'Some
both the highest and-lowest obsertjed prp-further investigation 'Toward-this -nd, an
gation factors are slicn in Figuire 7. poa experimnti is being 'planneid that i use

tnitters at Point -Loma anid.-San-iiolas
6. DISCUSSION Idiin&'4ndXeceivers at,the.-Pcific" fisile

The iferrd bae we'l -Test Center in Point, Mugju"to simuitaneoa sly -

Theinfrrd bssheightcompares- quite well & 'coniid~ ditions 'on --to-.nearl--orthgonal
to the observed base heights in Figure 7 'for pathst-of.-230ands'l100 cm-length. -
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Figure 7. Observed and inferred base of temperature inversion and observed

propagation factor at 547 MHz versus time.

7. CONCLUSION

A method has been described to infer trap-

ping layer base height directly from UHF
radio measurements. This method has been
demonstrated to work well for one 40-day
period in southern California. Although
several-aspects of the technique should be
investigated further, the method shows

.? promise as a means to remotely sense refrac-
tivity structure.
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DISCUSSION

H. ALBRECHT
Do you plan',ny future activity to provc the validity of your results for other environmental conditions displaying a more
disturbed troposphere, such as the North Sea?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
We five no specfic plans at this time to investigate areas other than southern California using this techhique.

K CRAIG
Continuing the previous question, -n you quantify the goodness offit of the tri-linear model to your data, both in the vertical
and also in the assumption of horizontal homogeneity? In this case study, the fit certainly appears to be excellent.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
cannot quantmfv the 'goodness offit', however the majority of the 261 prfile studicd were visuallyavery goodfit to the

tri-linear model. We do haive some statistics that show the assumption of horizontal homogeneity is a good one about 85%
of the time.

4
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SENSING PROPAGATIONEVENTS AND FADE STATISTICS AT C-BAND FOR TWO
OVER-WATER, LINE-OF-SIGHT PROPAGATAION PATHS OVER-A-ONE YEAR PERIOD

Jufliius Goldhirsls
G.'Diiiel Dockery
BeirtH. Musiani

The Johni Hopkins Uniiirsity
Applied Physics Lahoratory

Lauiel,'Maryland, 20723-6099, USA

1. SUMMARY Long term measurements, of the type described here, should

We examine signal fading statistics over a year.period corre- provide designers of over-water line-of-sight communications
sponding to two over-water, line-of-sight, propagation links systems with statistical data from which to generate realistic
in the-mid-Atlantic coast of the United States. These-links fade margins. Simultaneous measurements and comparisons
are comprised of a transmitter on a tower at Parramore-Is- of the fading as measured by the two nearby receiver systems
land, Virginia operating at 4.7 GHz sz.nding simultaneous cw also enable the sensing of the "variability" of the refractivity
signals to two receiver systems located on a-ighthouse and environment and the efficacy of communications using "space
a lookout tower on Assateague Beach, Virginia at distances diversity" techniques.
of 44 kmand-39 km, respectively. The receiving sites are
separated by approximately 5 km. Cumulative fade distri- Direct measurements of signal fading for such links represet
butions corresponding to yearly, monthly, and diurnal time a means to sense the "integrated effects" of the refractiv.

scales were derived. The yearly distributions showedfades ity envirbincnt. For example, the systems- described here

in excess of 49 and,54 dB during approximately -7.7 hours have been used as a "real time" indicators by the authors to

of the year for the lighthouse and lookout tower links, re- assess whether ducting and/or extremesubrefracting condi-

spectively. Fade duration statistics corresponding to sus- tionsexist. Both effects may produce severe degradation of

tained attenuation events-were also derived, These events, the received signals,

which were arbitrarily defined as having fades relative to free
space powers in excess of 20 dB for durations of two hours 3.0 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
or more, are believed to be-geieially due to ubrefraction.
Analysis of synoptic weather conditions and nearby rawind- 3.1 Experimental Geometry and Electrical, Parame-

sonde data during two sustained deep fading periods showed ters
atmospheric conditions consistent with extreme sbbrefrac- The experimental geometry is described-by the map. in Fig-

tion, where the refractivity-height profile had afositive lapse ure 1, thevertical, profileln Figure 2, and, the parameter

rate. The efficacy of ernploying the links as indicators of real listing in Table 1. The propagation relte4pparanieters are

time conaiti6ns of atmospheric propagation (e.g, ducting, summarized in Table 2, A single transmitter located atop

superrefracti6n, or quiescent) was also deimofistratdd by a a tower at Parramoreisland (PJ) radiates cw-slgnals at 4.7

telephoid call-up pr&d&lurc which enabled displays of time- Gtlz simultaneously to,two receiving sites on Assa~eague %=

series of the fading at remote locations to be generated. land; one on a lighthouse (44,lkm), and the other on a look-
out-tower (39.0, km). The corresponding propagation paths

2. INTRODUCTION are hereafter referred-to as the. "Lighthouse" (Li) and the

Propagation measurements and modeling for the same over. "Lookout Tower" (LT) links, respqctively The receiyer sites i
the-water links examined here were characterized by Gold- are separated from one another by 5.5 km. The heights of
hirsh and Dockery (Ref 1). The previous results were derived PI, LII, andLT are-36,9 m; 45.5 m,,Ant 13.7 m, respectively.
from measuremnents obtained during a fdcused five day exper- The heights of the line-of-sight rays above the reflections i
itiiental'period-in-Aujus~t1989. Thejresults described here points for the LH and LT links are resliectivelypl2.5 m and

cover-theoyearl periodJune' 1; 1989 through-May,.31, 1990, 1.4 mi-(Figure 2),,and thezcorreip6nding "standard atmo-

over which-both links operated:aliiost continuously. spheret'sniooth-earth diffraction-losses for these links-are 2 -, ,
dB' and 13.AdB, espcctively,

The long term objectives of this experiment are: [1] to estab- 3.2 Data:AcquIsltion
lisha multt-ye data-bue of4fade sttistics,,froic ----- a re The receiyed- transinissionsateachsite, are sampled at a
derived cumul4tive fade -distribtions' n yearly, rate of 2iHz,-digitiied arudr&orded-i PCmemory' These

monthly, and diuriial'itime calesij2Jtodetermne fade d- data are subseqluently strdihul~ieso antcdik
ration statistics, [31 to establish space diversty criteria per- Also stored onthe iiagnetiidisk are the receivea clifbrations
taining to the nearby sites, andi[41 jo better uiderdtsnd t66 -Whik.,are executed twice per day.(12 hours apar),Thq cal.-
physics of propagation by injecting direct refractivity profile brationg are imolemented automaticaly,by, inectinga'astab€"e
measurements into propaga.ion models and comparing the signal through'the receiver-input via a siries,of atienuotors
calculated and measured signailejels. Ii this papIr, we de- in 2 dB increments'(70 dB range) and recording the diigital
scrib petaiiigto the abovobjectives over the one outputs. The calibrations were found tQbe highly repeatable

yearperiod. to within 0.5 dB between the 12 hour-time incremeits, Ai

i II "~~~~~-- - ---- '-- : ----'- : i : --,- -
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four minute intervals, the transmitter power is rad ed via moth" (highest fades). Five contiguous months ap also
| code to both recever systems and are independently stored noted as showiuig minimad fades; namely, the montls July

on magnetic disk. In this wak; we achieve a constant in- through November; with September being the "best month"
dependent monitring of the 'health" of the transmitter at (lowest fades). These months correlate with periods over
both sites. These power levels were also stored in hourly-files &rhich the o<ean water is colder (December thro;jh June)and found to beextrenelystable (0.1f5 d3 ddB m).Site LH and and "rmer (July through November). The months lso
LT sufered fromn 11.5% and 13.3% downatime over the ear, corielate well with the incidence of the sustained-deep faderespectively: ,These~vere casdby equipment faihure down- e6vn . .i on8

loading of daaand tijie losPurna iiibai~s -ku "Ti&Ln

4.0 TIME-SERIES DATA AND CUMULATIVE DIS-- Figure 6 shows -the monthly cumulative f de distributions
TRIBUTIONS i for'the4Lookout Tower link. The monthly downtimes for
Examples of time-series fade events for the LII and LTinks: this site ranged from 4% (May) to 27% (June); with the iv-
are plotted in Figure 3. The vertical scales represents the eragemonthly downtime being 12.4%. Since the line-of-sight
fades relative to the estimated free space powers (no carth), path, for this link is closer to the earth's surface than it isduction and enhancement, respectively. The abscissa is the tion losses are expected for the LT case during subrefractive

local time of day. Since each pixel in these figures repre- conditions. We note that the groupings of months as noledk sents approximately 2.25 minutes, the fade values are plotted for the LH case which exhibit hiher and lower fades are the
within a a vertical band comprising this time interval. Time same for the LT link.
series leifels of the typcs shown in Figure 3 wire obtained
for e 6perational day of the year and the fade statistics 6.3,Dependence on Season
described Iei wyre derived employing developed software In Table 3 are listed the monthly and yearly fades excPded
which sampled each of the fade values at 0.5 seconds inter- for percentges of 50%,,10%, 1%, and 01%-We note that the• vals. median fades,for the LHink range between +1.4 dB (June)

and -1.4 dB (July); and fdr LT between 0.5 dB (July) and
The fading event depicted in Figure 3 has been previously 7.7 dB,(December). The 1% fades range between 12.1 dB

I characterized by refractivity measurements and modeling cal- (September) and 47.2 dB (February)for the LITpath, and
culations, and has been shown to be caused by dynamically 13.1 dB (April) and 52.6 dB (January) for tbeLT.link. In
changing m6dal interference patterns (Ref 1). Figures 7 and 8 are shown LH and LT plots of the fade

levels relative to free space powers versus months of the year
5. YEARLY CUMULATIVE FADE DISTRIBUTIONS for both the 50% (median) and 1% levels. The maximum i
In Figure-4 are plotted the yearly cumulative fade distribu- differences between- the highest and. lowest monthly fades
tions foi both the LH and LT links. The ordinate represents I
the percentage of operating time the fades exceeded the ab- over the year~atthe 1%level arc noted. (Figure 8) to be

approximately,35 dB for the LI and 40 dB for the LT links.scissa values, where the abscissa represents the fade relative ar inditidn is also noted from these figures of the cyclic
to the free space power (in dB). The total operating times are monthly dependence as described above.
noted in the figures and, represent 88.5% and 86.7% of the
total year for the LII and LT links, respectively, It is interest- 7. DIURNAL VARIATIONSing to notd th'the 'median" fade levels are 0.1 dB and 3.8
dB for the LH and LT links. As mentioned, standard propa- 7.1 Yearly Distributions

gation conditions (e.g., effective radius = 4/3 earth) result in The fade levels-% ere culled into four six hour time slot,
diffraction losses of 2 and 13.4dB for the LH and LT links, namely, 00:0006:00, 06:00-12:QQ, 12:00-18:00, and 18:00-2. :00.
Ilencn, the median conditions show signal enhancements of These time intervals arc dcited aprios i, 2 nd 4, re-
2 dB and 9.6 dB relative to the "standard" propagation lev. spectiwely. Shown plottd in Figures 9 ad 1are th yearly
els for these links suggesting that superrefractive conditions cumulative distributions for each bf these periods for the LIl
more frequently dominated. It is also worthy to note that and LT links. The vertical scale Tpresents tze prcentage of
the distributions 'tend to 'bulge" at the'larger fade levels operkting time during these individual periods over the year
(e.g., -greater than 10' dB). This is due to sustained deep in which the fades exc:eeded the'abscissa value, It is apparent
fade eVents whiih dominate the statistics at the larger at- from these figures that no significant diurnal dependence is
tenuationi. 'These types of events are described in Section 8. noted.

- . 6. MONTHLY FADE DISTRIBUTIONS 7.2 Monthly Dependence
6,Lighthouse Link . The plots shown in Figures 11 (LII Case) and.12 (LT case)
SI n ig us ae L ink ed o t uw ere constructed by cullihg the fade levels in a sim ilar fash-

,In Figur6-5 are plotted the monthly cumulativefade distri- ion as describedin Section 6.1 but ver. individualonthly
- I .- butions fortheLightbouso link. The ordinate represcntsthe periods -The vertical scale in~these figures representthe fade

percentage of the operational time dur*,g the ir!nh in which levels relative to free space which are exceeded 1% of the time
j the abscissa value of the fade is exceeded The monthly for the entire month corresponding to the given period of the

operational times are listed in the, accompanying goegends. d"yasindicated by theabicisia. Each'of the curves in this
The incnthily downtimes-ranged'from-approximately 3% of hnoe rekrdehts a differe ioth; *We notethat'although
the,month (April) to 30% (June) with , the average monthly c i'ideribld' firiability in de e)istsfor tb6 diffeient-peri' "
aowhtinii being approxlmately-ll%. We, note seven con- os 6f tho individual inonthikno ccnsisteit diurnal variationi
tigncus montlsstand-out is showing excessive fades at per- i dent
cefit4es of-and-sinaller, These monthscorrespond to - t
December'thrbugh-Jun6, with February.being the "worst

I 
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a on est heon h "he i~ldipath ofa 0ihuwthei ste atny 9And 10) o mothy (fadigur utionandurn 2) r tm c..tig
two iecoiiuningiii average or thie ditiaplod it 0.5 secosid ous six houir time slots (0.6, 6.12, 12.18, and 18-24) showed
interAls. "hijij c iit is ried routiniely anjd has enabled SaC diurnal vraininfdsoreither-thSyearWy'(Figures

time of the day. It also provides a means to "sense in real Sustained Deep Fades
ti Me the* cnd ition 6i propa g at ion; naiiely, quiescenit, super. (1) 5DF events are bei-ved to be genersily. caused bysevere
refracting, subrefracting, or ducting.4itir p-videj a teal subrefractive conditions along the paths where thereractiv.
time measure of the inhomogeneity of atmospheric coii ity exhibitu a positive lapse rate.
tions since both sites may be siiwiltalieoiisly atccei (v~a (2) Analysis of synoptic meteorological conditions and raw-
different telephone lines). insonde data during two distinct periods in which SDF events

existed confirmed the condition of warm, moist air over colder
11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ground and water, giving rise to positive lapse rates of refrac-
This experiment offers a unique data base of fade statistic! tivity with altitude up to 130 mnand 185 mn from the surface-
for an Wser-water, line-of-sight geometry at 4.7 GHz which is (3) In a simulation example, a measured refractivity profile
particularly suitable for the Mid-Atlantic coastal regions of which exhibited a strong positive lapse rate was injected into
the Unitet! StateE;. It is not known whether these statistics a parabolic.propagation model. The resultant fade-heighit
rmay b,- apoi-.d to other'over-water regions. Analysis of the profile at the-LH location showed fades-in the range 30 dB
synoptic meteorology, dalculations using measured'refractiv- to 60 dB, consistentwith high fading SDF events. Although
ity profiles in a propagation model, and examination of case the refractivity profile was measured outside the experimn.
histories of time series of fades suggest that under similar tal period, it was obtained over water in the vicinity of the
atmospheric conditions and terminal geoinetries, the same propagation paths indicating that refractivity profiles with
propagation effects may exist over deep water, although the large lapse rates arepossible.
frequency of occurrince is unknown. 'The results coverinig (4) Whenever a SDF event existed at the LU site, one also ex-
one year of this investigation may be summarized as follows: isted at theLT site. The SDF events at LT were consistently

Yearly Fade Distributions longer than those at LH (Figure 18). 'This result is consistent
(1) The yearly median fade levels (relative to free space with the relativegeometry of LTandLH such.that signifi-
power) were 0.1:dB and 3.8 dB for the LH and LT links, cantly more diffraction is expected at LT (the lower height
respectively (Figure 4 and Table 3). When compared with site) than at,1LIL
"standard" diffractions of 2.dB and 13 dB, this result is (5) There were 29 and 61 distinct events for the LH and
indicative, that "superrefractive conditions" predominated. LT links, respectively. The larger number of events at LT
The approximate 9. dB inhancement over standard condi- is consistent with-the relative geometry and the enhanced
tioins for, the LT case was probably caused by persistent diffraction losses during subrefraction propagation for LT.
cu"eap er imental periods inags caate d 1989 n (Ref 1). - lastdfr 4ad* 632loures foratheo~n d LTF einkshic
'u evpin t codiiod ns as c ate d duri thef o laste Mar exhibted 6.5rsfrthe logeturti n d DF eve s , c
(2) At 0.1% of'the yearlyoperating time (as7.6 hours), the respectively (Figure14 and 18).
fades exceeded&49,dB~afd 54 dB f6r~the LU and'LT links,
respectively, The yearly'LT'fades consistently exceededLH 12. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
over perc *entage ranges down to 0.1% of-the year. Themax- The iuthor-s ire grateful~id A'dami E. 13ulhatowski for the
imum difference was 10dB at approximately 2% of the tim~e haidwaie deiign of the receiver and transtritter systems.
(Figure 4l) T his result is,'consistent'with the expected en'- Many thanks to James U. Meyer for his meteorological in-
thanei fato~yteL1ln relative gemeris 'H baed JonRondadRbet i~if h~i~itn~ h

hancd dffrctin~b; te L~ lnk elaiveto U bsed on put to thispaper. The authors are particularly grateful to

(3) Both the LU and LT distributions were skewed 'towards delop~ oeVbf the data acqui'sition s$'~(em inr'd" associited
the larger fades at' percentages smaller than i%. This was if~ie e~tssit~l hi~0~re t~i~'o
due to'sustained-deeo fadinig events, (SDF) -wicharefades th bi6mii6i 4clt~e"-mots-ns's caplabil.4 ~in excess of 20 dB wh6ich last tmo hours or moreand are gen. ind f~r hismaihleftah6 ,&ots'r
eially~believedttobe due .to severe subrefractive conditions. n iibutiin4 nnt, receiver,

Moithly:Fadd-iitiib'uiibnsio i'iyteei. ut~ certainly,-iot'least,
'i(1) The moirtblymedian fades varied between +1.4 dB (June) authorsk Aiai itf a'oNasen E.' ebtin 6pjh o se

and.- A~dl(July)fo LHj and between 0.5 dB, (July):snd foth APLSAion daar'A§pJce iitat Wallops Island, , .

7.7'B (December for LT (Tale 3) ~t~i.±'~i~'i upre ~d Nv CotractII ~ ~(2) Cowside6rable-monithly ~variability-in the fadefdistribu- 8 i

LT l .inks (Fgriand 63).Tal For example, the

'lios ~t~attl~an alet rcet~e foroththeH ad "'IT"
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Table 1: Geometric Parameters for the Lighthouse and Lookout Tower links (respectively).

Parameter Value
Latitudes of P1, LII, LT 37-34'23-, 37-54'42", 37'51'48r
Longitudes of P1, LH, LT 75-37'04-, 75'21'24-, 75-22'06'
Azimuth (OW Red. to N: PI-LT), (dog) -34.1
Azimuth (OW Rel, to N: P1-LI!), (deg) 31.3
Antenna Heights (PT, LIT, LT), (in) 36.9, 45.5, 13.8
Link Distances (kin) 44.1, 39.0
Distance Between LH and LT (kmn) 5.5
Refl'ction Point Distances from P1 (kmn) 20.6, 24.5
Heights of Direct Ray Above Refi. Pt., (in) 12.5, 1.4

Table 2: Propagation Parameters for P1-LH and PI-LT Links (respectively) Assuming a 4/3
Earth Radius

Parameter Value
Antenna Transmit Power at P1 (dBin) 37.8
Gain-of Tranmit Antenna (dB) 25.0
Gains of Receiver Antennas (dBi) 25.6
Nominal Gaseous Attenuations (dB) 0.26, 0.23
Trans. Ant. Gain Reduction in Dir, of PI-LT (dBi) 2.5
Estimated Free Space Powers (d~ln) -50.7, -52.0t
Diffraction Losses for Standard I'topagation (dB) 2.0,13.4
Standard Powers Received (dflm) -52,7, -65.4
Multipath. Grazing Angles (deg) .0325, .0045
Reflection Coef. Magnitudes10,.
Reflection Coef. Phases (deg) 180,180
Multipath Length Differences (deg) 39.6, 0.6

I4
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tabl 3:ed, F 4 for the Indicated Percentages Pgrtaining to the LI1 and-LT Links

7 erenti Moatba -and Entire Year.

Ii I~7189 '*[~ ,.190.189-90]

50O (L4I) 1.4,, -1.4 -1.0 R.§ '0.2 -0.3 v1. . 1.3-0.6.0.2 0.1
50( ) 42 05 17 25 . . .,33 57 64 '_1 31.
10 (1,11) 20.2 4.7 3.3 3.6 7.3 8.2 5.A4 -8.4, 26.9 16.4 7.1 ,10,9 9.3
10 (LT) 31.9 9.0 9.3 9.9 12.9 19.6 11.9 34.7, 33A 32.4' 14.8. 19.4 i6.3

1.0 (LI!1) 39.4 14.6 14.1 12.1 17.3 16.0 37.7 42.6 47.2 44.0. 23.1. 30j.0 37.2
1.0 (1LT) 46.4 18.6 13.1 13.1 21.1 26.1 42.6 52.6 49.4 49.0 38.8 41.4 44.8

0.1 (LH) 141A 23.9 22.7 18.8 25.4 26.6 50.7 114 54.2 1.3 39.8 42.1 49.4
0.1 (LT)] 54.2 34.3 19.1 16.8 27.7 32.4 52.2 >60 57.6 54,2 50.1 52.4 54.1
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DISCUSSION

aMrelimem to eiter of ese comdirams based o signal Jee changes s difficels.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
r m we gof/,uO 12, 19,.refra yprof wee mauradalogsthedpoagationpo twasobseved hatrefracri, r prvfdes avre such tha both swfac an elvae da tied. ISee paper by 0ok n ad Dd , "a
Science, May-June 1991, pp 671--6] MIe fade tiwe series menarmiewts dusing this week shwed both sigal fading and
emCemeACOW. Wedidmseefadeswhicerceeded2OdBforporoftwhowsorm Zhesesustameddeepfdeswere

hower bsmesdcnle21.1989adMarchl6,1990 TheLighdwelinkshowed5hourd ca iofdiWgofgreaterthn I20 dB for Jme asd dTh 's for Mrch1991. Both of theSe loXg trm fdes d conr le exaty %wh posive frtv id! !
islopes meraeat the NASA Wallops Flight Facility, Wallops Island, Virgina whch is a coastl location nea the links.

Tese long dmnionfade also correlated may u1 %wh weather reot sho%7g a tnratire inversion and the advection
qrofm waair at altiu over cold swaer Such conditions may give rise to an increase ofthe refractive index with altitude
consistent wish the raninsonde measurements.

B. REINIISCH
You referred twice.first on your second slide and then in your third to the last slide, to "real-time sensing of the environment".
I am puzzled, since the "sensing" is alwa)s done %*en it is done, Le., in real time.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I should have said "real time sensing of the environment at remote locations'. Through telephone call-up procedures we
transferred the fade-versus-time series measurements to remote locations. We are able to display the fade-versus-time on a
PC and at the same time obtain a simultaneous hard copy. Hence, if we wish to sense the propagation environment at the mid-
Atlantic coast links at a remote location such as in Turkey, we may do so through telephone call-up procedures. We have used
such proceduresfor a number of propagation field tests in the vicinity of Wallops Island, irginia.

R. BENSON
In the ionosphere and magnetosphere, wave ducting refers to propagation along field-aligned electron density irregularities.
Ducted propagation, depending on wave mode, occurs in eitherfield-aligned enhancements or depletions in electron density.
please elainwhat you mean by wave ducting in the ,resent work.

A U T H O R 'S R E P L Y-1 7 N U i s p r k l m t .
A simple surface duct may occur when the refractivity co13e to the earth is such that dNdh < -157 N-Units per kilometer.
Rays launched horizontally will bend concave downward, reflectfrom the earth, bend concave downwards after reflection and
reach the height of launch pointing horizontally. This cycle will repeat itself in the direction of the receiver. Such a ray is
"trapped' and said to be in a "surface duct".

D. THOMSON
It is likely that the air-water temperature difference along with depth of the refractive index inversion are the criticalfactors
in determining thefading depth and variability. Do you attempt to reconstruct this information, e.g., using data which might
be available from Wallops Island or did you attempt to conditionally sample your database on the basis of the air-seatemperature differenqcr i

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Air-sea temperature differences were not routinely measured except during the week ofAugust 21, 1989. These measurements
were used to calculate evaporation duct properties which were combined with helicopter measurements of the refrdctivity
structure to give modele fade structures. The eventswe are talking about occurred when the water was cold and roist warm
air advected over it. This causes a temperature inversion and at the same time moisture at altitude. On June 21-1989 and
March 16, 1990, temperature inversions were in fact observed along with measured positive increases'of refractivity with
altitude (+ 23 N-Units/onfor June 21 up to 130m and + 43 N-Units/kn for March 16 up to 185m). Although these slopes
were measured at nearby coastal locations at Wallops Islam Virginia they are expected to be even larger over the colder
water. Such refractive slopes give rise to severe subrefraction and strong fading. Both of these weather related conditions
lasted a few days.- .I

- -"'.. .-1 ------------.. . .. .... ... -----. ~ i



REMOTE SENSING OF THE EVAPORATION DUCT
-USING ANX-BAWDRMA4

Kiiiukh D. A*de*o,
Oc a nd.Amoshexic. ciues.Division

Navl "Ocean Systems Center ''

-San Diego, CA 92152-5000 USA

SUMMARIY

rdrdetection ranges within the radio horizon.,In addition, conditions.
disrepncis btwen masued ndpredicted rdrdata

deadaclose examination ofzboth meteorological data, and
sufielayer, theory. -At ranges near and beyond the horizon, 2.,MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

rdrdetection capabilities crucially depend both on the
sraelyrrefractivity profile and on the refractivity profile A measurement program to validate the predictedpropagation

deemndfrom upper-air observations. An empirical model effects'was started in Tune of. 1989. To riprezi. typical
tomretesurface layer with the mixed layer is discussed, shipboard radars, an X-band radar, operating at a frequency of

Ohrdiscrepancies, which are, thought to be caused either by 9.415 GHz, was placed on a, site at theNaval Ocean Systems
inadequate surface layer modeling (rhaps - the, moisture Cente- (NOSC), 23.5,.m abovemeansea level%(rnisl). At this
stability function) or by inadequate sur ace layer meteorolgi Sie(aldte35se)azmhsfo-10o34dgrs
cal measurements, suggest the need for an improved- surface provide in unobstructed view of the ocean. Winds are general-
layer Model. ly from the northwest,whikhinplies that the local conditibns

Remtesnsig o thevaoraionduc byradr masuemets are representative of the sea anid not the land, Air,-temperature,
Remoe snsig o th evportio dut b raar easremnts relative,-humidity, -wind,_'speed, -Md direction sensors are

is not aviable tactical tool. However, the combination of di- mounted aperoximately 22-n above msl; Sea surface tempera-
rect surface and upper-air meteorological measurements ,with lure- is monitored,-with jwo infraiedd.emiperature'transduce-rs
remotely sensed radar measurements and with advanced poinited-toward-the surface~atzeiiith angles of, approximately
numerical modeling capabilities does provide valuable insight 60 and 75.degrees. Thi infrared spots are in the surf zone anid
for a better understanding of the atmospheric surface layer and are not conisidered! representative, of the sea-temperature at

its ffets o lo-alitud shrt-rngeradr deecton.ranges-beyond 1-km or so--their pffrnarypurpose is tb check
its ffets o lo-alitud shrt~rngeradr deecton.the consistency of otherdata-Alsmall,boa-has been specially
1. INRODUTIONadapted to carry. two lightweight cornierleflectors of 30 dBsm
1. ~fRDUCIONcross-section, one faing aft and 6ne.facing forward. Both are

mounted.4.9,m abovei the suifice, of the ocean. Horizontal and
In recent-years, instances havebeen notedwhere maximum vertical beimwidths of the corner-reflectors are approximately
radar detection ranges of low-altitude targets over the ocean is 40 degrees,,which- allows, 'considerible m6tionof, the boat
less than expeced;-,Thesd instafi&s of reduced detection ranges without affectiidg the cross-section-seen bythe radari Tempera-
are associated with surface-based atmospheric ducting, particu- ture, humidity, wind speed, and direction sensors are mounted
larly -with evaporation dueling,, Effects2 fromf- these, ducts are on the boat 2.5 mn above the surfa. Two temperature probes
normally, considered to be-a long-rangeIphe'nomenai but-an are mounted at thestern~of~t boat to-nionitor;sea- tempera-,
analysis by. Do~xery.ofuJonns Hopkins,1University,,Appied, ture. .11 meteorologiclnsor are moioe y computers
Physics; boratory. (JHU/APL)-clearly sihows reduced detec- that sample the data every, 10 s*onds and calculate an average
tion capabilities for, common duct heights,jreuen-Ciesi iand, value -for every' rmnute -, Upp ir-.6ndition's-are measured
ranges. In addition to, the well-know signal en ancement at usingVaisalaradiosondes, launched either rm h oto
ranges near and beyond the'radio horizon, his modeling frm- the sbhore'site; (35), Dali, fron. the radiosondes are
indicates that the, evaporation duct affects radarv detection, of recorded on computer.,
small-ized,-low-altitude targets, withiri the. horizon 'in- two

- -wiyi: First, it can shift the locitlon of the last opticalinterfer- In a typil. measurement, the boaiis, positioned 2 to 3. kmn

i entnll-several 1kilometers -in -range, ivbicli-can-:cavse sewvard from the radar,"where the crewv makes a measurement
noridetection imrngeswherc detection is'eipected, Second, it of the surface mete6rologicatconditions witha iset of sinsors

can substafitially decrease signal levels;.near,thelast optj~al ineedn -ftop, mntrdbtecmueThe crew
reduced detection ranges. thieemeasurements ,are2 ,omplete,- the boat p Cioed on, a

radial- frdim" hel radai~in i seaWarddiiection -to 'a,rangeof
An ongoing'analyt'ical and'measurement effort to assess low- aib ut' 25ld .'Dtiriihiisiun, 66 iiiioii-betwen radar

altitude,--short-rnge propagation,.'effects at ,-ban&-,has sies nii a boat crew is mpaintained either on a VHFor
validated Dockery's modeling. The propagation modeil'used in' oui aUHF link to providee irse:66tetioni. Sofar, little 6r-
this analysis is aiatm s ihcric surface layer hiodel-[li2] and ijcus cretonhs iedid.'At the mandmnimiap'g,
a iairpgtodel knowk-,as Radio -Physical- Optics \~ae ~h~iesiiiito'h ieerlgcl
(RPOQ, 3]. All,-three feaures predicted by the moe (en cbinditionsi. Forits 'b od t a ~eu~niradial to--
haiid signal beyond the horizon, ,range shifted null locations,, th "" starti"g- poi If. interetingj - ~ulls -or measu'renmeit
and redbiced signal at th6 last iti~ic O'a)hA--be'n, pibblems aisei from-the fiist,,vo runts, the~boat,,ma-epa-
obsesed in a carefully controlled radar experiment 'Although- both thiiitb6mnaid thlb~n rimkrja atirtioni
the essentialfeaturos; are observed in-the ra~ida dtadiscepan- surface or.upper-air' meaisureme nts, A- the I35. site o4shore,'
cies: between tI' preicted and measured data ivarrant a closer idditlonal surface'ineteoioldgiWl easure nentsare made, by
examination c.. themeteorological measurements and surface hiind-evey-hilf hoir or so, Jependingonconditions.-

le$
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3. MEASURiMENT RESULTS placing the mixed layer at the duct height appears to be

reasonable. The term "limited surface layer" will be used to
The first trial runs were made on 3 October 1990 and, after refer to the model -where the surface layer is empirically
minor adjustments to the hardware and software, the first data limited in vertical extent to the altitude of the duct height.
were taken on 11 October1990. A total of 37 runs (a run is
either an inbound or an outbound movement of the boat) have Figure 3rmpares ,the radar data taken on 13 February to
been made so far on 12 separate daysOf...s.. .12 y.r ,  APRO ieults plredicted'usinig both the limited surface layer and
cases, 4 are during thermally stible atmospheric'onditionsin"' theunliifited surface layer model. For the unlimited surface
-which surface trapping layers, caiised byair mass subsidence layer,- th'epredicted loss curve is close to the measured data
or advectioh, dominate the propagation. To limit the ibe f foiranges less thn about 12 kin; Beyond this range, the loss
this piper, only unstable cases are conside r:1For the eilht' -jrdirintis cleily diffeieht-from the observed. For the
unstable cases, Table I lists the median wind dir"tion,'iiid' 'limited ii'face layer, the predicted loss curve is a better matchspeed, air temperature, sea temperature, and relafii'ehiimidit' to the r dar'data. This technique of limiting the surface layer
measured both at theF35 site and at the boat. In adition t e to the duct height is empirical and may need refinement.
table lists the median modified refractivity (M) gradient in the However, this limited surface layer model is consistent with

lowest layer, which is determined from upper-air observations. the assumption that theory is applicable only to altitudes much
Also listed are the duct height and the gradient form of the less than the base of the inversion. It is be ieveda'itt •

Monin and Obukhov scaling length IT '). Both quantities are model can be developed as more radar and meteorological data
calculated for-the-F35 and for;the'N itmeteoirldgy."Athird are;acquired:.-However, qte comparisons to measureddata
duct' height is listed that is the iesult of a surface layer model, illustrate thecrucial-01e b6th of the surface'layer and of-the
Which i ill be explained later. , uppei-air meteorological characteristicsin'prdpagifton model-

Ing.
For the first'four cases'listed in Table-l, agreement between
the propagation model results and the measured'data is 3.2 Ranges-LessTltan the ListPeak
remarka ly good when the surface layer refractivity profile is
generated from the F35 site meteorological measurements Results of propagation modeling forthe last-fourcases, listed
using the theory developed- by Jeske (1,2]. For example, in Table I -do not agree.with 'the measured' radio-data -for
Figure 1 shows the one-way propagation loss (the ratio of ranges less thanand near-the last optical peak. The-stability
transmittedto received power) measured from the-radar- to a length, L', at4he:F35 site, -is :greater~than the ductC height,
comer 'reflector'as the boat madetwo runs on 11 October which implies that the surface layer extends to at least the duct
1990. The solid line labeled "Std' corresponds to the propiga- height. Figure 4, shows, the.radar data from 20. November
tion loss exwcted- in a standard atmosphere, where the 1990. The curve labeled'F-Profile" ;is the. calculated 'loss
modified refractivity, increases with increasing height at a using the meteorology at P35. The curve labeled'"B-Profile*
constant rate of-l8 M/km. The dashed line represents the is the calculated loss using the, meteorology - from the boat,
propagation-loss eipected in free space: A, comparison of the Both predictions differ from the measured data-for ranges less
radar data to the standard atmosphere prediction shows that the than about 14 km and both incorporate the limited-surface
last optical interference null is -shifted a kilometer or so layer model, However, for ranges in excess of 14 km, the F35
outward in range, and signal strength at the last optical peak profile overestimates the loss by-only 3 'dB or so. -It is
(at about 10 km) is reduced by about 3dB, These data were apparent that the surface layer should be loWer in altitude so
measured over 51 minutes (1041 -to 1132 local time), Bulk the RPO predictions match the-radar datwat ranges'less than
measurements atthe F35 site during the same'time show wind 14-km.
speed of 6.2 knots,, air temperature of 19.35 C, relative
humidity of 88%, and a sea temperature of 19.95 C, -which The consistency of the,meteorological data,,shown in, Figure
are used, to generate theM profile [2]. The third curve on 5, gives no indicationofstrong range dependenc for ranges
Figure I is the propagation loss calculated for this M profile. less than 14 km. One technique, termed "K-Prof le, reduces
The agreement between-the prediction and the measurements the surface layer height using the same meteorological data
is excellent out to a range of 12,kin; the measured null shift and surface layer theory. The K-Profile procedure is (I) calcu-
and signal-reduction are nearly-identical to-the model results, late the temperature profile between the boat and F35 (hori-
Beyond 12 km, however, the predicted rate of signal falloff is zontal homogeneity is implid) using LVas measured-on the
less tha measured. At 18 km, the predicted loss underesti- boat, and (2) calculate the M profile with the supposition,that
mates observed loss'(overestimates signal strength) by about 3 it follows the tebiprature'pr6file by assuming that the relative
dB. humidity is constant in,-thesurface'la er,.Postulating that the

relative humidity isconstaht appears reasonable because-the
3,1 Ranges Beyond the Last Optical Peak median relative humidities measured both it the-boat md-at

the F35,site(for all'eighi cases)-aie Within 5% of each other,
If the refractivity pro file is calculated,from' the' surface layer which; is. within, the. bunds of ineisiiiment error, The ductmodel-for altitudes to 150 mi RPO predictions for the first heights withthe heading bf K-Profile in Table I are calculated

four cases listedin Table Iagree with the'observed radar data usingconstant humidity-in the surface layer.
for ranges-about half way to the hoiizon (the horizon is
approximately 29 km). At ranges near and beyond the horizon; In Figure 4, the loss curve labeled "K-Profilel is the result of
RPO predictions underestimate the observed loss, For these assuming constant relative humidity in the surface layer.-This
ranges, the iignal 'strength is deA ndent on-both the surface curve is a good approximation to the measured data for ranges
layer- and the upper-air M profiles. less than-18 km;, but the-rate of signal falloff at'longer ranges

overestimates the observed: At shorter ranges, comparisons to .
Figure 2 shows the surface layer M profile ,nd'the measured observed- data are -qualitatively 'better 'when -the ,K-Profile
upper-air M-profile for-'13,Febary'1991, At an-altitu.of technique is applied to'the list four cases listed inTable 1.' For
about 45-rn the surficd layer profile coincides With the ulpper- the 30 January 1991 case, the K-Profile and the Jesk formal-
air profile, which, suggests, that the -surface anid' per-air ism generate comparable results. However, for the first three
measurements-aie consistent. However, IV from the6ijedian cases in Table'I,-theeske formalism, yields a'bettei"coftpari- -t
bulk measu'remeiits is between -2.7 and -. 9 m, so the mixed, son'to measured radar data. pan-..-

layer'should therefore "domiiate-at altitudes just hboeid'a few
meters. For'alteight caies,-bettercomparisbns to the measured Alth6ugh the K-Profile model'does improve the comparisons - -radar'data at 'anges-beyoid- the last, opical peak are-found of predicted to'obseived radar data iat least hilfofthe'ias,When the suifac6-layer height is limited to the duct height and the assumptions are iettlesome,'One of, theleast uiidrstibd' -,, -

ii ~ ~~theanixing'layer repiesented by the' upj rar measuidments" aspects °f-itur fa'ce layer modelitigis the shi "e"'°f the moistur/e, -
For the first four cases, the stability length; as measuid at the profileR (stability 'functio):. Althohghstability ,fiinctiohs for

F35 site; is-liss-thn 'the ddct-height, so limiting'the siface temperature and-wind sped have.been-suifdied by-,iumerous
laycf'to the duct'height is justifiable-For the last fotir'cses, investigators [4] ah&dare well-known, data':deribing-the.
the stability length'is comparable t6i e duct height, so again, moisture profile ovei the sea are not readily available,-Typical- f
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the mois s i ction is assumed tofollw either, horizontal homogefieity. for, iadio prpo1agatioi pujposes may be
t t the o it et fi fiction. In the Jsk forniirism, the rle i ad not the ^tio * ,
nmbiiture is a sunid, to, fb loi ihe mometufi ;h Additii'i le ex e n

mparisons tio idai: data were miade using i.modifiedJeske -, -, ... -_ , ; , -, '
f=r iim whereiibisture follows heat, but thiese,'6mparsons 4. CONCLUSIONS,
shbwedno significant improvemefit in matching the radar data.
A siifacelayerfmodel following the formalism described by Theevaf-tioftv duct sigiificaitly ,Mfects? X-bandradar
Liu, Kitsais, and.Businger (LKB model) [5], was used to detitio i-i i*ilitie.bf loi-kltifide tar' s- at IIranges.
create Mpiofiles for in-t to RPO;,Jn the LKB model, L' is Wihin'theho6i;iti ductniay.shif6tli l ation'ofthelast
corm able t6 the L' =culatd,using the Jeske formalism.:M int6e jen nu!i severa kil6mitrs in iafige;which may.iause
Orofilesusinjgboth moisture following heat and moistiie nnditectibn -.at'rangs 'ilier +,detetion is. expected and
following niomentum g nirated comparisons:(to radar diti) deteion'i,iiges .whe-redetection"is.,not ,exected. In
similar to those generated by the.Jeske formalism. Another additidh-tli vapofiitt'rductmiayiiduce,thsinal;strength
propagation model, Craig' and Levy's PCPEM'[6,7], which at ranges nearthe last ifteiference pecak so that detection of
uses a surface layer model developed by Battaglia [8], was low-altitude targitsnmay'iioi be posiible until the target is
used to develop a set of comparisons to the radar data. Median much closeri,,Thes6'iffects havebeen observed in a carefully-
meteorological values for several cases in Table 1 were used ctitroll6radar experiment, ,
as inputs to PCPEM and the resulting loss curves are "arly -identical to the loss curves obtained using the Jeske model At ritnges,: be'yond, the, latt:optical.Peik,-. the radaresignal

with RPO. Clearly, additional radar and meteorological studies strength depeinds bth on the surfaci layer and on tie mixed
are needed to resolve the modeling discrepancie, particularly layer.,To accuratelymodel propagation i. thisregion, knowl-
in conditions of low-wind speed and low humidity as well as edge'of.bothsur ace layer: andupper-air, meteorology is
in conditions of high wind speed and high humidity. required: An enipiridal',miodel toiiergethe urface,layer with

the mixed layer has been developed: 'However; additional
3.3 Horizontal Homogeneity studies and measurements are needed to iefine this iiodel.

One of the assumptions necessary for the K-Profile surface A new surface layer.model hasbeen developed to account for
layer model is horizontal homogeneity, which is a subject of discrepancies between-the observed radar data and thepropa-
intense debate and is critical to the practical application of an gation model. However, it does not explain all discrepancies
operational propagation model. The radar data examined here and even fails;where classical surface layer theory is success-
(on the scale of tens of kilometers) appears to be homoge- ful. Further sthdies, of the, surface layer, particularly the
neous. Over periods of approximately one to two hours, as moisture profile, are needed to develop a reliable propagation
illustrated by Figures 1, 4, and 5, the consistency between the model.
outbound and inbound radar measurements is remarkable,
which suggests at least temporal, if not spatial, homogeneity. Horizontal homogeneity has been examined from a radio point
For seven of the eight cases, the outbound run and the of view. In eight days of- measurements,,with, wind speeds
inbound run overlay each other to within 5 dB of propagation from 3 to 10 knots, horizontal homogeneity in the radio data,
loss--the exception is the data taken on 20 November 1990 for not necessarily in the meteorology, appears to dominate.
which only one run is valid (equipment problems do not allow Range dependency in the signals, alt ough not fully explored,
the use of the other runs on this day.) The greatest difference seems to be a minor effect because the predictions derived
between runs was observed on 30 January 1991, shown in from the meteorology at a single site account for a substantial
Figure 6. The meteorology for this case (Figure 7) clearly portion of the observations.
shows large fluctuations in both wind speed and humidity.
However, as shown in Figure 6, RPO loss curves derived Remote sensing of the environment using an X-band radar in
from both the Jeske and from the K-Profile surface models conjunction with modem numerical modeling capabilities has
(using the median meteorological data at F35) respectably proven to be a valuable tool in the understanding and utiliza-
agree with the observed radar data. Even though the meteoro- tion of tropospheric propagation.
ogy may fluctuate, indicating atmospheric inhomogeneity, the
aggregate radio data do not, which lends credence to the
assumption of homogeneity in the propagation of radio
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1 ~ 6

1 , 3 30 30 20 6 14'
O t .b 'Apr Jan, Nov Mar Mar Mar

1990 1991 1991 1991 1990 1991 1991 1991
Wind Dir 172. 334. 210. 333. 285. 303. 318. 302,

(d~g)

Speed
(knt) F35 4.5 3.9 4.9 4.5 '8.4 7.4 9.9 6.9

Boat 3.3 2.8 4.4 4.6 9.4 8.7 16.0 9.1

Air Tenp
(C) F35 19.5 12.9 15.0 14.2 16.9 14.4 13.2 13.1

Boat 20.4 14.0 16.0 15.3 17.9 15.7 14.3 14.5

, Sea Temp
(C) Boat 21.0 15.5 17.4 15.5 18.0 15.4 15.4 - 15.1

! RelHumnid
) 35 84. 87. 82. 61. 72. 68. 59. 58.

Boat 82. 82 78. 61. 69. 63. 61. 57.

"," Upper-air iM Grad. 127. 133. 128. 161. 115. 124. 128. 128.
(M/ki) I I

F35 Duct 7.4 5.0 6.8 9.8 11.9 11.1 13.0 11.3

~Height(m)
aF35 L' -6.7 -2.7 -4.8 -7.6 -33.0 -27.5 -22.2 -11

(M)Boat Duct 8.5 5.7 7.8 14.5 18.5 40+ 14.5 14.5
eight(m)

Boat L' -17.2 -4,9 -8.5 -64.3 -584.7 +177.8 -53.6 -45.4

S(Mm) ______

• " - K-ProfileJ
4 3 D uct Ht 9.1 7.8 7.7 5.9 7.6 71 5.3 6.3

(in)

IiTable 1. Surface and upper-air meteorology for the eight cases where tahe

l", atmosphere was thermally unstable. :
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Pigure 1. Ridar measurements (Grey crosses)j
made on 11 October 1990. The curve labeled

Propagation loss predicted "Std" corresponds tothe exprected propagation
P 110-ero bulk ,meteoreooy at Iosi in a normal or standard atmosphere (4/3

P35 site (M~-10Z local) ebrth). Propagation loss predicted from the bulk

the measurements out to a range of 12 km.

L

S ~ 11October 1990t IW Oubud&1on
166 I

6 6 12 18 24 36

Unmodifiled profile Figure 2. Modified refractivity profiles for 13

46 0 gradient r .118 01m~ February 1991. The evaporation duct profile is
Sounding 9 0%56 bulk measurements made at the F35 site.

36 / acltduigteJsefraimfo h

7 h - h-- odified profile

to Duct Height: 5.6

{--- Bolk Ohs (P3) 1066-1128 local time

325 0 350

Figure 3. Radar measurements (Grey crosses)
0 made on 13 February,1991 compared to

P11-Loss expected when predicted propagationl loss for a standard
A td surfae. lager extends atmosphere, the unmobdified Jeske profile from

G to15814.Figure 2, arid,the mrodified (sdrface layer limited
A ~to 5 m) Jesk6 profile from Fibue2.
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lie--

RF 28 Havembr 1998, 1232-1314 Local Time F'64-ib nadbet be rs s
0 made on 20 November 1990 compared to
P Im predictions for (1) a standard atmosphere;
A X-Poflle(2) ' mited surface layer profiles calculated from

bulk measurements at both F 35]VF-Profile") and
A' the boat ("B-Profile"); and (3) ttie K-Profile

S D-Prol'i le

168-
8 6 12 1s 24 38

RANGCE km

1 Median Vind at F35
to- Speed 8.4 knot

Dir 284.8 deg

28
,, , Air Tertperature(C)

18.~ F35 Boat

0 Median 16.9 18.0

1 ~ Sea Teftperature (C)
i7'. F35 Boat

1881S I I Median 15,8 10

1 -Relai.ye Huuuidity
75-15 Boat

I Median 71.7 69.2

a 5 18 15 28 25 30
-i Range (km)

Figure 5. Surface meteorology measured on 20 November 1990 between 1124 to
1314 local time. Crosses indicate one-minute average of data. Median value at

bohF56dboat are listed on the rigit'side of the plot;
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P . 3 9 3 Januart 1991, 89-1locaIjTime\,-.1991, , :

., -Figure 6. Radar measurements (Grey crosses)
P, 12( stA madeon,30 January 1991 compared to

predictions for (1) a standard atmosphere;
(2) a limited surface layer profile calculated from

A • - "bulk measurements at F35;, and '(3) the K-,Profile

T 130- technique.

0 " - Po I l
S148

L
!S l-Pof l

S 1W 1

iif
Median Uind at F39
Speed 4.5 k not i
] Dir 332.9 deg

. . t' Air Temperature(C)
, $4 t t v. ,.}35 Boat

Median 14.2 15.3i ~13 .. .

0 Sea Temperature(C)Is *,o 35 Boat

Median 13.2 15.6
13-
75-

,elatiue Husiditg

58o- .. . " '+ F35 Boat

2 _ _ _ _Median 61.2 61.8

18 25 38

Figure 7. Surface meteorology measured on30 January 1991 between 0946 to
1332 local time. Crosses indicate one-minute average of data. Median value at
both F35 and boat are listed on the right side of the plot.iL
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1. -50

S-70 1 -'

0 o . . ........... .
>. -90 N

-100
Z -110 -
0 Measured
W -120 4/3 earth N

-130 -- APL EMPE using measured environment
NOSC EREPS using climatologyx .140 - ".

-150 1 1 I 1
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

RANGE (nmi)

Figure 8. Measurements from the JHU/APL Wallops Island experiment of 9 October
1986, 0835 to 1121 local time. Radar frequency is 5650 MHz, radar height is
26,7 m, target height is 31 m.

DISCUSSION

J. GOLDHIRSH
On the East Coast we do generally see horizontal inhomogeneity of the refractivity structure when ducting does exist. This
horizontal inhomagenelty was verifted by radar measurements where we examined the clutter maps of PPIrs. We also verified
the inhomogeneity by in situ measurements using helicopters. The difference between what you see and what we see Is probably
due to East Coast versus West Coast atmospheric conditions.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes, that is correct. On the East Coast, you are influenced by continental air moving from west to east. On the West Coast,
the winds are generally from the ocean, which tends to give homogeneity.
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PROPAGATIONTRANSHORIZON EN ATMOSPHERE MARINE.
MODELISATION ET.NOVVEAUX RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUXM

~Jacques CLAVERIEct -YvonickHURTAUD

'CE3NTRE'D'ELE CTRONIQUEtDE L'ARMEMENT
35170 BRUZ

FRANCE H

SRESUME: 'a partir des pairam~tres':mdtdorologiques claW~iues
'relevs4,quelques mbatresde, hauteur. Pirallalement,

Dans le cadre des tra vaur entrepris par le sous-groupe des mnodbls~de propagilonont~6t6~d6veiopsensui-
Propagation de I'AC 243/RSG8/cbm. III, dithiPor- vant diffdrentes techniquiesdr6solution, des'dquations
tantes campagnes de mesures ont iti menees au voisi- de 'propagation :-solution modale, ,nmdthode' dite "de
nage.des c~tesfranqaises : en Atlantique rigion de LO- N'quation'paiaboliqu67, optique g6om6triqud.
PJENT), 4 l'automne 1989,.et enMdteffanie .(ugion Afin de-valider cesimod6lisations, deux campagnes
de TOULON),. durant l'dte 1990, Ces campagnes de mesures out Wt entreprises, par le sous-groupe Pro-
concernent des-liaisons transhorizon au dessus'.de la pagationde I'AC 243/RSG-8/coznmissionJlII. La' pre-
met, en incidence rasante, -aux longueursdondes centi- mnibre~expfrimentation a en lient pendant I'autotfine
miques et miliitiques (de 3 4 94 GHz). 'Afin de ca- 1989 surila cbte atlantique franoi, pr69 de~la vifl de
ractifiser fineunent 12 Couclte Ljniite de Surface -Ociia- LORIENT, La scconde s'est-dfrouldo dutantl'4td 1990
nique, des unesures ,ndto -.'!ogiqua c'vu R4 entreprises 4 sur Ia cbte m6diteriandenne fanoaIse, 1& proximii6 de
l'aide destations auromatiques,, d'-me boude placie 4 ]a vifle, do TOULON. Lei r6suliats, recucillis consti-
promiit de la ligne de vis~e et de radiosondes suspen- tuent une base 'de donnides remari~ble, tant par lis
dues 4 ira ba/lon. moycas. radi6~ectriques et m~tdorologiques mis en

L'ensemble, des donnees recuefflies pennet Ia mise au oeuvre, que par la diversit6-des conditions de propaga-
point et la validation d'an programme de calcul~globaI (ion tencofltrdes.
de propagation. .en atmosphire marine. C e pograunme L'ensemble des mesures,.effectudes, au cours de cos
est constrait 4., panir d'un modele .de propagation, deux canipagnes,,sera d6crit-dank Ia partie 11, La partie
s'apputyant stir la milhode de l'&iytion parabolique et III pr~ciscra~es modles'utilisdipour analyser les r6-
d'un modele d'environnemjent, diveloppi en se basant sultats expdrimentaux, en insistant sur I'dtude du milieu
sur une mlthode de type "Bulk!. L'analyse statistique des de propagation. lne nouv611em~thdde,,de typo 'bulk',
donnides expdrimnentales conclut 4 Ia bonne qualite permettant 1o 'calcu! du profil'd'indicoe de r6fraction,
d'ensemble des modilisations utilisdes. L'intirdt d~ne sera prdsentde, ainsi qu'une 'd6termination de la hau-
approche multdfrdquentielle est aussi clairemeni dimon- teur ducoDnduit d'6vaporation Apartir des donndes de
Wu. Cependant, Ia comparaison teniporelle entre les propagation. Une premnibre ftud statistique, -visant a
penles depropagation prddites et me'sudes, s avre plus valider les diffdrents modbles, A partir des donndes de
Mdimae. Une amdlioration sensible passe par, la prise en la campagne de LORIENT, fera I'objet de ]a partie, IV,

compte, taut au niveau des mesures effectudes aye des alors que' dans la partio V, deux cas particuliers issus
modeles deuvironnement de situations atrnosphiriques de da ca inpagne de TOULON-seiont ddlaill6s, -On
complexres e, notainmeut, des inhomoginilis spatiales. remarquera quo -Ii mod~Iisation du conduit

d'6vaporatibn,' aussi fidle soil-dile, nWest pas toujoursf sufisante, pour caractdriser, do faqoh satisfaisante 'les
1. INTRODUCTION m~cai mes r6eksde la propagation.

L'amnliqration constantedes systbmes d'armes exige If. DESCRIPTION DES EXPERIMENTATIONS
uweconnatsqaurce approfondie du milieu de propagi-
tion. Danle cadre des liaisonstranshorizon en ondes Deux cainpagnes, de !propagation ont. eu Hieu en
centimn6triques et miflitnitriques au ras deli mner,'cette France depui&A989. .Lapremitro d'entre. cues sedst d6-
connaissance-s'est fortenien't:ddyelopp*e depuis ,une i, euYepeni~u13 Ddccrnbre,1989 sursla
vinglaine d'anes ((1], [21, (31;,[41). Le canal do propa. c81e sud de la Bretagne, entre, la presqi'i~e d&Givres
galion est principalementt caractdris4 par I exisleicee et la presquIe de Quiberon. Des liaisons fonctionnant
quasi-perrmanente.,d'an conduit dvaporationj dopt la A 3, 10.5, 16, 35, 36 et 94 GHz ont Mt nises e-n oeuvre
haiuteurpeut~varierdd queiiues~ibtres quelques di, sq, une distance-de 27.7. km. Leurscaracdristiques
zaines do matres. Lei moddlisadobs de ce ciaa de gdomdtriques et radiodlectriques sont donndes dans Ile"
propagation permettent essentieflement, a Iheure ac- tableau n* 2.1. Les rdceptdurg dtaiebt plac6s juste der-
tuelle, de calculer la hauteur du conduit dvaparation rilre l'horizon radi66lectrique. L'absorption atrnosph6-
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W( redisposoes stir la vedette de la snesnt aor
Avec: des carac6iiitibsiii'6-6riques,simiLaes, 4"l'So de'lili gsseest reste'son emplacement

mais afmn dl'btinir,. des,, 6'dit6U &z~oaatote - dk fii ,eiub6Vtuui~-~d de 1.5 mn au-
rapprochant de celles des iiers chaudes, une seconde dessi's do la mer.
campagne de mesures a eu lieu s4urla: ete~ n6diterra- 'Jaeu-Aame~sofide a Wt fix6e stir le atit principal
nd n; entre la yulle de Hytres et M'Ie du Levaat LWs Ad, la vedette, A tine altitude de 4.9 at.

liaisons 6tudides, d'une distance'de ,23.tkni sohtd'd 'fi&,,-ltr66m6sonde a dtd fix6e au limit d'une
erites dans le tableau a! 2.2. per6li a l'avant du bateau, a tine altitude de 5.05 mn.

Les niesures de propagation ont M( effectudes pir- Ies conditions mtdorologiques de cettejourn6e sont
Ilintermddiaire des tensions de CA.G 6chantillona6es, dgalement indiqu6es dans le tableau n! 2.3.,Au cours

j puis nuat6risdes A ]a cadence de 0.1 Hz. Los pertes de de l'expdriatentation, la tempdrature et l'lumidit6 de
propagation ont ensuite 6t4 ddduites en tiiiant los Fair 6volueront faiblement sous l'action du
.courb es,-d'6taldnnage des~systames. ,Un ~moyennage 'a rayonnoatent solaire tandis que le vent d'Est mne
enfinm6t&efectu6 'si-minutes afin, deformer .Iae diatinuera pas do faqon significative.
base de,doanes depropagation-compatible'avec cello

des donnicsm6tdorologiques. Ill. MOVENS D'ANALYSE
Durant' chacuno Aces dewc campagnos, un certain

nonibre do moycas m6t6orologiques~ont-Wt utilis~s : Dans tincontexte opdrationnel (radar eabarqu6 sur
deux stations mdtdorologiques, tine A chaque extrdatit6 navire, par, exdmple),'Ia prddiction- en temps rdel des
do Ia liaison, et unelboude atdt6orologique, motiilldo A conditions de propagation petit s'appuyer sur IA niesure
proxiniit6 do la ligne de propagation. La bou6e mesu- in-situ des -param~tres- mt6orologiqucs "bulk". Do
mait, toutes los 10atinutes, l'ensoatble desparamatres ceux-cion ddduit; dans unpreatier temps; los caractd-
peratettant do calculer ]a structure verticale do la ristiques . du, conduitf d'dvaporation,, puis, dans tin so-
coucho limite, do surface -ocdanique (paradittres cond temps,,Ies pcrtes de.propagation dans Ia contigu-
!bulk*), soit :Ia tempdrature de l'air,, l'htimidit6 rela- ration employde (fr6quence dmisei hauteurs
tive, la pression atmosph~rique, les vitesse et direction d'adrions ... ). Si los mod6es, do propagation existants
du venti, A tne altitude do 4.5 at (LORIENT) ou 3.4 mn peratettent la priso, en conipte do situations do plus en
(TOULON), ainsi quo la tempdraturo do l'oau A tine plus complexes, tout en dtant adaptds al uin fonctionne-
profondeur d'environ 30 cm. mont stir micro-ordinateur, Ia connaissance do Ia

Afin do caract6riser plus fineniont lo canal do propa- structure atmosph6riqtio est beaucoup plus -imprdcise
gation, des mesures en mer, ont Wt ontreprises durant car elle repose stir -des, hypothbses simplificatricos et
la campagne do TOULON, les 17 Juillet etT23 Aoflt, aui stir des formulations semi-eatpiriques dont
atatin, par l'intorm6diai'o do sondes ventildos DIGI- Iluniversalit6 roste A diniontrer.
DROP. conquespar Ia at6tdorologie nationalo et fabri-
ques par Ia ,socidtd LEREL La sondo DIGIDROP 3.1 Calcul des-pertes de propagatlon'
atesure Ia tompdrattire et l'huatidit6 do l'air ainsi quo
Ia pression atmosph6rique. Elie est munie d'un Par analogie avec la propagation dans tin guide
aspiratour qui' assure sa ventilation interne ainsi, qu'un d'onde, ]a propagation atmosiphdrique ow prdsence -do
flux d'air deo213 3m/s. conduit d'dvaporation, peut.8tre traitdo par lathdorie

atodale. Aux longuetirs d'bnde centim~triques, plu-
Mesure d#s i7Juillet siours modes so superposent. Aux fr~quences infd-

Trois sondes ant 0t6 plactes respectiveatent A 1.5 at, rioures A 20 GHz, onpeut no considdrer- quo le premier
10 m, et -25-m au-dessus do ]a mor. Ces sondes dtaiont mode, ce'qui rdduit considdrablementle tenips do cal-
stipportdes par tin ballon tradt6ipar tine vedette. Los cul, Cette derni~re configuration correspond aui logiciel
mosures ant eti lieu pr~s do Ia bodde mdtdorologique, EREPS ddvelopp6 par le Naval Ocean System Center
atoteur, do la vedette coup6. Chacune des mesurbs a (USA) dans los anndes 70 ([51). EREPS prend en
dur6 environ 10 minutes. Aia do s'affranchirdes fluc- compte l'absorption atmosphertique, laidflexidi su Iii
tuations rapides, los donndes do temp~rature, humiditd atom et utilise la hauiteur du conduit d'dvaporation pour
et pression ant fait~lobjet d'untraiteatentddnnanta.. d6teratiner los portes do propagation on stippbsant iineI c~s A la valour mayenno, aux: Valeurs extr~mes et A atmosph~re horizontaloatithomogae. Son .eatploi

l'dcart-type.Les conditions mtdorologiques dtaient pdraetd'analyscr-le&:din'nes discaapagnes,-do LO-
celles d'un: temips -calme et brumeux (tableau, n 2.3). RIENTet TOULON aux frdqyea&s los plus bksses.
Cos confditions~sont rest~es quasiment idebtiques tout Plus-rdcemment, lesm4thodes bas6es stir Ia r6solu-
Ie long do la'inatin6e. tion, do "Ilquation~lpab6iquo" ot siscitA tin regain

d'intkmt, -en -pattieiYxplicable 'par 'les performances
Mesure du 23Ao0I sans cesso, Accrues, des 1 micro-ordijiateurs. A, co- jour, -

A cause do Ia pr6sence d'un vent sutiprietir A 5 rn/s uboer6alisation~Intdressantv est- disponible avec lellogi;
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cielPPEMd61vel6pp par LEVY'et!CRIG f([6)'du l6es dB1 seulement. Cottovaleur de 167.dBdif-
Rulerford Appleton4 Laboiroi(Granfde-Bretage). fWredu iivean'& dedfrcion me~ntib6~n&Aie t

Foiictionnant'poucdes~~lraii frqenc copieintefaV. snpeeLugcdeA' ucdc46A4a

aitiftph0i aini que-sde, la46fiexionur la-merj Bulk CEL condust'A',funradi"' 4-6dinic
PCPEM 'utiis le propfit ecl d&nied ~rcmnd rWracind 19 /m/aat d'n'-"

d.,e irtsd6-i*fo s fructuresatins'rqes diatiO d cccrfils cctid. enetlosd'biavcl~
0o1*o caes dot proagtioop auorse n
3. d 6n. decud logeiiear fl t

ccsi napiique isacsdoihftens ra eslo ~ ni ilr~if:6 ls63
vauM-x e"S,in 'm 6t oiluseuts~mdles 'dtoic6tditg sa:Ml )'nd~o~fatoniii6(kt6M
ot dejA ese Ccc n"d'ls, 1omm EVA ftm 1'alicue (in)~ffatih un4 ~ace i

cozdui d'dpoatin'e n sot~vlids qe pur os ronvto n'cust le, 5.i 4 .t
aletite Mruiurs 40ne miosiifjendralement Dansc os e coiiions Jo alcInde ere d lrpasion

suf AIAt poucaracti6Suk c aropaiuoisug noz d e'qu do lah1u5eur du onduit d'vaporation

dou l'n~teoro ir , ,ieCer~mitsd 'ondan ispovnt note c on f ixies Ia osion asmopifi ucM IA
aviutre~& cbrisiq .u dex pontls. om VPd te lratue z'i~'hmdt (eaieMtl)'tos i

out([) d'aborusnon calculfemenpa la protveria ven A, h~auteur dubnitrrs dansapratio
dcondit. do oration, etne'ontaid 'xcto emnes quo ceteouran dn les z0,oguurgtaleau ,1 Ct Um.

atttues ionfiienrevorrons-' pustas l ente fi.s 2)cl'oniint 6a u s deps ertsdnd6rendanuion e
cufft6 pou 8 atre e a oatiouro)uO, oirs'dea co ndns o i~ltoentosrvdu ondugit de a orn
camptef~i-agnodoRN, dolnue eioependant is evn;Aotet4sio erpto atiosperiqu prsricaqophriqu6encla
asuetres crt ivu~sdo iux ints. ti etomn stes'cantu colaruisque dfauser sensiblme-
iT~rou 'rd ais no diffract pas it, toivreices mentA Ia valur s 'artsraues n a-raquee c

d'infra ordfraction, rcdmire ,A l'bsn oxdocon demmseclo, iurant out'trpttond anpas ldLOReaxn! 21eoS

ratienlntconae~iro Ic pro verica iiceto d re- p.)earImtodcvietk-A'ss'ajqinule ur tes donndes
frctiotte,d bn pri onor~) r osel oueitouds a~eetosphresinals,,I~~o a ero

Do plus',I N~ do lones ituaios,.atnt es aptr mo6orique entr.aiuietiude
riquls alesnveu dtmsigaturo gs do aitietreineIa sodo iesquonsts % c a utc codfut canle- a
tneruro do l'eau)de qimfi o tadit paerfoistes at avar des cot, e stution ap6e sabl~em tsntm
conis dvaporntinrexltient eys, npart pdt6nquo e pur dveshuer e odxtrltvnetde
p'nfartilnen racio. Conie Ise um do cdanilt ad- vs sP~our es A 5atin)e cotte ineritde pOReut ps
cis quro los stainsstablsnt pu probes; iI onu simp0% TOLN; ai qo lsa u conduit d'dvaporation o~
va tvut utonitIrsel roituventcal chtidnesto 6 plus inlean rthoeu ICEa j~rpagi dsu lrqens ue
fractionb. di ode ou es losplu b ss hsintes, l as predict ions&ccrqucs

Dn pouve a moddlest~ do s oditati at6ope deu cotrs Wtnsibles AIqait otrl ner dosaa

CELpdatRe en cinspirant de nithdes daoi pdesk mtre, stuation atopdiu tbe'tntm
([8])its Lespoaiossni-dlculsoint vs ea os Dnt pohdesepueucsderonment dreloppve otiles
l'animoxoAet prait'a suite, nsfeons o~cence A ot-a peiesd sprpaioue 5m), dce netique ptdo lasjau
mis qoesBikCEatio s etae thod pemmet~.1 o du,0o e~ u' conduit s d'Caporation aiuoi'3 ono pour~
caluour los rfit osqueiiifucew do tieraturlus ia ucafitn dwoutOUO laOs aijatio dosune petes'
d'hunidit6l, deesle vetp 'niod ~rcinu~' ~,clul~s parss PEMdifctis doA s ar~uecr
un altiaude dl 0daeiqo aher conduit doc:dvlop aonduit.s omptbe ASlnim d a intneuri despa ra.

([8),.Le, on profehitls peivucalontitciroctd- guslarit6 ctse rep~itfcilremmt ~te ver6e Wks
en los entee duil .itrnof o rd'enemalape, jutemcntrpatolynoisie-pefidet alor deo dbater

loins d B kcagedLRINT & to 21 o-pomet,d onduit '6ye orati6n, ii Iahueiir done cout
alnciir enctproftsniieds petde teoparatifionl cnaissagn I pTOUes6 dopropaations e 30.Pursa

s'ui6rio e en 190 difonc dtfio 1.5 G uz. Dis caagnodeL Or IE, eitenct im6noe'la do
ratu dot 4 vnmn, aqI la hauteur du conduit &,codi pt-enja-esa oevreni 6tais s un rIo d'e apoan et'lo n de OINt21seperon atu smilrci 6t6elabnorfL'utet do cete oAration oct I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __6_0nuUte _ _ _ ide petsVeOpgto ~nisn'e preopoaainI, .Pu.l
-,-roue A- 190_dB__la________de_1.5__________________________________&___fim~e d



I.dAfremew i lai flue e6apmtitmpabimc~
.Towtgwl buadk iendcindikw6dites parks ksco.os&srnsfaccE~a.mnowmcsdsmase

difraut zod~es mooo~ques pcwca itr cot- 4r Went EEis en tideac tp dari 2 A3 % do
pur~es I clics d~duiecs des paes do pwqagatio. mc- Scmps. Cpdmksrsac eu sc tadre,
sore A13 GHr, cm gaxdan I rcqwkf tpe cs'drit 1-3 GW r, des pcule de prop~asiuhfrwes do
remkew dolhdsc do calcul bin. partkdicbs. Us 10 dB par rajyort an aiwan drcspact libm Quoe s-
LORInT dow ouruaimextdm2? sctabcat rpr do qicacs.o ingalmcar oins ptzucta~c do autren
ciREWmpldocomraiosac& d c sekili~m c dor6 &vgiou. sai goalet, ]am gicm c &m aics fr6
scaE sur la figu.. dn32 En situation inaable s no- liwtd sfac rcrc~i~ dIu rc imcatation a
dales rnfo&d qus,-Bu-cAR on EVM? abowa fatwois6 la popagatia. 1105 GHZ of A 36 GHz cown-
uisseat a des hmutcurs do conuait -uuisimes mnass sopt- paalinent I cdlc 1 3 GHft.
uieures mix: ialeurs issues du 3 GHft. Uependa, ced Par ailleu:s% la dasr& pendat Jaqudloe les pates
&ant ooudirm6 par Xautres ana' cs Bulk-MEAR propagation sont saspericures I cellos dii unman do dir-
donne des r~sukais plns proces de lai rfalitE. Etre 9ha fraction repriseec respedivcect cuwvir MJ% 10%
et I*h ratmospbar e t szaWl ot ks mesa=es 13GHz ct 8% dii temps total dc. rezpaimcuation, aux frE-
coaduent 1 l'existecm d'un conduit assez Elev6 en mi- quences dc 3, 105 et 36 GilL Ces fortes partes

* remoat a EVAP, moddlise effe-aussi un conduit rolati-

1imont glcv& L'estimation de sa hauteur est, comaec - l5nfrardfwdc
nous raions d~ji dA assez impr~s, en rAison des in- Les prolils d'indice do r~fraction modihiE calculds I
certitudes dc miesures; qui, A ellks-scales sufllsent 1 ex- partir des dona~es a&Eorologiques releves par la
pliquer r~cart albscrv6 avtc los hauteurs d~duites du 3 bon&e, prisentent on gradient sup~rieur a157 M/km.
GHlL La mod~lisation des &fnements d'infrardfraction n'c

Par aillcurs, parmi los firdquences Etudi~es, la propa- pas toujours auss satisfaisante quo dans l'exemnplc
gation A3 GHz es a plus sensibleaux conduitson al- aseation6dans Jo; paragrapic; 3.2. En CIfes, caes &-

* titude ou ax conduits do surface non mod~lis~s par nernents -sont caractrisds par do fortes valcurs do
Bulk-CEIAR Le calail des pates do propagation I'humiditE relative (> 90 %) poor lesquelles la flabilit
pour toutes les fr~quences, A pwsir des donn&es 13 doi capteur do bounce at dscutable. Do plus, uls inter-
GHz, permet, en cas d'&art important avec les valeurs viennnt pour des situations atmosphaiques; tras
rdcllcment mesurdes, do diagnostiquor I'existencc do stables, d~bordant do strict cadre do rA&iit des 6qua-
ces phknomlnes particuliers (vowr la partic V). tions A la base do [a m~thode Bulk-CELAR,

Dans la suite do l'itudc, Ics calculs do petes do pro- L'effet do l'nrar~fraction, sur les liaisons trudi~cs est
-; I pagation ant Wt offectu~s en supposant tine at- surtout sensible ajax fr~quences los plus basses.

mosplitre horizontalement homogne. Cette hypothaso
sera Egaloint discut~e dans la partic V. - B'e&f des hydromAres

La pr~sence do brotzlards ou do chutes do pluio,
WV. STATISTIQUES DE PROPAGATION SUR LA rend la couche limite do surface homnogam l'existenco
CAMPAGNE DE LORIENT do conduits d6"vporation at alorspeu probal; ot le

niveau do signal repi, hors attinuation par lea; hydra-
4.1 Mesures A 3, 10.5 et 36 G~z m~tores, at prache do Mali corrospondant A la dif-

fraction.
Los courbes do probabiit~s cumnuldes des pertes do Si l'effet do la pluic at taujours tras faible A13 GHft,

propagation A 3, 10.5 0 36 GHz inesur~es durant tine il pout devenir non n~feglablo A 10 GHz (0.2 dB/km
pdriado do 76 jours entre 20 Septembre et Ic 13 d&- pour onc intensit6 do pluic do 10 mm/h). A 36 GHz,
cembro soot pr~sent~cs sur Ia figure no 4.1. A partir do sur Ia distance considdrde, il est toujours significatif
cetto figure Ct en tenant compte des tableaux mx' 2.1 et (0.2dB/km pour tine plule do 1 mm/h, 1.5 dB/km a 10

a., n d~termine fadlement les pourcentages do temps min/ l). Los brumes 6paisses pr~sentes sur do grandes
oblla pertes do propagation sent infdrieures A celles 6tendues, attinuent aussi fortonient lts signaux 6mis
corrospondant A l'espace libre, att6nuation at- aim langueurs d'ande millini~triques; (0.15 dB/km A136

f mospli~rique comprise. Ces pourcentages soot respec- GHz, pour tin brouillard d'advoction aix la visibilitE est
tivemont do 2.5%, 28% et 30% pour les liaisons tone- do 200 in).
tiannant A 3, 10.5 et 36 GH7. A 10.5 GHz
(respectivement 36 GHz), le ixiveau d'espace; libre est 4.2 Coniparalson statistlque entre Ia mesurtet ela mo-
attoint pour des hautours do conduit ddpassaxt environ dillsation
8 mn (respectivcent 5 in). Ces conduits, relativeinnt
bas, soot les plus fr~quents en Atlantique Nord. E_ re- 4.2.1 modlisation A partir des donn~os rn~torolo-
vanche, A 3 GHz, Ie niveau d'espace libre est .xtteint V!gj,
pour los hauteurs do conduits sup~ricures A 20 mn. Lors
Ia cainpagne do LORIENT, les conduits dlev~s, dos Les probabilitds cumuldes des pertes do propagation

___ - p
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mesureesc modgm~es sbuton6cs-aux-fr~unii -cation *ert l et prsec eveaueiled iscninukes
&o 3, 105 et 36 GHz stir les figures n! 4.2 i4.4. Efles &o ia tcusorature ct drhumnidit escac o pluc
sat~ relaives a roenioblo -do la ,pfriodcde fonc- 'do de broullad Lanal*i.des 6&Eiieaents-de propa-

twmcmct omial o exrperimeutation (do 20 SOp- -gtion pcwiet pWS= r~cart catre Iamodilisation

qu~cas ns; t ieatiqucaf. ls pet fel e ls 5 Ezinms drere D journ e o17 tivesA-acm
f'taies' elk Iarticaion~i desn couhe ap-dpasatidu deTUO -otWa

Onuintaati qo inencla mdAto 0. Gzl'ar s5m- ulls d'dcepoetaxcitoe pnatl
enLAR+CPEuiiiesn'e ds & dkb.a36Glis des- pr~e de-sude tc ptrofls hj r-it~ du-llc
r~end pls mpt t ~or lets forate s er s 10 e dWO es.

peti ent idezpquerce. a t enou r un Jos fortes-lpu et coinice de krefacion doun pa J lues ir~
hivto d lastpritesdoppaation p oure lues fabs -d esatusoaoepics3mt'urp

hauteurs de conduits. En effet, pour un certain nombre mesuids par l'intcrmi~diaire, des 3 sondes soutenues. par
d'eviements associds A des conditions mdtorolo- le, baflon oat Wt reportis en figure n' 5.1.
giques particulieres (vent faible, forte humiditf), les Lcs incertitudes do mesurc sont igalement repr6-
paraniftres 'bulk- fournis par la boude peuvent Ftre sentdes. Efles s'appuient sur la preision des capteurs
erronds ou non reprdsentatifs do la liaison. Ces et conduisent au trac6 d'un profil minimum et d'un
donnfes conduisent aloes A uno. sous-cstimation de la profi maximum pour chacun des param~tes. Cos deux
hauteur du conduit et A une surostimation des pertes profis sont d&Iuits d'un traitement oil l'on a fait si-
de propagation. multandment varier:

l a diffdrence de temperature entre P'air et l'eau, (±.
4.22 Modelisation A pMrir des donnfes de propagation 0.2C)
& 36H - I'humidit6 relative (±t 3%)

- ]a vitesse du vent (&. 0.2 m/s)
Suivant la mdthode exposee au paragraphe 3.2, ]a De la meme fagon, les points do mesures ont Wt en-

hauteur du conduit d'Cvaporation peut Wte deduite des cadrds par les valeurs; minimalos et maximales d&Iuites
pertes do propagation A 3 GHz Cotte valeur pormet de l'Ctude de chaque relev6.
aloes, de calculer les pertes de propagation A d'autres La temperature de P'air. sur la bou6e est inf~rieuro
fr~quences. Cc type de travail a Wt effectu6 A 10.5 d'environ M' A cello de ]a mer. La pdriode trait6e cor-
GHz et 1A 36 GHz. Les courbes de probabilit6 cumulde respond A une, situation atmosphdrique instable. Les
des pertes de propagation mesurdes et, d~luitos sont variations des param~tres sont .peu importantes.
pr6sentdes sur los figures n! 4.5 et 4.6. Comme pr&6- L'humidit6 augmento faiblement (moins de 1%1 sur
demment, los pdriodes de pluie, de faible visibilit6 et 23.5 in). La temptrature, prdsente un profil plus pro-
d'infrarefraction ant Wd retirees des statistiques. A la nonc6 et sa valeur relevee A 1.5 mn est proche de celle
frequence de 10.5 6H7, los courbes sd&artent au de l'eau. Le profilducoidice s'inscrit dans le domaine
maximum do 6 dB. A la frequence do 36 6Hz, los d'inccrtitude 1i6 A ]a pr~cision des capteurs. La hauteur
&carts sont plus signtificatifs pour los fortes attdnua- dc conduit deduite des donn6es do la sonde placee A 10
tions. En tout 6tat do cause, il est intessant do remar- in ost proche do cello calculde A partir des parametres
quer quo ces initerpolations fr6quentielles donnent, en releves par la boude (environ 5 in).
tormes de probabilitds cumulees, des r6sultats dqui-
valents; ou memon meilleurs quo ceux quo P'on a en utili- 5.2,2 etude des pertes do pronagation
sant los donndes relevdes par la bouee.

Durant touto cotto joumede, I'atmosphere dtait en si-
V. ETUDE DE CAS tuation instable et los hautours do conduit calculdes par

la nidthode Bulk-CELAR sont restdes assezfaibles, as-
5.1 Introduction dillant entre 3 et 10 in. La figuiren 0? 5.3 perinet -Ia coin-

La paraison entro-les pentes do propagation calcul6es et
Lamodilisation tomporello des pertes do propaga- mesurees. la fr6quence do 16 6Hz. On constate que

tioN~ et a fortiori,- lour pr6diction est difficile A effoctue, la mod6lisation Bulk-CEIARi-PCPEM est constam-
puisque l'ensemble des phdnomeos mdtiorologiques ment'superieure, d'environ 20 dB, aux mesures, alorsA
intervenant sur le trajet doivent 6tre pris-on-compe: quo Ics-r6sultats d&Iuits dos pertes do propagationA3
inhoinogeneites, d6placement des ma~ses d'air, stratifi- 6Hz en sont rolativement, proches. Si on effoctue los



memos comipaiaisoinsaux fr6quencps do 3 d- 10.5 GHz, different de coux: du l7,JuiIlet.

systematiqutie de 5d (l A3GHi et- de,10d4B'*10.5GHz. 5.32 6tude des pertes de Drongation

~Orj les doan~es de bouo aisiqeshatusd
conduit ijaculees Oar Ia indthode Bulk-CELAR ant W6 Des fluctuations importaetes de pertes, de propaga-
validce6 par -'eiseinble:d'es-miiesures' de-proflls-vcrti- tion sont observeosdtirant lajournec,spialemeint-aux
caux: d6crites pr&&Ienment. On noe2d'alleursi(Cffi- basssfr6quences enitre 04:h et,,9-23-h durant Ia nuit
gure n! 5.3) quo les variationts-rlatives,.deiaux (A Ia fr6quence de 3 GHz, 20 dB, en momns d'uii domi-
piedits et mesdiis sont tout & fait identiques. De plus, heure vers 1 h, 20 dB en moins4'une heuro vers. 22 h).
les comparaisonsA 36,GHz, montres sur ii figure n! Lanidtlisation Bulk-CELAR utilisant lesdonn6es de
5.4 sont satisfaisantes; il n'y a pas d'6cart systdmatique bou6e ne rend pas compte d'un, tel :comrotcnient
entre les valeurs moyennes des signaux: mesures et pr6- (figure nf 5.5). En revanche,. es- hauteurs dif conduit
dits. Par contre, Ititilisation desspertes de propagation d6duit des donnees de .propagation-A -.3 GHz, par, Ia
A 3 GHz conduit A des valeurs sans, rapport perceptible medthode oxposde, au paragraphev 32 sontvlargement
avoc Ia r6alit6. plus devees quo, colles calcul6es' A partir. des fpara-

Une interpretation de cet ensemble de rdsultats ap- m~tres relevds~ par Ia bouee. Enfin, ces ~pfriodessont
paremmont contradictoires pout toutefois 6tre avancte. caracterisees par uno brise do terre lide Ala circulation
La valeur dlevee des pertes de propagation des masses d'air par temps chaud sur le'littoral. Cette
(supdrieures au niveau de diffraction) obserydes A 3, circulation d'air pout entrainer Ia formation d'un
10.5 et 16 GHz, en d6but et fin dejournfe, ainsi que Ia conduit de surface qui vient se superposer au conduit

forte humidit6 de lFair peuvent laisser supposer d'dvaporation. La pr6sence d'un tel profil sur Ia liaison
l'existence de situations d'infrardfraction. Par alolurs, permet de rondro compte de Ia variation ~des portes de
le vent faible au nivcau de Ia bou~e et quasiment nul propagation mesurdes. 11 favorise en effet Ia propaga-
pr&s des c8tes acarddite l'hypothese d'uno liaison hon- tion dans; Ie domainr centimetrique sans augmenter de
zontalement inhomoge. 11 est donc I6gitime do sup- fagon significative cello dans lo domaine millinietrique.
poper un canal do propagation ayant Ia structure sui- A partir d'eniron 7 bi, ii slinstauro un vent do secteur
vante : pres des c6tes, aux extrdmit6s do Ia liaison, ab- Est sensiblement plus humido qui tend A rendre plus
sence do conduit voire situation de I~g~re infrar6frac- homogene le profil vertical do l'indice, sans toutefois
tion; au milieu do Ia liaison, existence d'un conduit supprimer enticrement Ie conduit do surface. En effet,
d'evaporation assez bas et bien caractris6 par les don- durant cette pdriodo s'dtendant jusqu'A 18 h, les pertos
ndes do bouce. La simulation par PCPEM d'une telle calculees A 3 GHz sort sensiblomont inf6rieures a
configuration permet aux pertes calcul~es A 3, 10.5 et celles mesur~es (entro 4 et 11 dB). En revanche, los
16 GHz do so rapprocher des niveaux: mesur6s, sans dcarts entro Ia mesuro ot le niode A 10, 16 et 36 GHz
pour autant affecter sensibloment, los valeurs prtdites A (figure n0  5.6) sont en moyenne plus faibles. Ces dcarts
36--GHz. Souls des moyens d'observation metorolo- faibles ainsi quo los, mosures do profils effectudes A
giques supplementaires auraient permis do vWrifier cos I'aidi des sondes ventil6es tendent A valider Ia mod6li-
hypotheses. satio, du profil d' 'indice dans, le conduit d'dvaporation

I1 est intdressant do noter quo pour los doux jours par Ia.nithode Bulk-CELAR+PCPEtM.
precedant le 17 .Tuillet, les conditions mdtdorologiques,
d'une part, et los comparaisons entro mosuros et mo- VI. CONCLUSION
doles, d'autre part, prdsentent des caract6ristiques si- pragtoetd tooli eciledun ex
milaires A cellos quo nous vonons d'analyser. En s'appuyant sur l'importanto base do donndes do

5.3 Examen de Ia journte do 23 Aofit campagnes successives, Ia validation globale d'un ma-
dMe do propagation (PCPEM) associ6 A un mod~le do

5.3.1 Rrofils d'indic calcul do Ia partie.basso do Ia couche limit desurface
(BULK-CELAR) a Wt effoctude. Cette validation seost

Le profil d'indico a Wt acquis seutlement pour deux opdr~e en utilisant deux voies do comparaison ontre los
altitudes car Ia pr6sence d'un vent supdrieur A 5 m/s no pertes do propagation mosur~es et mod~listes:
permottait pas do sortir le ballon. - Ia comparaison. statistiquo est satisfaisante si las

LMart do temperature entre P'air et l'eau legerement conditions do propagation so rapprochent *d cellos
n6gatif-~en debut d'expdrience dovient positif par Ia presentos on pleine mor, commo cola fut Ie cas pour

~ suite.,VL'tat do Ia Couche Limite do Surface Oc~anique Ia campagne do LORIENT. L'oxtension fr~quentielle
ost proche do Ia neutrahit6. La d~croissance do A partir des pertes mesurees A 3 GHz a et entreprise
l'humidit6 (5% sur 3.5m) est Edec A Ia prdsenco du vent. avec succ~s. Elle permet. d'appr6cier do fa~on precise
Le profil d'indice (figure n! 5.2) est marqu6 par une les conditions do propagation dans wqo bande do fr6-
forte variationsur los 5 premiers m~tros. IA hauteur du quences tr~s large (do 3'k 36 G3Hz).-

tconduit calcule A partir des capteurs do Ia bou~e est - Ia comparaison temporelle mantre en revanche quo
dlenviron uno vingtaino do m~tros. Los profils obtenus Ia condition d'homogWnit horizontale priso fil-
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!qoiemment danwsfi molisatioifs n'estV*asyit6nia- rfiti~pr*W~es, enreutres i e;,Wfiie'ddessus, q,
tiqueifent v~iie. 1 u~oeia~ne1Utant Tlumidit" spifqi T~humiditiefoadve)
plus di&0ie que la -liaison so piice Ajiroxiffii6 do la _-Eisiipposat l'atiiios h6rexbhoriz6tntalemint homo-
c~ite. En effet, les; divc'rses circulations de masse ig~ne,~on~ne'iodilise .quC les 6change ,iirticabui t,
d'air, d'origine advective, ou convective, donnent nais- 4dafistIa- CoichL...:Liite,,aeSiiface,:.dontA t'paisser
sance A des conduits de surfacci 4iifliie-6V f6td- i'ey~de,pas'unequrantan'e-de' iitrs;athoie~de
ment sur la propagation aux longucurs d'ondos cen- MfONIN-OBiUKHOV cofiduit~iuc.ju4utions'suivantes,
timftriqiies'Parailleurg, la'prdsence de~ac6te fend bbi k, = .4est la cons'ti.tdde~on Karman
le conduit ,d'6#aporation 1,nhomog~ne ,quandLes -

*carts th~rmiqfies etvhygr6m6i que~ ibnt importants du/dz,= (u./i)'f,4(z/L) '(A-3)
entre la teire et la mer.' (A-4) G/k~A~zL
Si Iawn6thod edeldquation parabolique rdpond bien dq/dz = (q./kz)Afh(z/L) (A-5)

A la~rdsolution,,du-probl~nie ddla ~or6 agation'centi-
m6trique et millim~trique au-dessus de~la~mer; , 'de- u ddsignela itesseduvent, et n'intervient pas directe-
meure donc la difficult6 de moddliser le canal de pro- ment dansle calcul de l'iodice N, mais (A-3)edst n6des-
pagation du point de vue m~tdorologique. saire & lardsolution du probl~me. .8 roprdsente'Ia tern-

Dans la partie basse de ce canal, la moddlisation du pdrature:pot~ntiefle (O=Tttz oiiI'=9,86.1O3K/m).
conduit d'dvaporation a partir des param~tres collectes u., E8. et q. gonit desparaffitres d'dchelle'et 1- la, Ion-
A l'interface air-mer s'av~re dalicate quand la temp6- gueur de MONIN-OBUKHOV, est un indicateur do
rature do l'air est supdrieure a celle de Ilau (cas stabilitd (L<0 pour une atmosph~re instable et L>0
stables). Pour ccs situations, courantes pros des c~tes, pour uno atmosphere stable). 0, et 9 h sont desfonc-
la m6thode BULK-CELAR propose une nouvelle ap- tions univorselles pour losquelles de nombrouses for-
proche. mulations semi-empiriques existent. La m6thode Bulk-

Au-dossus d'uno quarantaine de metes d'altitudo, le CELAR utiliso
profil vertical de l'indice nWest plus exclusivoment 1i6 - pour los cas instables, les fonctions donnees
aux conditions prdsentes A la surface de la mer. Sa par DYER et HICKS ([9])
connaissance passe alors par la mise en oeuvre do
moyens lourds ( radiosondages, rdfractom~tres embar- mb(z/L) (I (1 16z/L,)-h' 4

quds ... ) et par l'dtude fine de la situation mdt6oro- th(z/L) (1.- 16z/L)-lP2 (A-6)
logique.

-pour los cas stables, los fonctions proposdes
par KONDO ([11)

ANNEXE A: LA METHODE BULK-CELAR
tm(z/L) = th(z/L) 1 + (6z/L)/(i + z/L) (A-7)

Aux frdquences radio~lectriques, le cofndice de rd-
fraction de P'air, N, est fonction do la pression at- La longuour do MONIN-OBUKHOV est ddterininde
mosphdrique p (en HPa), de la tempdrature T (en K) en utilisant lonombre de Richardson de gradients Ri,
et de la pression partielic de vapeur d'eau e (en HPa): fonction de l'altitude z. I1 pout Wte mis sous Ia forme

N = 77.6(p/T + 4810.e/T 2) (A-i) Rj(z) =(z/L)A'h(z/L)/tm2 (z/L) (A-8)

11 existe un conduit de guidage des ondes radio~Iec- Les expressions utilisdes de t. et th permettont, aussi

triques lorsque dN/dz < -157 N/km ou dM/dz < 0, oil bien pour los cas instables que pour les cas stables, le

rdfraction snodifi6, d~fini par :M = N + 0.157z. Au Cette derni~re valour n'est pas accessible directement
voisinage de I'interface air-mer, ]a forte d~croissance mais s'obtiont assez simplement par ufie m6thode itd-
de l'humiditd sur les premiers m~trs d'altitude suffit, A rativo, connaissant le nouibre do Richardson 'bulk",
elle-scule, A expliquer l'existenco d'un conduit de gui- RIB, a la maine altitude z1. (La d~finitiori de R1 fait in-
dage, appeld conduit d'dvaporation. La hauteur do teri'enir les gradients verticaux- do ui et de 80. La
conduit, z, est solution do N'quation; nombre do Richardson ulk" est d~fi en remplagant

cos gredients par los variations des paramttres- entre
dM/dz = 0. (A-2) l'altitude nulle et z, qui, en pratique, correspond AI laltittdd des captours; R.B so d~duit donic simplemenit

Dans Ia basso troposphere, on admet quo Ia pression do Ia mesure des parani~tres,'buwk):,
atmospherique d6croit lin~airement en fonction do L 6tant ddtermin6e, l'intdgration analytique des
I'altitude avec une pento do -0.12 HPa/m. La profil 6quations (A-3), (A-4) et '(A-5), c'est A dire Ie calcul
vertical d'indice do r6fraction pourra donc atre calculd des profils verticaux do vent, -de temp&raure et
si on connalt les profils verticaux do tompdrature et d'humidit6, ost possible. La domaine d'intdgration
d'humiditd (l'humidit6 do P'air est quantifie par diff&- commence A l'atllude 70 pour (4-3) et A l'altitude 7,0
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pour,(A-4) et.(A-5)..egpandeurs 70 et 2W,-appe~es [101 1KONDO,j; J.lAir-Sei'Bulk,-TiAnsfer Coefficients
longueursde ~rugoii6et g6n6ralemetttrhs faibles('cl iniDiabatic CondtionsO,-Bound.' Layer Meted., 9,Icmn), coresondw aux itltiiudes, oh-des-N~ariabtes 1975 ,'pp 91-1I2.
mwtorbtogiques, . tet qse~'te6ae~

s I vaidurs iiiipos6es par linierfacezaii-mer (venit nul;tem-
j,&Aturide l'&ir tgateA& Ia teinp6rature de l'eau,hummi- REMERCIEMENTS
ditlirelativtfde'400 %). .Ellesd6ndenU essentietle-
ment de lavitesse dui ve-nt-A queiques metres d'altitude, Lesvauteurs, remercient le.Service Technique des
et sont catcut6es A partir des r~suttats publids par Tt6communications, et *des Equipemeuts a6ro-
KONDO. Quant aux paramaties d'6chette,xu., e.'itq., -nautiques (SiTE) quia flanc6 la, contributionfran-
its. sont d6terminds A partir des valeurs de u, 0 et q g aise des expdriinentations. Its expriment, teur gratitude
l'altitude z1. aux membres du -sous-groupe Propagation-d& l'AC

Le profit vertical d'indice de r6fraction est ensuite 243/RSG 8/COM. -IlI pour tes 6changes fnuctucux de
d6duit -des profits verticaux: de tempdraiture et donn6es et d'informations.
d'humidit& par Ia retation.(A-1). Par aitteurs,ta-hau-
teur du conduit d'6vaporation- est obtenue par la
resolution analytique, moyconant queiques approxima-
tions au premier ordre, de l'6quation (A-2).
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TABLEAU No 2.1
CAMPAGNE DE LORIENT

.!!8 M/kni1il3H,44AR,7 %,.7 m/f
longueurde ,a liaison: 27.7, km

P(Ghz) NeN). N ...) -(sd), Diff(d) .... ii (dl/ka)

3 8.36 10.41 131 154 2-5',0, 0.01

5.6 8.36 10.41 136 159 25.2 0.01

10.5 8.35 10.50 142 162 25.2 0.02

16 8.35 10.40 145 166 25.2 0.04

35 8.23 10.26 152 176 25.0 0.12

36 8.74 8.40 152 178 24.2 0.12

94 9.25 11.29 161 187 26.4 0.54

TABLEAU No 2.2
CAMPAGNE DE TOULON

118 M/kn - 1020 UlPa - 20 *C - 75 % -7 m/s
Longueur de la liaison : 23.1 km

F(Ghz) HO(m) Hr(m) Ful(dB) Diff(dB) H(km) A(dB/ku)

3 3.88 5.88 129 159 18.1 0.01

5.6 3.88 5.88 135 163 18.1 0.01

10.5 3.86 5.97 140 167 18.2 0.02

16 3.87 5.87 144 171 18.1 0.05

35 3.74 5.74 151 183 17,8 0.16

36 2.80 11.05 151 176 20.5 0.16

94 4.76 6.76 159 193 19.7 0.73

Hie(m): hauteur de I'antenne d'imission par rapport au nivcau moyen de la mer

Hr(m): hauteur de Iantenne de riception par rapport au niveau moyen de la mcer

fsl(dB): pertes d'espacc libre
diff(dB): parses correspondant au niveau de diffraction (absorption atmosphirique incluse)

H(km): horizon radio4Iectrique
A(dB/km): absorption atmosphirique

I

. .. it o.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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TABLEAUN', 23
RELEVEES LES 17 JUILLETET-23 AOUT

P1Ue,3 • I+17 JULL.T 3i AoUt

2!eu~ature do I'air 21;c 25-C

lHuiidit6 relative 85% 65%

Piresion i019 HPa 1022 HPa

Vitesse du vent 1-3 a/s , 5 M/s

Direction du vent secteur SUD eecteur EST

Visibilit6 6 km > 15 km

N&bulosit6 7/8 0/8

TOULON 90 fr6quence 03 GHz

Pertoo de propagation clcules par PCPEM
an Un o la hauteur do conduit

1201
3. ................................

a. ~.......................... .......... ........ ......

0 .......... ............. ............................................
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flodile EIJAP 4NDSC)
Oonniws A 3 0Hz

30i . ..... .... ... ... ... ..... .... ... ............ .....
^ .o , I iI i I I ....... I.. ...... , ;

.....,..............., .....!...... ... ...... . ... ... .............
U £

S , I I ,+
L4 0 ... . .. . P..W ; .........

00 2 4 6 0 £0 12 14 16 to 20 22 24
HEURE (TU)

Figure n° 3.2

I"

Il+
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PROFILS VEPTICAUX le 17/07/90 e>xp. nO 2
onisdo bou6.p sair-il.'!c %*sure avoc boulo 4,3.4 in : +

rTr!r22.60C mosure ayoc sondos vontil. : 0

Vent." 2. 2m/s Hauteour do condult - 5.1Im
Cou 4.3m ou 5.9.)

fC 0o&ta 0.i -C 0. jt aH- 13. 0%'
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Figure n' 5.1

PROFILS VEPTICAUX le 23/08/90 exp. no, 5
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d
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Figure n* 5.2
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* I TOULON 90 1e 17 '07
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h DISCUSSION

CGOUTELARD
h Vous constatcz stir la liaison effectude A Toulon les effets d'inhomogdndite. Un orateur precdlent a signaltd au

contraire tin homogenditd remacquable stir la liaison qu'il a 6tudid. Pouvez-vous commenter cette difference apparente?
You say that you noted inhomogenity effects on the link in Toulon. On the cof'ltraiyj a' previous speaker found
renzarablle homagenity on liz, '!'nk he designed How do you explain this apparent difference?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Cocst du fait de la proximitd immediate de la cbte et dc la periode de mesure (0t6) quc les liaisons mises en oeuvre b
Toulon peuvent prdsenter de fortes inliomogdnditds. Coest en particulier le cas par temps ealme et ensoleilC o4 les
vents locaux sont gendrds par le plienom~ne de brise c~ti~re. En bordure d'ocdan allantique, tes vents ont, durant tin
fort potircencage du temps tin regime bien dtabli et cela contribue de fait Ah lomogendiser les liaisons.
The links set up at Toulon showed such marked Inhomogenelty effects because of the immnediate proximity of the coast
and the season during which the measurement was carried out (summer). This Is particularly the case In calm, sunny
weather, when local winds are generated by the phenomenon of coastal breeze. For a high percentage of the time, the

* winds around the edge of the Atlantic ocean are steady, which helps make the links homogeneous.

CGOUTELARD
Ne pensez-votis pas qtie la gamme de mesures nWest pas la raison -d'ailleurs n~cessairc - do misc en evidence des
inhomogdnditds qtii demeurent invisibles dans des mesures trop nidimentaires?
Don't you think that the measurement range Is the necessary reason, thai inhomogencities show uip which are not
observed In other, nmore rudimentary measurements?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
J'ai presecet de deux fa~oos distinctes le rmdsultat des analyses: tine fornc scacisciqtic, moyennanc l'ensemble des
Cv~nemnents renconlrds cc tine forme temporelle. meltant on evidence les incidents de propagation. GrAce 4 l'utilisacion
simulcande de pltisietirs canaux (centimdtriqties cc millimdtriques), In probabilitd de mettre en dvidcnce des situations
dinboomogdndite augmente. On le youl nellement le 17 jtiillet ob les dcarts mesure-moddlisation diff~rent fortemcnt
sclon ]a frquence.

I have presetted the results of the analyses in two seperate ways: one In statistical form, averageing ail the events
* which occurred and the other in temporal foini, showing the propagation incidents. Thanks to the simultaneous use of

* several channels (centimetre and millimtetre) the probability of detecting inhomiogeneity situations increases. We canl
see this quite clearly onl 17 July, where nzeasurementlmodeliing deviation differs considerably depending onl frequency.

KANDERSON
Your Lorient measurements are similar to my measurements in San Diego, which Indicate that the atmosphere is horizontally
homogeneous. The Toulon measurements seem to be similar to APL s experience. In San Diego, we generally have onshore
winds. At APL, they generally have winds from the land. Can you comment?

'IAUTHIOR'S REPLY
En effel. c'homogdnditd des liaisons est cortainement lie h la situation g~ographiqtie de ta liaison. Lorsque celle-ci
s'effectuc stir tin site ob les vents dominants viennent de l'ocdan, les conditions d'homogendice ont plus de chance de
se vc'ir vedrier. En revanchie lorsqtie les vents dominants sont d'origine locale, les inhomogeneites peuvent etre forces.

Jc precise totefois que je n'ai presence que deux exemples partictiliers de la campagne de Toulon. En effet it exisce
aussi durant cedte campagne des vents forts avec tine direction bien etablie. 11 faut done attendre I'analysc compl~te
des resulcats pour potivoir apprecier l'effet des inhomogendites stir les statistiques globaces.
I agree, homogeneity is certainly tied to the geographical situation of the link. Wheni it is established onl a site where
the prevailing winds are from the ocean there is more likelihood of homogeneous conditions. Where the prevailing
winds are of local origin, however, there may be a strong inhomogenetys.

I would however stress that I only presented two specific examples fromt the Toulon project In fact. strong winds from
a elestablished direction were encountered during the measurement period, so we must wait for a complete analysis

of llth reuls in rert assess the effects of inhonwgeneities onl the overall statistics.
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?~atact- Te ai inthi stuy i to Si les effets du conduit d'6vaporation
consider the possibility to identify thesu un liso pitApit, a
evaporation duct parameters from a flu- voisinage de la surface de la mer, sont
otuations analysis of a near the horizon bien connus, il n'y est fait que tr~s
satellite-ship path. The latter is split rarement allusion dans l'analyse d'une
in two different parts and reciprocity liaison satellite-navire. Pourtant, si
is applied. Thus we get two different l'angle de site de celle-ci est tr~s
field distributions on a connecting faible, typiquement inf6rieur au degr6,
interface which has to be suitable for a l'influence du conduit sur les fluctu-
good calculation of the coupling between ations du signal regu sur le navire peut
both of them. dtre non n~gligeable.

Then, the model is used with the L'6tude consiste alors A mod~liser et
intetio ofevauatng he lucuatons A analyser ces fluctuations temporelles,

crf the received signal due to the dans le but d'examiner si il existe une
movement of the satellite and their sen- d~pendance entre celles-ci et les
sivity to the parameters of the propa- caract~ristiques du conduit d'6vapora-
gation medium: sea roughness, height and to.L rc~ued aatrsto

stregthof he vapoatin dctpropos~e ne n~cessite pas d'apport logi-
srength of theiz evapraeto n dute stique suppl6mentaire car les liaisons

refractive index distribution. Obvious- exieste itesjA o snt men e nAvis
ly, sensivity to these parameters is eitn 6Ao otae~sAs
examined for several values of the d~velopper cons iddrablement. En cela,
frequency. elle se distingue des m~thodes qui,

reposant sur la mesure de param~tres

1. INRODUTTONm~t~orologiques et Ilemploi d'un mod~le
1. 111 DU~LQ ~de couche limite atmosph~rique, se

heurtent A l'incertitude des mesures et
Le conduit d'6vaporation d~signe la aux lacunes des mod~les dans les cas

couche limite presque toujours pr6sente d'atmosph~re stable ( Tair > Tmer ) . En
A la surface des oceans, dans laquelle outre, celles-ci supposent implicitement
la teneur en vapeur d'eau est forte, du que la couche limite est stratifi6e
fait de 116vaporation, mais d~crolt horizontalement, ce qui nWest pas le cas
rapidement avec l'altitude. Aussi, si sa a priori de la m~thode 6tudi~e ici.
hauteur hd d~pend des conditions m~t~o- Une 6tude bas~e sur le m~me princpe de
rologiques du moment, elle n'exc,&de que base, mais exclusivement exp~rimentale,
tres rarement 30 m~tres. a 6t men~e au N.O.S.C. il y a quelques

N~anmoins, le conduit d'IA-aporation ann~es (1). Notre but est d'y apporter
peut engendrer un allongement important des critiques et dventuellement des
de la port~e basse altitude dessystibmes ameliorations, au plan th~orique,
6lectromagn~tiques embarquds sur les
mavires, mais 6galement une modification
sensible de leur diagramme de rayon- 2. METHODOLOGIE DE CALCJL DE LA
nement. C'est pourquoi la connaissance RPGTO
pr~cise, A tout instant, de ses caract4-
ristiques est essentielle pour une bonne 2.1 Mod~le utilis(6

utilisation de ces moyens embarquds.
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Bien que le domaine d'influence dui A partir de (1), il vient alors une

conduit d'6vaporation sur le prof ii 6quation aux ddriv~es partielles de type
didice de r~fraction ait une hauteur el liptique delicate A r6soudre num~ri-

6gale A 5 ou 10 fois _hd, seuie quement. Clest pourquoi, le 6hamp est
inf~ieue d~~ - divis. par la solution de l'4quation

satellite-navire en subit les 6ffets;. De d'Helmoltz en espace libre, bidimension-

plus, il est irr~aliste, du point d6 vue ne lie, pour donner le potentiel de
temps de calcul, de vouloir mod~liser la Bremmer U dont lea variations sont
liaison avec le m~me maillage, dans son lentes; d'o~i la disparition du terme
int~gralit6. C'est pourquoi, il est "ld ellipticit~l" dans (1). Enfin, pour

n~ceaaie ded~cuperle raje de des distances A la source sup~rieures A
propagation en deux parties.,0 ,i em uplnnar ipri
Entre l'4mission A partir dui satellite de l'dquation aux d~riv~es partielles et

et le somxnet du domaine d'influence dui il ne reste que:
conduit d'6vaporation, lea effets iono- 2
sph~riques, l'absorption et la scintil- al u 2 2
lation sont n~glig~s, essentiellement en + 2jko F + ko (m (h, s) -1) U 0 (2
raison de l'intervalle de fr~quences ;h
retenu (l,0GHz,18,0G~z]. Si, en outre,
il eat ad-ii que le fiont d'onde issu dui
satellite nWest pas d~form6 par la Cette nouvelle 6quation est dui type
refraction A grande 6chelle, cette paraboligue. Ainsi, sa r~solution enti6i-
premiere partie du trajet eat calcul~e rement num~rique eat plus ais~e.
en espace libre et l'onde incidente eat Llhypoth~se principale qui permet
suppos~e plane comae si le satellite d'obtenir (2) eat la suivante:
6tait A 11infini.

Dana la seconde partie de la liaison, 2l
entre Ilinterface de raccordement-
interpos6e de rani~re implicite et le(3
navire, lea effets dus aux gradients
horizontal et vertical de Ilindice de
r~fraction pr~dominent. Nous prenons en V.A. FOCK (2) a d~montxr6 que (3) eat
compte 'galement la ruqositd de la mer v~rifi~e pour ine propagation A 11'intu-
due au vent quasi permanent en milieu rieur d'un c6ne de demi-A.;. au sommet
manin. inf~rieur A 200; c'est dono, en quolque

sorte, une hypoth~se large de paraxia-
2.2 Les bases Rhygiaues et th6oriques litl .

Si la propagation entre le satellite 2.3 Les conditions aux lillteo
et Ilinterface fictive se calcule
aia~ment par l'optique g~om~trique, la A la limite sup~rieure du domaine, la
presence dIu conduit d'6vaporation condition aix limites eat une condition
nMcessite le recours aux dquations de de rayonnemenc A l'infini ( condition de
Maxwell en milieu inhomogdne pour le Soiwnerfeld
caloul de la seconde partie du trajet.
Alors, Il6quation de propagation eat D
donn~e par: 1i +a (k0 4)

E oE+ grad(-E. grade) -0 A1 Ala limite de la mer, la condition la
£ plus g~nt~rale sl~crit;

Pour des distances A l16metteur au'
courtes, il eat avantageux d'utiliser le ~ j) + a (U) h-0 0 5
moddle de Terre plane. Par ailleurs, 0al

I hpoth~se d~invariance du milieu par
rapport A in axe vertical passant par L~a valeur de a d6perid de la polari-
116metteur rend le probl~me bidimen- sation utilis6e:
sionnel, pour lequel le systbme de coor- jkO
donn~es cylindriques (h,a) eat utilis6: avec "h ik0 sA et (6)

Z - h : hauteur par rapport A la surface
de la mer. -eds

s : abacisse curviligne le long de s n apritii~cmlx
la Terre. de 1'eau de mer., j
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-~ ()n-'est en fait qu'une approximation .partie de 1'6nergie qul s e prpge vers
valable si lesl >> 1 ce qui est bien le les valeurs croissantes 'die h,. en

cas de Ileau de mer aux fr6quences interca1it une fonction -d'apodisation I
ftudi~bs, enr ha ',~max. _e daie

Dans le, cas d'une mer parfaitement de caicul, des F.F.T. est donc (0
conductrice, (5) donne une condition l,5.bmax), mais la solution calcul~e
simplifi~e pour les deux cas W'est valable que jusqu'A hmax.
fondamentaux de polarisation rectligne
bar II -. A la surface de la mek, le cas

parfaitement conducteur trouve une

0 npoa. ( e olr V ( solution sirnplifi~e dans l'emploi d'une
0 enpolr, 9 0 n plar V 7) surc imge.En' pratique, l'4quation

pa~rabolique est donc r~solue surllihervlle -1,.bmarl,.'bmxj t l
solution U(h,s) y est impaire ou paire

3. RF pLUT'TON NUMEROUP: DE L'ROOATION selon l'Atat de polarisation rectiligne
PARABLTOUEfondamental retenu.

Qixde a mthoe d g~oluio la mer nlest pas parfaitement
3.1 ~bi ei ~hd ers~iin conductrice, la solution est un6 combi-

Essetielemet por sastailit et naison lin~aire des solutions impaires
Essetielemnt oursa tablit et et paires cit~es pr~c~demment car (5)

pour son exigence moins forte en temps est elle-m~me une combinaison lindaire
de calcil, la mfthode "Split-Step des conditions (7) . Cependant, comme la
Fourier" (3) est retenue. Elle fait condition (5) nWest pas propag~e par
appel A la transformation de Fourier lAuto aaoiulscefcet
directe et inverse, obtenues num~ri- de la combinaison lindaire doivent 6tre
quement par F.F.T., et conduit A l'6cri- recalcul&s A chaque 6tape de la
ture d'une relation r~currente qui recurrence (4).
permet de calculer la solution A Le modAle utilis6 dans le cas d'une
l'abscisse s+8s A partir de la solution mer rugueuse est caractris6 par un
A l'abscisse s :param~tre unique, ah, la hauteur quadra-

tique moyenne des vagues soulev~es par

jiO ~ se traduit par un affaiblissement de la
U~hss) 2 F~t T.FfU~~s~ (8 r~flexion sp~culaire. Par consequent, un
U (h S 65) e .F.e TF.IUS~l (8) coefficient de r~flexion modifi6 est mis

en oeuvre dont l'expression est conforme

p -ko sin y~ , y(: angle entre le vecteur au mod~le d~crit par MILLER & al. (5].

d'onde k et l'horizontale locale; p 3. p~terMinatibn des pas
nWest autre que la variable duale de h d16chantillonaaae
pour la transformation de Fourier.

Pour initialiser (8), notre choix Dn adrcinvriae adtr
s'est port6 sur la donn~e A s-0 d'une Dn adrcinvriae adtr

r~prtiiond'apliudegausiene ans mination de Sh repose sur le th~orbme
modulrio d'Aat-te poufien lanl s edaosd a aermxml t a
llespace direct des h, dont on peut d'6chantillonnage ( Shannon ). Sa valeur

d'ouvertinre A 3dB, 03, de l'antenne de de l'angle entre la direction de propa-
r~cetio embrque sr lenavre.gation et l'horizontale locale gue Von

souhaite prendre en compte, donc aussi
3.2 ris Pncomte nm~r~upderde l'ouverture A 3dB de l'antenne situ~e

Conditions aux 11mites srl aie
De la valeur du pas horizontal, 8s,

L'emploi de la F.F.T. entralne l'annu- d~pend la valeur de l'erreur commise
lation de U pour les valeurs de h das a neeneur delaoite
sup~rieures A une limite :hmax et fait "Split.-Step Fourier". Le choix de 8s est

dict6 alors par le niveau dlerreur -

apparaltre alors des r~flexions parasi- tol~r6 dans la r6sol.ution de l'6quation
tes qui peuvent fausser les valeurs du paaolqe

champ m~ine a la surface de la mer.
Pour amortir ces r~flexions parasites, 3.4 Validatign du logiciel

la m~thode la plus simple mais n~anmoins
efficace consiste A dissiper une bonne



Leeiogcie, dabo6 sr ls bses N est uwa facteur de norr-atioo explici-
Le l~icil. ~abor surles ases t6 plus lair. ( paragraphe 5)-

*thesoriques e: nmreriques cites pr~c6- L n alr deSh rzpret e
derz=enr, a 6 t lid avec succL-s [6 1. 'ngltd Shat e~td
par cc~ara-;son avec 0-yLkY--R (7] dune majorer yc par une valeur =aximale obte-
part, avec ?CP-"=f. 151 dautre part. nue si; E est associde aussi A one onde

plane qui; a le ckze vecteur donde que

4- W-:MzPTAE - 'BSES Vnde issue du satellite-.I caract6-
4. ~ O~ OSI~~~t~ ~rise donc !a d, sadaptation de 1Vonde

issue du navire oar rapport A ce cas

4.1 fifnit~n du facteur de cou~lace ideal

Le paragraphe 2 a d~montr6 !a n~ces- 4.2 !nt2rtatof 2hysici1o dal
s-;i de decouper !a liaison en deux

parties au'il faut donecraccorder. do Londe issue du satellite est plane et

satellite est plan. il se~ble naturel de donn4d forme on angle V avec: Phori-;
choisir une interface plane, rC-duite A zontale locale A s=s0 . Au nu=6rateur de

one roie pur l prbl~e 2Dtrat~. (10), on voit apparaltre alors l'expres-
Comme, en outre, !a resolution de -

l16quation parabolique fournit le champ
sur des verticales A !a surface de la h
mer, l'idL~e la plus simnle consiste A -] rih)
choisir une d'entre elles, A Vabscisse El E(h, s() e dh (11
s=so ( figure 1 ). JSur celle-ci, lVonde plane issue do
satellite donne une r_-?artition de champ
E2 (h,s0 ) dquiam-plitude et A gradient de cui nWest autre cue la conpoosante selon

phase constant. Par ailleurs, le prin- ky dane le spectre angolaire dondes
cipe de r~ciprocit6 permet de remplacer planes de E1 (h,s 0 ), he (h,in,hol.
le r~c oteur du navire par on Lsmetteur D'autre part, si E (h,s0 ) = 0 pour h 5
fictif. De ce fait, on obtient sur la1
mdme verticale one repartition Ei(h,s0 ) hmin et poor h 2t ho, I2int~grale (11)
provenant de la resolution de lo6quation peut 6tre 6tendue A [--,+-)J et on
parabolique. reconnalt la transform~e de Fourier de

L16tape suivante consiste A d~finir on El(h,s0 ).
lien physique entre les deux parties de En consdquence, -1c = t0~I) caract~rise
la liaison, clest A dire A dvaluer le le rayonnement en champ lointain de la
couplage, en termes de puissance trans- repartition complexe El(h,s 0 ), et, par
mise, entre llespace lib~e et la propa- sut,16vlioducpag(_ ne
gation guid~e. Par re!ftrence A la sutl6otindcupaec nd
th~orie de lantenne en r~ception (9), qoi slest propag~e dans le coniduit
on montre que ce couplage est directe- d16vaporation avec le satellite suppos6
roent li6 au produit de correlation des i Ilinfini et qui d~file.
deux repartitions defini par: 4.3 Choi de 11nefaed

<EE2 lhs) E(hs) dh 9 -- Shm quivalent de la liaison

0L'obtention do diagranime de
Dans la pratique, le domaine d'int&- rayonnement A 12infini de El(h,s 0 ) par

gration est born6, he [hmin~hoJ, et on transformation de Fourier nWest possible
consid~re ie module au carrd de (9) pour que si la propagation au-delA de
assurer l'homog~n~it6 avec one puis- Ilinterface a lieu en milieu homog~ne,
sance. D'ofj l'expression do facteur de donc en I occurence ici, en espace
couplage: 2 libre. Par' cons~quent, si pour s :5s

l'onde se propage dans le milieu vrai,
E1(h~0) E(h~s) dhceloi-ci est remplac6 par Ilespace libre

2 pour s> so

LEl N 10)



o--- -~emnto __e_ so diretion -eppaaio i

au-eld er11intiona de acrdemnt diretion i c e s int.pa rtion itude
le rcous auschma 6uivlentde a r-d~ess de ge s p2oznare lapoale A u

fians 2a es ure o_; ltnri ao c~es d;csequn, imite infieura e de la

hYpotMeses formuldes au 2.1. position de l'interface de raccordement.
Par suite, !a m~thode de d~termi- Le choix le plus naturel pour celle-ci

nation de ;o est heuristique et consiste correspond A 1'horizon radio~lectrique
A rcheche lavalur inialede relatif i l'antenne de r~ceot-on du
recercer a vleu miirnle e ~ navire. On d~finit par rapport A ce

au-delA de laquelle le diagrarrme de drirlnl est eI iio
rayonnemnent A 1Pinfini de Bl(hs) est enr agldestade!liso

reli6 A l'angle '~(grandeur locale ) -

invariant. La recherche de la valeur or
minimale permet une dconomie du temps de pr ~
calcul n~cessaire A la resolution de SO + - - arct 1 2 )
1'equation parabolique, partiz lapu)
exigerte du logiciel.

o-3 K d~signe le rapport entre le rayon
-c- D~terrnination de hmin terrestre fictif et le rayon terrestre

vrai; K=4/3 pour l-atmosph~re standard.

Le schdma dquivalent de !a figure 2 Pour so assez grand, a est n~gatif.
montre que j interposition de l'inter- Repousser l'interface de raccordement
face de raccordement A s=so entralne une plus loin d" navire perniet donc

"counure" du conduit d'6vaporation, d'analyser la liaison lorsque le

conrne si, subiternent, sa hauteur passait satellite est sous l'horizon radio~lec-
d~e la valeur vraie hd A hmin. Par suite, trique du r~cepteur au sol.

pour s > so 1'(nergie comprise entre Pour traiter de mani~re simplifide la
hmin et hd est propag~e en espace libre. refraction A grande 6chelle due au

Or, si h 5 hd, les gradients verti- gradient moyen de ilatmosph~re, on
caux de l'indice de refraction, remplace donc la Terre vraie par une
inf~rieurs A -157 unit6-N/km, tendent A Terre fictive de rayon 6gal A K fois le
infl~chir les directions qui pointent rayon vrai. Cependant, tant que ce
vers le ciel vers la surface de la mer. gradient rnoyen reste sup~rieur, en
En consequence, orn peut pr~voir que valeur alg~brique, A -157 unit6-N/km, la
seule une partie de 116nergie correspon- Terre reste convexe et la figure 3
dante, fuit effectivement vers les inontre clairement alors que la valeur
altitudes croissantes. Par contre, si iaximale de l'angle Ca, amax, diminue
h > hd, les directions qui pointent vers
le ciel ne retourneront pas vers la avec so, si par ailleurs ho est constan-

Terre car les gradients verticaux de te. De plu amax crolt avec 110 A SO
l'indice de r6fraction y sont sup~rieurs constante. De ce fait, le choix de ho

En c157 uin,/ekm.xd hi s'oriente naturellement vers la plus
En cnclsion lechoi dehnii hd grande valeur admissible, soit ho~hmax,

est suffisant pour garantir que l'6ner- limite sup~rieure du domaine de validit6
gie prise en compte est r~ellement de la solution de l'4quation
susceptible de se coupler avec Ilonde aboiu.Dcetmnir,1ne-
issue du satellite. C'est une condition paaliqanue. ai te mabe la oeY Ier
suffisante qui nWest cependant pas val aglar o a orb c ('
forc6ment n~cessaire car Ilinterface est valide est le plus large possb.
sup~rieure du conduit est floue.

4.4 Dprniine de validit4 de la courlrbe 5. T.RF~ ACTRIUt DR CO!IPLAGF a- ITTT.TSATTON

Dans l'hypoth~se d'une interface de 51f~eri~indidnriaei

raccoc :emenr A s=s 0 , et parce que hni

e,;t choisi 6gal A hd, le facteur de l agtdnduntrednoain
couplage ne prend en cornpte que les dont Ilexpression est la suivante:
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1 2. >1 2t ed

=1< E,,E1 j1.< E0,E2 >1(13 ) 5.3 Validation de la metoed
2 ~facteur de couplacre

avec ~ I (14 Elle consiste A comparer le champ A
F~h~01. 2(hs03facteur de couplage A une coupe

verticale de la repartition bidimension-
nelle de champ calcul~e directement par

(1) dquation parabolique, ceci le plus
Le premier terme du produit (1) loin possible du navire. Compte tenu des

permet de modifier la valeur de so sans litaon en nged ste acup
*que la valeur du facteur de couplage est effectu~e A s0=l6Okm; la m~thode de

subisse les effets de I'affaiblisserent validation retenue est illustr~e A la
de Ei par propagation. fr~quence de 5,0 GHz, pour un conduit

£0 est obtenue par r~solution de d'dvaporation A 20m.
I'dquation parabolique en espace libre, La figure 5, sur laquelle figurent les
en absence de la Terre, et caract~rise deux r6partitions de champ auxquelles il
donc le rayonnement de 1'4§clairement est fait allusion ci-dessus, montre la
initial EI(h,s=0) de l'an,~2nne situ~e superposition des extrdma A 0,2 mrd

surle avie. , rsuie, 'adoncion pros. Au vu de ces faibles 6carts, on
str e n)auie dn r sitedey l'adjntion peut donc conclure positivement quant A

ae (4) u d~omiateu de Tc prme de la validit6 de la m~thode du facteur de
s'affranchir des effets de ponddration couplage.
imputables A la directivit6 de la
source, non isotrope, comme si le
r~cepteur du navire disposait d'un 6. INELUENCE DE LA FIREOIENCE SURrnj
syst~me de poursuite du satellite qui SINLRC
defile.

La n6thode du facteur de couplage est
5.2 Les probl~mes de troncature utilis.~e d~sormais pour analyser la

liaison satellite-navire car, en effet,
L'int~grale qui figure au num~rateur lacubsY 01o )rp~etn

de Yc est calcil~e sur tin domaine born6 e ore 4 o )rp~etn

et aitdon aparatreunetrocatre directement l'dvolution temporelle du
ec fit oncappaalte ue trncaure signal recu A bord du navire lorsque le

aux deux extrdmitds de l'intervalle o~i satellite se 1&ve ou se couche A
EI(h,s0 ) 40; celle-ci engendre des oscil- l'horizon.
lations parasites, connues sous le nom
de ph~nom~ne de Gibbs. 6.1 Choix des frQuences d'6tnde

Une solution A ce probl~me consiste A
intercaler une fonction d'apodisation Celles-ci sont au nombre de trois:
entre h-lid et h=2.hd, fonction dont la
forme optimis~e est la fen~tre de - 1,5L5....GH7, c'est tine des deux
Hamming. 11 en r~sulte que la fr~quences descendantes utilis~es par le

r~partition de cnamp E1 (h,s0 ) eat tin pei syst~me de radiolocalisation par satel-
modifi~e pour he [hd,2.hd] et que, de lites GPS-Navstar qui est amen6 A avoir

cefait, la borne inf~rieure Y'min du un secteur spatial important ainsi qu'un
ce grand nombre d'utilisateurs dans un

domaine de validitq§ de la courbe du futur assez proche.
facteur de couplage augmente sensi-
blement. Par exen,dle, stir la figure '2, - 5.0 .lz :clest tine fr~quence de la
on rel~ve Wmin 1 5  mrd pour so-50km; bande couramment employde par les r~pon-

par contre les oscillations de Gibbs deurs embarquds stir satellite.
sont tr~s nettement att~r.j6es. De plus,
pour pallier le resserrement du domaine - 9.40GH2 la bande de fr~quences
de validit6 du facteur de couplage, il concern~e eat utilis~e par les radars
suffit d'effectuer le calcul de celui-ci de d~tection. En outre, dans la mesure
pour tine valeur de so plus grande La oii les effets du conduit d'6vaporation
figure 4 propose par exemple so=75km slamplifient avec !a fr~quence, il est

int~ressant d'inclure dans l'4tude cette
voirem~mes0=l~km.troisi~me valeur plus forte.
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Cette diff~rence vaut encore 5dB entre premiers maxima se distinguent nette-
le conduit A 16mn et le conduit A l10m. Ii ment.
semble donc que ce soit un crit~re A
prendre en compte dans la proc~dure de
caract~risation du milieu de propa- A 5.0 12a ( figure 10 ) La
gation. comparaison des quatre courbes de

couplage montre globaleinent une bonne
A 9.4 GH7 ( figures 7,8 et9 ) ii separation des quatre cas de propagation

convient de pr~ciser d'abord que les trait~s. Llambigui.t6 observ~e A 9,40 Gllz
lobes dlinterfrences sont num~rot~s A ne se retrouve pas ici, car les effets
partir du plus inclin6, lobe n01, puis du conduit d'6vaporation sont momns
par ordre croissant A mesure que le site marqu~s. Par exemple, si l'observation
augmente. de la courbe relative A hd=30m montre

L'observation de la figure 7, qui que le lobe nol est pi~g6, elle permet
correspond A un conduit A 40m, inontre de constater que le lobe n02 nlest pas

v e les lobes n01 et n'2 sont suffisammuent infl~chi vers la surface de
enti~rement pi6,g~s et que 1'6nergie la mer pour 6tre confondu avec le lobe
qulils v~hiculent se propage au voisi- no1 de Ilatmosph~re standard.
n age de la surface de la mer, dans la Par ailleurs, le d~calage des courbes
partie du conduit que Von peut est plus sensible qu'A 1,575 GHz. Par

£ qualifier dlefficace. Par contre, si exemple, le premier minimum relatif A
linflexion du lobe n03 est tr~s nette, Ilatmosph~re standard est d~cal6 de
elle est insuffisante pour que celui-ci 1 mrd par rapport au premier minimum
soit entiorement pidg6 et une partie de associ6 au conduit A l10m. Ce m~me 6cart
1'6nergie qui lui est associ~e fuit hors s'616ve A presque 2 inrd si la compa-
du conduit pour rayonner vers les raison porte sur les conduits A l1in et A

altitudes croissantes. 20m. Dans le cas du conduit A 30m, le



lobe no1, pi~g6, W'est pas pris en

compte de sorte que Von ne distinue poi a ,3 les ph~nom~nes djAI
que deux maxima pour jIV : 14 mrd, ce observes slaccentuent encore. La dynami-
nombre '6levant A trois pour lea trois qua entre creux et maxima a presque

autres cas de propagation. totalement disparu car le niveau du
Par cons~quent; -1a fr~quence de 5,0 rayon r~fl~chi est beaucoup plus faible

G~z semble tr~s favorable pour la qua celui du rayon direct.-Par ailleurs,
catact6risation de conduits de hauteurs le glissement des extr~ma eat important,
aussi diff~rentes que 10, 20 et 30m, iime slil slatt~nue A mesure que l'angle
tant la diversit6 des informations que de site croit. Enfin, on peut noter une

V'on peut extraire des courbes du augmentation sensible du couplage, 10 dB
facteur de couplaga est importante. De environ, pour les faibles valeurs de WI,
plus, las d~calages angulaires constat~s qui traduit une fuite d'6nergie impor-
sor la figure 10 permettent de pr~voir tante en dehors du conduit.
une bonne resolution - au momns 5 m~trea ncnlsol rgst al a

-dana l'estimation de la hauteur duo ncnlsol rgst el e
conduit. pr~sente des aspects positifa car le

couplage avec le satellite eat renforc6
7. TFlL13ENACE.JDES PAgAm&TgEs pU MTLTEfl pE aux sites faibles par l'apparition de
PRPGAT fuites A l'ext~rieur du conduit d'6vapo-

ration. Mais, en contrepartie, lea
L'6tude param~trique r6alis~e A 5,0 ph~nom~nes dlinterf~rences sont tr~s

Gliz porte sur la rugosit6 de la mer nettemant att~nu~s et la dynamique du
ainsi que sor l'existence de gradients signal requ sur le navire s'efl trouve
horizontaux de l'indice de refraction tr~s affaiblie. Si Ilon aJoute A cela
dana le conduit d'6vaporation. 1161argissement des minima, la loca-

lisation de caux-ci devient tr~s
7.1 T,~i rugosit-6 de laq mtr (figure 11) impr~cise et mame incertaine si du bruit

se superpose au signal utile. Par suite,
La mod~le utilis6 eat le mod~le A un Ilint~rdt de la mesure du niveao de

seul param~tre, C0h, d~crit au 3.2, et signal re~u aux sites tr~s faibles eat

1'6tode porte sor troia valeurs de la encore renforc6; la proc~dure de carac-
vitease do vent, u, auxqoellea corres- t~riaation du conduit d'6vaporation ne
pondent trois valeurs de aYh, d'apr~a doit pas 6tre focalis~e exciosivement

1'6chlle e Doglassur la localisation absolue ou relative
l'4cell ciaDoulasdes extrama, mais doit int~grer 6gale-

ment cet autre crit~re
u 6 m.a1l .. ) h -0,23 m Pr~cisons tout de m~me qua, si le vent
u 10 M.sl (;0h -0, 61 m eat fort, le brassage de la couche

o 15 M.a1l -4 ;h= 1, 53 m limite eat important et le conduit0h d1vaporation aura one hauteur faible.
La coexistence d'une forte rugosit6 et

Dana lea trois cas, hd-30m, car, dans dun conduit fort a donc one probabilit6
ce caa, le lobe nol eat pi~g6. peu importanta de se pr~senter.

Pourq- 0.3 ,la compaztiison avec

le cas de la mer lisse montre peu de 72Lsaainshr~naxd
diff~rences si cC n'est one 16g~re perte 7. ecnaitshronuxd
de dynamique entre maxima at minima due .lin jce de, r~fraction
A one remont~e 16gbre de ces derniera,
et on 16ger glissement des extr~ma vera Si 11hypoth~se d'homog~n~it6 horizon-

les aleus deW su~rieres.tale do conduit d'6vaporation eat
lea alers d N'sop~ieoes.commun~ment admise en situation dite "de

Pou 0.61 :lea ph~nom~nes mer ouverte", c'esc A dire au large,
elle eat rewise an cause d~s que le

d~crits ci-dessus sont fortement accen- bateau eat assez. proche des c~tes poor
tuba. Lea creox sont beaucoop momns en ressentir Ilinfluence. 11 eat tr~s
profonds et uls sl~largissent. Ceci est fr6quent, alors, d'observer des gra-
imputable A l'affaiblissement do rayon dients horizontaux de l'indice de r~fra-
r~fl~chi car l'6nergie incidente eat otion, cons~qoences le plus soovent de
diffus~e par lea rugosit6s de la mar. La gradients horizontaux de la temperature
glissement des extrdma slaccantue 6gale- de mar et de la temperature de Ilair.
mant at le couplage augmente pour lea a excssmus ot"e a
valeurs de N' inf~rieures A 2 mrd. Cette d'~cole" at correspondent A on conduit
derni~re tendance s'expliqoe par l'appa-
rition de foites hors do conduit d'dva-
poration; la rugosit6 de la mar sloppose
au goidage efficaca dea 1'6neraie.
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initialement A 20m qui voit sa hauteurF croltre jusquIA 30m sur one distance de
50 kin, ou celle-ci d~croitre de l1in sur 8. COCUSO

la rn~me distance.
Sur la figure 12 sont compards ces

deux cas de propagation avec 1e cas du
conduit homog .ne a 20mn. Les trois vans cette etude de la caracterisation
courbes ne se superposent pas, surtout radio~slectrique do conduit d'6vapora-
pour lea directions de propagation les tion, llint~ret de la m~thode do facteur
plus inclin~es. Loraque hd crolt, la de cooplage a 6t d~inontr6: celle-ci
suprar~fraction slamplifie et les pre- conSiste en fait A utiliser le plus
miers extr~ma glissent vers les va leurs possible l'absonce d'influence do
de V' faibles. Le pi~geage do lobe nol conduit d'6vaporation aur one grande
est 6galement renforc6, d'oOi one dimi- partie de la liaison satollite-naviro

notin d coplae por il <5 ird. poor la remplacer par une propagation en
Lorque hd ~crit, leaph~om~es space libre. Alors, le facteur deLorsue h d~coitles h~no~nes couplage emtd rprrla isnc

a'inveraent; d'oi one augmentation des . pre erpe adsac
fuites d'6nergie hors do conduit ininimale so A partir de laquelle cette
perceptibles sur le niveao de couplage hypoth~se eat v&±ifi~e.
aux angles de site faibles. En ce qui concerne la caract~risation

Si !'on slen tient A la localisation do conduit d'6vaporation, Ilad~quation
do minimum des coorbes de couplage situ6 de la bando des 5 GHz poor discriminer
au ... isinage de 5 mrd, le d6calage des conduits de hautours tr~s
angulaire observ6 nlexc~de pas 0,5 mrd diff6rentes a 6t6 d~montrde. L'utili-
dana on sons comxne dana lautro. Par sation d'une telle valour de la fr6-
cons~quent, la sensibilit6 A l'inhomo- quenco permet donc, de reconnaitre
g~n~it6 horizontale ne semble pas loensemble des hauteors de conduit
improtante, d'autant plus quo celle-ci couraminent rencontr~es, avec, qui plus
eat grande en proportion puisqu'4gale A eat, one bonne pr~cision.
50% et A 100% de la valeur do hd. Cependant, l'intfrft de la diversit6 I

Ndanmoins, la comparaison des niveaux de fr~quence reasort clairement poisque
do couplage poor lea sites faibles ( y' Ilutilisation simultan~e d'one fr~quence
< 5 mrd ) montre des diff~ronces voisine de 1,5 GHz et d'une fr~quence
m-arqu~es entre los diff~rents cas do voisine do 5, 0 Gflz permet do cara-
propagation et pormot donc on th~orie do 't~riser la hauteur do conduit avoc one
los discerner. bonne pr~ci sion toot en 6cartant

L'6tape suivante consiste en la d'6vontuelles ind6tormi'nations ontro
comparaison do conduit inhomog~ne qoi conduits faibles et conduits tr~s forts.
voit sa hauteur croitre do 20 A 30m avec L'aspect essentiel do la localisation
le conduit homog~ne A 22m et avec le en angle do site des extr~ma -et

conduit hoinog~ne A 24m ( figure 13 ) . Si surtout dos minima plus pointus -des

ce dernior oat trop fort pour 6tre courbes do sign~al rogo sur 1e naviro a

confondo avec 1e conduit inhomog~ne, par 6galement 6t confirm~e. Copendant,
contre !a courbo do couplago relative au llutilisation do ce soul crit~re pout soe
conduit homog~ne A 22m so superpose ivler inauffisant, notammont si la mor
prosque parfaitement avec celle do eat ruguouse ou slil oxiste dos gra-
conduit inhomog~ne, pour los valours do dienta horizontaux do l'indice do r~fra-
N'positives. Copondant, pour lea ction. Un deuxi~me crit~re slest av~r6

valeurs n~gatives do W, lea deox ccor- tr~s important alora: 116valuation do
boa no coincident plus, traduction do niveau do signal re ;u loraque l'angle do
disparit~s dana le bilan d'6nergie site do la liaison oat trbs faible. Los

rayon~o A lxt~iour do ondit deox crit~res appliquds conjointemont
d'6vaporation. somblont permettre do lover A p00 prbs

Do nouveau, donc, et A deox reprises, tuslacsdiderntin it a
eat miso on relief 11iimportance do la paragraphe pr~c~dent.

mesue donivau d sinal egopoorlea Dana la pratique, on trouvo A la fois
valeurs tr~s faiblos do l'anglo do site, on lisndscdaedotp tl-

c'es A dre oraqe 10satllit so mesure ainsi qu'une liaison assur~e par
situe au voisinaqo do l'horizon radio- onrpder mtatdoftspu-sancos. Par cons6qoent, los conditions6lectrique do r~cepteur embarqu6 sor le do adiest do fqece on
navire, voire in~me en-dessoos do cotte rdesla die i d±1 atie drilen son

dircton l~gitime dlon attendre one
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confrontation int~ressante du module
th~orique A la r~alitd exp~rimentale.
Nous esp~rons pouvoir faire 6~tat pro-
chainement des r~sultats d'une telle
confrontation.
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PERTES PAR PROPAGATION A 9,40 GHz
CONDUIT D'EVAPORATION DE 40m
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DISCUSSION

C. GOUTELAF.,
Vous avez fait allusion A l'effot ionosphdrique, et j'ai cru comprendre quc vous le ndgligiez. Pour le syst~me
NAVSTAR ht 1.50Hz it ilO mie parait pas sOr que l'effet salt tiegligeable surtout lorsque le satellite est AIt 'horizon,
notamnment Iorsque des perturbations, notamment les TID sont presents. En fail, ndgligez-vous ou corrigez-vous les
effets ionosphdriques?
You referred to Ionospheric effects and I understood from what you said that you had chosen to ignore them. In the
case of the NAYSTAR 15017z, it does not seem to me that the effect Is negligible, especially when the satellite is on the
norizon and when interference, particularly TID, is present. Do you ignore or correct for ionospheric effects ?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Uno analyse qualitative et quantitative au lcr ordre des effets de l'otiosph~e: datis cette batide do frdqucnce (1.18
GHz) a Wt meti& SEle a coniduit ht t6gliger les phdnom~ns d'absorption et de scintillation afin de simplifier le
mod~le. Cello dermitte pourait Otro prise en compte en ajoutant urtc composatite aldatoire, rendant le modbhe plus
comphexe. Outro ces deux phidnombaes, seuhe In rdfraction It grande 6cholle due au gradient d'itidice pout e prise en
conipto simplemetit en considdrai une rotation du front d'ondo (-lmrad), et en introduisant un torme conoctlif sur In
position rdelle du satellite At un instant donnd, L'cnsemblo de ces hiypothbses sera confrontd h des ri~suttats
expdrimenlaux qui d~termitieront si lo modtde doit Wer amdlior6; toutefois. Ia prtdcision etlla rdoptitivis5
raisontiablemont envisageables Sur ces expidriences laissont entrevoir un bon fonctionnement du mod~hc simplifl6 ainsi
qu'une baotie addquation au probltme posd.
A first order qualitative and quantitative analysis of the effects of the ionosphere in this frequency band (1-18 Gll:)
was in fact carried out. It led us to Ignore the phenomena of absorption and scintillation In ord~r to simplify the
model. The latter could be allowed for by adding a randonm component, maktng the model nwre complex. Apart fronm
these two phenomena, only large-scale refraction due to the index gradient can be allowed for simply by consideiing a
rotation of the wavefront (-Inv ad) and introducing a corrective terni to the true position of the satellite at any given
time. All these hypotheses will be comipared to the expetiniental results which will determine whether the model should
be improved However, the accuracy and repeatability which can be reasonably expected fiam these experiments
pronmise satisfactory operation of the simplified model and suitability with respect to the problenm posed.

J. BELROSE
For satellite-to-ground propagation, you spoke about transmission through the lonospher and about transmission through the
evavoration duct. For Canadian latitudes, propagation through the melting laver (ice above and rain below) and the
ionospher at time of severe high latitude ionospheric disturbance are the Important parts of the propagation path. You did
not mention propagation through the melting layer. From your studies, is propagation through the evaporation duct the
dominant part of the propagation path at latitudes of your interest for satellite-to-ground communications (bearing in mind the
elevation angle characteristic of the satellite path)?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Dans cc niod~le de liaison satchlite-navtre, ha plus gratide partie du trajet effectud par l'onde iehctromagn6tique no
s'effctuo pas datis le conduit d'dvaporation mais dans uno zone considdrde comme 1'espaco hibre It ces frdquenccs.
Toutefois, lo principal objectif do cette dtude rdside dans Ia caractdrisation du conduit It travcrs; l'analyse d'une telle
hiaisorn. Nous n'avons pas encore envisagd h'cxtension aux latitudes plus froides, qui font intervenir d'autres
phdnom~ties.
lIt this satellite-ship model, most of the path travelled by the electromiagnetic wave does not occur in the evaporation
duct but in an area considered as free space at these frequencies. hlowevei, the main aim of the study is to
characterise tils duct by analysing this type of linik. We have not yet envisaged extending the study to colder latitudes,
which would bring in other phenomena
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ADIO PZFRACTZVITY ?NOFILZ DZDUCBD FROM AEROSOL LIDAR NEAURNNNTS

H. 6. Hughes, M. 1. Paulson and J. H. Riohter

Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences Division
Naval Ocean Systems Center

San Diego, California 92152-5000

In this the 1ossibility ofestimating
radio wave ducting conditions is investi-

A technique is presented for estimating gated using a lidar system to measure the

radio wave ducting conditions from shipboard power from a pulsed laser beam that is back-

during cloud-free periods using a lidar scattered to a receiver from suspended par-

(light detection and ranging) system to ticulate (aerosols) at different ranges.
measure the power from a pulsed laser beam While gradients in temperature are contrib-
that is backscattered to a receiver from uting factors, it is the gradients in atmo-
suspended particulates (aerosols) at differ- spheric moisture (or relative humidity)
ent ranges. On individual days, the rela- which generally determine the gradients in
tive humidity measured with altitude using radio refractivity profiles. The relative
radiosondes launched simultaneously with humidity also has pronounced effect on
vertical lidar shots, were highly correlated atmosphere aerosols (suspended particu-
with the range-compensated power received by lates). As the relative humidity increases,
the lidar from the same altitude. However, condensation of water vapor on particles
the relationship between the power returns containing water-soluble material cause
and the relative humidities changed from day their sizes, and, consequently, their cross-
to day, indicating an air mass characteris- sections to optical backscatter to increase.
tic dependence on the aerosols' optical Within the woll-mixed marine boundary layer,
parameters. Using a combined data set of 13 relative humidities are usually high enough
days, a linear relationship (correlation - that most of the aerosols are hydrated,
0.73) was determined between the relative taking on a spherical shape. Thus, within
humidity at a given altitude and the range- the layer, the return to a lidar system from
compensated power received by the lidar from a given range can be expected to be directly
the same altitude, while the magnitudes related to relative humidity at that range.
differed in most cases, the gradients in The return, however, will be strongly depen-
modified radio refractivity calculated using dent upon the refractive indices of the
standard vertical lapse rates of temperature aerosols, both at the scattering volume
and pressure with the experimentally deter- range and along the intervening path. Above
mined relationship were in close agreement the layer, where relative humidities are
with those calculated using the radiosonde much lower, unactivated aerosols may be of
measured parameters. Examples of radio irregular shape, and little correlation can
signal coverage plots based on the lidar be expected between their backscattering
returns are presented and compared with cross-sections and relative humidity.
those calculated from the radiosonde data
for both elevated and ground-based ducting 3. NIA8URNENT8
conditions.

Measurements of vertical lidar returns were
2. INTRODUCTION conducted simultaneously with radiosonde

launches from the Point Loma peninsula in
Balloon borne radiosondes or airborne San Diego in the fall of 1989. The lidar
refractometers are the established methods system employed in this study was the
of determining atmospheric ducting condi. AN/GVS-5 rangefinder-based Visioceilometer
tions at sea for predicting radar coverages. which was developed by the U. S. Army Atmo-
The radiosonde requires radio signals to spheric Sciences Laboratory and has been
transmit the measured meteorological parame- described elsewhere (Ref 2). The system is
ters (temperature, pressure and relative a hand-held Nd:YAG laser which nominally
humidity) back to the ship. During periods emits a 10 mJ, 6 ns pulse at a wavelength of
when electromagnetic emissions are not 1.06 pm. The receiver telescope has an
permitted, the radiosonde cannot be uti- aperature of 5.1 cm with a 3 mrad field of
lized. Also, not all ships have radiosonde view. The range at which the receiver field
capability and airborne refractometer infor- of view and the transmitter beam overlap is
mation may be available only to aircraft 112.5 m. A signal processing unit clocks
carriers. It has recently been demonstrated the output of a silicon photoavalanche
by Anderson (Ref 1) that the radiosonde detector at a 20 MHz rate giving a 7.5 m
information can be successfully transmitted sampling interval. The digitized results
from altitudes up to 2 km to the ship are transferred to a microprocessor and then
through a fiber optic tethering cable with- to a Memodyne cassette tape recorder for
out violating emission control conditions. off-line y,rocessing.
Because of the cost involved in obtaining a
single refractivity profile, this technique Thas not yet been deployed in the fleet. The radiosonde system employed was the

VAISALA model RS80. When calibrated, the
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system measures pressure, temperature and 00
relative humidity with accuracies of ±0.5 13 Nov1989

mb, ±0.2*C and ±2%, respectively.

The power P(r) returned to the lidar detec- 
800

tor from a range r was adjusted to provide
a range-compesiiateid signal, S(r):li'[P(r)rk]2,
as a function of altitude. While each lidar 600
profile was essentially'a snapshot of c6ndi-
tions at the moment, the balloon-borne
radiosonde ascended about '200 meters -per 4 (a)
minute, and frequently drifted southeasterly
over the land. Because the lidar'frequently
showed small-scale fluctuations that the
radiosonde did not detect, a 9-point running 200
average of the S(r) data for each profile
was used in the comparison with the radio-
sonde data. An example of the radiosonde 9 . ... i. ,., ... ,.., .

85 .75 -65
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Figure 1. Radiosonde measurement of temper- Figure 2. (a) Lidar range-compensated power
ature versus altitude for 13 November 1989. return, S(R), versus altitude for 13 Novem-

ber 1989. (b) Relative humidity, RH, versus
altitude for 13 November 1989.

data taken on 13 November 1989 is shown in result of the change in the composition of
Figures 1 and 2b where the measured tempera- the aerosol from day to day. The extent of
ture and relative humidity are plotted this variability is evident from Figure 4
versus altitude. Temperature inversions where a linear regression analysis between
(i.e. an increase in temperature with alti- the relative humidity and range-compensated
tude) occur near 300 m and 500 m which power was performed using the entire data
coincide with rapid decreases in relative set to give the relationship, RH - 181.9 +
humidity. In Figures 2a and 2b, the rela- 18.5S(r), with p - 0.73. Vertical changes
tive humidity (RH) variations with altitude in air mass characteristics may also explain
are compared with the range compensated
lidar return, S(r), for the same day. While
minor irregularities occur in both, the two b A _.k_ .-.
profiles show similar responses to the two
temperature inversions. A linear regression 12 Sept 241.5 28.4 0.95
analysis was performed between the lidar 13 Sept 178.1 20.8 0.92
range-compensated powers and the relative 18 Sept 218.0 21.6 0.72
humidity at the corresponding altitudes on 20 Sept 226.3 22.8 0.93
each of 13 different days. The regression 26 Sept 270.5 34.3 0.95
coefficients (a-intercept, b-slope and 27 Sept 305.4 35.4 0.96
p-correlation coefficient) for each of the 28 Sept 304.9 34.1 0.93
measurement days are listed in Table 1. 29 Sapt 186.3 17.8 0.82

2 Oct 234.9 25.1 0.94
3 Oct 328.4 42.1 0.97

While these data demonstrate a definite 24 Oct 161.5 12.1 0.95
relationship between the relative humidity 13 Nov 219.9 22.4 0.72
and lidar returns on individual days (as 21 Nov 378.9 48.4 0.85
shown in Figure 3 for 13 September), there
is a significant change in the relationseip
from day to day.- In addition to the tempo- Table 1. Linear regression coefficients
ral and spatial differences between the for relative humidity as a function of
lidar and radiosonde measurements, the range compensated lidar return,
differing relationships most likely are a [RH a + bS(r)]

;-'i
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SR) VS RE.ATC y water vapor pressure (ub). ?he ambient
13 SE 2 water vapor pressure, e. is relatee to the

saturation water vapor pressure, e6, by

C, e SeO 2

+~ + - wtere RH is the relative humidity in percent

.,Oand the saturation water vapor p-essure can

c '1* 17-5 be determined from (Berry et al., 1945)

V+ r " _- 273.2
- e, 6.205 exp[25.22(! ) - (3)

e0 =610+ (3)
+O -a". -5.311( )].

5 273-2
0:
-'' -7 -' -

In raytrace diagrams, it is often convenient
sIP to modify the vertical refractivity profile

so that the earth may be treated as flat.
This leads to the modified refractivity

Figure 3. Lidar range-compensated power relationship
return, S(R), versus relative humidity for
13 Septenber 1989. K(h) = N(h) - (h/a)x10 = N(h) * .153h (4)

where h and a (earth's radius) are in me-
ters.

- ff In the marine boundary layer, the actual
percentage variations of pressure from a

t standard atmosphere are relatively small, so
S ,- the pressure of the atmosphere is not a

significant factor in creating non-standard
refraction. In equation 1, the second term
is generally small compared to the third and
may be neglected. The actual percentage
variations of water vapor from a standard

S- .atmosphere are often large in the marine
2DO /environment, such that water vapor content

- is the most significant factor. However,
the presence of T and T as denominators of

MODIFIED REFRACTIVITY VS. ALTITUDE
13 1NOVEMBER 1989

Figure 4. Relative humidity versus lidar - Mea. Tewo ---- Adgob. Temp.

range-compensated power return for complete
data set listed in Table 1. 11o0

1000

vertical ,eriations in the relationship 700
between RH and lidar return for an individu-
al profile. z;o-

4. CALCULATION OF REFRACTIVIT PROFILES < 400
'C 00'

Since the real part, n,, of the refractive 2o
index of air is very close to unity, it is oo0t
practical to define thr "refractivity" of
air as N - (n, - 1) 106. or radio waves, the 0 . . 0

empirical formula for the refractivity is 300 400

given by (Ref 3) M-UMTS

N =79P - 1Le 3.SxIOe (1) Figure 5. Modified radio refractivityT T T versus altitude calculated using radiosonde

measurements of pressure, relative humidity
and temperature (solid line) and that calcu-

where P is the barometric pressure (.b), T lated with a dry adiabatic lapse rate in
is the temperature (K), and e is the ambient temperature.
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the pressure and moisture terms and the RADIOSONDE U.EASURMENTS
fairly large percentage variations in T from 29 ete 1s
a standard atmosphere makes the temperature TEPERATUE .... 14 HU.
the other significant factor. If the lidar
is to be used as a "stand-alone" instrument _

for determining refractivity profiles, some
assumptions must be made concerning the 0 --

variations of temperature with altitude. '00 . ,-
Figure 5 shows the N-,nit variations with go*0
altitude which were calculated using the
measured pressure, temperature and relative E o"
humidity profiles and those calculated with 0
a dry adiabatic lapse rate in temperature 500"
(-0.01 "C/m) referenced to the surface ea- 40o I
surement. The close agreement between the < 300
two profiles demonstrates the relative .
insensitivity of the -unit calculations to 200
the variations in temperature for the south- oo - -" I
ern California data set. Whether the same
is true for other locales needs to be deter- 35 20 45 60 's 90
mined.

TELPERATUIRE {c. REL HLOOITY (} 1

- Figure 7. Radiosonde measurements of tem-
perature and relative humidity versus alti-
tude for 29 September 1989.

Figure 6. Comparison of M-unit profiles

calculated using standard lapse rates of
temperature and pressure with the profiles
of relative humidity determined from the o. ,L....... : ,
lidar returns and those calculated from the s, 325

radiosonde data on 13 November 1989.

In Figure 6, H-unit profiles calculated Figure 8. Comparison of M-unit profiles
using standard lapse rates of temperature calculated using standard lapse rates of
with the profiles of relative humidity temperature and pressure with the profiles
determined from the lidar returns are com- of relative humidity determined from the
pared with those calculated from the radio- lidar returns and those calculated from the
sonde data for the elevated ducting condi- radiosonde data on 29 September 1989.
tions on 13 November (Figuri I). In the
calculations using the lidar data, a stan-
dard lapse rate of pressure (-0.12 sb/m) the radiosonde data (Figure 8). However,
from the measured surface value was assumed, the gradients in both profiles are in good
This assumption is justified since in thLe
marine boundary layer the actual percentage agreement below and through the top of the
variations of pressure from a standard shallow Inversion.
atmosphere are relatively small. While
there are differences in the magnitudes of S. COMPARISON OF RADIO SIGNAL COVERAGES
the two curves (which may be related to theaforementioned reasons), the gradients in A ray-trace program in the computer code
the modified refractivity profiles calculat- EREPS (Engineer's Refractive Effects Predic-
ed with the lidar data show quite good tion System) (Ref 5)was used to calculate
agreement with those calculated from the and plot radio signal coverage diagrams forardionde wita. tthe radiosonde and lidar determined refrac-radiosonde data. tivity profiles. Examples calculated using

the elevated and ground-based ducting condi-
tions are shown in Figures 9-11. Figure 9aAn example of the radiosonde data taken on shows the area of coverage on a flat-earth,

29 September 1989 is shown in Figure 7 for range-versus-height plot for the elevated
the case of a ground-based duct. On this ducting condition calculated using refrac-
day, the M-unit profiles calculated using tivity profile determined form the radio-
the lidar data with standard lapse rates of sonde data. Figure 9b shows the coverage
temperature and relative humidity deviate calculated using the lidar determined re-
significantly from those calculated using fractivity profile. This example is for a

i. . . . _. . .
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DISCUSSION

J. GOLDHLRSH
How do you measure refractivily N using radar?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Through a relationship derived by Gossard which connects refractivity with the structure parameters of refractivity and wind
velocity which can be sensed by radar. I'll let Dr. Gossard explain this in more detail.

E. GOSSARD
Surface-based radars can measure elevated gradients of the refractive index through a relationship which connects the gradient
of refractivity with parameters that are measured by Doppler radars (see equation (36) of Gossard, E.E. and N. Sengupta,
"Measuring gradients of metcorological properties in elevated layers with a surface-based Doppler radar, 'Radio Science, Vol.
23(4), pp. 625-639, 1988).

Whenever reflective layers are present as detennined by raob, the clear-air profilers do, indeed, show enhanced backscatter
from such layers. Unfortunately, the converse is not true and the profilers ofien show backscatter from zones that the raob
indicates do not have substantial gradients in refractive index. The reason is that many phenomena cause backscatter of radar
waves in addition to the turbulentfluctuations of clear-air refractive index associated with the elevated gradients of refractive
index that we wish to detect. Such extraneous scatterers include insects and especially clouds. Even at the relatively long wave
lengths that have beeti used for clear-air wind profilers (e.g. 33 an wavelength), even scattered clouds can compete effectively
with the weak signals from the clear air.

j
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USE OF MESOSCALE MODELS FOR REFRACTIVITY FORECASTING

M.F. Levy and K.ll. Craig
Radio Communications Research Unit

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
Chilton, Didcot, OXll OQX

United Kingdom

SUMMARY which covers the North Atlantic and Europe, has a
gridlength of 75km. The regional model is too coarse

Three-dimensional forecasts of sensor performance re- to include topographic effects, and does not provide
quire accurate predictions of refractivity features. Nu- good forecasts of humidity and precipitation.
m'-rical weather models like the U.K. mesoscale model
have become sufficiently powerful to provide good re- The mesoscale model developed by the UK Meteoro-
fractivity maps. These in turn provide environmental logical Office was introduced in order to improve hu-
input for parabolic equation models to forecast mi- midity forecasts [2]. It has been in operational use
crowave propagation. This paper briefly describes the since 1989.
U.K. mesoscale model and its application to forecast- The model has a horizontal resolution of 15km, and
ing sensor performance. covers the British Isles and most of the North Sea.
1 INTRODUCTION Figure 1 shows the coverage and horizontal resolution

of the U.K. mesoscale model; the map was drawn di-
In recent years, powerful models based on parabolic rectly from the orographic height information in the
equation (PE) techniques have been developed to pro- model output. The horizontal gridlength allows a rea-
vide predictions for microwave propagation in the tro- sonable representation of the orography and coastline,
posphere [1]. PE models are extremely flexible, al- although narrow valleys and steep mountains cannot
lowing the user to vary frequency, polarization, an- be represented.
tenna height and beam pattern, and to specify an More sophisticated models of boundary layer and sur-
arbitrary refractivity structure. Reliable quantitative face so ce s of boa n th er od el,
three-dimensional refractivity forecasts are essential in
order to make full use of these methods. resulting in much better modelling of humidity. Good

forecasts can be obtained for parameters like cloud
Radiosonde profiles give good vertical resolution, but cover, cloud base, visibility and precipitation.
cannot provide horizontal coverage. Remote sensing
by satellites of refractivity profiles is not currently fea- Currently the model produces a 24 hour forecast, with
sible, and it is unlikely that sufficiently refined inver- a data assimilation process every 3 hours. The model
sion techniques can ever be developed, in particular for is closely tied to the regional model, which is used to
humidity profiles. However parameters like sea surface define boundary conditions. Output from the model
temperature can now be measured very accurately by includes initial output fields, that is to say the fields
satellite. Indirect use of such satellite data through obtained right after data assimilation, and forecasts
their incorporation into numerical weather models is ranging from 3 hour to 24 hour.
invaluable for horizontal coverage. The vertical coordinate system is based on the height
In situations where the 3D variations of the refrac- above the local terrain. Initially the model included
tivity structure are important, a promising option is 16 vertical levels, with only 6 levels below 2km. In
to use a numerical weather model incorporating many summer 1990, the vertical resolution was increased to
diverse data sources. With the enormous increase in 32 vertical levels, with 15 levels between the ground
computer power, num *cal weather models have now and 1020 m. 'able I gives the model levels below 3 kin.
reached the point where detailed modelling of humid-
ity is available, thus making the forecasting of refrac- A weakness of the current mesoscale model is that it
tivity structure possible. makes no attempt to use radiosonde data dire-tly. The

2 U.K. MESOSCALE MODEL system relies on the regional model data assimilation
scheme to analyse radiosonde ascents and incorporate

In 1982, the U.K. Meteorological Office introduced a them as part of the background fields [3). Hence the
15-level numerical weather prediction computer model detailed vertical structure of the ascents is often lost.
to provide guidance of forecasters on timescales of New data assimilation schemes allowing use of profile
12 hours to 6 days. The regional 15-level model, data will be introduced next year.
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air would have if lifted adiabatically until saturation
level height (in) level height (m) occurs, and then lifted adiabatically until all the mois-

1 1.25 11 355.00 ture has condensed. The equivalent potential temper-
2 2.50 12 480.00 ature is given approximately by
3 5.00 13 630.00
4 10.00 V 810.00 Lw (
5 20.00 15 1020.00 0e = 0(1 + -) (2)

6 40.00 16 1265.00 c
7 70.00 17 1550.00 where L is the latent heat of vaporization, w is the
8 115.00 18 1880.00 water vapour mixing ratio and T, is the temperature
9 175.00 19 2260.00 at adiabatic saturation point. T, can be calculated10 255.00 20 2695.00 using a fixed point method and an approximation to

Table 1: Mesoscale model levels below 3km the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
Equivalent potential temperature can differ substan-
tially from potential temperature: for example for P
= 1000mb and T = 300K, we have 0 = T = 300K,

Refractivity profiles obtained from mesoscale output while 0, = 356 K for saturated air and 0e = 328 K for
have been compared to minisonde measurements, with air at 50% relative humidity.
very encouraging results: absolute values of refractiv-
ity at the model levels were within 2% of minisonde In ducting situations, equivalent potential tempera-
results. The comparisons were for a coastal site in the ture can be a very useful indicator of layering struc-

south of England in June 1989; at that time only the tures. Figure 2 shows the 0 profile for the De Bilt

lower vertical resolution mesoscale model was avail- radiosonde ascent of 2 August 1990 at midday, with

able. Table 2 shows the percentage errors for each pa- the corresponding profile of modified refractivity. This

rameter at each of the mesoscale model levels, given anticyclonic situation is typical of North-West Eu-

in terms of pressure; the temperature error is calcu- rope [5]; the discontinuities of the 0. profile are due to

lated on the absolute temperature scale. In terms of a subsiding dry air mass above 1300 m, and advected
percentage error in refractivity, the two measurements dry air below 60 m. The modified refractivity profile
agree remarkably well. As expected, the water vapour exhibits a surface duct and a strong elevated duct cor-
pressure has greater error, although this becomes less responding to the 0 features.
significant at greater heights where the dry term in The situation is not always so clear-cut: the 0, fea-
the refractive index formula dominates. tures can be rather complex and difficult to track be-

tween vertical profiles. It proved difficult to imple-3 INTERPOLATION USING POTENTIAL

TEMPERATURE ment interpolation between radiosondes along isen-
tropic lines. The example we describe below high-

Initially we had hoped to use mesoscale model output lights the difficulties of the interpolation approach,
to provide a physically meaningful interpolation pro- and shows the potential of the model for direct use.
cedure between radiosonde profiles. The idea was to The map of Figure 3 shows the location of the ra-
identify air masses using isentropic coordinates based diosonde stations at Ilemshy, De Bilt and Essen. Fig-
on equivalent potential temperature, and to use linear ure 4a shows the 0 profiles obtained from the ra-
interpolation along isentropic lines. diosonde ascents at Ilemsby, De Bilt and Essen on

The potential temperature 0 is defined as the temper- 2 August 1990 at 0:00 GMT. The graphs have been
ature a parcel of air (at temperature T and pressure offset for easy comparison with Figure Ab. The vari-
P) would have if moved isentropically to a reference ations of 0, cannot be described simply, particularly

pressure P0 , usually 1000mb. Using the first law of at Ilemsby, and it is far from clear how the structures

thermodynamics, one can derive the formula evolve horizontally between the radiosonees.

0 Figure 4b shows profiles extracted from the inesoscale
0 = T(Po/P) n / , , (1) initial output along the llemsby-Essen line for the

is same time. The mesoscale profiles are 45 km apart and
where Jm is the specific gas constant of air and cp is have been offset by 20'K for legibility. The mesoscale
the specific heat of air at constant pressure [4]. For model has been unable to reproduce the complex fea-
dry air. Rl/% = 0.286. The variations due to water tures of the lIemsl'y ascent; it would have pcrformcd
vapour are usually neglected. better with finer vertical resolution, and direct input

The use of potential temperature eliminates variations of radiosonde information. The structure at De Bilt
due to pressure, but does not take humidity variations is quite well captured, but the model performs badly
into account. For the identification of air masses, it is at Essen: this is certainly due to boundary problems,
preferable to use the equivalent potential temperature as Essen is at the edge of the coverage region of the
0e, which is defined as the temperature a parcel of model.

-
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It is not straightforward to determine isentropic lines. sity limited in time and space, and do not give a global
A good automatic procedure would involve complex assessment of the model.
pattern recognition techniques, and would be lenghty In any case the ultimate purpose of the exercise is to
Sto develop. Then comes the problem of matching produce propagation forecasts, and perhaps the model
the mesoscale derived structure to the radiosonde pro- ought to be judged on its propagation results rather
files. This will become easier as the mesoscale model ogtt ejde nispoaainrslsrtethan on its performance as a refractivity forecasting
evolves to have sufficient vertical resolution to capture tool. Here again it is difficult to carry out extensive
most refractivity features. However at that point, one quantitative validation. Expensive airborne trials in-
might as well make difect use of the mesoscale output.
We consequently examined the direct use of current sig al mzave nt s of t he

mesocr' ouput or efrctiity oreastng.signal at 400MHz have shown the usefulness of the
mesosc7 output for refractivity forecasting. PE method (6. This type of verification is necessary

4 3D VARIABILITY and should be carried out at higher frequencies, but
can only give very localized results.

The mesoscale results showed a surprising amount of A more global comparison can be provided by the
horizontal variability. A good example is the horizon- monitoring of secondary surveillance radar returns
tal variation of the height of the surface duct which from targets of opportunity. This has also been identi-
was present over most of the region of interest on 2 fled as a source of qualitative assessement of anaprop
August 1990 at 0:00 GMT. Figure 5 shows contours in its own right [7]. SSR responses are routinely moni-
of the advection duct height. There is a clear discon- tored by the U.K. Civil Aviation Authority. The map
tinuity between the North Sea and the English Chan- in Figure 10 shows the location of the Debden CAA
nel. The contour lines tend to follow the coast, but radar, which operates at a frequency of 1 GIz, and
the variations remain strong even at large distances has an operational range of 172 nautical miles. The
from the coast. circular coverage area of the Debden radar is indicated
What is needed ultimately is a forecast of radar perfor- on Figure 10, together with the main airports within
mance based on the refractivity maps extracted from range. On days of strong anaprop, returns are ob-
mesoscale output. Currently only parabolic equation tained from aircraft landing or taking off at Schiphol
models are capable of utilizing 2-dimensional refrac- airport which is normally below the radio horizon.
tivity data [1]. Each PE simulation calculates path Rom the height, range, azimuth and time information
loss values in a given vertical plane. In order to get a included in the SSR responses, it is possible to plot the
full 3-dimensional picture of the situation, it is neces- positions of observed aircraft in a given time interval.
sary to run the PE model for several azimuthal direc- Figure 11 shows an example of such a plot when no
tions. anaprop is present, for the angular sector between 450

The following examples show the potential of coupling and 1350 (see Figure 10). The parabola indicates the
parabolic equation techniques with mesoscale model 4/3 Earth horizon.
output. Simulations were carried out for a site in When anaprop is present, aircraft tracks become vis-
North Yorkshire, using mesoscale results for 2 August ible well below the horizon, sometimes right down to
1990 at 0:00 GMT. The map of Figure 6 shows the the ground. Figure 12 shows SSR responses in the
location of the antenna and the radials used in the 4501350 sector between 10:00 GMT and 14:00 GMT

simulations. Figure 7 shows path loss contours for 4/3 on 1 August 1990. The parabolic equation path loss
contours obtained from the mesoscale model initial

Earth conditions. Figure 8 shows modified refractiv- output for 12:00 GMT on 1 August 1990 are shown in
ity profiles extracted from the mesoscale output along Figure 13. Strong anaprop is visible on both Figure 12
the 3 radials of i,.terest. The profiles are taken at and Figure 13. The PE simulation shows a weak sur-
45 km intervals along each radial. The graphis have45km infstrvals alon eachrradilty. T r h face duct. Although the duct has resulted in extended
been offset by 40 M-units for legibility. SSR surface coverage, aircraft landing at Schiphol are

Figure 9 shows parabolic equation simulations using lost before reaching the ground. Also note the radar
the data in Figure 8. Anomalous propagation is tak- hole in the PE/mesoscale forecast above the low duct-

ing place along all three radials, but there is strong ing area: this hole is also visible in the SSR data. (A
azimuthal variability, with stronger surface ducting in more detailed analysis of the data of Figure 12 shows
the southern direction. that most of the aircraft visible at low altitude lie in

the 105'-1350 sector; the descending tracks near max-
5 SSR DATA imum range lie in the 75'-105o sector and disappear

The validation of mesoscale/PE techniques is a diffi- at low altitude).

cult problem. Direct comparisons of mesoscale output Figure 14 shows the diurnal variation of anaprop on
to radiosonde measurements have been been carried 1 August 1990: the 6 plots each show 4 hours of
out with encouraging results, and more of these need SSR data in the 450-135' sector. Anaprop is at its
to be made. lowever such comparisons are of neces- strongest in the morning, with aircraft visible below

_____
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the horizon right down to the ground. The low level ing on radar systems, IEE.Proc. F 138, 153-162,
coverage reduces somewhat in the afternoon, but is 1991.
seen to return in the late evening, despite less intense
air traffic. This diurnal variation could in principle be 12] Golding, B.W., The Meteorological Office

forecast using the PE with mesoscale model 3-hourly mesoscale model, Mci. Mag. 119, 81-96, 1990.
output; this is still under investigation. [3] Wright, B.J. and Golding, B.W., The interactive
6 CONCLUSIONS mesoscale initialization, Met. Mag. 119, 234-244,6 O C U I N 19 90 .

The extraction of 3D refractivity maps from mesoscale [4] Fleagle, R.G. and Businger, J.A., An Introduction
model output is now a realistic alternative to direct to Atmospheric Physics, Academic Press, 1980.
measurements of refractivity. The U.K. Meteorolog-
ical Office mesoscale model already has the capabil- [5] Bye, G., Radio-meteorological aspects of clear-air
ity of providing refractivity forecasts. As the model anomalous propagation in NW Europe, Br Tele-
evolves to allow better vertical resolution and direct corn Technol J 6, 1988.
assimilation of radiosonde profile data, the quality of
refractivityforecasts shouldimprove. [6] Levy, M.F., Craig K.H., et al, Airborne measure-ments of anomalous propagation over the English
Propagation solvers based on the parabolic equation Channel, IEE onf. Proc. 333, 1.173-176, 1991.
method provide an ideal tool for exploiting 3D refrac-
tivity information. We have shown here the potential [7J Taylor, G.N. and Craig, K.H., Exploitation of
of a coupled PE/mesoscale package for 3D anaprop anomalous tropospheric propagation in long range
forecasting. air defence radar systems, AGARD CP 486, 1991.
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Press Temp (C) Err wvp (mb) Err Refract (N) Err
(mb) snd meso (%K) sond meso (%) sond meso (%)
1020 23.2 21.3 -0.7 15.6 14.2 -9.3 333.5 329.8 -1.1
1008 22.9 20.0 -1.0 14.8 13.8 -6.7 327.3 326.8 -0.2

985 21.2 18.0 -1.1 13.8 13.3 -3.4 319.3 321.1 0.6
950 18.6 15.1 -1.2 12.1 12.6 3.9 306.0 312.5 2.1
906 15.2 12.8 -0.8 9.6 9.1 -5.8 287.0 287.3 0.1
854 13.3 11.7 -0.6 4.8 6.2 27.5 253.4 260.9 0.4
794 11.5 10.2 -0.5 3.8 3.4 -9.1 233.7 233.4 -0.1

Table 2: Relative errors between minisonde and mesoscale data
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Figure 1: The UK Meteorological Office mesoscale model grid.
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Figure 2: Equivalent potential temperature and modified refract~vit profiles from the De Bult
midday radiosonde ascent on 2 August 1990.
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F igure 3: Locations of Hemsby (H), De Hilt (D) and Essen (B) radiosonde stations.
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Figure 8: Mesoscale model derived modified refractivity profiles at 45 km intervals
along the three radials shown in Figure 6: NE (top), E (middle), SE
(bottom).
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DISCUSSION

K. ANDERSOIN
Are the SSR data used operationally for air-defense s3-gems?

AUTHJOR'S REPLY
As far as lamn aware, SSR data hate not been used operationally so far.

J. GOLDISH
Could not low eletation radar measurements of the ocean clutter be a manifestation of the ducting conditions? IWhy not use
this information in the absence of aircrft targeis to proside information regarding profile conditions?

AUM1OR'S REPLY
lagree that sea surface or ground returns from anomaloxcly long ranges could be a useful indicator of anomnalous propagation
conditions. I think it w',Id be much more difficultto deduce profile information than in the case of SSR data. Of course the
SSR data also hate the aatyantage of showing the positions of coverage holes direaly.
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REFRACIME ASSESSMENTS FROM SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS

by

Jay Rosea and Roger Hdey
Pacific Missile Tes Center

Code 3250
Point Muu

CA 93042-5000
United States

SUINfARY

Capabilitres of estimating ductin and intensity in areas that are near void
conditions for certain ocean regions (and of conventional radiosonde data. To
weather regimes) from meteorological address this problem, under the Navy,'s
satellite data are under development at Electromagnetic Propaation Assessment,
the Pacific Missile Test Center, in and Tactical Environmental Support System
support of the Navy's Electromagnetic TESS) progiams, the PHTC Geophysics
Propagation Assessment and Tactical DivisJon is developing techniques forEnvironmental Support System (TESS) relating meteorological satellite data to
program offices. visual imagery patterns these duct variables. As discussed by
are used to infer the occurrence, height Rosenthal and Helvey, et al i1, both
and intensity of ducts, while processed subjective and objective approaches have
infrared (IR) and visual imagery are used been used in the development of the
to infer the spatial distribution of duct techniques. Common to both is the
heights. Special cloud signature conceptual model of an inversion-dominated
techniques have been developed on a weather regime (Figure 1) with low stratus/
personal computer to help correct for stratocumulus clouds that are lowest and
contamination of cloud-top temperatures flattest over the eastern parts of the
due to sea and cloud anomaly features sub-tropical oceans where the overlyina
which impact the IR-duct technique. inversion is lowest and strongest. In
Synoptic, masoscale and geographic this model cloud heicght and convective
influences on the propagation environment appearance increase to the west and south
are considered as part of the effort to along with increasing hescht ana weakness
develop a predictive capability, of the inversion. This trend in cloud and

Inversion characteristics is routinely
I INTRODUCTION observed on satellite imagery and is

heavily influenced by both the underiyinq
A major need In assessing refractivity sea surface temperature as well as synoptic
conditions over the open ocean is the and mesoscale weather factors.
capability to Infer duct occurrehce, height

HN

H Tx

DftERSIONLAYRT
5UPER.REFRACTNVEiAn TAS

~t. MARINE LAYER

iti
W AIWTRCOOL WATER E

Figure 1. Schematic view of typical Inversion conditions over subtropical oceans. (from
reference 2) Inverslon/aupar-refracltve layer Is lower and stronger nor eastern side off oceanS(with stratus (a) below) and Is higher and weaker (with penetrating aratocumulus (sc) and
cumulus (cu) In western aide of ocean. A typical temperature (T), humidity (H), and refractivity

f (N) profli Is shown at each aide. Optimum coupltg height (O1) Is near the cloud top.
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Also from reference (11 and a previous provide more automated, objectively-
guidebook prepared by Helvey and Rosenthal derived duct height estimates from the
(21, is a visual satellite photo (Figure 2) processing of infrared (IR) satellite
which shows relatively subtle but orderly imagery. Termed the IR-duct technique and
changes In low cloud appearance and cell described in reference 11!, the approach
size. Also seen are dramatic chanaes in was originally developed by Lyons (41, F5 1,cloud characteristics associated with using concepts introduced by Lee 16J for
frontal systems and open-celled cumulus in distinguishing stratus from sea surface
the unstable air behind fronts. features, and subsequently refined by
Superimposed on these satellite features helvey as described by Fisk and Helvey [7].
are Indications of duct occurrence and IR brinhtness values are used to calculate
height based on derived statistical cloud-top temperatures using and adapting
relationships between cloud appearance and the software first developed by Nagle and
ducting conditions as determined from Zeleny as described by Schramm, et al (83.
several thousand radiosonde soundings from Using this capability, spot cloud-top
the eastern and central Pacific. temperatures are obtained across selected

paths or regions of sub-tropical stratus
Since those earlier models were described or stratocumulus sheets.
in references (11 and [2), and also by
Rosenthal, Westerman and Helvey (31, there Based on statistics from over 4,000 radio-
have been efforts to fine-tune, test and sonde profiles, seasonal mean profiles
evaluate some-of these assumed were derived which then became the basis
relationships. This had led to their of convertinC the cloud-top temperature
summarization into rules to be used in an to a calculated height of duct base, top
expert system in TESS which factors in and optimum coupling height (OCH). These
synoptic, mesoscale and climatological are alsplayed along with cloud top
relationships as well as satellite temperature in an overlay to either
inferences. While much of these efforts visual or 1R imagery (Figure 3). The OCH,
a -atistical and quantitative, there is located at approximately the cloud-top

strong subjective element altitude is where the energy in a duct is
ted with the interpretation of most effectively coupled. Sea surface

sa re imagery cloud patterns, temperatures, as discussed by Rosenthal
and Helvey (I1, (21, have a major impact
on the seasonal profiles and duct hei(ihts,

2 IR-DUCT TECHNfIQU and was Included as a geographical and
seasonal factor in thp PlI4 algoritnms

In parallel with the subjective- used In the IR-duct technique.
statistical cloud pattern recognition
technique ha, been an on-going effort to

STANDARD *

. CONOITIONS

IOPC CELLSED CLS

I 3000.5-50 0TFT

~Figure 2. OES Imagery for 2145 GMT, 15 Nov. i9Se, showing typical1 win ertlme
Ssynopt z features over north pacific auperloposed by Indlcations ol probable

ref racilve struture. (from reference 2)
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1721/85 220Z "because of two considerations: The
intended application requires presence of
marine stratus/stratocumulus to permit
detection and remote sensing of cloud top77 II. ._temperatures by satellite; and the cases

---7 with substantial marine clouds tend toK, exhibit a more uniform height-temperature

7 relationship, because of the vertical
4stirring induced by radiative cooling

from the cloud tops. Another factor to
5 .be investigated involves atmospheric
2 response to changes in the SST; since

47 this cannot be instantaneous, with
greater lag for deeper marine air masses,
biases in the local height-temperature
relationship can be expected dependent
upon wind speed, and direction relative
to the SST gradient in the region of
interest.

3 ANALYZING CLOUD SIGNATURES

Oa=.c(OUDTOP X10) One of the inherent limitations of the IR

(* 
T  

duct technique is the uncertainty in
Vk*PoWr--4W* derived cloud-top temperature due to

Fgwe PMTC sa!llsRdudheighttechn"lue. Show8M3e3s contamination from radiance from the sea

ofvaeldues jWpoanmmwith duct lop, OCHadductbMs surface in areas where cloud cover is

(in lesoffet)dispayedto bflandcJoudtopnempertr to ghtof thin or incomplete. Also important is
pont. the representativeness of the selected

cloud-top temperatures in areas where the
low clouds exhibit variations in height
and/or brightness. In order to provide a

Since the profile shape and intercept means of diagnosing these contaminations,
point are driving factors in how and developing a method for automatic
accurately the duct height can be correction of these uncertainties, one of
calculated, work has continued on making us (Helvey) has developed an interactive
the profiles more realistic. Figure 4 is cloud signature analysis scheme
a plot, with best-fit curve of inversion implemented on an Amiga desktop computer.
base altitude vs. relative temperature The technique uses principles previously
(inversion zase temperature minus the sea examined by Haul (101 and coakley and
surface temperature) for L data set Bretherton (11). The underlying
obtained by Neiburiqer, Johnson and Chien assumption here is that typical cloud
(9j during the 1949-1952 UCLA cruise of structures observed regularly on
the Eastern North Pacific. satellite imagery exhibit definable

signatures of IR radiance and visual
This figure is an example of results from brightness. The approach is to use both
statistical analysis of one of a number the visual and IR data to characterize
of oceanic upper-air databases being these cloud signatures, and an insert or
compiled to provide a basis for window of the derived data can be over-
converting cloud-top temperatures into layed on either the visual or infrared
altitude. The top of the marine layer, image. An example of this approach is
tops of imbedded stratocumulus clouds, shown in Figure 5.
and the base of the overlyinct subsidence/
trade wind inversion are all more or less
coincident. Temperatures are expressed This visual image consists of 260,000
relative to that of the underlying ea pixels (649 elements by 400 lines), each
surface (SST), since the latter exerts a covering somewhat more than 16 square
great influence on conditions in the kilometers. The scene contains ocean,
marine air mass. Ir is evident from this land and various amounts and kinds of
and other data plots that this temperature clouds. Each type of scene element can
offset approaches zero as the marine layer be associated with certain characteristic
becomes shallower. TAUs, the best-fit ranges of temperature and radiance (0.5K
curve shown was constrained to pass per raw count value) and brightness (or
through dTfo at Zfo. A parabola was used, albedo), as indicated on the scatter plot.
to accommodate the noticeable tendency The thresholds were selected somewhat
for more stable lapse rates overall in arbitrarily, but illustrate how a
the case of deeper marine layers; this preliminary classification of pixels can
may reflect the likely predominance of be made to automatically identify the
dry-adiabatic conditions below some features of interest (ocean and low
typical range of condensation levels, and clouds) for diagnosinq marine layer
moist-adiabatic above, depth and associated duct Optimum

coupling Heicght (OCHI.
These data were obtained over 

a rathec

large region, at various times of year,
weather types and cloud conditions. It
should be possible to imerove the curve
fit by consideration of these factors.
In particular, the data need to be
evaluated for probable low cloud coverage
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When the technique is applied to (1) M-ID/HIGH CLUDS in frontal area at
situations where there are sicinificant Up,,er left of image are cold and bright.
differences in cloud top, height, The degree of scatter indicates
brightness and type associated with considerable inhomogeneity in cloud top
synoptic events, the different signatures altitudes and coverage from pixel to
are readily distinguishable. ror example, Pixel, with multiple layers likely.
in Figure 6 are both extensive stratus/
stratocumulus fields off the California (2) STRATOCUMILJS CLOUDS1 off the
and Baja coasts with large cellular and California coast are warmer, with large
appearance fluctuations, as well as mid variations in brightness, but fairly
and high level clouds associated with an small range in IR temperatures (and
organized frontal band over the Pacific cloud top altitudes).
Ocean approaching the West Coast. For
those cloud conditions contained In the (3) DESERT TRRA!N in the Interior of
white boxes over the ocean, coastal and California and Arizona is very warm
land areas are correspondingi IR/visual (local time is near midday), and of
brightness signatures in the scatter intermediate brightness.
Plots shown in the window in the uipper
right corner of the figure. The pixels
in the scatter plot in this and
succeeding figures represent averages
over about 64 square kilometers. The
following differences in appearance and
data plots are noted:

dIfrne ncodtp egt h eteo cte niae
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Within each of the areas examined, there portion of the region of interest is
are non-uniform fluctuations in bright- likely to be excluded thereby from eval-
ness. The analysis technique can be uation. A method of correcting for this
applied to much smaller units within effect is being leveloped. to increase
these regions so that Individual the area over which duct height estimates
characteristics can be systematically can be made.
studied. This is shown in Figure 7.

The uppermost distribution is for the 4 PARTIAL COVERAGE CONTAMINATION AND
indicated portions of an area of strato- A POSSIBLE SOLUTION
curiulus off thenorthern Cal.fornia coast.
The temperatures are rather uniformly In order to develop an operationally
cold (about 4.8C), so that the tops must useful and reliable version of the IR-
be fairly flat and high. Nevertheless, a duct technique in TESS, some systematic
considerable variation of bricihtness is and~consistent basis of correcting for
apparent. brightness-related ambiguities must be

incorporated. The near-linear arrange-
The next lower distribution is from the ment of pixels from each region in Figure
cool stratocumulus (about 6.8C) and ocean 7, between the sea surface cluster and
off central California. Note the the brightness threshold, suggests a
uniformly dark and relatively warm cluster basis f6r correction. The cloud-top
(counts VIS=40, IR=88) characteristic of temperature can be determined directly
sea surface conditions. Also note the from the flat IR portion to the right of
uniformity in IR pixel values for VIS the critical brightness threshold, if
counts greater than about 110; this present. If the region does not contain
suggests a threshold in reflectivity sufficient numbers of completely cloudy
beyond which the cloudy pixel is pixels, a cloud-top temperature may be
effectively opaque to upwelling radiance estimated by extrapolating along the
from the sea surface. Conversely, below sloping part of the scatter distribution,
this threshold there is an approximately to the IR temperature at the brightness
linear relationship between IER and VIS threshold. (A sea surface temperature
counts. A similar situation occurs for could be estimated in the same way, by
the next two lower scatter features, extrapolating down to the IR value at the
representing an area southwest of characteristic ocean brightness.) Simple
california (coldest pixels about 11.8C), expressions for the relationship between
and another adjacent to Baja California fractional cloud cover, satellite-
(coldest about 15.3C); the flat IR measured albedo V in the visible channel
portion is hardly present, however. This and radiance I in the thermal IR channel
indicates that for these areas there were have been given by Chou, et al [12),
very few completely cloudy pixels - note which can be combined to give:
the many small stratocumulus elements
indicating scattered to broken conditions, Iovc = Iclr + (Ipix - Ic) * (Vovc -

or thin and translucent stratus
(cspecially off Baja California). V c1/ (Vpix - Vlrd

The accuracy of cloud top temperatures
from satellite IR data will have a maior where the subscripts are abbreviations
impact on reliability of derived for overcast, clear, and actual
elevated duct height estimates. The (observed) pixel values. For the ranges
presence of moisture above the marine of temperature and albedo values of
layer will tend to make the cloud tops concern here, raw 'count" units as
appear too cold, and hence too high. received from the satellite can De used
Unless application of more sophisticated with little error (as suggested by the
multi-band techniques is feasible, this more or less linear scatter distribution
problem may be minimized by limiting the up to the effective overcast threshold).
analysis to areas where general synoptic A special technique for determining the
features (and subjective guidance from best (least squares) two-segment line fit
satellite imagery) indicate dry for the observed scatter distributions
conditions aloft. On the other hand, as has been devised. After more study to
described above, temperatures for pixels establish appropriate brightness
which are not completely filled by clouds threshold values, it should be able to
opaque to IR radiation from the surface, automatically provide equivalent cloud-
will appear somewhat warmer than top IR temperatures, even if not overcast
representative of cloud tops in the pixels are present, if a statistically
region, and therefore too !ow. BY sufficient sample of pixels with various
iimiting application of the IR-duct lesser cloud amounts is available in the
assessment to pixels whose corresponding region.
visual brightness exceeds a certain
threshold (dependent on illumination and The in et in Figure 8 shows a scatter
viewing angles, or date, time and distribution and fitted lines, for a 32
location), it should be possible to aloid by 32 kilometer region to the southwest
th:s contamination by sea-surface of California. The vertical lines coring
temperature. This is the approach that up from the base of the graph indicate
we have used so far, although it is dons the total goodness of fit for various
subiectively since the appropriate positions of the rartition between
brightness thresholds have not yet been sloping (partly cloudy) and flat (over-
establis.ned. Because many regions and cast) portions of the distribution. The
individual pixels are not completely VIS count at the best-tit partition
cloud-covered, however, a considerable

Iii
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position (vertical dotted line) is at problems, and serve as one input to range-
the critical brightness threshold value dependent propagation models under
for this particular sample. IR development by Hitney (13) at NOSC, San
temperatures were determined for this Diego.
case and a'°number of other regions
where a set of points at uniform IR Contamination of cloud-top temperatures
values gave direct indication of cloud- used in this IR-dudt technique from sea
top or sea surface temperatures; as surface radiance and cloud anomalies is a
mentioned above, the slope-extrapolation limitatlon to its use; however, current
method is not ready for use yet. The cloud signature analysis. techniques under
temperatures are plotted on the VIS Image devel6pment at PMTC offer promise as a
in deg C, and appear to be in reasonable means of systematically correcting for
agreement with the features in that image, these limitations.
although for interpretation in terms of
altitude, the temperature of the ocean
surface needs to be taken into account.

5 INTERIM VERSION OF IR-DUCT
TECHNIUE

Until the above analysis scheme Is fully
automated within the IR-duct technqiue,
certain elements can be combined for use
in a semi-manual, interim version for use
on a Personal Computer (PC) with data
ingest from the MCIDAS-based REFERENCES
Meteorological Interactive Data Display
System (MIDDS) workstation operational at [1] Rosenthal, J.S., Helvey, R.A, Lyons,
PMTC. The essential steps of this S.W., Fox, A.D., Szymber, R. and
interim technique are summarized as Eddington, L., "Weather Satellite
follows: and Computer Modeling Approaches To

Assessing Propagation Over Marine

(1) Use MIDDS to pick marine cloud over- Environments,, AGARD Conference
cast points on VIS image, and obtain Proceedings No. 453, AGARD-CP-453.
coordinates (Lat, Lon). (2 Helvey, R.A. and Rosenthal, J.S.,
(2) Use HIDDS to get temperatures of "Guide for Inferring Refractive
corresponding points on IR image. Conditions from Synoptic Parameters",

Pacific Missile Test Center
(3) Use PC program to: Technical Publication TP-5, 1983.

a) obtain mean (climatological) or (3] Rosenthal, J.s., Westerman, S. and
analysis SST for each point by inter- Helvey, R.A., "Inferring Refractivity
polatini to given Lat, Lon in SST table Conditions from Satellite Imagery",
for current season, or from analysis if Pacific Missile Test Center,
available. Geopbysical Sciences Technical Note

No. go, 1985.
b) compute for each point: dT =

Tc - Ts [4) Lyons, S.W., "Satellite-Derived
where Tc = IR cloud-top temperature Refractive Duct Height Estimates",

Ts = climatological or Pacific Missile Test Center,
analysis SST Geophysical Sciences Technical Note

No. 98, 1985.
c) compute altitude 

for each point,

using height vs. temperature relationship [5] Lyons, S.W., "SPADS Automated Duct
for current region and date: Zc = b * dT Height Statistics", Pacific Missile

where b = parameter for given Test Center, Geophysical Sciences
region & date Technical Note No. 100, 1985.

NOTE: Analyst must insure that each (6) Lee, T.F., "A Plan For Using SPADS
point selected is overcast, and that to Distinguish Stratus Prom Sea
there is minimal upper-level moisture Surface Conditions', Pacific Missile
(check weather charts, satellite Test Center, Geophysical Sciences
pictures - water vapor imagery). Technical Note No. 84, 1984,

6 CONCLUSIONS (7] Fisk, C. and Helvey, R.A.,

* "Refractive Effects Assessment and
Both subjective and objective interpreta- Prediction (REAP) Progress Report",
tion of mete-,oogical satellite imagery Pacific Missile Test Center,
patterns have great potential for Geophysical Sciences Technical Note
inferring duct existence, height and No. 156, 1990.
intensity over the open ocean in sub-
tropical inversion-dominated regions (8] Schramm, W., Zeleny, P., Nagle, R.
typically covered by stratus and strato- and Weinstein, "The Navy SPADS, A
cumulus clouds. The PMTC IR-duct Second Generation Environmental
technique, especially, provides a Display System", 9th Conference
potentially automated means of mapping Weathee Forecasting and Analysis,
out the propagation environment in a way American Meteorological Society
that can quickly address naval operating Preprint Volume, 1982.
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DISCUSSION

J. GOLDHIRSII
Could you elaborate on validation of the technique to arrive at duct height using cloud measurements?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Several independent evaluations were conducted previously. These showed that duct heights estimatedfrom the satellite JR
duct technique were within about 400feet of those deternunctdfrom radiosonde, approximately 80% of the time. Errors are
due to both upper level moisture (which can be minimized by using water vapor imagery to select dry areas alofi) and the
radiance contamination from the underlying sea surface, which can be minimized by Mr Helvey's technique that I just
described.
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A "VIRTUAL SENSOR" FOR EVAPORATION DUCTS - THE IMPACT OF DATA UNCERTAINTIES

John Cook
Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory

Atmospheric Directorate
Monterey, CA 93943-5006

In practice, these bulk parameters are difficult to
1. SUMMARY measure accurately using satellite-based remote sensing
For this application, virtually sensed data is defined as techniques. Sea surface temperature (Ts) and near-
the output from a combination of satellite-based remote surface wind speed (U) or stress are the most common
sensing instruments that have been blended with data and best understood of these satellite measurements.
from a numerical weather prediction model/data With the improved instruments planned for the Earth
assimilation system and processed by an algorithm. Observing System (Eos), such as the Advanced
Such a "virtual sensor" is described to assess Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR), the
evaporation ducts over marine regiops. In this study, Advanced Medium Resolution Imaging Radiometer
the sensitivity of four evaporation duct height (AMRIR), and the Moderate-resolution Imaging
algorithms to data errors are examined and the results Spectrometer (MODIS), all weather measurements of
are expressed in terms of the duct height error versus T, should be consistently available with approximately
parameter error. The data set used was generated 0.5 'C accuracy (Refs. 2 and 3). This is comparable
parametrically so a large variation of environmental with current techniques such as the multichannel sea
conditions could be considered. The errors imposed on surface temperature (MCSST) product which utilizes
the data represent uncorrelated random errors associated infrared Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
with satellite-based remote sensing inaccuracies. The (AVHRR) data (Ref. 4). The Eos AMSR and
study shows that although the evaporation duct height scatterometer (SCAT]') instruments should also be able
algorithms have different genealogies, they have similar to measure U with approximately 0.5 m s accuracy
sensitivities. The conclusions represent a best case (Ref. 2), which compares to approximately 2 m s*1
scenario because of the omission of some sources of currently reported for both the Scanning Multichannel
error and the assumption of horizontal homogeneity in Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and the Special Sensor
the near-surface refractivity field over a typical satellite Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) instruments (Ref. 5). The
sensor footprint, other two parameters, boundary layer air temperature

(or air-sea temperature difference) and humidity, are
2. INTRODUCTION much more difficult to measure using satellite-based
The evaporation duct height is defined as the height remote sensing techniques. Hsu and Blanchard (Ref. 6)
above the sea surface where the sharp decrease in apply an algorithm developed by Liu (Ref. 7) to relate
ambient humidity with height causes the vertical measurements of columnar water vapor (W) from
gradient of refractivity to become equal to the critical radiosonde profiles to surface specific humidity (q) and
vaiue required for trapping (Fig. I). The problem of report an rms error of approximately 1 g kgl, which is
remotely sensing the evaporation duct is, therefore, about the accuracy reported by Liu and Niiler (Ref. 8)
closely tied with that of sensing the surface turbulent for monthly mean values of q computed using SMMR
heat flux, which largely determines the vertical estimates of W. Developmental satellite-based remote
gradients of temperature and moisture, and thus of sensing instruments for measuring W, such as the Eos
refractivity as well. Unfortunately, satellite-based Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU), should
remotely sensed measurements of atmospheric be improved by contributions from the Eos Lidar
refractivity with sufficiently high resolution to describe Atmospheric Sounder and Altimeter (LASA). LASA
near-surface profiles, such as those shown in Figure 1, could be used to measure the thickness of the marine
will not be available in the foreseeable future. The atmospheric boundary layer and AMSU should be able
evaporation duct height can, however, be inferred from to determine W within the layer to between 5-10%
meteorological measurements by using flux-profile (Ref. 2). The measurement of near-surface air
relationships that are based on the semi-empirical temperatures (T) will require the combination of data
similarity theory originally deveioped by Monin and from AMSU and the infrared radiometers on the High
Obukhov (Ref. 1). In general, similarity theory relates Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (HIRIS) which should
bulk measurements of sea surface temperature and result in better measurements than either system alone
reference height values of air temperature, humidity, (Ref. 2). High-resolution temperature retrieval will still

4 and wind speed to the near-surface fluxes of be a major challenge; however, by synergistically
momentum, heat and moisture, combining satellite-based remotely sensed temperature

and humidity data with output from a numerical weather
1 L
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prediction model/data assimilativrn system, a significant and 4810 "K respectively (Ref. 13), e 0.622, and a

amount of the measurement uncertainty may be is the merm Earth radius, 6.371 x 106 in. Pressure, P,

corrected. Such a system is the best known space-time was computed hydrostatically away from the reference

interpolator of meteorological data (Ref. 9) and if height. The duct height (fl) is the level within the

developed specifically for refractivity, would provide a profile where dLddz reaches its critical value

unique means to interpret the measured data. This
system can be called a "virtual sensor* because the (dM) (dN\)+0.157 = -1. +0.157=0.
parameter of interest (the evaporation duct) is not "z = 

" "  a
sensed directly, but indirectly through a combination of
sensor outputs that are assimilated using the physics of
a dynamical model and then processed by a semi- Hereafter, values of calculated with this scheme will
empirical algorithm, This concept is fairly simple, but be labeled "direct" and written PD. An example of PDn
it is not clear what impact the proposed sensor and data computed for a specific subset of meteorological
inaccuracies will have when evaporation duct heights conditions is shown in Figure 2a.
are derived in this fashion. The purpose of this study
is to assess the magnitude of these errors for a variety Thompson (Ref. 14) describes an evaporation duct
of evaporation duct height assessment techniques. height algorithm currently in operational use at the Fleet

Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC). This

The approach used in this study is to apply a algorithm is developed by taking the total vertical

methodology similar to that described in Cook (Ref. 10) derivative of refractivity and equating it to the critical
for evaluating the sensitivity of operational evaporatin refractivity gradient which occurs at the duct height:

duct algorithms to the satellite-based remote sensing
data inaccuracies described above. The meteorological (dNJ . N dT + N ON dP (2)

data base used here as input to the evaporation duct dz ), -T - dz "P dz
height algorithms is developed parametrically, thereby
easily encompassing a wide range of meteorological The partial derivatives are computed from (1) and
situations. Understanding these sensitivities is dP/dz is approximated by the hydrostatic equation. The
important because in many cases the caculated duct remaining derivatives, dT/dz and dqldz, are
height is not used independently, it is input to another approximated by similarity expressions assuming
product, for example, a radar performance depiction or horizontally homogeneous conditions. Temperature,
a counterdetection assessment, which may have however, is not a similarity variable; properly, potential
significant operational consequences. temperature should be used instead. This is one of

many simplifying assumptions used in this derivation;
3. EVAPORATION DUCT ALGORITHMS the resulting expression is plotted in Figure 2b and
As implied above, there is no universally accepted values of P calculated with this scheme will be labeled
scheme for estimating evaporation duct heights. Here, "GSCLI" and written PG. The acronym GSCLI stands
four schemes are chosen for error analysis. All of the for the 'Global Surface Contact Layer Interface" model
algorithms are describe-I in detail in Cook (Ref. 10), that employs this algorithm at FNOC. The figure
but for clarity they are briefly described here. The first shows that for these environmental conditions, PD and
algorithm is developed following Cook and Burk (Ref. flo exhibit similar behavior under unstable conditions,
11) by noting that meteorological applications of but Po can be significantly less than PD under stable
similarity theory are frequently used to compute vertical conditions.
profiles of potential temperature (0) and specific
humidity (q) within the surface layer by using the A refractivity quantity that does not vary with pressure
integrated forms of the similarity expressions (Ref. 12). is potential refractivity. It has been used by numerous
This methodology was used to compute high resolution researchers as a similarity variable when investigating
0 and q profiles from 0 to 40 in and then the modified near-surface refractivity (e.g., Jske (Ref. 15);
index of refraction (M) and dM/dz profiles were Thompson (Ref. 14); and Paulus (Ref. 16)) and is the
constructed from: basis of the other evaporation duct height algorithms.

Potential refractivity (X) at microwave frequencies is

N AP= IBq (1) defined as (Ref. 13):NffiT (. 'T 7

M =N+- x 106 = N+0.157z,
a

where ep is a potential water vapor preesure referenced
where A and B are constants, equal to 77.6 'K mbarl to the 1000 mb level (Po) (Ref. 17).

{
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Applications of X are used to-assess the duct height mb. Although this is obviously an oversimplification
corresponding to the critical potential refractivity for satellite measurements, Blanc (Ref. 20) found that
gradient. This is accomplished by assuming X behaves the influence of typical shipboard barometric pressure
as a similarity variable; this methodology was derived and altitude measurement uncertainties combined
by Jeske and uses a different implementation of amounted to less than 1% error in the bulk-derived
similarity theory instead of the Liu et al. (Ref. 12) parameters examined.
scheme. As shown in Cook and Burk, however, X does
not follow similarity theory under all conditions. The Since it large measured data set was not available for
algorithm was subsequently installed in the Integrated this sttidy, a parametric approach was used to generate
Refractive Effects Prediction System (IREPS) (Ref. 18) the necessary data by uniform!y cycling through all
and is in operational use by the Navy at ea. possible combinations of parameters. This resulted in
Evaporation duct height estimates using this technique 6160 sets of T, q, Ts, and U 'pseudo-observations*
are shown in Figure 2c and will be written as # and which encompassed i wide range of environmental
labeled "IREPS" hereafter. conditions. Table 1 lists the limits and increments of

the parameter values used. Air temperature was
A well known undesirab!5 aspect of the IREPS computed from the air-sea temperature difference which
algorithm which can be seen in Figure 2c is the high varied between -5 °C and +5 *C in 1 *C increments.
duct heights computed for near-neutral conditions Specific humidity was computed using the relative
(air-sea temperature difference (ASTD) close to zero) humidity which varied between 98% and 50%
(Ref. 19). To solve the problems inherent in IREPS, according to the values in Table 1. Humidities greater
Paulus (Ref. 19) developed an empirical correction. than saturation or less than 0.2 g kg' were considered
Using high quality buoy data for support, Paulus argued unrealistic and the data sets not included in the analysis.
that operationally, error prone environmental data
resulted in the use of the stable form of the similarity TABLE 1. Parametric Limits for Variables Used
expressions too frequently. Paulus' correction was to
limit P, to the value computed using an air-sea Variable Symbol Maximum Minimum Increment
temperature difference of -1 C (with a fixed relative WindSpeed U 21msr 3ms" 2ms*1

humidity) if the value of 01 associated with the
measured data was larger than the value of 01 calculated Sea Surface Ts  20 -C 8 -C 2 -C
at the fixed -1 °C air-sea temperature difference. Temperature
These results are shown in FiSure 2d and show severe
truncation under near-neutral and stable conditions. Air-Sea T-Ts 5 -C -5 -C 1 C

They will be labeled "Pau~lus" hereafter and denoted Op. Temperawre
Difference

4. METHODOLOGY Relative RH 98%, 95%, 90%, 85%,
The methodology used here to evaluate the sensitivity Humidity 80%, 72%, b2%, 60%
of the evaporation duct height algorithms to satellite-
based remote sensing data inaccuracies closely follows
that described in Cook (Ref. 10) for in situ data errors.
Evaporation duct height errors are calculated by first The error perturbation experiment was executed by
computing the duct height without considering any data imposing a range of errors on the pseudo-observations.
errors, then iteratively recomputing the duct height, The errors are listed in Table 2 and represent a range
cycling thiough each of the data errors one error of accuracies consistent with current satellite-based
increment at a time and ca!culiting a new duct height remote sensing techniques as described above (Refs. 2,

and the difference (error) between the duct heights. 3 and 5). The errors in Table 2 were treated as
The errors for each parameter are evalua:ed uncorrelated so the results can be interpreted for ecch
sequentially and classified according to stable or parameter independently, for example, errors in q when
unstable/neutral conditions. The resulting data sets of Ts, T, and U are known precisely. We have, therefore,
evaporation duct height error are then averaged for each neglected feveral important sources of error such as
increment of data error and plotted, height assignment (vertical resolution and layer

averages); the effect of spatial averaging inherent in
As explained in the previous section, evaporation duct satellite data; arbitrarily assigning 1000 mb as tLe
height estimates are functions of sea surface tempera- reference height pressure; correlation of measurement
ture (Ts), and reference height values of air temperature errors, such as due to measurements using the same
(T), wind speed (U), and specific humidity (q). instrument or those due to cloud or ain contamination;
Consistent with operational algorithms (e.g., Paulus effects of advection; and differences in the assumptions
(Ref. 16)), the reference height used here is fixed at , ix inherent in the variations of the underlying similarity
meters and the reference height pressure fixed at 1000 theories. To estimate effects from more than one
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Figure 3 is a scatter plot of the error-free evaporation erros -in T =d'.q Under '-untd~h ~coaaditious,
duct estinute from, the direct method verus stability overestimates 6f T-izpytgreater-stai~ky which con
(represented by the itoof the reference; height, z, to result in either dinner ducts for-higher humidities or

the Obul*hov lengthLQ. In the figure, cakubeted ducts thicker ducts for lower hmidities (see-Fig. '2 although

are not Oiotted. 'The figure demotistrats th.e di kr 0 rstimating T.(with a fixed q) decreasei. the
nature of the environmental data base and shows that a modified, refractivity -at the referencie -heSgh, thus
majority of the aiomental conditionst considered increasing theair-sea-refractivi y, difference, wh~iich
represent slightly unstable and near-nePutral conditions, tends to-increase tie duct heights dise to tie -enhiabod
although the algbiithm does predict that evapration near-surfac gradients. These effects-aeiforce- each-
ducts can be present under some stbl coniionas e other-at I oderate relative humidities '(less thin about
the near-surface modified refractivity decreases with 80%) and result in a large sensitivity to errors in T
height, above about 80% relative humidity the effects tend to

balance:eachother, howeverthe-mean-effect-for the
Figure 4'represents the duct height errors'as a function data set her is a larg positie slope in the sensitivity
of error in sea surface temperature (Fig. 4a), near- toTerrors. This sensitivityis exacerbated by the lanle-
surface wind speed (Fig. 4b), reference height air surface air temperature errors-associated with sattelliwe
temperature (Fig. 4c),and reference' height, humidity based remnote sensing.
(Fig. 4d) for~nstableand neakcoudions (zLg ).
As mentioned praviouslyi-the range of data errors wer Te sensitivity to.erwrs' in q -is- also .'considerable,

senhosaeabuto-b soe rofeheerrrsentnatoiave o tosefoWTTstand eror.rUdmrstiats ochoen ob reresntaiveofsatnit-beedremtelghoevr, s sen-ron Fgur 4iith s opei osppoie

These errors cciuld'al' due to in-situ measuirements causes th aeirefrnitivity-diffierenco to incres and-
or teresultant e.trors from. a 'n fical.-ieajhe also implies slightly more unstable conditions. As se

prediction ,modelldae" ,,assimiili ytmz or. virtual- from'Figure 2, decieasing the humiditq at the referenceI sea~sor. Errorchertlis *-fined as the erroneous-minus heightalways'lIds 'to increing '-.duct-heighisu6ider'
the --errorrfree value, so-- in; unstable conditions ufistablecouditions.
underestimates (overestinates) of both T,and U result

in-smal~uderstiiiaes-oveestmat)f te-uct Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of the duca'height
height, respectively, 'UndcrstuatingST, increases the algoithins to 'i, U;, T,, and qerrors-whenr-the' eror-
A taiit twrd nuraiy-a~h arsateprature. frecniin-r~tbe(I>0.Under -these,

eifreoce changs fromna Iarger to 'smaller. negative, condi tions, overestimates of T(ffig.1iS) result in smuall;
values. ,Thiskchauge acts to suppress vertical-motions overestiaesoftedcheht Overimatiiig.T,r inth surface layer. -resulting -in deeper %vertical. decireases the stabilt tow_-sneutrality whichimple

grints, with'a crePOnf1q0ding tedeci'teduct incresied, mixing, as; they tuibulec hestkeep 'tbi
heghts to increase. Undeistimating Tj, however, mean propeties'of the surface. layer- unifoi. !flis
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results in w vake vetcal gradiews aid acorrespouding with height and thde is no evapoin duct preset
tledency for the duct heights to dcrm- ayway. Suchsstviyodataerxsmayovesmdm
Overestinutang Ts. h0WtVer. als iceae the usefual infonion gined by aking dact heigh
rractiviyatthesurface cai eair-searefractivity estimaes. For example, H=br and Kudl m s
difference to become larger amd the duct heights to tei (Ref. 21) have demonstrated that emation duct
to increae. These effects tend to balance each other height differmces of as little as 1 Ca more tha
and the net result is a snall positive slope of the do"be the estimated rwge at which typical shipboard
sensitivity to Ts erro unde both stable and unstablse electrognetic anttes cam be covertly detected by
conditions, threat recave. It is instructive to briefly investigate

Fshat evaporation duct height estimates we used for by
Fig-e b that undr s e conditions, such aPPlicatins. Patterson (Ref. 22, page , 31)
overestimates of wind speed tend to decrease duct -. the evaporation dt height is not a ight bow
heights, opposite to the effect dernstableconditions. which an antema must be located in order to have
Here mechanical turbulence tends to drive the stability extended ranges, but a value which relates to the duct's

ofthesurfacelayer toward neutrality. eradicating strong strength or its ability to trap radiationm Thus,
gradients, with the result of slightly lower duct heights, evaporation duct height estimates are used to infer duct
The sensitivity of the Paulus technique has a positive strength. Particularly under unstable and near-neutral
slope sirilar to the unstable results which is due to the conditions, most of the deficit in refractivity within an
truncation of the dect heights at an air-sea temperatum evaporation duct occurs very close to the sea surface

difference of-I *C under almost all stable conditions. (Fig. 1). The nonlinear shape of the refractivity profile
provides for a complex coupling between the location of

Figures 5c and 5d show the duct height errors as the antenna and energy propagation and results in a
functions of the errors in near surface air temperature frequency dependence for trapping.
and specific humidity for stable conditions. Again, note
the change in duct height error scale necessitated by the 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
increased sensitivity to T and q errors. Under stable The sensitivity of four different techniques for
conditions, underestimates of T imply decreasing computing evaporation duct heights to typical satellite-
stability which can either result in thinner ducts or based measurement errors was investigated. Results
thicker ducts depending of the humidity and magnitude presented show that although the techniques have
of the stability (see Fig. 2). Underestimating T also different genealogies, they have similar sensitivities.
increases the modified refractivity at the reference The error estimates used represent uncorrelated
height, thus decreasing, or even changing the sign of satellite-based remote sensing data inaccuracies but the
the air-sea refractivity difference, which tends to source of the error for this application is unimportant;
decrease the duct heights. These effects reinforce each they could also represent the uncorrelated error from a
other at moderate stabilities and relative humidities (less numerical weather prediction/data assimilation system
than about 80%) and result in a large positive slope in or a virtual sensor. So that a wide range of
the sensitivity to errors in T. environmental conditions could be evaluated without a

large data collection effort, 'be environmental data base
The sensitivity to errors in q under stable conditiops is of sea surface temperature and reference height values
also considerable and opposite to those for T and Ts of air temperature, wind speed, and specific humidity
errors. As under unstable conditions, underestimates of was derived parametrically by uniformly cycling
q causes the air-sea refractivity difference to increase through all possible combinations of parameters.
and also implies slightly more unstable (neutral)
conditions. These effects reinforce each other with the The use of bulk meteorological techniques driven by
net result a large negatively sloped sensitivity under all remotely-sensed data to estimate evaporation duct
conditions. heights has been shown to be highly susceptible to

measurement error. The patterns of the sensitivities for
The sensitivities described above can be synthesized each technique are similar with the exception of
into a few simple relationships. If an error drives the Paulus's algorithm to wind speed errors which is due to
surface layer toward neutrality then, under unstable the truncation imposed on the duct heights. Additional
conditions, evaporation duct heights will tend to sources of error that were neglected are height
increase and under stable conditions they will tend to assignment, ambient pressure measurement errors,
decrease, although there is some humidity dependence correlation of errors (e.g., those due to cloud
to this effect (Fig.2). If the error implies a larger contamination,etc.), spatial averagingby large-footprint
(smaller) air-sea refractivity difference then the satellite sensors, effect of advection on near-surface
evaporation duct heights will tend to increase refractivity, and differences inherent in the different
(decrease), respectively, except under some stable variations of the underlying similarity theories,
conditions when the refractivity monotonically increases

I



The demonstria sensitivity of the current algorithms relationship between total precipitable wwr
to conseivav data errors, however, raises questions ad surfaice4evel humidity over the sea
about the operational applicability of these ad more su9 c a further evaluation. J. Cwh&

sopisicedmodliA troubling assumption is that of Re, 94, 145394i4545, 191.

horizontal homogeneity of the veritical gradients in the
refractivity field over the satellite fotprint- If me 7. Liu. W. T.. St~atistical relation between
interpret the errors here in a spatial sense, such as dire monthly mean preciptable wate and surfae-
to weak horizontal temperature or humidity variations, evel humidity over global oceans, Mon. Wea.
uv would expect considerable refractive inhonogeneity RnL 114.,1591-1602. 1986.
or topography associated with the evaporation duct.
The impact of this effect will have to be evaluated in 8. Liu, W. T. and P. P. Niiler, Determination of
the funu= with range dependent propagation models. A monthly mean humidity in the atmospheric
study designed to evaluate the errors for a specific surface layer over oceans from satellite data,
combination of satellite remote sensing instrments or J- Phys. Oceaior. 14, 1451-14S7, 1914.
a virtual sensor is feasible using the methodology
presented hte and could result in measuremen: 9. Bengtsson, L and J. Shukia, Repoase to
accuracy specifwcations. The results could he verified comments on 'Integration of space and in situ
with data collected during experiments such as those observations to study global climate change,'
described in Blanc et al. (Ref. 23) which support Bull. Amer. Meer. Soc. 72,243-245,1991.
scatterometer instrument development-
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ROSE- A HIGH RESOLUTION, AMPLITUDE CODED, HIGH FREQUENCY OBLIQUE IONOSONDE

by

P.C. Arthur,
A.H. Dickson

and
P.S. Cannon

Applied Ionospheric Physics,
Defence Research Agency, Aerospace Division.

Famborough, Hampshire, GUI4 6TD. United Kingdom.

SUMMARY transmitter powers up to 10 kW and beyond are required. Due
to these large pulsed transmissions the transmitter site has to be

A high quality high frequency (HF) oblique ionosonde has been carefully chosen to avoid any local interference.
developed for use inpropagationresearch and associated studies
of the ionosphere. The ionosonde is known as ROSE (Radio One of the main advantages of pulse sounders is the ease of
ObliqueSounding Equipment) and requires the connectionof a analysis of the incoming signals. By calculating the time
specially designed enhancement to a commercially available difference between the received pulses the ionospheric
chirp sounder receiver (RCS-5) manufactured by the BR propagation modes can be determined.This is a fairly easy task
Corporation in the USA. Two important features are brought to perform with relatively simple technologies.
about by the addition of this enhancement. Firstly, an increase
in the resolution of an ionogram by a factor of approximately 2.2 Chirp Sounders
three.This allows the fine structure in the ionosphericreturns to
bedetected. Ser.ondly, colourcoding of the ionogram according Chirp sounders sweep a phase-continuous signal over the band
to theamplitude ofthereceived signal. Detailed mode amplitude of interest atrates of up to several hundred kilohertz persecond.
information and comparisons of the relative strengths of Due to the method of receiver operation (described later) a
propagating modes can be acheived. Additional features which comparatively narrow receiver bandwidth is used which is of
areprovidedincludedisplayhandlinganddatastoragefacilities. the order of a few hundred Hertz. This in turn leads to a

relatively low transmitter power (10 - 100 W) which is much
This paper describes the system architecture of the ROSE more practical than the pulse transmitter. There are several
ionosonde and discusses the type of detailed iono-pheric trade offs involved in the operational parameters of a chirp
information it can provide from active remote sensing. sounder. For example, a fast sweep generates an ionogram in a

short period of time but requires a larger receiver bandwidth,
I INTRODUCTION giving a lower signal to noise ratio which in turn requires the

transmitter power to be larger. Conversely, a slow sweep rate
Throughout the world extensive use is made of radio sounding leads to lower transmitter powers but the ionogram can take
systems to remotely probe the ionosphere. One category of several minutes or longer to cjllect and ionospheric conditions
remote sensing system is known as the ionosonde, which is may have changed during the recording of the ionogram.
essentially a radar emitting pulses or chirp waveforms to measure
the group delay of the return signal bounced back from the One of the main disadvantages of chirp sounders is the complex
ionosphere.Thereceiver maybeco-located with the transmitter, analysis that must be carried out to determine the ionospheric
in which case die ionosonde is a vertical sounder, or the propagating modes. The advent of specialised digital signal
transmitter and receiver may be separated by distances of up to processing (DSP) chips together with other technologies has
several thousand kilometres, in which case the ionosonde is enabledmoreextensivedevelopmentof hirpsounderreceivers
known as an oblique sounder. to be undertaken in recent years.

2 PULSE VERSUS CHIRP SOUNDERS 3 CHIRP SOUNDER RECEIVERS

2.1 Pulse sounders The chirp sounder receiver generates an internal reference
signal which is of the samu form as that being transmitted at the

Pulse sounders transmit a series of short (-100 gs) pulses over transmitter site. By carrying out a radio frequency mixing
the band of interest (2 to 30 MHz. for instance). The sounder process between this reference signal and the received signal, a
moves in discrete steps over this band and can transmit up to bascbandsignalisobtainedwhichcontains aseriesof frequencies
several hundred pulses on each frequency depending upon the dependant upon the modes of propagation present. Theinformation required. To receive these pulses optimally the frequencies of the signals are proportional to the time of flight

receiver must have a large bandwidth, normally -20 kHz o so, from the transmitter to receiver and, therefore, by carrying out
and to keep the signal to noise ratio at a reasonable lvei a frequency analysis the relative group delays of the different

,oI
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propagating modes can be calculated (Fig 1). The absolute time 5 ROSE ARCHITECTURE
of flight is not known unless the transmitter and receiver have
someformofaccuratetimecontroLNormally, whenthereceiver To achieve the improvements described above, and provide
isinitiatedtogatherdataonaparticularpathasearchingprocess scope for future modifications, an enhancement has been
is employed to synchronise to the transmitted signal. This designed for the RCS-5 which duplicates some of its internal
processinvolves adjustingthe start timeofthe intemalreference fnctions whilstfurtheranalysingthereceived signalto improve
signal until th. )aseband signals are obtained in the correct functionality. The enhancement consists of a custom designed
frequency range. digital hardware Processing and Control Unit (PCU) which is

connected to the ports at the rear of the RCS-5. and an IBM-
3.1 RCS-5 sounder receiver compatible Personal Computer (PC) which interfaces to the

PCU. The RF front-end of the RCS-5 is still utilised to produce
The BR Corporation manufacture a chirp sounder receiver the baseband signal, but then the additional equipment takes
(RCS-5) which is able to receive transmissions from a number over the analysis of thesignal and displays the ionogram. Fig 2
of compatible transmitters distributed throughout the world, shows a corresponding block diagram of the complete ROSE
The RCS.5 is designed to assist the communications operatorin ionosonde.
selecting the appropriate operating frequency for a particular
HF communications link and to this end it displays a simple In ROSE the baseband signal is taken from the RCS-5 and
monochrome ionogram. An indication of either amplitude, passed to the PCU. In addition, the RS232 remote control
automaticgain ontrol (age)orsignal quality is also shown, but interface on the RCS-5 is used to program the receiver and
in each of tiese cases the displayed value is the integrated value extract information regarding the received signal power levels
across all the propagating modes at a particular frequency. in the form of receiver -gc values which can then be used later
Therefore, the ionogram cannot show the operator whether, for in the analysis. The baseband output signal from the receiver is
example, the signal amplitude relates to two modes of similar digitally sampled and the resultant data stream is arranged into
amplitude or one high amplitude mode and one weak mode. blocks which are weighted using a window function and

spectrally analysed by thePCU to give group delay information.
In the BR system the chirp signal from the transmitter is swept The analysis of each block produces 682 values which are
linearly from 2 to 30 MHz in 280 s (ie. at 100 kHz.s 1). In the displayed on the ionogram as one vertical line with a group
receiver, after mixing, the baseband signal lies between 0 and delay resolutionof7.3l.s(0.73 Hz).Thenumberofverticallines
500 Hz which corresponds to a group delay of 0 to 5 ms. The which constitute a single ionogram (ie. horizontal resolution) is
RCS-5 spectrally analyses this baseband signal with a 2.5 Hz dictated by the rate at which the blocks are analysed during a
(0.025 ms group delay) resolution in one second intervals and sweep. A choice is available of either one block per second
displays the resulting ionogram on its built-in screen with a giving 279 lines, two blockspersecond giving418linesor three
resolution of 280 points in the horizontal (frequency) direction blocks per second giving 836 lines. The latter option produces
and 200 points in the vertical (group delay) direction. The age the highest resolution ionogram of 836 x 682 points - which
of the receiver tries to optimise the display to make the marks a substantial improvement over the 280 x 200 points of
propagatingmodesclear.Themainlimitationofthemonochrome the 'standalone' RCS.5. The former options are of use when
screen is that weak modes are displayed with an equal intensity computerdisc storagespace is at apremium or display resolution
to strong modes and are therefore indistinguishable. is limited.Theresults of the spectralanalysis are combined with

the age values derived from the RCS-5 to determine the frequency
After an ionogran has been collected the RCS.5 may adjust the dependant power in each propagating mode. The values are
sweep start time of its internal reference signal in an attempt to passed to the PC where this detailed signal strength information
optimise the position of the ionogram on the screen. This is displayed by colour coding the ionogram.
adjustment is carried out in 0.5 or I ms periods of group delay
and is known as 'autoslip'. It is possible to disable this feature Fig 3 summarises the main processes involved in the analysis of
to avoid, for instance, the completeloss of the ionogram during the baseband signal. They are discussed in more detail in
a night period when the ionospheric returns may be low and the Section 5.2 below. Table I compares the operating parameters
ionogram may be inadvertently slipped out of range. of the basic RCS-5 against the full resolution option provided

by the ROSE ionosonde.
4 ROSE IONOSONDE PROGRAMME

The RCS-5 receiver is primarily designed for the radio Table 1.
communications operator and its use as a research tool to
investigateionospher;c propagation is limited by theconstraints Comparison of Operating Parameters
described above.To meet therequirements of detailed scientific
research ROSE has been developed with the aim of enhancing
the output from the RCS-5 whilst both avoiding internal Item RCS-5 ROSE
modifications and maintaining compatibility with the current
worldwide network of chirp transmissions. Our priority has Frequency range 2- 30 MHz 2-30 MHz
been to provide a much higher resolution ionogram which also Horizontal resolution 280 points 836 points'
contains detailed signal strength data to enable the amplitudes Vertical resolution 200 points 682 points
of various modes to be compared. Furthermore, archiving and Baseband signal bandwidth 500 Hz 500 Hz
data recall facilities have been developed to enable off-line Baseband signal resolution 2.5 Hz 0.73 Hz
analysis of ionograms. Group delay resolution 25 gs 7.3 ps

Vertical lines per second 1 3'

maximum resolution option

________
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Normally for ROSE the RCS-5 is operated with the 'autoslip" utilises a computationally efficient Fast Fourier Transform
feature disabled. It has been noticed, however, that there is a (FF).
long term drift of about I ms in a 10 hour period due to
inaccuraries between the transmitter and receiver clocks. This The software consists of three program modules -one for each
problem is yet to be addressol fully and will require careful of the processors. During a sweep the processor- share the
consideration to avoid loss of data when.:, "mosonde is used comput-:;onal load of real-time analysis of thebaseband signal
for long periods of time with 'autosli" .abled. fromn the RCS-5 by operating in a 'pipeline' fashion. The

digitised signal is read by the first processor and formatted into
5.1 PCU Hardware blocks. As each block is generated it is passed on to the second

processor for frequency analysis using the FF' algorithm,
A block diagram of the PCU is shown in Fig 4. A 19 inch 6U followed by the thirdprocessor for final formatting andtransfer
KM6rackconstructionisusedwithslide-inmodulescontaining to the PC. With this arrangement high data throughput is
printed circuit cards. The rack has a built-in power supply and maintained throughout the sweep. A block size of2048 samples
the connections for the baseband analogue signal and all the is us.i and since the A/D converter operates at 1500 samples
digital data are made via the front panel.The design for the PCU per second this covers 1.36 seconds ofsweep.This is theperiod
includes enough memory and spare processing capacity to over which the spectral estimate is based, and so gives better
allow for future improvements to be incorporated into the processing gain than the RCS-5 which performs its estimate
ROSE ionosonde. over one second. Frequency resolution is also improved.

(a) Processor Boards A more detailed description of the functions performed by the
processor software modules is given below.

The PCU is based around three Texas Instruments TMS32020
digitalsignalprocessors which arelocatedonindividualcircuit After implementation of the software about 30% of the total
boards containing local memory. The processors can processing power of the PCU has been used. The remainder is
communicate with each other, and 'he outside world, via two available for future enhancements.
buses. The first bus (global memory bus) allows access to a
region of global memory so that data can be easily transferred (a) Processor one
between the three processors. The other bus (interface bus) has
the interface devices attached to it such as the RS232 interface, The data values from the A/D converter are read in by processor
parallel interface, analogue to digital (AID) converter and the one as they are generated (approximately one every 0.67 ms).
display devices for showing he status of the PCU. These values are grouped into blocks of 2048.There is adegree

of overlap between the blocks and as a result values generally
(b) Interface Boards appear in more than one block, The amount of overlap depends

upon the rate at which the blocks are required for analysis,
A 14-pole Butterworth low-pass anti.aliasing filter and 12-bit which in turn depends upon the horizontal resolution of the
analogue to digital (A/D) converter operating at a sampling rate ionogram as selected by the operator. Each of the blocks of
of 1500 Hz are used to digitise the baseband signal from the values may have a weighted window function applied to it
RCS-5. The filter comers at 500 Hz to give the required before it is passed on to the next processor. This window
bandwidth (0.500 Hz) and provides a stop.band attenuation of attenuates the edges of the data block before the FFT is carried
atleast80dBatl000lz.TheA/Dconvertercoversabandwidth out in oider to minimise 'spectral leakage' or 'spreading'.
of 0 - 750 Hz (as determined by Nyquist) with a dynamic range Currently, th" operator may select to use either a rectangular
of 72 dB. window which applies no weighting, or a Kaiscr-Bessel window

which is very effective at reducing the sidelobes of signal pears
A parallel interface, 16 bits input and 16 bits output, is used to without significantly reducing the signal resolution.
communicate with the PC.

(b) Processor two
An RS232 interface operating at 9600 baud is used to
communicate with theRCS-5 through thebuilt-inremotecontrol The FFT algorithm is applied to the windowed data blocks by
port. This allows the PCU to set up the RCS-5, receive start of processor two to convert the signal from the time domain to the
sweep information, andobtainthereceiver agevalues which are frequency domain. The FFT employed has'bcen specifically
required for the correct scaling of ionograms. designed to suit the instruction set used by the TMS32020

processor and comprises eleven stages of calculations. These
(c) Displays stages have been optimised for speed by allowing for thelimited

resolution and bandwidth of the inputvalues andtherepeatability
A liquid crystal display (LCD) is mounted separately in a of the FFT calculation. In this way only 33% of the calculations
diecast box and can be located in a convenient place for the normally required for the final stage of the algorithm are
operator to view. The display gives information on the stas of at.tually performed. This is because 50% is repetitious
the PCU. including the sweep set-up parameters and anindication information and the remaining 17% is aliased because it falls in
of the progress of the current sweep. the filterroll-offregion ofS00 to 750Hz.The original2048 time

domain samples areconverted to 682 frequency domain samples
5.2 Processor Software which cover the required bandwidth of 0 to 500 Hz with a

resolut.onuf0.73 Hz.The inherently modular formatoftheFFT
All of the software within the PCU is written in TMS32020 leaves scope to balance theloadbetween the otherprocessors if
assembly language and its basic function is to perform a spectral -equired in the future.
analysis on the incoming baseband signal to extract the frequency
information required for an ionogram (Fig 3). This process

I n m m mm m m m m l l l m w m m mm m mmmm m m
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(c) Processor three the PC isperforming other tasks - such as updating the displayed
ionogram. Approximately 700 words of data are passed per

Every second whilst sweeping the RCS-5 produces an agc value vertical line of ionogram (682 values plus control information)
ranging from 0 to 40 (each unit corresponds to a 3 dB step) and for ahighresolution ionogram of 836 lines some 836 x 700
which gives an indication of the level of the incoming signal. = 585 kwords = 1,170 kbytes of data must be transferred.
These values are :ead in by processor three and matched to the
appropriate data blocks when they arrive from processor two. As each block of data arrives from the PCU it is displayed as a
Since each block covers a sweep period greater than one second vertical line on the ionogram. As the sweep progresses the
consecutive age values need to be weighted and combined to ionogram builds up from left to right in the normal way. A
give a figure which more accurately devcribes the age value colour scale of absolute magnitude values is also displayed
appliedduringtheperiodthatthedataintheblockwasreceived. along with data collection details and path information. The
The age value is used by the PC to tie the values in each block highest quality ionogram generated by the ROSEionosonde has
to an absolute magnitude scale. This rnables definitive colour a resolution of 836 x 682 points and contains 32 colours. To
coding of signal strength across each ionogram and from one display this ionogram in full detail, along with its associated
ionogram to the next. Processor three also determines a 'cutoff' labelling, requires a specially selected screen. A 1024 x 768
level for each bluck, which is used as a guide as to where the pixel screen and appropriate controller is used for the task.
noise floor may lie within the block. The technique used to HowevertomaintaincompatibilitywithotherPCsthesoftware
calculate this level involves arranging all the points within a isdesigned to alsocater fornomal VGAdisplays- although the
blockinto 13 sets according to their magnitudes.The difference complete ionogram is then displayed at a lower resolution and
between the maximum and minimum group delays represented using fewer colours. The full screen ionogram represents the
by the points in each set is calculated and those sets with normal displaymode, however, an altemativemodeis available
differences less than a predetermined value (a fraction of the whereby fourionogramsaredisplayedsimultanously atreduced
maximum possible difference: 5 ms) are ignored. The 'cutoff' resolutions and updated sequentially. This is useful for showing
level is then set to the upper magnitude limit of the remaining short term variations in the ionosphere.
sets and is transferred to the PC along with the associated data
block. The operator may choose ci'._ to ignore 'cutoff' levels The 1,170 kbytes of data which is transferred for a high
or to use them to filter out noise on tu, 4isplayed ionogram by resolution ionogram represents an impractical amountofdatato
not plotting any points with magnitudes w; than the 'cutoff'. be stored. Observation of ionograms reveals that only about

20% of thedisplay areacontains visible information and the rest
Processor three performs additional tasks apart from handling is black background. This enables the file size to be reduced to
data during a sweep. At system startup the processor initialises 200 kbytes or less. Data compression techniques may also be
the LCD which is used during system operation to indicate the selected which further reduce the file size.
functions being performed by the PCU and the operating
parameters in use. As ROSE is primarily a research tool considerable effort has

been made to ensure that the software provides control over a
Furthermore, before data collection begins the processor large number of system parameters. Before data collection
establishesremotecontrolofthe RCS.5 adreceives instructions begins the operator is able to select the type of data window to
from the PC specifying how it is to be set up. The operator may be employed in the PCU, the horizontal resolution of the
have chosen to manually program the RCS-5 in the usual way ionogram and the display mode to be used. Start and stop times
using the receiver's front panel or to let ths processor perform for data storage may also be specified. In addition, the operator
the task automatically using datapreviously recorded by the PC. may choose to remotely program the RCS-5 from the PC instead
In the lattercase theprocessorproceedsbysendingpathdetails of using the receiver's manual controls. In this case the PC
to the receiver and, if required, initiating the signal acquisition prompts for the sweep start time of the desired transmitter and
functionTheprocessoralsoactsonfurtherinstructionsreceived instructs the PCU to handle the programming and
from the PC which specify the operating rate of the PCU and the synchronisation of the RCS-5.
type of window to be employed. Before each sweepcommences
processor three fetches the sweep start time from the RCS.5 and The PC software also provides anumberof features for handling
waits for the appropriate moment, as indicated by the real.time ionogram information once it has been stored. In 'replay' mode
clockontheRCS-S,befuretriggeringthedatacollectionroutines stored ionograms are displayed sequentially at a high rate to
as a sweep begins, give a'movie' type ofeffect.This isuseful for visually observing

long term changes in the ionosphere. In 'scaling' mode a single
53 PC Software ionogram may be recalled and by moving two hair-line cursors

certain features of interest may be logged.

The software for the PC is written iTURBO C++ and performs
the following functions: 6 MAIN IMPROVEMENTS

(a) reads in the data supplied from the PCU A summary of the main improvements provided by the ROSE
(b) displays the values in the form of ai: -,onogram ionosondc are listed below.
(c) stores ionogram data for future use
(d) provides overall control of the ROSE ionosonde (a) Tonograms displayed at higia resolution (up to 836 x 682
(e) supports the operator interface points) so that propagating modes are clrarly visible and fine
(f) provides features for recalling stored ionograms. structure is discemable.

The data is read into the PC from the PCU using a high speed (b) Colour coding of signal pover (up to 32 colours) against an
parallel interface which utilises direct memory access (DMA). absolute scale to enanle amplituc. comparisons across modes
This enables data transfer to occur as a background task whilst on a single ionogram and also comparisons between ionograms.
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(c) Storage of information so that ionograms may be recalled (c) Afeature whereby stored ionograms aredisplayedrapidly in
when desired. Dama compression is also available, succession giving a 'movie'-.ffeeL (isefilforshowing tong tcrm

ionospheric variations.
(d) A display format whereby the four most recently collected
ionograms arc shown simultaneously. Usefulfor showirig short (f) Facilities which allow scaling of stored ionograms.
term ionospheric variations,.i

0 ritis Crown Copyright 1991/MOD
Publzshcd with the p,:nnission of the Controller of Her Brittannic Majcsy's Stationery Office
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DISCUSSiON

B. REINIS0C
Your obliae ionograms show a good resolution. I7zat is the range resolution of the n~rem's digital processing in PS?

AUT-'O(R'S REPLY
Thae raqperesolution of ROSE is Z3ps (or appraximarely 2 kn). We belieme that this range resolution is well matched to the

ioojphe-e. On many occasions ue see sporadic-E layers on our ionogram which, are only ore pixel (2 kn resolution) iide.
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SUMMARY application requires -now-casting" for the
ionospheric propagation medium, i. c. current

A small low cost digital ionosonde. the Digisonde specification of the ionospheric region used by
Portable Sounder (DPS) has been developed the HF link. Automatic scaling of the vertical
which uses 500ps, 10% duty factor, wide pulses and oblique ionograms in real time provides the
for vertical sounding and S.5ms pulses for inputs for the now-casting.
oblique sounding. Intrapulse coding and pulse
compression technqucs result in a 67g s Autoscaling of the vertical ionograms is achiev,;d

resolution for both waveforms. A new with the ARTIST software (Reinisch and Huang,

autoscaling technique for oblique ionograms 1983, Gamache et al., 1985) which is routinely

inverts the oblique echo traces into midpoint used in some forty Digisonde 256 souiders

electron density profiles that are modeled as a worldwide (Reinisch et al., 1990). New --utoscal-
sum of quasiparabolic layers. ing for oblique ionograms and inversion to mid-

point quasiparabolic electron density profiles is

1. INTRODUCTION described in Section 3 of this paper. Section 2
gives a brief description of the Digisonde

Reliable high frequency (14F) communication. Portable Sounder.

Over-the-Horizon radrr tracking, and HF direc-
tion finding all del -nd on good real time 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIGISONDE
knowledge of the ionosphere. In the :ast decade PORTABLE SOUNDER
modern digi::! ionosondes (Reinisch,1986) be-
came available that automatically analyze the Ground based HF observations of the ionosphere
vertical ionograms and provide, in real time, the rely on the accurate measurement of the follow-
vertical electron density profiles for the location ing observables:
of the sounder (Reinisch et al., 1990). For many
IIF applications the ionosphere must be specified I. frequency

in a large area and a network of ionosondes is 2. height/range (time delay)
required. The new Digisonde Portable Sounaer 3. amplitude
(DPS) has been designed for optimal efficiency in 4. phase

such a network by providing the necessary 5. Doppler shift or spread (frequency disper-
hardware and software for both vertical and sion)
oblique (bistatic between DPS stations) sounding. 6. wave polarization (left or right hand)

7. angle of arrival
For vertical sounding the transmitter pulse
width is limited to about 500Its considering the All of these parameters are measured simulta-

pulse propagation time of 6001ts for E region neously by the DPS and as many as five are dis-

echoes. Intrapulse phase coding and pulse com- played at once in the various display modes

pression techniques provide a range resolution available. For instance, the Doppler lonogram in

of 6711s (or 10 kin). For quasi-vertical or bistatitG Figure 1 (Millstone Hill, 4 November 1991)

sounding the DPS transmits 8.Sins pulses at represents an echo at a given frequency and

100% duty cycle with the same range resolution ig by its position in the display. The
ea . Li.. (in 2dB) is represented numerically

of 671ts. A DPS network can accurately map the by an optically weighted font, the J2&pler shift
ionosphere if both vertical and oblique is represented by shades of color while the
ionograms are used to specify the electron polarization is represented by the color group.
density profiles at the locations of the sounders This paper shows a black/white printout usingSas well as at tlheir mid-points. Any successful IIF tihe letter X to indicate X-echoes. Tihe
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* s.- .... :s.... , u, . ,., - Gaussian noise distributien which is actually a
*, .... .... .,',,T. _ ,-. - best case); measuring Doppler spectra to 1%

a, .4. z(; VI I- amltd accuacy requires over 20dB SNR. and. ... . '. -,,..-'. . precision ranging by the do/df technique
L,-- a, n,, requires better than 20dB SNR. Making a small

inexpensive portable sounder requires use of a
. .m. . ,- - . - -n**- a. small low power transmitter which makes it

., .3 ,M 3 .3 3 .11,.7. ,7 . 3,7. ,. difficult to achieve the required SNR. However,
,.. ii,. itt. 3t ,. 3. ,. i . =. ?. 3 m. dgg.
. ,-, , . ,,. ,,... , . i~5~-. advanced digital signal processipg techniques in

the DPS overcome this difficulty.

",€ . . . I - Physical Layout of the DPS

-- - - - - - - - - - - ,- The DPS (Fig. 2) is a software implementation of
~j ~ ,~ ~ , ~ * rthewell Proven measurement techniques used

: .: . by the Digisonde 256 sounder (Reinisch et al.
., .,. .. 1989) developed some ten years ago at the

= •~~It:;:~:: •. University of Lowell Center for Atmospheric
Research (ULCAR). Pulse compression tech-
niques allow reduction of the transmitter peak

pulse power from l0kWatt (for the Digisonde• "-. -. ..-..,. .._ ... ... ....... .........-. .. . .-,
256) to 500Watt.

....... .................. ..... Figure 3 shows the dimensions and component

-. -a-t of the DPS. The single 19" rack mountable
.1 chassis is installed in a lightweight fiberglass

..transport case which includes a shock mounted
, 19" rack. This tinit by itself (with the addition of

"". "."..... : ....... "a 24 volt battery and antennas) is ready to
M ::make, scale and store automated measurements

as soon as power is turned on. A typical instal-
: lation would also include a keyboa:d and moni-

tor and two printers for real-time color or black
: ........ .. and white outputs of measurement data. The

IRE operator can control the system either locally or
" "' remotely (via a telephone modem).

S: : ig.al Processing
M: , , As mentioned above, the requirement for a good

.. ......t.. . SNR seems incompatible with a small,
lightweight, low-cost portable system, however

S ................... by lengthening the transmitted pulse of a small
=i- . I . low voltage solid state transmitter we Lan

transmit an amount of energy per pulse equal to
A, . , -, , that transmitted by a high power pulse

Figure I. Digisonde Portable Sounder Vertical transmitter without having to provide

lonogram; Millstone lill, Massachusetts components to handle the large voltages. The
adrange resolution is recovered by phase
automatically scaled leading edges of tile E and modulation using an optimized phase code. This
F-traces are identified by the letters E and F, and intrapulse modulation allows pulse compression
the electron density profile is indicated by the in the receiver to restore a 10kin resolution to
letter T. separate the echoes from different ionospheric

layers. The compressed pulse must, to an
Accurate measurement of all seven parameters, acceptable degree, reproduce a simple
except the first, depends critically on the signal- rectangular pulse (i.e. the spurious output of the
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal, pulse compression process must not obscure
therefore vertical incidence ionospheric sounders other signals of interest) and for monostatic
capable of ipquiring high quality scientific data operation (olocated transmitter and receiver)
have historically utilized powerful pulse the entire waveform must be transmitted before
transmitters in tile 2 to 30kWatt range. For the first echo of interest is received. Therefore,
instance, measuring phase to I degree accuracy for vertical incidence sounding we selected an 8
requires a SNR better than 40dB (assuming a
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bit complementary (Golay. 1961) phase code pair multiplexed Doppler integration the system
modulated onto a 5331.sec pulse which provides contains an entire Doppler spectrum for each re-
12dB of SNR improvement upon pulse solvable range, each receive antenna, each fre-
compression. quency and each polarization mneasured, up to

8192 128-line complex spectra. The real-time
For bistatic operation such as oblique sounding pulse compression and Doppler processing is
or backscatter sounding, a 100% duty cycle CW nerformed in a digital signal processor embed-
(continuous wave) waveform can be used since ded within the system which is fast enough to
the transmission need not be extinguished prior allow it to keep up in real-time with the data ac-
to sampling data at the receiver. For this mode quisition. The pulse-to-pulse control offers the
of operation w;e have selecied the 127 bit maxi- flexibility to optimize the multiplexing process
mal length sequence code (Sarwate and Pursley, for any of a number of different types of mea-
1980) which allows pulse compression with a surements. A few of these are:
21dB signal-to-noise ratio improvement while
only producing 0.9% spurious amplitude re- 1. Angle of arrival. Since the data on four
-ponse at ranges (time delays) other than the spaced receiving antennas is acquired quasi-
true range. simultaneously, the signal phases measured

on each of the antennas can be used to
Added to the 12 or 21dB of pulse compression compute an angle of arrival for each range
gain is the SNR gain offered by the Doppler inte- and Doppler component of the received
gration process (also used in the Digisonde 256) signal.
which for 128 line Doppler spectra is 21dB. The
effect of all this signal processing is tremendous. 2. Precise Group Height. By observing the
For instance, compared to the 500Watt DPS change in phase of a signal as a function of
oblique waveform with its 42dB SNR improve- small changes in frequency (e.g. 10kHz), the
ment, a single pulse, non-integrating measure- altitude of a reflecting layer can be deter-
ment system would require 8MWatts of mined with high accuracy. The limitation is
transmitter power to obtain an equivalent SNR. signal-to-noise ratio dependent, but accura-
Even a somewhat sophisticated system which cies of 100's of meters are routinely achiev-
coherently integrates 8 pulses (any more than 8 able. The time history of the precise height
would require "Digisonde-like" Doppler process- can be measured by repeated soundings at a
ing due to Doppler induced phase changes over fixed frequency.
the integration period), would require a lMWatt
transmitter in order to be equivalent. 3. Identification of 0 or X Propagation Mode. By

simultaneously integrating all heights at both
Multiplexing polarizations, the detected echo is compared

in the two separate data buffers to determine

Using any of the above waveforms, the Digisonde which receive polarization produced a larger
Portable Sounder allows mu.tiplexed Doppler response, therefore even ellipticaily polarized
integration of up to 64 separate combinations of signals can be declared 0 or X even though
frequencies, antennas (the system includes 4 some of the echo amplitude "leaks" into the
phase matched receiving antennas), and polar- wrong polarization channe!.
izations (i.e. ordinary or extraordinary propaga-
tion modes, hereafter referred to as 0 and X). 4. High Doppler Resolution. Although high
This multiplexing is implemented by changing Doppler resolution could be achieved simply
the system's oper ting parameters from pulse- by slowing down the pulse repetition rate or
to-pulse. This essentially simultaneous mea- producing extremely large Doppler spectra
surement at multiple frequencies, antennas and (e.g. 4096 complex Doppler lin-o), both ap-
polarizations is accomplished by synchronizing proaches increase the time required to make
the computer's data acquisition and signal pro- measurements. Since the ionosphere rarely
cessing software to the transmitted waveform produces more tltan a few Hertz of Doppler
through a hardware interrupt. The interrupt is shift the Doppler analysis of pulses transmit-
timed to occur just 2501isec prior to the occur- ted at a 200Hz rate (giving a Doppler range of
rence of a transmitted pulse, or coded waveform, ±1,"'Hz) is usually inefficient. However, by
such that the frequency, antenna selection, gain, simultaneously integrating 16 sounding
polarization, or waveform can be changed in a frequencies, the Doppler range is brought
pre-computed sequence. The switching of any or down to ±6Hz, which can provide 0.094HzDoppler resolution a, -r than 1.5Hz. At the
alH of these parameters is accomplished in 22Iisec .nd of this multiplexed integration 16 fre-
giing the system ample time (about 200sec) to quency steps have teen measured and are
settle before zransinitting. At the end of the ready for display. This high Doppler re,!,-

tion swept frequency ionogram is performed

I-- ---
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16 times faster than would be possible with a The oblique ionogram data stored for midpoint
conventional non-multiplexed mode of op- measurements is a 16 line Doppler spectrum at
eration. each of 256 heights (time delays) providing 96

dB of dynamic range in 0.375dB steps. This data
Automatic Sequencing is stored on a disk file and on a tape cartridge

and the midpoint profile processing can proceed.
An operator who is only casually familiar with
the inner workings of a DPS sounder can easily
compose some very complex measuremaent se- 3. ADAPTIVE OBLIQUE IONOGRAM
quences by selecting programmed measurement SCALING AND PROFILE INVERSION
parameters from an interactive screen. The pa-
rameters presented on the screen specify fre- We have developed an adaptive set of robust
quency range, frequency resolution, multiplexing algorithms to automatically scale and invert
parameters, height resolution, Doppler range and oblique ionograms. These algorithms utilize one
resolution, data storage formats and automati- or both scaled end point vertical ionograms to
cally s.hedule unmanned operation Since there estimate the oblique ionogram. This estimate,
arc up t.., 8,192 Doppler spectra in memory at which is used by subsequent filtering and trace
the end of a coherent integration, and typically identification algorithms, is updated whenever
less than '% is useful data at the end of a the vertical ionograms change.
coherent integration, data storage formats allow
the user to specify criteria for reducing the Algorithm Development
amount of data stored:

The automatic oblique ionogram scaling algo-

a. selection of I maximum amplitude in each rithm uses a tracking algorithm (Sun, 1989) to
Doppler spectrum per height measured. determine the leading edge points of each echo

b. storage of spectra from of a limited number trace. These scaled leading edge points are used
of heights around the leading edge of a layer. directly to calculate a midpoint electron density.

c. storage of a limited number of Doppler lines The direct inversion process, assumes each iono-
around zero for each height measured, spheric layer can be modeled with a quasi-

u. cr storage of everything available (i.e., a parabolic electron density profile. This inversion
scattering function which is all Doppler lines technique requires the absolute group path
at all ranges measured). information that is provided by the synchronized

operation of two Digisondes. The tracking
The program and schedule settings selected by algorithm uses the scaled vertical ionogram,
the user (either remotely or locally) during an produced in the end point Digisonde, to
interactive editing session are stored in a hard synthesize the echo traces that would be
disk file and become the new default settings the measured over the oblique link if the midpoint
next time the system is turned on. ionosphere and the ionosphere at the transmitter

were identical. While the overhead and midpoint
Oblique Souding ionospheres are typically not equal, they are

similar enough to provide an excellent starting

Before addressing the use of oblique sounding point from which any differen .s between the
data for the characterization of the ionosphere at ionosphere at these two locations can be
the midpoint, we will describe this operating determiieo. tnese synthesized oblique echo
mode. In addition to the CW waveform, the DPS traces are also used in a noise suppression filter
has optimized oblique channel measurements by and subsequent trace identification algorithm.
providing precision timing, a highly stable fre- The utilization of these real-time synthesized
quency source and automatic synchr3nization oblique echo traces produces an adaptive
with distant transmitters. All timing waveforms algorithm whose performance is superior to a
are generated from a counte, Ohain which can be non-adaptive approach.
driven by a Rubidium frequency standard. The
counter chain can be synchronized to an Frequency Redundancy Filter
"external" I PPS (pulse per second) timing refer-
ence (typically GPS, GOES satellite clock, or The firt operation performed on the received
LORAN) and will maintain synchronization to oblique ioiogram is a frequency redundancy
Igtsec accuracy. The internal timing signals can noise suppression. A 100k~lz oblique ionofram,
be offset by - pre-determined aniouat (i.e. a which has sufficient resolution for calculating the
menu parpmeter) up to 0.5 seconds to compen- equivalent midpoint election density profile, is
sate for propagation time delays. Therefore, generated froni either 25 or 50kHz soundingeach transmitted pulse occurs just as the data by selecting the highest signal-to-noisereceiving system expects it. ratio channel from each set of four adjacent 25kHz soundings or two adjacent 50kHz soundings.

i ii I I nm I ml I I I Im l li_ i I l l
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Noice Supression Wiener Filter Midpoint Profile Modeling

The subsequent noise suppression filter uses an Our technique assumes that the ionosphere at
adapti" minimum-mean-square Wiener the midpoint can be modeled by one or more
IZ:t:r.g technique (Ardrews and Hunt. 1969. quasiparabolic (QP) segments (Dyson and
Kuiklinski et al.. 1990). The 100kHz oblique Benreit. 1988). In principle, the parameters that
ionogram is modeled as the sum ,nf a define a single QP layer can be calculated from
t'oiselinterference signal and the desired noise any three pairs of group path vs. sounding
free oblique, autotraces. The Wiener filter is frequency data since the ground range between
produced by dividing the power spectral density transmitter and receiver is known. In practice
of the synthesized oblique echo traces by the however, the numerical sensitivity of the
sum of the power spectral densities of the equations that relate the group path and ground
synthesized oblique echo traces and an estimate range of a ray to the take-off angle and QP !ayer
of the noise power spectral density as shown in parameters, causes these three point solutions to
equation (1). be unstable. The tracking algorithm utilized here

has the flexibility to produce the required
Pet( wt.cf) number of scaled leading points for a

H ( ot, of ) = - (1) numerically stable inversion.
Pet( lt,of) 4 Pn( ot,Of) The inversion algorithm uses a simulated

annealing optimization method to determine the
The noise power spectral density was calculated QP electron density profile (Croft and Hoogasian,
from ionograms recorded while the transmitter 1968) for each layer. The QP layer is defined as
was off, using a two-dimensional periodogram
technique. Typical results are shown in Figure 4. r rb(r'r (r ( ,]
The upper panel is a represenative 100kHz -J rb < r < r
oblique ionogram with the cor: p,;o,"ting filtered N.= Y'm

b r < rl JJ
ionogram in the lower i. :0. 0 elsewhere

The synthesized oblique echo traces, derived where Ne= electron density, r = radial distance
from the end point ionograms, are also used to from earth center, rb = radial distance to the
define regions of interest for subsequent bottom of the layer, rm = radial distance of
processing. These regions of interest, as shown maximum electron density, Nm = maximum
in the upper panel of Figure 5, are defined as allpoins wthi a seciiednumcr o grup ath electron density, and Ym the layer semithickness.points within a specified number of group path
range bins and sounding frequencies of the The E layer QP parameters are determined from
synthesized oblique echo traces. At present the the scaled oblique E echo points. Thi; QP E layer
allowable variations were derived from the andadthe scaled oblique FI echo points are used to
variances of an oblique ionogram data base. Any determine the Fl layer QP parameters and, if an
echoes in the r:gion of interest for a particular F2 trace is present, the E and Fl layer QP pa-
layer is con,dered to be part of the echo trace rameters and the scaled oblique F2 echo points
for that layer. are used to determine the F2 layer QP

The tracking algorithm determines, at a given parameters.
soanding frequency, where the echo trace mostcsely frteuenswhere templat echo raceThe multilayer QP model produces the followingclosely matches anassumed template of echo analytical relationships for the group path, P',

trace amplitudes. To obtain this optimal location, and the grourd range, D, of a ray in terms of
the template is translated and rotated about an
initial estimate. The mean square difference takeoff angle, sounding freqtency, and layer
between the actual echo trace amplitudes arid parameters.
the template is used by two sequential gradient
searches, one for translation and one for rotation, D = gli( ri, ymi, Nni, 0l,f) (2)
to determine the optimal location. The results of P' = g2i( rmi, ymi, Nmi, 13,f) (3)
this local search process are the locations of the
center, leading and trailing edges of the echo
trace. The algorithm uses this information to where i is the layer index, 0 is the ray takeoff
estimate the group path of the echo trace at the angle, and f is the sounding frequency.
next sounding frequency to be processed. The
template matching procedure is repeated until
the entire echo trace is scaled in this manner.
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Figure 4. 100klz Oblique lonogram Produced via the Frequency Redundancy Technique (Upper).

Resulting 100kHz Oblique lonogram After Processing through the Modified Wiener Tr:ce
Enhancement Algorithm and the Noise Suppression Technique (Lower). Goose Bay, Labrador
to Millstone Hill, Massachusetts; April 5, 1988, 1908 UT.

Yew : 88 0 : 096 Tim :16:59:05

Figure 5. End Point Synthesized Oblique lonogram via Secant Law (Lower). Region of Intere.t
Calculated from the E and F Layers of the Corresponding Vertical lonogram (Upper). Goose
Bay, Labrador to Millstone Hill, Massachusetts; April 5, 1988, 1859 UT.
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The simulated annealing optimization technique scaling profile inversion of the vertical jono-
we use to determine the QP electron density grams has become a routinely applied technique,
profile has been applied to solve many large the automatic scaling of oblique ionograms in
scale combinational optimization problems (van terms of quasiparabolic midpoint profiles is still
Laarhoven and Aarts. 1988). In these optimiza- at an experimental stage.
tion problems an objective function that depends
on the configuration of a large set of system pa- Acknowledgement
rameters is minimized. In the QP electron
density profile inversior problem, the system is This research was in part (autoscaling of oblique
the collection of quasiparabolic segments used to ionograms) supported by Air Force Contrat No.
model the midpoint ionosphere. The objective F19628-90-K-0029 under the "DORIS" subline
function used in the electron density inversion is item.
the sum of the squared differences between the
group paths calculated from the QP model and
those obtained from the scaled oblique iono- 5. RE[ERENCES
gramts. Andrews 11. C. and Hunt B.R.,"Digital Image
Typical results are seen in Figures 6. 7 and 8. Processing," Prentice-Hall Co., 1969.
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Figure 6. Algorithm Convergence Properties, Iherations 0 through 2.
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} Figure 7. Algorithm Convergence Properties, Iterations 3 through 5.
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DISCUSSION

C. GOUTELARD
Volre communication est trts inl&essante et ele m'a passionnd au point de vous poser deux questiois.

Vous signalez que la puissance dquivalente en impulsion de votre systme est de 8M*V. II me semble cepenJat que

vous effectuez un traitement post-correlation par transformee de Fourier. II faudrait tenir compte d'un traitement
similaire dans le cas du systme impulsionncl. De plus en tdlddetcction oi la fonction d'ambiguit6 du signal dot &re
prise en compte les codes continus se trouvent pdnalisds. Pouvcz-vous faire un commenuure?

Ma deuxi~mc question pone sur !e module quc vous urilisez pour l'ionosph6re, un modle A trois couches quasi
paraboliques. Cela permet de mener des calculs analytiques. Nous utilisons un modle proche de celui de Bradley
Dudeney avec 2 couches quasi paraboliques ct I couche quasi lindaire. Nous menons comme vous des calculs
analytiques - par excmple avec des dquations de Lagrange - pour modliser la propagation. Quel est votre avis sur
l'opportunitd d'utiliser l'un des modales plutrb que I'autre?

You, paper is very interesting and it impressed me so much that I should like to ask you two questions-

You state that the equivalent pulse power of your system is 8MW. It seems to me however, that you carry out post-
correlation piocessing using a Fourier transform. Similar processing w uld need to be allowed for in the pulsed
system What is more, the continuous codes are penalised in renwte sensi,, where allowance needs to be made for
the ambiguity function of the signal. Would you ca e to conmment ?

My second question concerns the model which you use for the ionosphere, a model with three quasi parabolic layers.
This enables one to make analytical calculations. We use a model similar to the one produced by Bradley Dudeney
with 2 quasi parabolic layeis and 1 quasi linear Ic ,,r Like you, we make analytical calculations - using Lagiange
equations for erample - to model propagation. What do you think is the advisability of using one model rather than
the other ?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. For oblique sounding we use the 127 bit maximal length sequence code providing 21 dB S/N improvement. Another 21
dB S/N gain is obtained by the 128 point Doppler integration. 42 dB over 500 W corresponds to 8 MW of a single pulse no-
integration system. Without spectral integration (like in the Digisonde) one should not phase-coherently integrate more than
8 pulses (to avoid loss of Doppler shfied echoes). This requires I MWfor the same S/N radio.
2. The Bradley-Dudeney profile may have an advantage over the 3 parabola model in that it has less harsh drcontinuities
between the layers. We prefer the parabolic model sirce it can be made completely smooth (continuous first derivative) by
adding two inverted parabolas between the layer parabolas. Fast analytical ray tracing through parabolic sections of the
ionosphere exists. Stability of the inversion solutions is good for our technique, I do not brow what it would be for thc B-D
profile.

E. SCHWEICIIER
1. Did you use a Barker code or sonre other pseudo-stochastic code?
2, Did you perform your pulse compression by software or by hardware?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. A complementary 8 bit code is used for vertical -1o ding in a *moderate' ionosphere. The Barker code is used in a high-
Doppler (polar cap) ionosphere.
2. Software pulse compression.

V _ _
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SENSING THE IONOSPHERIC REFLECTION CHANNEL WITH A SOUNDER

K. C. Yeh
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana. IL 61801-2991

Haim Soicher
Center for Command, Control and Communications Systems

U. S. Army Communications-Electronics Command
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SUMMARY this paper we report some experimental results obtained
The ionospheric reflection channel is known to be by using this sounder. Specifically some properties of
dispersive, random and time r'e-ying. The dispersion the time dependent transfer function of the channel are

comes about because the ionized medium itself is described.
dispersive as well as the fact that the radio waves at
various frequencies within a frequency band follow 1. INTRODUCTION
different ray paths in tie reflection process in order for For decades, the Earth's ionosphere has been prol:d by
all frequencies within the band of the signal to converge HF pulse sounders frons below the ionosphere by ground
on the fixed receiver. Several decades of sounding and based radars (bottomside ionosondes) as well as above
experimentation have cumulated a wealth of evidence to the ionosphere on board some satellites (topside
show that the ionosphere usually contains a spectrum of ionosondes). The sounding of the ionosphere from a
irregularities extending in scale from centimeters to ground based radar can be carried out either in a vertical
hundreds of kilometers. A convenient way to describe sounding mode or in an oblique sounding mode. In the
such a plethora of irregularities is to use the stochastic vertical sounding mode, the waves are sent vertically
notion, which makes the reflection channel random. The upward and the reflected waves are received at a co-located
time dependent forcing and the ionospheric winds receiving site. On the other hand. in an oblique
carrying imbedded irregularities with them render the sounding mode. the receiver and transmitter may be
channel time dependent. All these effects combined separated by an appreciable distance. A fairly complete
make the ionospheric reflection channel dispersive, description of such techniques can be found in [1]. The
random and time varying, obtained data when displayed in the virtual height

(distance) vs. frequency format is known as an ionogram.

A sounder has been designed and constructed to probe the For many applications what is desired are the ionization
ionosphere f r such channel properties. The sotaider profiles. Mathematical calculations involved in
must be capble of probing the ionosphere for wideband converting an ionogram into an ionization profile are
response. The implemented sounder consists of a sometimes referred to as true height calculations.
transmitter located in Platteville, Colorado and a receiver Various methods have been developed to make these true
located in Urbana, Illinois separated by a ground distance height calculations [21. In the past the ionogram must
of 1401 kin. The transmitter and receiver are both PC be scaled by hand and converted into a digital format
controlled to sound the ionosphere at 6 frequencies understandable by a computer for the true height
selectable by the experimenter in the range 5 to 15 MHz. computation. This step is slow and tedious. It can be
The sounder can be commanded by a central PC in the circumvented if the ionosonde can produce a machine
laboratory to work in e ther the ranging mode or the readable digital ionogram. Therefore, the digital
probing mode. In the ranging mode, the time delay is ionosondes are invented [3] followed by the development
measured while in the probing mode, the quadrature of the associated algorithms for trace identification and
components (or amplitude and phase) are measured. In

I- , -
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trbe heigt computaticn [41. Such software dirrelopwn=
is likely to be cotinued. d2 EoMIz2 + ko2 q2 Eo = 0 (2)

While digital iorosondes ar modern and desirable. for where q2= <e (z)> -szn20 o . A% the pEis of reflaecio
applications to communication such as channel (also known as the ruc-ng point). q vanishes and the ray
characterization. they are not suffcat as least foe three theocy beco-es invalid, T usual chniqoe is then to
reasons. Firsi. even if the reliable ionization pcofiles approximate q2 near the t-uring point linearly (ie. the
can be computed from ionograms. one needs to trace frs term in a Taylo's exp2nskn). for whih (2) has the
many rays in order to understand propagation conditions, solution given in terms of Airy fi= cton. When away
Thus to obtain the desired communication channel from the u,-ring point. te Airy func:ions are con ected
parameters additional computations on a computer are smoothly to the WKB solutions. Both theoretical
needed. Second. frequently the ionogram is blurred due to studies (7.81 and experi.enlg smis [9.10] have shown
pese-ce of spread F irregularities. On such occasions i ihat to the first order the reflection process can be
may be impossible to identify the trace on the io fogram modeled as a quadra ic phase channel. The modulus of
for true height computations. This is the time the the complex transfer function for such a channel is
channel parameters are of special interest. but the constant while the phase variation across the frequency
ionograms cannot be used for channel characterization, band is approximated by
Third. the current technology brings the wideband
transmission and coding into the picture. To understand ) = 0 ) + 6.'() (o - %) +10"() (o- co)2 ()
how signals will behave requires rather sophisticated =c c (

computer software. Therefore, what seems to be desirable wherc 0(oc) is the phase the r (agular) frequn
is a channel probe that will measure the channel toc. 

6 "(wc) is equal to the time delay of a pulse traveling
parameters directly. This area has received increasing from the transmitter to the receiver via a reflection from
interest of late and several probes have been developed the ionosphere, and 0"(oc) is known as the dispersion
for this purpose [5.6]. coefficient In (3). the quadratic term is responsible for

pulse dispersion and is therefore a quantity of interest.
In this paper we review in section 2 the properties of the Past efforts in this direction have been summarized in
ionospheric reflection channel. The experimental system several books [111. In a horizontally stratified isotropic
ic then described in section 3. We show some ionosphere the dispersion coefficient can be
preliminary experimental data in section 4 as well as conveniently related to the ionogram by [12.13]
statistical channel properties computed from these data.
The paper is finally concluded in section 5. 0"(c) 2

2. PROPERTIES OF IONOSPHERIC 4h' cos 0o dh'ldfv  (4)

REFLECTION CHANNEL p' - 2fc sin 2 00 dh'/dfv I
A radio wave propagating through a horizontally wh f = f Cos h "s the
stratified ionosphere with embedded random irregularities v here c is the free space velocity of ijht. h se

has its electric field given in the form irtual height at a fiequcncy f related to the carrier
frequency fe by the secant law. and p7 is the group path.

-o -. Thus, if h' is available from the ionogram. (4) can be
E( r ) = U( r ) Eo(z) exp -jk o x sin 00 VIm ( ) used to compute the dispersion coefficient '5"(cc) for a

given path. A formula such as (4) is very useful because
where E(z) in V/m is the wave function for jie of worldwide availability of ionograms. The use of (4)
backgt..und ionosphere, the dimensionless quantity U( r ) can yield the dispersion coefficient and the dispersion
is the complex amplitude and the exponential factor bandwidth [12] practically on a global basis.
takes care of the phase shift originating from the Snell's
law. The product form of these three factors appearing i As freq.ently happens, the ionosphere can be permested
(1) is important as it reveals the dependency of the by random irregularities. For waves reflected from such
electric field to various ionospheric 2rocesses. As an irregular ionosphere, the otherwise unity complex
mentioned. the exponential factor comes from the Snell's amplitude U in (i) becomes a random function. Under
law -nd is a constant fac'or for the fixed receiver (i e. the forward scatter approximation. U is found to satisfy a
fixed distance x). However, as the radio frequency is parabolic equation which can be solved numerically by
varied, the incidence angle 00 must also be varied so that the phase-screen diffraction layer method [14]. For a
the tra. . ;'ted ray will be "homed" exactly to the given ionospheric model and propagation geometry. U is
receiver. tlhis phenomenon is sometimes known as the solved for many frequencies across the band of interest.
frequency splitting phenomenon. The complex amplitude U as a function of frequency can

be viewed as the complex transfer function. The modulus

The factor Eo(z) satasfies th, wave equation and the phase of the transfer function have been
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compoes =d presented for many cases 1151. The effect and the associatti recording devices are capable of
of such transfer funcnon on puls distortion can be receiving up to 6 different frequency channels
com.-'- and is shown visualized in Fig. I. where simultaneously. The receiver is commanded by another
response to a triangular input pulse is plotted as PC.
successive disuaces (or successive times for a moving
iConosp.,e). The distortion from an idealized uiangilar The sounder system is capable of operating in two
Pulse cn be qutified by sing the *ncepz of tepOrl modes: probing mode and ranging mode. In the probing
moments 116]. The fir temporal moment is related to mode. the complex field amplitude at the receiver due to a
the time ,f arrival, the second moment is related to the selected transmhted CW is mmsored Up to 6 channels
pAse'idh. the third moment is related to the skewniess. in the 5 to 15 MHz range can be selected. In the

-nd the fourh moment is related to the kurzosis. These ranging mode. ,total propagation time delay between the
mo.ents have also been studied [151. transmitter and the receiver via a reflection or more from

the ionosphere is rce-sured with 10 tis resolution. "

As indicated by (I) the combined effects caused by
scattering from irregularities and dispersion from All the receiver channels are identical and linear from -
background ionosphere enter in a multiplicative fashion. 50 dBm to 100 dBm. The first LO of each channel is
They may cause severe distortion to pulses reflected from coherently generated for 6 channels and translates the
the ionosphere. input signal to a standard IF of 60 MHz. When

operating in the probing mode, the signal is then further

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL translated to its baseband of 50 Hz and I-Q detected. The
SYSTEM I-Q outputs are integrated over 8 ins intervals, digitized

In order to investigate the wideband response of the by a PC and logged onto magnetic tapes to be processed

ionospheric communication channel, a University of off-line. This 125 Hz sampling rate is higher than the

Illinois sounder has been designed, constructed and Nyquist frequency.
deployed. The transmitting site is located in Platteville,
Colorado (40.18gN. 104.73*W). The supporting The ranging mode uses maximal linear codes [17] to
electronics are housed in a trailer which was towed to the phase modulate the CW that is transmitted. This code

Platteville site in the spring of 1989. This site is has the property that the autocorrelation function is
operated by the Wave Propagation Laboratory. National maximum when the code is exactly aligned with itself

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Department of and has very low side lobes when off aligned. The codes
Commerce. It was previously used for high power used are 255 bits in length and are clocked at 20 kHz,

ionospheric modification experiments. Such experiments making it possible to measure a total range delay up to

are no longer conducted at the site but the antenna field slightly over 10 ms. The onset of the codes are carefully
is still covered by a gocd ground conducting screen timed in order to synchronize the detection at the
which is now used for our experiment. The transmitting receiver. Time sync0-onization at the transmitter and
antenna is a log-periodic dipole designed to cover the 5 receiver sites is chieved by locking time codes

to 15 MHz band and is fed with an open-wire line transmitted by the GOES satellite. Synchronization to
coupled to the transmitter with a balun transformer. The within 50 Its of the cl--ks is possible. In the ranging

complete antenna stands over a wire mesh ground screen, mode, the search for code coincidence starts
The transmitter is capable of delivering to the antema up simultaneously with the code onset at the transmitter.
to 500 watts wideband signal in the same frequency Search rate is 8 ins per step. Each step covers one-fifth
range. The transmitter is driven with 6 coherently of a code chip which is 50 ps long. Therefore. a

generated frequency synthesizers, each capable of theoretical range resolution of 10 ps is possible. It

synthesizing any one of 800 equally spaced discrete would take 10.2 seconds to search through the length of
frequencies within the 5 to 15 MHz frequency range, the code. Mechanism in the receiver search hardware
This tiansmitter is both commanded and monitored by a allows leapfrogging a given delay interval such that
PC in the trailer, delays les than a fixed interval can be bypassed to

The shorten the search time thus enabling us to generate

The receiver is located at Urbana, Illinois (40.069*N, more useful data in less time. The propagation delay

88.225*W) on campus of the University of .. nois. determined by the ranging operation can be used to

When viewed from Platteville, Urbana is in a direction determine the modes of propagation and ease the

85.160 east of true north at a great circle ground distance interpretation of probing data.
of 1401.36 km away. Due to space limitations, the
receiving antennas consist of two parts: a relatively 4. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

small (12 x 30 m) and low (18 in) horizontally polarized In this section we describe some preliminary experi-
short dipole art,, is used for receiving frequencies 10 to mental results obtained by using this system. We start

15 MHz and 4 dipoles suspended between two 30 m with some sample data first. We then show a few
A towers arc used for receiving 5 to 10 MHz. The receiver statistical analyses that have. been performed on the data.

t
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Shown in Fig. 2 is an example of ranging data taken on On many occasions the spikes in the ranging data have

September 11. 1989 at six frequencies with channel I been found to split into two or even three indicating the

(top channel) at 12.7750 MHz and channel 6 (bottom prese.ace of multiple discrete modes. During these

channel) at 12.8250 MHz. As described in section 3. a occasions, the Doppler power spectrum obtained by
sp'xe corresponding to a maximum correlation occurs taking FF1 of the complex signal shows multiple lobes.
whenever the code that modulates the received signal via These samples are shown elsewhere [18].
a reflection from the ionosphere is aligned with the
identical code that is used to modulate the receiver's first When the sounder operates in the probing mode. the in-

local oscillator. The time in seconds (referenced to the phase and quadrature phase components are measured.
start of the experimental run) at which a spike occurs is From these two components, the amplitude and phase can

written next to several spikes. For example, in the top be computed and plotted as a function of time as depicted
plot, the second spike occurs at 72.888 seconds and the in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b). The amplitude at all six
third spike occurs at 83.088 seconds. For our system the frequencies is found to fade randomly while the phase
ranging code has 255 bits with a bit length of 50 gis but varies nearly linearly corresponding to a Doppler shift of
an offset of a fifth of the bit length, making the time about 0.44 Hz. It is suspected that the major
resolution in the delay measurements to be 10 Its and the contribution to this apparent shift comes from the
total number of offsets in a period to be 1275 (= 5 x relative offset between the oscillator at the receiver from
255). In the receiver each offset is integrated over a that at the transmitter. It is interesting to note that, for
time interval of 8 ins, so that the two codes will be channel 4, at a time near 4.7 s the amplitude fades down

repeatedly realigned every 10.2 s (= 1275 X 8 ms). To to zero and correspondingly the phase shows a jump of
the extreme right of Fig. 2 are periods at which spikes 180 degrees at the same time. This phenomenon can be
are repeated for that channel frequency. As depicted the alternately illustrated in the complex plane for the

values indicated are exactly 10.2 s as expected or very complex signal as a locus plot depicted in Fig. 3(c).
close to it (except for channel 5 where only weak spikes Here the locus is plotted for the first 10 seconds. At 0 s
arc observed if any). the amplitude of channel 4 is roughly 1.6 and the phase

is slightly larger than 0.5 n radians (or slightly larger

Since the UT clock at the transmitter did not work than 900 degrees). This starting point is marked by a
properly when the data were taken, the absolute letter s in Fig. 3(c) as well as all points one second apart
propagation delay is not available. The relative delays on the locus. However, some s letters may be masked by
between channels (frequencies), however, can be the twisting locus curve. As time increases, the phase
calculated from the data. The relative delays hetween decreases. On a locus plot the locus for a decreasing
spikes that occur on different channels using cnannel 6 phase traces out a clockwise spiral around the origin. At
as a reference are displayed in a table at the top left 4.7 s the locus touches the origin at which the amplitude
corner of the figure. However, each of the six channels is zero and the phase jumps by 180 degrees. Physically.
had a different starting offset, which can be set to any this phenomenon is caused by multipath resulting in a

desired value, and in this case it is 10 bits from one complete destructive interference. Theoretically such a
another. This means that there was a 0.50 ms artificial phenomenon has been predicted by numerical simulations
delay in the adjacent channels. True values of the [15]. If this happens near the carrier frequency, the pulse

relative delay taking this into account appear in the distortion is expected to be very severe at this instant.
corrected relative delay column of the table. All the

output peaks have 0 relative delay except for channel 3 When properly adjusted, the amplitude and phase plots
which occurs 0.01 ms after the other channels. The such as those in Fig. 3(a) and (b) can be viewed as the
information of relative delay allows us to estimate the transfer function H(o,t) of the ionospheric reflection
frequency dispersion of the channel. Since the relative channel. For communicatior applications, the transfer
time delay at different frequencies is so small (with an function is of most interest. A variety of statistical

upper bound equal to 0.01 ms) for a frequency separation quantities can be defined based on H(o),t) to characterize
of 0.0625 MHz (between channels I and 4), the the performance of the channel (19,2u). Assuming wide-

dispersive coefficient, defined as the second derivative of sense stationarity, a two-frequency two-time correlation
the phase with respect to the angular frequency i" for a function can be defined as
communication circuit, can be computed to be 0.255 x

10-10 or smaller. Using the formula given by [12]. BH (),,f,t) = <H*(wo,t) ll(o)+f,t+t)> (6)

Af = 0.152/ "q I"1 (5) where o is the carrier angular frequency and Q is the

sideband angular frequency. The special case
th, implied dispersive bandwidth Af can be computed to corresponding to fl = 0 is the autocorrelation function.
be 30 kHz or larger. This is quite a reasonable value. One example (after being normalized to unity at zero

time lag) obtained at 12:56:00 CST, Febr. 2. 1990 is
shown in Fig. 4. From this figure, the coherence time

. . . . .
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(time lag at which the autocorrelation function is dropped ionospheric reflection channel. The probe capable of
to a value of 0.5) is approximately 1.86 s. corre- sounding the ionosphere from 5 to 15 MHz has been
sponding to a Doppler spread of 0.538 Hz. deployed over a 1400 km path. Some sample data havebeen collected. From these data quantities such as

The cross correlation function (6) can be similarly dispersive bandwidth, coherence time, Doppler spread,

computed after being normalized by the autocorrelation coherence bandwidth can all be found. The curious

function at zero lag. However, eAperimentally since we phenomenon of a phase jump at zero amplitude fade

probe six frequencies at a time, the computation of (6) predicted in theoretical simulation is found

can be carried out only for a set of discrete co and 1 experimentally. At the instance of this phenomenon
values. In this regard we wish to examine the generally occurring at the carrier frequency a severe distortion of

employed communication model known as "uncorrelated the transmitted pulse is expected. An examination of the

channel." For such an w. orrelated channel, the cross two-frequency two-time cross correlation shows that the

correlation function defined by (6) depends on frequency ass, ption of WSSUS channel as often made by many

difference KI only but not on the center frequency to. To authirs is not realistic for wideband applications. Initial

test the validity of this hypothesis, the cross correlation data suggest the ionosphere channel to be very complex.

function BH can be computed from the experimental data Data are needed in order to characterize the channel more

for the same fl but for different to. This is done and realistically.
depicted in Fig. 5. All three curves shown in Fig. 5 are
computed for the same frequency separation f0 = 37.5 REFERENCES
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Fig. 1 Simulated response to a triangular input pulse at
a carrier frequency ot 6 MHz at successive
distances [151.
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Fig. 3 (b) Phase in p radians as a function of time for
six selected frequencies for the same data as
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DISCUSSION

B. REINISCH
1. In your propagation experiments you will encounter superposition of multipath signals (microstructure if single mode). Do
you separate signals with different angles of incidence and different polarization?
2. Synchronization with GOES satellite signals is unreliable because of msec uncertainties. Have you considered using GPS
receivers?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. We rely on time delay to differentiate modes of propagation. The fading is caused by multiple micropaths and is an area
of our research interest.
2. Currently we hope to upgrade the system by using the GPS system,

E. SCHWEICHER
ihiy did you perform I-Q detection?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
This is done because of our desire to study both amplitude and phase of the received signal.

E. TULUNAY
Your random model for the ionosphere is nonstationary. However, you use statistical models valid for stationary processes.
Could you comment on this?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
In a simulation study, the ionospheric statistical properties are strictly stationary. Tere is therefore no problem. However,
when one is dealing with real experimental signals, they are usually non-stationary. For short term behavior it is possible to
do a statistical testing on a segment of data to assure the statistical properties are varying within some bound. When this
happens, the statistical analysis can be performned
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Adaptive Remote Sensing of the Ionosphere to MinimLse Spectral Intrusion

M. Gallagher & M. Darnell
Hull-Warwick Communications Research Group

Department of Electronic Engineering
University of Hull

Hull, HU6 7RX
UK

Abstract ionosphere can be achieved by several methods of which
terrestrial passive monitoring and active sounding schemes are

One of the many information sources needed to control the amongst the most important [1,12,15].
reliability of a High Frequency (HF) communications link is
the current state of the ionosphere. This can be determined in The two above mentioned methods can be used to gather
anumberofways which includeprobing oftheionosphere with detailed information about the current state of the ionosphere.
an active radiating system (an ionosonde); passive monitoring The main value of passive monitoring methods is in reducing
of bradcast systems (for example, the BBC World Service spectral intrusion; however, if active probing of ionosphere
operates simultaneously on a series ofshort-wave frequencies); must beused then the sounding schemes should be"intelligent"
passivemonitoringofsignalsofoppommitysuchascommercial to minimise their spectral intrusion. This is of particular
time, FAX and RTrY signals; finally, the use of the long-term importance for sounders operating in the HF (2-30 MHz) band,
predictions which employ ionospheric forecasting and since this area of the spectrum has to support a large number of
modelling techniques, users, haspossibleworld-wiCcoverageand,hence,isextremely

crowded; any further unwarranted transmissions may cause
Obviously, there is great advantage in passively monitoring the additional problems for HF communications. Even with these
state of the ionosphere without further congestion of the limitatirns, active sounding of the ionosphere remains one of
medium This paper suggests a rationale for future remote the most important and accurate methods of measuring the
sensing systems using as an example an economic sounding current ionospheric state [12].
system that employs standard radio system elements. The
proposed rationale is based upon a generic architecture which Passive monitoring of'transmissions ofopportunity' in the HF
can maximise the information gathered with the minimal band,suchasbroadcastsignals,radiobeacons,linearfrequency
active radiation of EM energy. modulation (LFM) or"chirp" sounders, time signals and other

utilities (such as RTTY FAX and weather stations), make this
The system described can passively monitor the outputs from method much morespectrally efficient(i.e. less-intrusive) than
proprietary 'chirp' sounders; it also has theadditional capability active sounding methods and, hence, can be useful in reducing
of radiating its own sounding signals to complement the overall spectral intrusion ofthe process ofgathering data about
information gathered from passive monitoring. The active te ionosphere [2]. This paper will concentrate on the value of
sounding takes the form of a segmented swept FM (SSFM) LFM signals in the adaptive remote sensing of the ionosphere.
system. Thcprofile ofthe sounding signal is produced digitally
and can take a number of formats, which include simple linear Real-time channel evaluation (RTCE)can be viewed as remote
FM ('chirp') as well as other prorles that are inherently sensing ofselected spectfal segments ofthe band, ranging from
tolerant to other specific popagation problems that exist with single channels to large groups of channels (i.e several MHz),
the ionosphere; for example, the effects ofdoppler-shift canbe and has traditionally been one of the main methods used by HF
minimised through the use of hyperbolic FM. The sounding communicators to assess the current ionospheric propagation
system adaptively uses sequences that can sound the channels conditions both in, and around, their allocated frequencies
allocated to the communication system as well as frequency [3,16,17]. However, most conventional RTCE philosophies
ranges of high importance, such as regions near to the maximum rely on special-purpose equipment used in conjunction with the
usable frequency (MUF) and lowest usable frequency (LUF). normal,-ansmission andreceptionunits.Thisstrongly contrasts
The intelligent and adaptive use of such scanning techniques with thecurrent possibilities where the same equipment canbe
means that spectrum pollution is minimised, while the used both for communication and RTCE purposes, with the
information gathered is maximised. only variation being in software reconfiguration. The

architecture that can be used in this type of scheme is based on
the integration ofdigital signal processing (DSP) andcomputer

1. Introduction technology into a single multi-functional terminal. The paper
will also concentrate on such "embedded" schemes, ratherthan

The ionosphereremains one of the most important and flexible those based on specisl-pexpose equipment [4].
propagation media that can be used economically and efficiently The chirpsounder network, which is operated by a range of
(in terms of equipment size, cost and transmission powers) by agencies includingNATO 15canprovideadetaileddeaription
the long-range radi communicator; therefore, remotesensing of current ionospheric onditions. This information has great
of the ionosphere is essential for both the assessment of its potential value in thf channel selection procedure for any
current state and comparison with propagation predictions. frequency management scheme as it can show the multi-path
This is of significant importance for high frequency (HF) struetureacrossthewholeoftheHFband.ThedesignofaDSP-
communication, ionospheric physics and updating of based chirp monitoring system that could form an integral partpropagation analysis programs. Remote sensing of the ofanadaptiveHFsystemterminalwasoneoftheprimarygoals
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of the HFrcscarch within the Hull-Warwick Communications and in the currently deployed networks this is approximately
Research Group (HWCRG). The use of DSP technology in 0.1 ms [7).
conjunction with standard HF equipment in an integrated
architecture means that an embedded solution to many HF Thetypicalparamctrsofthecurrentlydeployedchirpsounding
problems czn be achieved. This typeofarchitecture is intended network are:
to exploit the best characteristics of analogue radio systems;
however, the full application of digital algorithms means that Sweep rate: 100 kHz/sec or 50 kHz/sec;
this type of system can function both as a RTCE device and Scan time: 280 seconds;
standard communication terminal. ERP: 5 -100 W;

Antennas : various depending on operating
This paper will initially discuss the parameters and use of the agency;
chirpsounder networkbeforebriefly detailing thedesignofthe Scan raster: 5/15 minutes;
DSP-basedchirpmonitor.Thedevelopmentofthechirpmonitor No. ofsounders: c. 60 (although mainly in US/
into a complete LFM sounding system formed an important Western Europe).
element in the project; this is discussed before outlining the
proposed 'generic' architecture for long-range radio systems
and the implications ofusing such an architecture. Finally, aset In addition, the AGC (automatic gain control) of the receiver
of conclusions will be presented. is logged as itscans across theband and this information is used

to offer a graph of the received signal strength as a function of
2. The Chlrpsoundlng Network frequency. The operational principle and a typical ionogram

from one of these chirp receivers is shown in figure 1.
One of the most important sources of transmissions of
opportunity in the HF Band is the world-wide network of Therefore it can be seen that the chirp sounder network offers
chirpsounding transmitters. These sounders are operated as adispersednetworkof"transmissionsofopportunity"thatcan
support for both strategicand tactical HFcommunications, and be used to assess the ionospheric state if suitable receiving
can provide substantial detail about the current ionospheric equipment is available.
propagation conditions.

It was against this background that a project to design a simple
Thc linear FM or 'chirp' is a spread-spectrum signal that 'chirp monitor' was initiated.This monitor would have alower
complies with the following algorithm [6) resolution than the proprietary chirp receiver, but it could be

incorporated into an embedded frequency management
architecture of an adaptive HF system at no extra complexity

u(t) = a(I)e (1) (except in the DSP software). The information would be used
to direct the channel selection procedure of the frequency

where management scheme by initialising and updating an embedded
off-line propagation prediction model, for example CCIR 894

k +8H (2) [8,131.

3. Design and Performance of Chirp Monitor
T = time duration of the signalB = bandwidth of the signal One of the main aims of the project in the design of a chirp

monitor was to use standard commercial HF radio equipment

In a nonnalised form equation (1) becomes and initially the project was limited to the use of amateur grade
equipment and fixed-point DSP devices. This meant a reduced
receiver bandwidth and more computation-induced errors.
Withstandard HFreceivers, under computerremote control, it

u(t) rectl-l(3) is obvious that their maximum scanning rate is directly
4 T proportional to their settling time and time taken to changefrequency. Therefore, a scanning operation as used in the

T o lstandard analogue chirp receiver is not realistically possible.
generated with relatively simple Hence, a stepped scanning procedure, as illustrated in figure 2,

equipment and most of the complexity is in the processing of has been adopted. In this type of operation, the receiver is
the received signal. In current analogue systems, the receiver synchronised to the scan rateofthechirp itis tracking, but steps
is based upon a hetrodyne spectrum analyser where the highly ahead of the transmission and waits for the chirp signal to pass
stable swept local oscillator is matched to the transmitted throughadefinedsetofseparatednarrowband(3kHz)channcls.
sweep and produces a set of base-band (0-500 Hz) frequencies
(mixer products) as it traverses the 2-30 MHz band. These This type of operation has been used successfully by radio
mixer products are produced as a consequence of propagation amateurs in identifying an approximate MUF, although with
conditions and the offset frequencies are in directproportion to human operators the maximum scanning rate is reduced due to
the current multi-path delays of the path. As the receiver scans the importance of synchronisation. In the DSP-based system,
across the band, a projection of the multi-path delay versus the optimum receiving configuration forthechirp waveformis
fr quency can be constructed; this type of display is termed an used, ie. amatched filter that uses the in-phase and quadrature
ionogram. The theoretical multi-path resolution of this type of information (I and Q) contained in the signal to maximise the
equipment is also directly dependent upon the filter bandwidths compression gain that can be achieved, This type of operation

is well documented in radar applications [6,9,10]. and the

[1
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matched filter schematic is outlinecd in figure 3. The matched the same equipment can then be reconfigured to be a modemn
filter rcsponds to a 2.7 kHz bandwidth segment of the received thatcanuaethelatestpropagation informationor, altematively,
chirp signal covering base-band frequencies 300-3000 Hz. A it can reconfigure as a sounder that will probe the ionosphere
simulatcdrcciving system showing thcin-phasc and quadrature to obtain an accurate MUF figure without having to scan the
matched filter outputs, together with the composite output in rest of the BF band [10]; this latter capability is described in
response to a 'perfect' chirp signal (phase error. = 45 ) is the following sections.
shown in figure 4. It can also be seen from figure 4 that the
matched filtcroutputcan be shown tobea good approximation 4. Design and Performance of an Embedded Ionospheric
to the impulse response on the channel. Sounding System

The matched filter envelope, 'l(,r), is described by One of the main disadvantages of the passive chirp monitor is
thatitdependsecntirelyon the availability ofchirp transmissions
from the chirpsounder network. Therefore, the next phase of

sin~stT8(p + (1.tc)1 ldT4 the project was to give the adaptive HF communication
6C (4) terminal an economic, embedded and autonomous sounding

iR(P ± -1)VTB capatuility. The sounding capability ntcans that even ifthere are
no 'transmissions of opportunity' on a similar path to that
required by the communication system, a capability to probe

where the ionosphere actively still exists.

0= received phase error Initially the same receiver format, i.e. a chirp matched filter,
,=time offset was used; in addition, it was required to design of a chirp

p =multipath time offset transmitter. Thesameprocessing structurecwas used to generate
T = time duration of signal the chirp signal, and the transmission format was that of a
B = bandwidth of signal, segmented sounding scheme; here the transceiver tunes to

frequency, settles, then a chirp segment sounding profile is
Tltts type of matched filter detection scheme has several transmitted, before the transceiver is re-tuned and the process
limitations: the maximum time resolution is limited by the is repeated. This mode of operation is termed segmented swept
receiver bandwidtht and is in thcorderof0.3 ms (for therecciver FM (SSFM).
used here); the matched filter is sensitive both to high levels of
certain types interference and input levels which can lead to Since the soundtng profile is generated digitally and the
'false' triggering; the 10 kHz sampling rate produces a large transcciveris under remote control and can tune to any frequency
amount ofdata, so the synchtronisation proceduremust minimise in its synthesizer range without any time penalty, it can beseen
the amount of digital data to be interpreted/saved; finrally the that the transmitter is not limited to a single sounding profile
accuracy of the ionograms produced depends primarily on the and canchange theoverall sounding rate or the frequencies that
peak detection algorithm employed. Although the time form the set to besounded. Therefore, speeial sounding profiles
resolution oftheesystem is somewhat coarser than thatproduced and scan rates can be used adaptively and in response to
by the proprietary chirp receiving system it is comparable with ionospheric conditions; for example a hyperbolic FM (H FM)
the time resolution for RTCE schemes proposed by the CCIR, waveformn has the property of being, relatively, more tolerant
i.e. 0.5 ins. to doppler shifts on the channel than LFM (chirp) [ 14]. This

feature enables a non-uniform sounding raster to be adopted
The processing of the received chirp waveform can be carried which means that only areas of the spectrum of interest to the
further than is possible in antalogue systems; since all of the communicator need be probed; so, although a complete picture
impulse respotnses on the scanned channels are saved,anrunning of the ionospheric conditions is not obtained, detailed data on
or 'past-history' averaging window can be applied to the data the frequency bands that have direct relevance to the HF
to counter the effects of fades and to show long-term trends. In communication system are gathered. This type of 'intelligent'
addition, the impulse response and overall trend data can be active probing means that the overall spectral intrusion in the
used to monitor the global ionospheric state for the purpose of HF band is reduced with no loss in the quality and amount of
updating the prediction models and to control and adapt relevance of the data gathered. A typical non-uniform raster
individual communication system parameters to optimise data sounding schieme is shown schematically in figure 7.
throughput in response to multi-path structure and propagation Fothiniatrlofhembddacvesuigshmet
conditions.Fothintatraofteebdeaciesudnshmet

was decided to employ a simple uniform raster to allow the use
The DSP-based system's output is compared with that from a ofthestandardchirpnionitoring software. DuetoRFequipment
standard chirp receiver in figure 5. These outputs were taken characteristics, a 200 kila segmented raster was used and the
during a trial where both systems where connected to the same transmitted LFM signal used the same sweep parameters as a
antenna so that the input signal would be the identical (with proprietary chirp sounding system. The path to be monitored
only the processing of the signal being '.ifferent). In addition, wasthe l20kmpathfrom Hull University toWarwick University
ant example channel impulse responsefromt the DSP-based (it. the UK).MTis short path, although being far from ideal with
monitoring system is given in figure 6. As can be seen from probable reception being in the range 2 to 9 MHz with near-
both these sets of diagrams, although the DSP-bascd chirp vertical incidence sky-wave (unless apath with strong sporadic
monitor has a resolution limitation of 1/3 ma;, overall, in E existed), was suitable for the first trial as the equipment at
general, the same frequency management decisions would be bothendsof the linkwas under direct experimental control. For
miade if only the DSP-based monitor outputs were available. initial, approximate synchronisation purposes (the transmitter
However, the DSP-based monitorhas the added advantage that and receiver only need to be aligned to within 0.5 seconds) the

44
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sounder at Oslo was monitored; but future trials will use a time- possiblewith this typeofarchitecture. Asproposed in [4], these
standard at both the transmitter and receiver. Figure 8 shows are classified as current channel (CC) and alternative channel
two of the ionograms and impulse responses gathered during (AC) RTCE techniques.
the trial. Further trials are scheduled to take place in the near
future in order to refine the system parameters and processing. It is obvious that passive or active monitoring of large parts of

the spectrum, or parts of the spectrum that can encompass
5. Overall HF System Architecture several chaunels, form part of an AC RTCE system; examples

of other HF systems that have successfully used the AC RTCE
The adaptive operation of the terminat depends entirely on the techniques include the CHEC (channel evaluation and calling)
implementation of a proposed 'gene.-' architecture [18,19]. and ALQA (automatic link quality analysis) systems.
This type of architecture consists of a single, or a number of Additionally, the use of propagation models can be viewed as
DSP devices, integrated into a more general purpose computer an AC RTCE technique.
unit, for example an IBM PC, which operates with a standard
radio transceiver. In this type of architecture the general However, themajoradvantageofthistypeofdigitalarchitecture
purpose computer unit performs all of the higher level control is that it has enabled a significant increase in thenumberofCC
functions, such as remotecontrol of the transceiver, scheduling RTCEtechniques. These currentchanielpropagation measures,
of programs and execution of the off-line prediction models; although only producing data for a small part of the HF
the DSP devices implement all the dedicated signal processing spectrum can, if derived correctly, be used in the database of
operations which could include interference/propagation overall ionospheric conditions. These CC measures can be
assessment, multi.functional adaptive modems orerrorcontrol related directly, or indirectly, to the received signal-to-noise
codecs. A schematic of this type of architecture is detailed in ratio (SNR).
figure 9.

Examples of such CC techniques, mostly passive and usually
The terminal that performed all of the operations described in completely embedded within the system architecture, include
this paperwas astandard IBM PC AT clone (286 based PC) that soft-decision data, error control metrics, synchroniser outputs,
had a AT&TDSP32C floatingpoint DSPdcvice installed on an data statistics (eg error counting) and zero-crossing statistics
expansion card. This terminal has the advantage thatrapid data [4,21].
integration between the host computer and the DSP device was
possible; however, the use of a single DSP device means that 6. Concluding Remarks
scheduling between the various propagation assessment tools
must take place, and for efficient operation of the terminal, a This paper has presented methods for remote sensing the
trade-off between channel assessment and data transmission ionosphere in an adaptive manner, using both traditional active
must beidentifiedTherefore, future terminals wlluseadditional sounding techniques and the spectrally less-intrusive passive
DSP devices as a way to run concurrent processes. In this way assessmentmethods. 'Intelligent' RTCE inoverall HF terminal
the chirp monitor could be executed in parallel with an operations have been shown to be a successful way for an HF
interference assessment program; alternatively, amodem could communicator to gatherrelevant ionospheric information and,
be configured and tested as the propagation assessment is hence,formsaneffectivemethodforsensingionosphericstate.
taking place. In this type of architecture, where software Thepassivemonitoringoftheextensivechirpsoundernetwork
reconfiguration can make the terminal truly multi-functional, is an economic method of generating detailed ionospheric
the only limit on the adaptivity and functionality of the system information or, in the case of the DSP-based chirp monitor,
is the ingenuity of the software designer and the speed of the precise frequency management information; however, this
hardware, depends on the availabilty of suitable equipment.

Another advantage of using this type of architecture is that as For situations,wherethechirpsoundernetworkisinappropriate,
hardware improvements in teic radio transceiver are made (for or other 'transmissions of opportunity' are no, available, then
example, an all-digital signal path from the IF stage will active sounding can be considered. The main aim of any active
ultimately exist) then this type of 'generic' architecture has the sounder must be the generation of ionospheric information
potential to incorporate and take advantage of the new types of with the minimum of spectral intrusion, One such sounding
data structures that will be present. scheme based upon segmented swept FM (SSFM) has been

presented with the capabilty of adapting both the scan-rate and
The value of this type of 'generic' architecture is that the sounding profiles in response to the amount of data that is
terminal has the. potential to be a complete embedded system required and to counter normal ionospheric effects.
accomplishing the same tasks as many traditional IIF system
elements. To-date the HWCRG has developed many functional The use of the 'generic' architecture means that sounding the
blocks that can be incorporated into this type of architectue ionosphere is no longer outside the range of functions that an
andwhiehonlydependonsoftwarereconfigurationofthe JSP ordinary HF user using a generic communication system
device and implementing the correct data presentation and terminal can achieve. This type of architecture also offers the
collection operations on the host PC. These operations include prospectofan extremely cost-effective, automatic and adaptive
an adaptive MFSK modem that has complete in-band spectral HF system. One use of such asystem terminal, when employed
agility and a tone raster ranging from a fast-keying FSK to in conjunction with a suitable receiver, is as an economic
PICCOLO; template correlation; digital synchronisation and ionospheric remote sensing tool which would be in the cost
speech coding (20,21,22,23.24]. range of non-specialist users. In addition, since all the useful

data can be saved and the terminal can be designed to be
Furthermore, many other embedded RTCE techniques for economic, compact and operate with many other standard HF
extracting additional ionospheric and channel datz become elements, monitoring of the ionosphee over large ocean areas
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or in third-world countries becomes a reasonable proposal, IEE5thInt. Conf. on 'HFradio: systems and techniques',
which would be useful in increasing the flexibility of the CP-339, Edinburgh 1991.
current CCIR propagation maps.

11. Hunsucker, R.D.: "Radio techniques for probing the

The research into the use of the monitoring terminals and the terrestrialionosphere",Springer-Verlag,New York, 1990.
active sounder is continuing and future developments will
include: 12. Hall,M.P.M. &BarclayL.W.:"Radiowavepropagation",

Peter Peregrinus, 1990.
(s) multiple simulanteous ionograms;
(ii) message transmssion capability via orthogonal 13. CCIR, Report No. 894. ITU, Geneva, 1986.

chirp waveforms;
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(iv) jam-resistant non-uniform sounding raster; November 1990.
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selective fading. 15. Villard, 0. G.: "The ionospheric sounder ard its place in
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DISCUSSION

P. CANNON
1. Does your system have enough processing gain to deal with long distance paths?
2. Your ionograms are very clean. Did you employ a noise 'cleaning' algorithm?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. Since a matched filter is the optimum receiver it can approach the theoretical maximum processing gain of '90' (available
from using the 3 kHz channel). This is more than adequate to display ionograms on very long distance paths and we have
examples of ionograms from the path Cobbett Hill - Hong Kong (> >1000 Ian).
2. The real-time display algorithm is quite sophisticated and can take account of the average matched-filter 'noise'. By using
this information and the stability of the 'chirp'signal, hence, knowing where the chirp matched.filter return will be placed in
the capture frame, a very clean display is possible. All the ionograms displayed are direct 'screen snapshots'from the '286
based PC monitoring system.
In addition, as I mentioned in the test, all the information can be saved in digitalform so further 'filtering' algorithms can
be applied to further reduce 'noise' on the display This can be done in real-time.

C. GOUTELARD
Have you studied the minimum number of points needed to conserve the pertinent information of the oblique ionogram? I think
it's one important point to minimize spectral intrusion.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
We have not made a study to find the optimum number of points that can be used to adequately describe an oblique ionogrmn,
but we feel that areas of the ionosphere that are of little interest to the user should be scanned coarsely, hence minimizing
unnecessary spectral intrusion but still giving some ionospheric information; whereas,for areas that have real importance these
should be scanned much more finely. As seen from figures 8a and 8b, a 200 ktz raster gives an adequate resolution, so
perhaps this should be used as a baseline, with < 200 kIlz raster for areas of interest, > 200 kHz for areas of little interest.
However, these empirical values obviously need further investigation, and using the work done in backscatter radar (as
suggested by you) would be a useful starting point.
In terms of spectral intrusion, the 200 kHz SSFM raster is much more spectrally efficient than continuous LFM systems as if
the sounding channels allocated to each system were spaced by 5 kHz, then 40 sounding systems, using SSFM, would only
produce he same spectral intrusion as 1 continuous LFM system.

t1
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A REVIEW OF VARIOUS TECIINIQUES FOR COMPUTERIZED TIOMOGRAPIIIC IMAGING OF TIIE
IONOSPfIERE

T. D. Raymund
1406 W. Green St.

Wave Propagation Lab

University of Illinois
Urbana, IL 61801-2991

USA

SUMMARY 2. THE PROBLEM

Recently, several tomographic techniques for ionospheric rhe goal of ionospheric tomography is to image the ee-

electron density imaging have been proposed. Most of tron density in the Earth's ionosphere To do so, iono-

these techniques reconstruct a vertical slice image of elec- spheric tomography uses total electron content measure-

tron density using total electron content data. The data ments as data. 'otal electron content ('FEC) is the line
are measured between a low orbit beacon satellite and integral between source and receiver of the electron den-

fixed receivers located along the pr,,jected orbital path sity contained in a column along the integration path.

of the satellite By using such techniques it may be Total electron content measurements can be made by us-

possible to inexpensively (relative to incoherent scatter ing a radio beacon mounted on a satellite in conjunction

techniques) image ionospheric electron density in a ver- with a ground based receiver.

tical plane several times per day. In this paper, the basic The term geonietry refers to the satellite positions,
geometry of the problem is reviewed and the various tech- ground station locations and the ionospheric image
niques discussed, The satellite/receiver geometry used to boundary. Tomography requires that the geometry be
measure the total electron content data causes the data well known.
to be incomplete; that is, the measured data do not con- T
tain enough informatioii to completely specify the iono- lefrtinshicooraicgomreswetotainenogh nforatin t comletly peciy te ino- dimensional yielding the electron density distribution in
spheric electron density distribution in the plane between dimensioal pie.digue elcton antypdistro in
the satellite and the reueivers. Most of the proposed tech- a vertical plane. Figure 1 shows a typical two dsimen-niques include some method designed to overcome this sinlionospheric tomographic geometry after Austen et
problem. Appicatioiis of these techniques made to sun- al. (4]. The satellite orbit is along the arc at the top ofulated am real data and the results are compared and the figure. The orbit has an altitude of roughly 1000 kin.discussed. The receivers are spaced along the ground at the pointswhere the fan beam lines converge. The receivers cover a

latitude range of about 20* latitude. The fan beam lines
themselves show a representative sampling of the integra-

l. INTRODUCTION tion paths. In reality, far more TEC measurements can
be obtained, but it is not helpful to show all of the inte-

The ioiospheric electron density distribution can be de- gration paths. The grid shows division of the ionosphere
scribed approximately by a smooth profile vertically and into pixels for a finite series expanrion reconstruction al-
is locally horizontally homogeneous. A normal iono- gorithin.
sphere can contain many deviations from a smooth pro- Recently, some have investigated extending this geometry
file, and these features are of interest. Th- features can to three dimensions to image electron density globally.
impact many types of IIF communication and remote This will be discussed in Section 7.. For the most part, it
sensing, and can also serve as tracers to other activity in seems that the two dimensional problem and techniques
the ionosphere. extend to three dimensions.

Investigations into ionospheric electron density distribu- 3. SERIFS EXPANSION TECHNIQUES
tions and related ionospheric features use many differ-
ent techniques; for example, beacon satellites, ionoson- As mentioned above, TEC is the integral of the electron
des, and incoherent scatter radar have been used [1], [2], density in a column of unit cross-sectional area along
(3]. Recently, work on using computerized tomography to some path.
image the ionospheric electron density has been done [4], f N,(r, 0, O)ds (1)
(5], (6], (7], (8] Ionospheric tomography uses total elec- Y =

tron content (TEC) measurements to image the electron N (r,0, ) is the electron density along the propagation
density distribution path P between source and detector and y is the TEC.
This paper reviews the progress of ionospheric tomog- The arguments r, 0, and 0 are the altitude, longitude,
raph) First, Sections 1 through 3 introduce the prob- and latitude respectively. We will assume that geometric
lem and review earlier series expansion techniques. Next, optics holds and that the carrier frequencies used to make
Section 4 discusses some alternate techniques which have the TEC measurements are high enough that the path P
been recently proposed. Section 5 reviews some recent is a straight hein between source and receiver (4]. We
investigations into the limitatious of ionospheric tomog- will not assume a specific TEC measurement technique,
raphy Section 6 reviews recent experimental results, except that the measurements be absolute TEC (with no
and then Section 7. discusses nvestigatrons into three di- unknown phase offsets) For two dimensional ionospheric
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Figure 1. Two ionospheric tomographic geometries. The satellite orbit is along the arc at the top. In the top sketch five
receivers are spread along the ground at the points where the fans converge. In the bottom, three receivers are used. The
fan beam lines represent integration paths, and the small square boxes represent the pixel grid. After Figure 1 in Austen et
al [41

are aligned along a line of longitude; that is, 6 is fixed at order of several hundred by several thousand (typically
0. several million entries), an iterative approach requiring

Total electron content (TFEC) along some path (say the less computer memory is usually necessary.

ith path or ray, P,) can be approximated as a finite sum The reconstruction algorithm used by Austen et al. (4]
of shorter integrals along segments of P,. Assume the is the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART). This
electron density distribution to be uniform over discret,, uses an iterative series expansion method for solving (3),
regions; that is, divide the electron density distribution Raymund et al. (6] use the multiplicative algebraic re-
Ne into a set of N pixels, x where z) equals the electron construction technique (MART), an iterative approach
density within the jth pixel. The reconstruction problem similar to ART, as the reconstruction algorithm. The
then centers around solving the system multiplicative technique, from the family of entropy op-

timization algorithms, is similar to ART in constraints
N and form, but rather than making a correction to x k of

y. = _ A,)x + e, i 1,... M (2) the form x + f(y - y5), MART uses (x)f(y/yk), making
J=3 a multiplicative modification to x k. This algorithm- was

first proposed by Gordon et al. [10], more thoroughly
or (in matrix notation) discussed by Lent [11], and included in a review of finite

series expansion reconstruction algorithms by Censor [9]
yar~l AM~txNNX + e~r~i (3)a Any iterative algorithm requires some initial values, x0 ,

where for this problem N is the number of pixels in the before iteration begins. In the ionospheric case, the ge-
image, M is the number of TEC values or equivalently, ometry makes the initial guess very important. This ini-
the number of rays or paths, y is the vector of known tialization can represent a gross estimate or guets of what
TEC data, A is an array containing the length of the path the reconstruction might look like; the first iteration of a
pixel intersection for each pixel and path, x is a vector of reconstruction algorithm will begin to correct this guess
the electron density in each pixel, and e is the error vector towards some satisfactory solution. In general, the initial
associated with the series expansion and measurement guess should incorporate any a priors information about
error. Note that y and x are column vectors of TEC and the image; in fact, in the ionospheric case the closer the

electron density in each pixel respectively, initial guess is to the correct image, the sooner and more
accurately the reconstruction algorithm will converge.

The solutions based on series expansion techniques cate-
gorized into two types: iterative and non-iterative 19] As Several of the algorithms mentioned by Censor [9] suggest
discussed by Austen et al. [4], iterative solutions solve (3) using an initial guess where a constant value is assigned
by first making an initial guess, xo, then calculating the to every pixel in the image. For ionospheric tomogra-
resulting y0, and then using the difference between y and phy it has been generally found that some initial guess
y' to modify x0, creating x'. This cycle is repeated until based on an estimate of the background ionospheric den-

a satisfactory solution is obtained. Non-iterative tech- sity profile and the measured TEC data yields much bet-

niques compute x directly front A and y. Since the sys- ter reconstructions.
ten is usually over determined and inconsistent, the best
non-iterative approach seems to be singular value decom-

'1
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4. NEWER ALGORITHMS tion must be a member of the space of electron density j
distributions defined by the original example set. While I

Recently, several new reconstruction algorithms have this potentially reduces the reconstruction of unusual fea-
been introduced that promise better reconstructions than tures, it does restrict the reconstruction to a "reasonable"
the series expansion methods. Two are modified series solution. That is, the result must be like the original ex-
expansion approaches, one uses expansion into empiri- ample set.
cal orthonormal functions and three others are transform
based method~s using various convolution back projection This methe has been used successfully by Fremouw and
algorithms. One other uses diffraction tomography. Secan [14]. Using the same TEC data as that used by

Raymund et al. [6], results have been obtained that in-
4.1 Modified Series Expansion Methods dude a the slant in the ionosphere not detected by the

The Ionospheric Physics Division at the Air Force Phillips MART algorithm used in the earlier work. The method
Lab has a small in-house effort underway to develop of reconstruction uses a series of vertical orthogonal func-

tion comine wit Fouaie recostrutio discusse inewaodeeo
an ionospheric electron density reconstruction algorithm. Lions combined with Fourier reconstruction discussed in

The algorithm treats the problem as a linear inverse prob- the next Section.
lem, using the same equations as those presented in Sec- A different orthogonal basis function reconstruction algo-
tion 3.. The maximum entropy method has been shown rithm has been proposed by Na [16]. The basic formula.-
to produce a unique solution which makes optimal use tion of the problem is still like (3), but the basis functions
of all available data and makes no assumptions about are proposed to be whole domain functions where each
unmeasured data. The maximum entropy principle is basis function fills the entire image region and may have
applicable because the set of unknown densities is iso- both horizontal and vertical structure.
morphic to a set of probabilities, and each observed TEC
measurement is a linear combination of these unknown 4.3 Transforin Methods
densities [12]. Recently, several efforts have been made to apply trans-

Another series expansion method using simulated anneal- form techniques. The reconstruction algorithm derived
ing was recently applied by Xie (13]. Though there are by Yeh and Raynmund [17] is a form of convolution back
many images that yield similar TEC values, there are projection. Na and Lee [16] also use this type of tech-
hopefully only a few that yield the exact TEC values mea- nique among others, as have Fremouw and Secan (14].
sured. Thus the cost surface y - yk can be imagined as In general tomographic geometries the region to be in-
having many local minia and maybe a few global min- aged is sampled by integration paths passing at all angles
ima that are deeper than the others. If the initial guess through the region That is, the integral
is not good, the series expansion method may converge
into one of the local minima, but be far from a global
minimum representing a more correct image. Simulated p. (t) Jf(z, y)ds (4)
annealing changes the modifications to x by using "an
appropriate cooling schedule". Thus the name. Instead is
of constantly trying to reduce the error in TEC, the er- is measured for somre 2 of and for at E [0,r]. This

ror is sometimes allowed to increase, and is controlled by is sketched in Figure 2 where a line P at t = to for the

some random distribution. This way, the algorithm may projection at angle a is shown. The sketch of the function

fall into a local image minimum but if the minimum is p,(t) for that cr is also shown. The function p,(t) is

not deep enough, it may climb out again and hopefully termed the projection of f(r, y) at the angle a. For all a

fall into deeper, more global minimum. and t, p0 (t) is called the Radon transform of f(x, y)

4.2 Emnpirical Ortionormnal Functons The Projection Slice theorem or Central Slice theorem
relates the Fourier transform of the projection to the two

Another reconstruction method, presented by Fremouw dimensional Fourier transform of f(x, y). If we define tIhe
and Secan [14] uses empirical orthonormal functions respective transforms as
(EOF's). Consider the series expansion method as a sum
of orthonormual functions multiplied by coefficients. Each S( ) p(t)e- 2 -"' dt (5)
orthonormal function is equal to 1 within a single unique
pixd and 0 everywhere else. The coefficient for any par-
ticular function is the electron density within the pixel and
for which the function equals 1. Now suppose a different
set of orthonormal functions is used, perhaps one which , +00 [+(

has more "realistic" properties. Such a set has been sug- fu, v) J (z, y)e
~ ' ( -

+
'Y

) 
dz dy (6)

gested and used for a global ionospheric conductivity and
electron density (ICED) model [15]. The functions are where f(z,y) is the image functioni, then the projection
derived as follows. First a set of example electron den- slice theorem says (see Kak and Slaney [18] for a proof)
sity images is obtained. Then, a correlation matrix is that
formed by correlating the images with each other The S0 (w) = F(w cos a,w sim o) (7)
eigen vectors of the correlation matrix form a basis, span-
nig the set of examples. The basis can be reduced by The projection slice theorem was first derived by
truncating the number of eigen vectors used based on the Bracewell [19]. I

, magnitude of tihe corresponding eigen values.
In other words, the one dimensional Fourier transform of

Using the truncated set of basis functiois, a system like p. (t) with respect to t is the same as that along the line

i4
| a-
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Figure 3: Sketch of the relation between S0 (zr) and F(u, v). After Kack and Slaney. [18]

function f(x, y) reconstructed wil! really be X'(r.80o.6).
The change in coordinate systems can be t~jne after the
fact or as the last step of the rtvonstrucion.

4.4 Diffraction Tomography

Recently, Kunytsyn and Tercshchenko [21] investigated
using diffraction tomography to image ionospheric fea-
tures. Diffraction tomography includes the effects of scat-
tering and does not assume ray optics. As an inverse scat-
tering problem, the mathematics are not trivial though
conceptually the problem is very similar. A good intro-
duction to this type of tomography is given by Kak and
Slaney (18] and includes many other references.

5. LIMITATIONS

The ionospheric tomography gcometry does not typically
include integration paths that traverse the ionosphere
horizontally (see Figure 1) In fact, most of the inte-

gration paths tend to be vertical or nearly vertical. If
there exists an electron density distribution in (lte imag-
ing region whose path integral i& zero in the vertical
(or near vertical) direction, it will be undetected, even

Figure 2 A two dimensional image region and a projection though it may have a nonzero horizontal path integral.
Fianngure A twdiesion imae fregi ad ao cion Thus several different ionospheric electron density dis-
at an angle rs The integration path for t = to is shown tiuin ih rdc dnia E esrmns

tributions might produce identical TEC measurements.

Clearly with non-unique data, the reconstructions can

spatial frequency domain showing the relation between not be unique either.

F(u, v) and S0 (w) appears in Figurc 3. An analytic review of ,he limits of ionospheric tomogra-

A good review of transform methods can be found in phy has been done by Yeh and Raymund [171 The ideal
0.Kak and Sancy [18] also gve a very good geometry is proposed to be a flat earth with a continu-

Lewitt [20]. to and S ene s ous line of receivers extending to +oc and tie satellite
introdction to transform techniques orbit extending to :-oo at a constant alitude From the

To apply this to the ionospheric tnmographic problem geometry, two comments about the limits of tomography
is fairly straigtit forward. Each TEC measurement can immediately follow. 1) the TEC data are independent of
be conside-ed a hiscrete element of p,(1) After indexing electron density distributions with line inlegrals equal to
TFEC data by projection angle and 1, any of the Iransform 7ero in the vc-tical or the horizontal, and 2) only local
techniques can be pplied For examples, see the refer- electron densit% disiribmtions can be miaged The sec-
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condihions for the extiencc of the Fourier transform.

With the above two limits defined, a reconstruction ai-
gorithm is derived for the ideal case. The algorithm can
reconstruct exactly local distributions without zero line
integrals. In reality, it is not possible to configure a con-
tinuous line of receivers extending to :'o; instead, the
number of receivers is discrete and they have some non
zero spacing between them. Also, the receivers have some
limit on the range of elevation angles at which data can be
taken. Usually, the minimum elevation angle is roaghly
15. These two realistic limitations are introduced into
the geometry and the resulting degradation from an ideal
impulse examined. Figure 4 shows the reconstruction of
an Dirac impulse centered in the middle of the image re-
gion. The region covers 1000 km of ground distance and
1000 km of al'itude and has 10 receivers evenly spaced
along the ground. The wings extending from the central
peak in the image result from the limit on the minimum
elevation angle of the receiver. The wave-like ripptes ex-
tending horizontally from the peak are due to the finite
number of discrete receivers. There are ripples extending
vertically from the peak as well, but they die away so
quickly that it is hard to see them in the Figure.

The wings are a particularly important effect and have Figure 6: Several integration paths missing a point feature

appeared in images obtained using series expansion tech- After Na [161.

niques. Because ionospheric features occur near the peak
of the electron density distribution, strong wings can ex-
tend from features near the peak into regions where the crated and used for reconstructions. Figure 7 shows a
electron density distribution is low. These wings could reconstruction of the trough after Raymund et al. [6].
be misinterpreted as features. This reconstruction was made using MART, a series ex-

pansion based method. Figure 8 shows a reconstruction
Another analysis of the limits of ionospheric tomography after F .,ouw and Secan [14] The reconstruction algo-
has been done by Na and Lee [8] and Na [16). This work rithr., is based on both orthogonal basis functions and a
is based on a specific reconstruction algorithm, detailed transform technique. Figure 9 shows the original model.
in Na [16]. To analyze the limitations of the algorithm, By inspection, it is easy to see that the more recent tech-
several problems are identified and their individual con- nique improves on the earlier work by reconstructing the
tribution to image error analyzed. The finite number of slant in the background
discrete receivers is found to contribute to limitations in
the spatial bandwidth. That is, the more closely spaced In December of 1990, a set of stations in the United King-
the receivers are, the less abasing present in the recon- dom was used to collect TEC data and form a reconstruc-
struction. Through the Central Slice theorem, the effect tion of the ionosphere i22]. The reconstruction was made
of limited elevation angles is also qualitatively assessed using SIRT, a series expansion technique very similar to
and the ionospheric tomography problem is identified as ART. The initial guess consists of a Chapman layer with
a missing cone problem. Figure 5 shows qualitatively the an estimated peak height (325 ki) and a scale height
problem. because horizontal line integrals are missing, in- based on monthly mean slab thickness data from the
formation is missing in triang-ular regions of the spectral 1968-1970 solar maximum. A contour of the reconstruc-
domain. tion appears in Figure 10. The reconsiruction appears

to be a very reasonable one. It is possible the slight de-
The Na algorithm also requires regularly spaced data pression at 300 kin altitude and roughly 61* North is the
along each projection and also requires a uniform dis- polar trough. More information about this experiment is
tribution of projections in angle. The interpolation and to be presented by Walker et al. [23].
binning schemes used to meet this requiremen' introduce
significant amounts of error into the reconstruction. Also, 7. GLOBAL TOMOGRAPHY
as pointed out by Na [16], some small features may be
degraded nearly completely be-ajse of the way integra- Recently, two proposals for global ionospheric mapping

n te 6w have been presented [24], [25]. The techniques and as-t o n p a th s sa m p le th e im a g e F ig u re 6 sh o w s a sk e tc h o f u p i n a r v e y s m l r t th t w d m n i o l t -
several integration paths missing a point feature sumptions are very similar to the two dimensional to-

mography discussed so far, though the geometry is very
dhifferenit.

6. REVIEW OF RECONSTRUCTION RE-

SULTS The TEC data are to be collected using L-band signals
front the Global Positioning System (GPS) of satellites

Most work to date has dealt only with simulated TEC Instead of iisig ground based receivers, it is proposed
data One simulated data set of some interest is that that a low orbit satellite receive GPS TEC data could
used by Raymnund et al [6] and Frenoiiw and Secan be collected when the integration path skunmed through
[14] Using a model based on an incoherent scatter radar the Earth's iono pherc Ground based receivers might

[| mdelbsed ncohren
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Figure 4- Impulse response for a finite number of discrete receivers with limts on the minimum elevation angle after Yeh and
Raymund [17). The region covers 1000 km horizontally and 1000 km vertically. See the text for discussion of the features

In the plan proposed by llajj and Yunck [251, singular mains a problem. Also, some experiment must be done
value decomposition (SVD) is used to solve a linear sys- where another instrument can verify the reconstructed
tern like (3.) The pixels have been replaced with voxels ionosphere. For example, a chain of Transit receivers
(a cube of constant electron density). Now the image re- could be set up along the coast of North America to col-
gion is three dimensional and has been divided into blocks lect TEC eata. The reconstructed ionosphere could be
instead of squares. verified using the Mill Stone Hill incoherent scat ter radar.

method proposed by Chiu et al. [24] is most like Similar experiments could be configured using Eiscat
the bThese experiments would provide valuable insight into
the basis function expansion methods, but it does not fit thprciapobessoitdwthoogpyad

intoanyonecateorycomletey. ileTEC atacan tile practical problems associated with tomography and
intoanyonecatgorycomletly.The EC atacan would also provide a rigorous test bed for reconstruction

be binned up into sets where each set corresponds to a schemes.

particular conjunction of the low orbit satellite and a
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DISCUSSION

B. REINISCH
Why don't you have any experimental validation of your technique?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
We have not had sufficient tesources to develop the hardware required for a campaign. We hope this will change soon!

C. GOUTELARD
You mention the use of orthonormal empirical functions for the modelling of your calculation. This choice simplifies the
treatment by computer and its is very important. Can you desribe those functions and your choice?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The functions are more completely described in the references Daniell [15], Fremouw et al. [141 and Na [16]. Basically, the

functions bound the results ,vith the space spanned by some reasonable set of example ionospheres.



MAPPING ELECTRON CONTENT AND ELECTRON DENSITY IN THE SUB-AURORAL IONOSPHERE

I.K.Walkcr, S.E.Pryse, C.D.Russell, D.L.Ric and L.Kersley
Physics Department, University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Dyfed. SY23 3BZ. UK

SUMMARY the larger-scale electron content structures. Results are
presented and discussed here illustrating the success of the

Applications involving radio waves propagating through the technique in displaying the temporal development of both
ionosphere are subject to errors due to effects o the medium. large and small-scale features in the ionosphere over a wide
For several of these effects the electron content along the latitudinal range in the sub-auroral region.
propagation path is a key parameter. At high latitudes, steep
gradients in electron content resulting from electron density The second part of the paper is concerned with the
variations in the vicinity of the ionospheric trough are of development of ionospheric tomography to provide
particular importance. The present paper describes two two-dimensional images of elctron density. Measurements of
methods of mapping electron content and electron density in electron content made at a latitudinal chain of stations have
the sub-auroral ionosphere over northern Europe. been used to reconstruct images of electron content in the

A receiving system for the 150 MHz and 400 MHz latitude/height plane. Experimental results are presented
transmissions from NNSS satellites has been based at Lerwick showing the development of the main trough which illustrate
in the Shetland Islands for several years. The experiment the potential of ionospheric tomography.
yields measurements of differential carrier phase from which
estimates can be made of the total electron content as a
function of latitude for cach pass of the satellites monitored. 2. BACKGROUND
Calibration to obtain absolute values is achieved using spot
data from a co-located receiving system for GPS satellites or The midlalitude trough and the scintillation boundary arc well
by means of ionosonde foF2 values and a slab thickness established features of the sub-auroral ionosphere. The trough
model. The constellation of 7 NNSS satellites in polar orbits has been the subject of considerable study since the
gives good temporal coverage of satellite passes so that mid-1960's. A review by Wrenn and Railt (1975)1 details the
contour plots can be drawn of electron content behaviour as a early work, while more recent studies have been summarised
function of latitude and time. Results are presented illustrating by Moffcti and Quegan (1983)2. The trough is primarily a
behaviour of the ionospheric trough. nightside phenomenon, extending from dusk through to the

Simultaneous measurements of electron content made at dawn sector, though Whalen (1987)3 has identilied a daytime
several stations spaced in the meridian can, in principle, be trough at higher latitudes. Rodger ct al. (1986)' noted that
inverted using the techniques of computerised tomography to many studies, especially those carried out using satellite
reconstruct images of electron density as a function of latitude observations, concentrate on the location of the trough
and height. The paper describes an experimental campaign minimum as this is usually the most readily identifiable feature
carried out in the UK in December 1990 during which in the data. Little information is available about gradients in
simultaneous observations were made using the NNSS the vicinity of the minimum, though it sems accepted that the
satellites at 4 stations covering a latitudiial range of some 8 poleward wall of the trough is steeper than that on the
degrees, The resulting measurements of electron content from equatorward side of the depression. It is generally agreed that
some 30 satellite passes have been used in a reconstruction the latitude of the trough decreases throughout the night and
algorithm to map the electron density on a two-dimensional during eriods of increased geomagnetic activity the trough is
$rid. The potential usefulness of tomographic techniques in seen at weit latitudes.
ionospheric sensing is discussed in the light of the results
obtained. The region of small-scale ionospheric irregularities at high

latitudes is often characterised by a sharp equatorial boundary.
The occurrence morphology of this so-called scintillation

1. INTRODUCTION boundary has been discussed by many workers (cg. Aarons et
a). 19716, Stuart 1972'). Early attempts to investigate the

Radio signals propagating in the ionosphere arc subject to relationship between the trough and the scintillation boundary
effects ofthe medium which can result in system errors. For suggested that the two phenomena had statistical behaviours
many applicalions involving trans-ionospheric propagation the that were broadly similar. lowever, Kersley et al. (1975)'
total electron content along the path is a key parameter, while concluded from simultaneous observations that the two
in others the structure of ionospheric electron density is of features were essentially independent having a relative motion
importance. The present paper describes results obtained from that followed a diurnal pattern. The current work is aimed at
two experimental techniques that have been used to map exploiting the abundance of suitable passes of NNSS satellites
electron content and electron density in the sub-auroral to gain further understanding of the characteristics of the
ionosphere over northern Europe, with a view to obtaining trough as seen in total electron content and the scintillation
improved knowledge of the propagation medium. The boundary over northern Europe.
experiments are based on the reception of 150 MHz and 400
Mlz phase coherent transmissions from polar orbiting
satellites in the Navy Navigational Satellite System (NNSS). 3. THE EXPERIMENT
Monitoring of the differential carrier phase enables the
equivalent vertical total electron content io be obtained as a The experiment makes use of the phase coherent signals
function of latitude, The constellation of 7 operational NNSS transmitted on 150 MHz and 400 MHz from the constellation
satellites observed at a high latitude site gives ood temoral of 7 NNSS polar orbiting satellites. The transmissions are
coverage 3f satellite passes. A mappin' technique has been used to estimate ionospheric total electron content using the
developed to use tie observations to isplay the morphological differential carrier phase technique and to study both
variations of total electron content for an ionospheric region in amplitude and phase scintillation. The received differential
the vicinity of the main F-laier (tough. he experiment also carrier phase is determined at a sampling interval of 0.2 s
yields information on the radio-wave scintillation arising from whilst values of parameters which characterise amplitude and
small-scale irregularities in ionospheric electron density. The pbase scintilation are recorded for every 20 s of satellite pass.
mapping technique has been applied to the scintillation The former allow features of the large-scale structure of
observations enabling irregularity occurrence to be rel, ,d to electron content to be studied as a function of latitude, while
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the latter indicate the presence of ionospheric irregularities of Iota; electron content supplied from either the GPS data base
sub-kilometre size. The automated receiving and data-loging or the slab thickness model at a particular point on the satellite
equipment is located at Lerwick (60.1*N 1.2*W) in the pass to give the variation of absolute equivalent vertical total
Shetland Islands and has been configured in the manner electron content. Fig.l shows examples of the resulting
described above since early 1989. On average some 14 passes variation of equivalent vertical total electron content as a
per day have been monitored in the long term by the receiving function of latitude for 4 consecutive satellite passes observed
system, with a mean duration per pass of some 15 minutes. between 1750 UT and 2130 UT on the 4 October 1989. It can
Observations from individual passes give information on the be seen that a trough-like feature is clearly present in the
latitudinal structure of the ionosphere while slow temporal observations commencing at 1918 UT and again at 2128 UT.
changes arc seen in the measurements from successive passes. In both cases steep gradients in electron content are found on

either side of the trough minimum. The position of the trough
The analysis technique for the icduction of single station minimum descends in latitude with time from around 66'N in
differential carrier phase measurements to total electron the observations at 1918 UT to around 63'N at 2128 UT.
content is well established. The technique assumes a linear Whilst the poleward wall of the trough is not apparent in two 9
horizontal gradient in electron content in the vicinity of the of the passes, it would appear that the trough minimum was
point of satellite closest approach to estimate the absolute observed in each case and at latitudes that are consistent with a
phase difference and hence absolute total electron content. descending pattern.
Near the minimum of the ionospheric trough this assumption
is open to question and the resulting estimates of total electron Through use of extended sequences of satellite passes of this
content must be treated with extreme caution. Lcetmger et al. kind it is possible to construct maps illustrating the variation
(1975)" developed a technique using two latitudinally of total electron content not only as a function of latitude but
separated stations to provide overlapping measurements and also as a function of time. For this purpose total electron
hence overcame the problem that the real ionosphere is not content measurements were binned according to hour and
necessarily characterised by a linear gradient in electron latitude and then averaged to give a single value for each
content. However, for the bulk of the observations reported degree of latitude by one hour in. Plotting of the resulting
here only measurements from the single station at Lerwick are data made use of Uniras© on-screen interactive graphical
available so alternative methods of calibration have been processing enabling the appropriate selection of parameter
sought. Two approaches to calibration of the NNSS total ranges to be made whilst ensuring the integrity of the final
electron content measurements have been developed. The first output. The resultant maps illustrate the variation of total
method makes use of another receiving system co-located at electron content over some 25' of latitude as a function of
Lerwick. This receiver, operated for the Geophysics time. For the purposes of the present study attention has been
Laboratory of the US Air Force monitors transmissions from concentrated on the 12-hour period from 1600 hours to 0400
satellites in the Global Positioning System (GPS) and enables hours during which the trough is most likely to be found in the
absolute total electron content to be determined along a latitudinal range displayed.
specified line-of-sight. This line-of-sight varies only slowly as
a function of time and the resulting GPS observations have
been related to the NNSS measurements at the same 5. RESULTS
ionospheric latitude and time, thus allowing calibration of the
NNSS observations to obtain absolute total electron content. An example of a contour map showing the variation of tolal
Whete 0PS results were not available a different calibration electron content as a function of latitude and time is shown in
technique was employed. This second approach made use of 3-dimensional form in Fig.2. These data were recorded during
ionospheric slab thickness, the ratio of total electron content to the early evening and night of the 11-12 October 1989 and a
peak electron density. lonosonde measurements of the total of 8 successive satellite passes have been combined to
F2-layer critical frequency and hence maximum electron produce the map. The most striking features are the deca, tn
density are often readily available. Knowledge of slab electron content with the progression from early evening into
thickness thus allows total electron content to be estimated. the night and the presence of a trough-like feature. The trough
An empirical model of slab thickness relevant to European can be seen developing as early as 1700 UT and is clearly in
midlatitudcs was developed at Aberystwyth during the evidence by 1800 UT with a minimum at around 68'N
mid-1970's. The model was based upon harmonic expansions ionospheric geographic latitude. The position of the minimum
of the known diurnal and seasonal changes, together with solar is seen to descend in latitude with time to around 64"N by
and manetic responses, and has been described by Kersley 2300 UT. Steep gradients in electron content are evident in
(1980) . Total electron content measurements made at both the cquatorward and poleward walls of the trough, with
Aberystwyth (52.4'N 4.1*W) using observations of Faraday the steepest gradients on the northern slope. In this example,
rotation along the line of sight to geosiationary satellites the trough becomes gradually merged with the decaying
during the period 1967 to 1974 were used in the construction night-time ionosphere in the post-midnight sector, particularly
of the model. Despite referring to an ionospheric point well to at lower latitudes. Geomagnetic conditions during this period
the soulh of Lerwick, the model probably represents the best were quiet, with Kp not exceeding 2-.
information available on slab thickness variations appropriate
to northern Europe. The slab thickness model was used in The current experiment also provides information on
conjunction with hourly foF2 data from the ionosonde at ionospheric scintillation. In particular, the fluctuations in
South Uist (57.4"N 7.3"W), the closest ionosonde to Lerwick, signal intensity at 150 MHz are characterized by a value of the
to yield values of total electron content for calibration of the S4 scintillation index computed every 20 s. A plot of S4 index
NNSS observations when data from the GPS system were not as a function of latitude for a single satellite pass on 14
available. October 1989 commencing 1913 UT is shown in Fig.3. A

clear increase in signal fluctuation towards the north is seen,
For the purposes of the present paper GPS total electron with the S4 value rising from 0.2 (weak scintillation) at around
content measurements soei only available for the periods 21 66'N to 0.7 (strong scintillation) near 74'N. This type of plot
September to 21 October 1989 and I to 31 December 1989. is typical of the passage of the ray path across the so-called
The analysis of NNSS observations and study of the results scintllaton boundary.
presented here has been concentrated on these two months,
which were near the maximum of the solar cycle. Using techniques similar to those outlined above it is possible

to produce maps of S4 as functions of both latitude and time.
An example of such a map is shown ii Fig.4, illustrating

4. MAPPING TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT scintillation on the evening and night of the 11-12 October
1989, the same time period of the electron content

An NNSS satellite pass provides measurements of differential observations presented in Fig.2. The dominant feature of this
carrier phase and hence equivalent vertical total electron plot is the sharp increase in scintillation towards the north
content as a function of time and hence of latitude. These associated with the crossing of the scintillation boundary.
measurements are then scaled using the appropriate value of This feature is sustained throughout the entire period shown

-l
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here, moving equatorward in the prc-midnight sector, most returning to lower values. A trough-like feature is once again
sharply at around 2000 UT. It should be noted that some of present in the variation of total electron content, however the
the isolated structures observed south of the monitoring station position of the trough lies much further south than in the
at 60.1°N may arise at least partially from effects of the examples of troughs discussed above in Figs.4 and 5. If direct
observational geometry. Due to the field-aligned nature of the comparisons are made at 2100 lUT it can be seen that in this
irregularities an enhancement is seen in 84 when the particular example the trough minimum is located at around
propagation path lies along a magnetic field line or is confined 59"N, compared to approximately 64"N on the 11-12 October
to an L-shell. A discussion of the observational effects (Fig.4) and about 63*N on the 4-5 October (Fig.5). The
appropriate to observations from Lerwick has been provided magnitude of the electron content is generally low throughout
by Pryse et a[. (1991)0. othe night, another characteristic feature of disturbed magnetic

conditions. The scintillation boundary generally follows the
It is possible to combine the total electron content and $4 north wall of the trough though the maximum S4 is found
observations of the kind shown above to produce during a 4 hour period commencing 2000 UT in the latitude
4-dimensional plots like that in Fig.5. The total electron range 67'N to 72 N.
content is represented by the wire grid and the S4 by the
superposed shaded contouring. It can be seen that, for this Caution must be exercised in trying to generalise about the
particular example for the 11-12 October 1989, the steep rise total electron content behaviour during disturbed geomagnetic
i the 54 scintillation index observed at higher latitudes conditions. It is well established that low night.time contents

appears coincident with the poleward wall of the trough and are found after storm onsets. Fig.7 shows an example during a
that the latitude variation of the boundary essentially mirrors very large geomagnetic storm where Kp reached 8+. The
the movement of the trough. This type of observation is of levels of electron content are low throughout the entire
importance to understanding the nature of the physical latitudinal range and time period. No well defined trough
mechanisms responsible for the production and growth of the behaviour can e identified, though a poleward gradient in the
small-scale irregularities causing scintillation. It would appear 58"N to 63'N latitudinal range can be seen in the
that in the example shown here the irregularities are associated post-midnight sector. High levels of scintillation activity (S4
with gradients in electron content increasing towards the north, > 0.6) are apparent over much of the plot, indicating that the
suggesting that in this case the plasma convection may have boundary is probably well south of the observing region.
resulted in destabilisation of the gradient. The strongest
scintillation around 2200 UT is associated with the steepest (ii) Moderate Kp
northward gradient. A close examination of the region where Figures 8 and 9 are examples of observations when Kp was
scintillation was observed south of the station shows that here generally , 2. These data were recorded on the 29-30
again there is evidence that the small-scale structure is September and the 56 December respectively. In Fi.8 aassociated with a weak northwards gradient from about 20{) wa trough is apparent in Ihec post-midnight sector with a
UT. These results appear to suggest that the gradient drift minimum around 57'N latitude. I'e poleward wall rises to a
mechanism may have been responsible for the irregularity maximum at around 65°N and a broad plateau extends beyond
development in this case, with northwards gradients being this latitude. In the evening sector a trough can be seen at the
unstable to the prevailing plasma motion, highest latitudes which descends to about 65"N at 2100 UT.

He'wever, this feature does not follow through in a
Another example of a trough-like feature is shown using the well-defined way to merge into the post-midnight trough. In
4-dimensional type of map in Fig. 6. This map covers fact around magnetic midnight the region of the trough
identical time and latitude range to those shown in Fig.5 and minimum shows a general enhancement in the electron content
was constructed front observations made in the cvenino and so that the feature becomes less well-defined, a characteristic
tight of the 4-5 October 1989. Geomagnetic conditions of many of the observations during conditions of moderate
during this period were moderate with Kp not exceeding 2+. geomagnetic activity. A gradual increase in scintillation was
Once again total electron content is seen to decrease with the observed towards higher latitudes with a general equatorwards
passage from evening into the night. The trough minimum can movement of the boundary with the passage of time. In Fig.9
be identified as early as 1600 UT at a latitude of 65'N and the it is not possible to identify a trough minimum in the
position of the minimum is observed to descend in latitude post-midnight sector, however the positive gradient in total
with time to around 58'N by 0400 UT. Prior to 2200 UT steep electron content towards the north at lower latitudes is seen to
gradients in electron content are seen on both walls of the increase sharply beyond about 57"N to create a poleward wall
trough. In the post-midnight sector the poleward wall of the that maximises at 64'N at 040) '. A steady decline in total
trough exhibits some of the steepest gradients in total electron electron content is observed north of this maximum. In this
content but does not extend much beyond 63'N. The regioti to example, an abrupt scintillation boundary is found apparently
the north of this latitude is characterised by another broad coincident with the sudden increase in total elmxtron content
minimum. In this same sector the equatorward wall of the which creates the poleward wall after 2100 UT.
trough appears to become merged with the gradually decaying
night-time ionosphere. This feature of an apparently (iii) Low Kp
latitudinally limited poleward wall has been found to be a Figures II and 12 are plots illustrating observations recorded
characteristic of moderate levels of geomagnetic activity, on the nights of 14-15 October and 10-11 December
Around midnight the trough minimum is less well defined than respectively. At no stage during these observations was Kp
at other times. This observation is also characteristic of many above I for any three-hour period. The trough is not clearly
of the current observations for intermediate geomagnetic defined in either example though there is some evidence for a
conditions. In this example, no simple relationship is apparent weak, broad minimum to develop as the night progresses. On
between the variations in the S4 scintillation index and the both nights a steady increase in the gradient of the poleward
total electron content. Prior to 2200 UT some scintillation was wall is apparent in the post-midnight sector. Lower electron
observed on both walls of the trough, however in the content values and earlier post-sunset decline to a winter night
post-midnight sector scintillation was only present at latitudes can be seen in the December data. A broad, poorly defined
above the trough minimum Strong scintillation (S4 > 0.8) trough after midnight seems to be characteristic of very quiet
was observed continuously at the highest latitudes throughout geomagnetic conditions. In both plots the strongest
the period shown. scintillation is found at the highest latitudes after midnight,

with a broad boundary again at higher latitudes than was seen
A limited set of examples is presented here to illustrate the under disturbed magnetic conditions.
varied response of total electron content and amplitude
scintillation to the wide range of geomagnetic activity during
the two months under consideration. 6. IONOSPHERIC TOMOGRAPHY

(i) High Kp Computerised tomography has had a revolutionary effect ott
Fig.6 is a plot showing combined total electron content and S4 medical diagnosis by providing high resolution
scintillation index where Kp had been high (above 4) and was two-dimensional images of sections of the hunan body. The
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techniques of tomography are now being applied to other thickness made at Aberystwyth during solar maximum in the
fields, including geophysics. The essence of the method is late-1960's that were used in the construction of the empirical
that the line integral of a parameter is measured over a large slab thickness model discussed earlier in this paper. This
number of intersecting paths crossing a region of interest with model showed that for December the slab thickness at 1100
the resulting data set being inverted in a reconstruction UT was only about 170 kin, while the scale height for an
algorithm to givea two-dimensional image of the parameter. assumed isothermal ionosphere can be taken to be

aplroximately a quarter of the slab thickness. Having
le possible application of computerised tomography to the estimated an initial electron density for each cell in the manner
ionsphere was first dscussed by a group from the University described above the SIRT algorithm was implemented. The
of Illinois (Austen ct al. 1986)' '. The system envisaged resulting electron density distribution obtained from the, involved the monitoring of radio transmissions from a satellite tomogaphie reconstruction for the pass is shown as a functionin low orbit at a network of ground stations to measure of height and latitude in Fig.17. Itcan se n hat there is a

ionospheric total electron content along many intersecting peak electron density of some 20 x 10' im' and a gradual
paths with the resulting tomographie reconstruction yielding a latitudinal gradient with densities decreasing toward the north.
two-dimensional image of electron density in a vertical section
through the ionosphere. The work has been continued by the The assumptions involved in the tomographic reconstruction
Illinois group in the form of model studies (Austen ct al. can be verified if independent ionospheric measurements are
19881 2, Raymund et al. 19901'). Workers in the USSR at the available. For this particular campaign the only observations
Polar Geophysical Institute and the University of Moscow available in the region of interest were the published F-layer
have published an image of electron density obtained from critical frequencies from the ionosonde at Slough (51.5"N
experimental measurements at a chain of three stations 0.6W). The ionosondc measurements made around the time
(Andreeva etal. 1990)'. Pryse and Kersley (19 9 1)16 have of the pass gave a peak electron density of about 22 x
presented an electron density plot obtained from a 10' ims. This value is in reasonable agreement with the
tomographic reconstruction in the first independent peak density obtained using the tomographic reconstruction of
comparison with an independent measurement of electron the electron content measurements.
density from an incoherent scatter radar.

Observations using 7 NNSS satellites provide good temporal
The present paper describes results from a short campaign of coverage so that it is possible to follow the development of the
experimental measurements aimed at testing the applicability ionosphere over a prolonged period. Of particular interest is
of ionospheric tomography to the imaging of electron density the structure and motion of the trough. Tomographie
in the trough region. A chain of four stations was set-up to reconstructions of electron density showing the development
monitor the differential carrier phase of NNSS satelli,. signals of the trough on the night of the 15-16 December 1990 (day
during a three-day period in December 1990. The stations numbers 349.350) are presented in Figs.18a to 18h. The
covered a latitudinal range of some 8 degrees and lay in an latitudinal extent of the reconstructions varies from pass to
approximately straight line with a small longitudinal range of pass depending on the availability of data. Fig.18a shows the
less than 3 degrees (Fig.13). Some thirty satellite passes were low electron content densities of a winter night, with a
monitored simultaneously at the sites, yielding the electron decreasing gradient towards the north. Some 30 minutes later
content observations that have provided the basis for the (Fig 18b) a trough minimum around 60'N can be seen with a
tomographic reconstructions of electron density. The shallow gradient in peak electron density and a much steeper
geometry used for the reconstructions is shown in Fig.14. The pleward wall. A similar structure can be seen about one hour
satellite moves at a height of 1100 km. Total electron content later in Fig.18c, while from the pass commencing 0133 UT the
measurements along satellite to receiver paths arc taken at trough minimum is near 58*N (Fig.18d). This equatorwards
intervals of 0.6 degrees latitude of satellite motion. The grid motion is confirmed on the next two plots (Figs.18e and f)
of cells superimposed on the paths extends from a height of with the trough minimum being found at 57*N latitude for the
100 to 1000 km. The figure shows the resolution used for the pass starting at 0410 UT. A blob-like maximum in density can
reconstructions, with each cell being a pproximately 25 km be seen polewards of the minimum while the overall levels of
square. The reconstruction algorithm used was the electron density show that there has been a night-time
Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) enhancement. A dawn build-up in density from the south with
described by Austen et al. (1988)'2 which required an initial a northwards recession of the trough minimum to about 60*N
ionisation distribution in the grid. As the algorithm was can be seen in Fig.18g for 0703 UT. By 0852 UT (Fig.18h)
implemented, the electron densities in the cells intersected by the regular latitudinal gradient of the daytime ionosphere can
ray paths were modified in accordance with the electron be seen.
content observations and latitudinal structures in electron
density became apparent. Fig. 19 compares the peak electron density estimated from

foF2 measurements at Slough with that obtained from the
Fig.IS shows the slant total electron content measured at each tomographie reconstructions at 51.5*N throughout the
of the 4 sites as a functio of latitude for a pass on the 16 campaign period. In general agreement is good, with for
December (day number 350) at 11:25 UT. The curves are example the enhancement during the first night being
similar in shape, with minima displaced in latitude in coifirmed. Some daytime values on day 351 show less good
accordance with receiver site. A best estimate of absolute agreement, though it should be noted that these have been
level has been obtained by using the calibration method of qualified and should be treated with some caution. The results
Leitinger et al. (1975)6 for pairs of stations. The resulting indicate that the scale heights assumed for the initial
equivalent vertical total electron content profiles for this conditions were reasonable. With such agreement at one
particular pass are shown in Fig.16. Itcan be seen that there is particular latitude it appears that the simple tomographic
close agreement between the observations made at the 4 sites, technique used here can thus yield additional information on
with total electron content gradually decreasing towards the latitudinal structure. The development of the trough illustrated
north in this example of a mid-day pass. in Figs. 18a to h conforms to well-established understanding

of the structure and motion of this feature, providing evidence
To generate the initial density distribution required by the of the potential usefulness of tomographic techniques to
algorithm, an average electron density was calculated for the ionospheric sensing.
grid. This was done by dividing the sum of the total electron
content along all satellite to receiver paths by the sum of the Much work requires to be done to find conditions of optimal
path lengths within the grid. This average was then geometry, to develop appropriate reconstruction algorithms
redistributed vertically within the grid according to a Chapman and to assess the limits of resolution of the tomographic
model ionosphere. For this purpose the height o the image. Nevertheless the results of this experimental campaign
ionisation peak was set arbitrarily at 325 km for all of the are sufficiently encouraging to suggest that it is worth
observations and an appropriate scale height assumed. For the pursuing the development of ionospheric tomography as a
case of I I December at 1125 UT the scale height was taken to technique for the remote sensing of the ionosphere
be 40 kin, a value based on the same observations of slab propagation environment.
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DISCUSSION

B. REIMNSCH
1. The heights h,,F2 in the trough are nigher by 15% to 40% than outside the trough. How will this effect your results?
2. Why do you not use the Slough digisonde profiles or at least hJ2?
3. Which Chapman profile did you use for the F2 layer, a or P?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. As I stated the height of 325 Ian was arbitrarily chosen for ourfirst attempt at reconstruction. As yet our reconstruction
method is relatively unsophisticated a'id as I havv indicated much work remains to be done. Thank you for your comment
which we will bear in mind.
2. Again I have to stress that the results are a 'lst look' and even with this rough and ready approach we feel that the results
are consistent with our knowledge of trough behavior. Future work will hopefully refine our approach/approaches to
reconstruction.
3. 1 apologize, I couldn't answerfor certain which Chapman model is used - if you wish I can find out for you. I hope you
accept that what we have presented here today is %wry much the start of our investigations.

K. YEH (Comment)
The problem of stability of the reconstructed image and its dependence on the initialization is of course very important. Some
studies in this regard have been made by Rmsians. They show the non-unique nature of the reconstructed image. The
difference is caused by the missing cone problem described by Raymund (paper 13) and it shows up in the reconstructed images
as "vings.

R. BENSON
Dr. Belrose commented on making use of the vast amount of old datafrom the AlouettelISIS program. Dr. Reinisch comnmented
on the need for real time iotospheric information rather than the analysis of old data. I would like to add that great use has
been made of these old data to create ionospheric models (such as the International Reference Ionosphere, Nov 1990, Bilitza,
National Space Science Data Center, 90-22, Greenbelt, MD, 20771). Hav you considered using one of these models rather
than a Chapman layer as an input to your method?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I: the future, as I indicated at the end of my talk, we will be looking at refinements to reconstruction - including models other
than Chapman layer.

C. GOUTELARD
Les rdsultats que vous prisentez sont tout N fait mpressionnants et je pense que c'cst une m6thode tr~s prometteuse
mais je me poce une question sur la slabilit6 des solutions que vous trouvez. Avez-vous compar les r6sultats que vou

obenez en partant d'un modle initial diffdrent (hauieur max.=325km, facteur d'clle 40km)? Exisle-t-il alors de
grandes diffrences entre les solutions?
The tesulis which you present ate vety impressive and I think this is a vety ptioustng method but I wonde, about the

stability of the solutions which you have found lave you conpat cd the results which you obtain using a diffetent

initial model (inar. height =325 kin. scale factot 40 kn)? At e thi e major diffei ences between the solutions in this

case?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
7hank you for your encouraging coninents. I must strc.s that the results we are presentting are our fist attempts at
reconstruction. The choice of 325 kin was arbitrary and ,e hope to refine our technique and investigate other options in the
future. With regard to stability - we have not directly adaressed this problem ourselves (Professor K. C. Yeh made additional
comments regarding stability at this point).
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Ionosphere and Troposphere seen through a Radio Interferometer

T.A.ThSpoelstra
Netherlands Foundation for Research in Astronomy
P.O Box 2.7990 AA Dwingeloo. The Netherlands

1. SUMMARY most arra)s the radio frequency v is converted toin intermediatc
Expoctatuons of theconidinons in the propagation environment for the frequency (IF) v. by a superheterodyne process using a common local
electromagnetic spcnrum arc based on both knowledge of the long term oscilator of frequency v .before transmitting IFt signals to the cntual
characterstcs and the actual information of this environment These point. The tme delay is usually nsered analoguely or digitally in
expectations concern the regular behaviour of the large scale structurc as the IF IM to compcca for the gromesi ime delay diffirnc . i
weil as any kind of irregularity reflected in relevant physical the arrival of the radiation to each clement g
parameters

The time-variable par of the response slier correlation is;

Rad.o interferomctric measuremeLs are highly sensitive to horizontal and

vertical gradients in the ionospheric eloctron distribution and in the R(v.r) = Scxp[j2r[v g- vlF'fDI }  (I)
tropospheric watervapour distribution. Very Long Baseline Interferomco ug
(VLBI) is also sensitive to imgratedcffects along the nc ofsighL whercS is proportional to the soirce power Tlhe usual complex notation
Provision of high qualty infornanon about the characteristics of the has been used for the response. The phase of the rcspons, is equal to the
propagation environment is. tercforc, inherent to this technique. The way phase path length difference between the two radiation pairs.
this technique is generally used also enables the determination of these
charactristics with a h,gh time resolution, which makes it useful for the The diurnal motion of an extraterrestrial radio source continuously varies
study of irregulariucs in the medium, the gcomerc delay causing the response to have a quasi-sinusoidal

behavior, so-called fnngesq AItmativclv the fringes can be described
The paper describes the possibilities and limitations of this technique as a "beating" of the two signals which ac Doppler shifted to slightly
for ionospheric sensing and sensing of tropospheric refractivity. It also different frequencies at the correlator due t) the relative monon of the
compares the merits of this technique with some other techniques used to iwo elements with respect to the sourc.
derive the same information Besides some typical examples, the papcr
describes the requirements for data handling and processing techniques. For obscrvations over a Lrger frequcncy bandwidth Av the differential
while in addition the available "tools" are summarized time delayer between the signals at the corrclator Point must be smaller

than (Av) to insure ihat the entire bandwidth adds in phase Thus ihe
2. INTRODUCTION inserted delay TD is usually varied to compensate for the change i
Radio interferometric observatons are affected by troposphenc and Assuming accurate delay teacking with rcslpct to an angular posiusbt 7.
ionospheric refraction At radio frequencies below about 6 GlIz the imcrfromcter response becomes c g. Ref 26)

tropospheric refraction is basically independent of frequency, while
ionospheric refraction vares in invers proportion to the observing Syexp j~ il--']  f2p v n -. 1 2
frequency squared. The effects of refraction arc visible in two ways: [I2 - ij cup [jn - r* ()

(I) as phase errors, which are to first approximaton (as long as the The response to an extended source I .r ) with a wide bandwidth
ionosphere is 'coleret' over the interferometer baseline) linearly intcrferometer having a frequency characicrstic of P(v) and a primary
proportional to the baseline length in meters: power paucm G (V - r ) -a. the product of the voltage pattern of each

clement - is given by inlegrating (2) over r and v
(2) as Faraday rotation on polanzed signals travelling trough a magneto-
ionic medium (likeecg. the ionosphere) R=exp [,2 0 r fl71J11v) G W - o)
The fundamental phenomeonn as a delay error. In interferomeuy it
translates into fringe rate or phase errors. Ionospheric refraction is a cxp [1J2n c - '

" 7o] d" dv (3)
significant effect for conncted element imterfcrometry at frequencies up

to about 2 GOaz. This has been illustrated by Spoclsua [Ref 20) for the - c - o
Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) Of course ther is a smooth - e5P jn -r 0  .

transition from refraction into diffraction. Diffraction occurs when tih
angular scale of ionosphcric irregularities is less than the beamwidth of For simplicity, the angular dependence of the source and the power pattern
an interferomtAer clement. In that case ionospheric irregularities above are assumed to be indelpendent of frequency and normalized at r. The
the different intcrferometcr elements maybe uncorrelated Ths effect is response is composed of two parts, the fast time dcxndcnce (fringes) is
then visible in the observations as scintillations in interferomter phase equal to the response of a point source at r at an obsrving frequercy
anl/or amplitude v 0. A slower varying quantity [(h), the vis|'ity function, dscrnbes the

amplitude and phase offscs of the fringes c g Ref 26) In general, the
Although often the observing frequencies used in Very Long Baseline visibility function is a complicated function of the bandwidth, e ission
Interferometry (VLBI) are higher than 2 GH/, me long baselins involved extent, and baseline geometry "Ie visibility function is closely related
impli that this tocheuque as also sensitivc to ionospheric effocts at to the spatial mutual coherence function used in coherence theory (eg.:
these high frequencies. Ref 121.

It is evident that intefecrometric 'observables' contain informatton about 4. PROPAGATION EFFECTS IN MEASURED SIGNALS
ionospherc total electron content and us variatons with time and In general, the intesfcrometcr response for a point source in the
geographical coordinates direction r* can be written as

0

3. INTERFEROMETRY R(v7 = $ vexp[J2n A .- 1 "o] Cexp[J2x n Gr ' )] (2)
A simple two-clement milCfromcter, the building block of all arrays, is

shown in Fig I. Consider a monochromatic signal of frequency v cmanating
from a point source hose direction is given by r' Two elements separated or
bya fiedbaselineg intercept tLeradioon, two samples ofhih are
then transported without loss of characteristics to a common point where [I" C P LI (4)

they are correlated; i c, their time averaged sum or product is taken In

i
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whereg. and isateina'fo er mbaseincexprcssedinunitsof much greater (> 1000 km). one should also take into account the integratedwacngtis) and). whichcorpondwith a v repcud Asth tota effects along the line of sight of each of the interferomccrwave a 
elements [Rf 221.raBio wav passes through a refractive medium. 8iis medium modifies thepropagation path and the phase of the wave. The wave emerging from htis 4.1. Ionosphere

medium the wave has a correlator response of the form In inteferoneinc observations the refraction produces errors in the
interferometer phase. These refraction effects are manifestations ofRf.i) = R e p[ j2x 9;] (5) variations of the ionospheric electron density along and pependicular to
the line of sight and with time. The variations can he divided intowhere different ume saes and spatial discsnsions'

R= Svcxp[J2 n (flO .6 ) -j (6) [I the ioncspher as a whole. variations between day and night, with
a seasons and with solar activity

Then the optical phase path r can he written as (21 time scales smaller than one L-y but larger than minutes.
irregularities in the electron density of different spatial scales
which may propagate within the ionosphere with different speeds andr ,jn(s.v)ds (7) directions (travelling ionospheric disturbanees. TIDs. and acoustic-
gravity waves, AGWs).where n(s',v) is the refractive index of the medium. The ttcgraion is

performed along the ray path. The range error Ar is Large scale TIDs have horizontal speeds of 300.1000 rn's, periods
ranging from 0 5 - 3 hours and horizontal wavelengths exceeding 1000
km They propagate equatorward from the auroral regions, where they

. j. , 0s are supposed to he gencrated

Mnedium scale T]Ds have horizontal phase speeds of 100-300 m/s
periods from about 10 minutes to about I hour and horizontal

(n(sAv)-I6So+ n(s.v)ds- n(.s.v)dOl (8) wavelengths of several handreds of km. They occur more frequentlyf I f than large scale TIDs Their origin is unknown

Small scale TIDs have ienods of several minutes and wavelengths ofwhere p stands for integrauon along the ray-path, Y stands for tens of kilometers. They arc, therefore, associated with tcintegration along a straight line, ds is a path clement along the ray and acoustic branch of the AGW spectrum. As to their origin little is
ds is a path element along the straight line (the unpnurbed ray) The known as for medium scale TIDs
term hetweewj brackets on the right hand side of (8) is proportional to

1(s .v).l) if the refractive index is close to unity everywhere (Ref (3] small scale irregularities probably frozen in the geomagnetic field
28,291 This condition is fulfilled in the ionosphere and in the vhich cause scintillation effects.
troposphere

In particular these irregularities cause trouble in different kinds ofAs is clear from relations (4) - (8), refraction causes a shift,. A (r' - applications of radio commtnication and signal detection.
r ), of the apparent positrons of extra-tcrrestnal objects on the
ccsilal sphere. This shift depends on the geometry of the refractive As long as the ionosphere is coherent over the interferomcter baselinemedtnm and on the variation of gas or electron density (to . manifest in these phase enors are to first approximation linearly proportional tothe variation of the rcfractivc index) along the line of sight and baseline length (ie. equation 10). This is i general the case forperpendicular Iort (te gradients in this distribution) [Ref 20.211 connected element isterferometry with baselines up to a few kin, since even

medium scale TIDs have horizontal wavelengths of about 100.200 Om. SmallWe can write the equation (4) as scale irregulanucs with viCS in the east-west direction down to a few
hundred meters may give rise to phase and/or amplitude scintillationsR(v,r)= Svep[jP 0 ll 

F°
j

"  
Whether these scintillations degrade the observations depends of course onI the integration time used and on the pomary beam of the elements of the

[cos(2e ,7g .Ar) +jsm (2n9 At) (9) interferomctcr ariy If phase seintllatons oCCur within one integration
time the interfcrometer amplitude is distorted due to decorrelaton withinWhen a point source is observed and the astrometric and instrumental the receiver.

calibration has been performed correctly, the real part of equation (9)
exprcsses he amplitude of the source. The imaginary part of equation (9) Since the presence of the geomagnctic field makes the ionospheric plasma agives the phase error due to refraction effects ,hich is expressed by doubly refractive medimn. it will support two orthogonal circularly

polarized waves uavelling with slightly different phase velocities TheAo . 2n11 X At" (lo) ionosphere affects the state of polarization in the sense that the
polarization ellipse is rotated This is Faraday roason, which alsoThus the positron errr causes us error in the phase difference between vares in inverse proporton to the squarc of the observing frequency.signals received at the antennas of two elements of as interferometer Faraday rotation does not depolarize an arbiary ray, but can b seen in

(z e. an error in interferormter phase) %* at a relative distance of B he incrferomctric ampLt S
The relation bctween positron errors and phase errors is given by (&ef
6,71 (1) the polarization characteristics are expresed in Stokes parameters.

which have the dimension of intensity.A = 2nB .(An o Ot coSto + A sin to stnat) (I l)

(ii) when in c g VLBI due to the ishomogenrties in the ionosphere andwhere An and AS are the errors in the two coordinates right ascension, a, its geometry, differential Faraday rotation causes differentand declinaton, 6, respectively, t s the hour angle (= angular distance responses for the different interferomteor elements.
from the meridian of the source- west is postuve), while the index 'o'
indicates the 'true' coordinates (i.e. with 3seice of refraction). These Both ionospheric refraction and Faraday roLwion depend on the columnareffects arce best noticeable for point sources. since the wave front from a electron density along the line of sight At midlautudes the plsmacclestial point source without any disturbing effects can he taken as frequency f <15Mllz, the4clctjon gyro frequency f - 1.4 MItz and thepefectly flat and deviations can easily be detected, collision frQncy v < 10 s" Ilence the rcfractivcindcx for quasi.Since in the case of connected element radio interferoscry one parallel propagation c a
subtracts the phases of two signals that propagate along almost parc allelcan approximated by
rays separated by a small distance (e g a few km). only the gradies in n2 (2)
the gas density and the sphericity of the atmosphere will playa role in ion I ± Y eos izthe case of VLIII, where distances betwec the miteferometer elements arc
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%%here K is the angle between the geomagncuc field and the waie vector of hours before to 6 hours after meridian transit or over some fraction of
the signal, this range. The army beam is continuously steered by proper phasing of

the elements This is done with very high precision: the positional
CO 2 to 2 accuracy in the sky is better than 0 I. corresponding with a phase

X = -P and Y=. (13) accuracy better than I mm. This precision is reached by theapplication of

. 2  CO a number of corrections. both for astrometric effects and for known
instrumental errors (Ref 21,27 and references therein]

with

Point sources are observed quite freq'ently for checking and calibrating
2 = 2 No a eH the InstrumenL The standard integration time for these observations is I

IV - and g-- (14) minute. For point sources, we know that the incident wavefiront should be

me "o fr. perfectly flat; any deviation must be the result of propagation effects
giving rise to (also differential) pathlength errors (eg. Ref 13,20211

where c is the electron charge, m is the electron mass. It is the These deviations are visible as phase errors, AO, which are to first order
magnitude of the geomagnetic field, Ne is the election density and co is proportional to the baseline between two iterferometer elements (equation
the vacuum permeability (10)]. Since the WSRT is mainly sensitive for east-west gradients in the

ionospheric total electron content. al - dldt("EC) [Ref 20.211.
The interferomemc phase error at baseline B (in m) due to ionospheric
irregulanties (e.g. TIDs) is a complicated function of the ionospheric An example of a WSRT registrtion giving the variation interferometer of
electron density (Ref 20.211 and may be approximated for some applications amplitude and of 40 as a function of time is given in Fig 2. We know that
by [Ref 141 we are dealing with ionospheric refraction effects since the errors

correspond with the calculated values and the frequency dependence of 1'
= 8kpBI Nerrors corresponds with what is expected for ionospheric effects (Ref

A8=844 10"8.-. N(s)ds (S) 20.241. The fluctuatons in Fig 2 in A4 hae different time scales. [a) a
large scale slowly varying 'baseline' is caused by the slowly vaying

where k is the wavenumbr of the density wave, v is the observing component of TEC (Ref 20]; Ib] before about 16.30 UT manifestations of
frequency (in HIz). p is the fraction of the total electron contint medium scale travelling ionospheric disturbances. MSTIDs, are seen, (el
involved in the density waves, N the electron density (in m ) as a after about 19.0' UT the observation is affected by ionospheric
function of position s along the line of sight, while the zenith angle z scintillation. Fig 3 illustrates the baseline dependence of ionospheric
is related to other parameters by phase errors, while it also shows that the interferometer amplitude is not

affected unless the phase rates arc too high (i e. around n radians per
cos z - si 6 sin P + cos 6 cos 0 cos t (16) integration period).

where A is the geographic latitude [Ref 101. When we use S 1. units the Fig 4 illustrates the relative sensitivity of toterferometer phase and
Faraday rotation v can be wrien as ionospheric Faraday rotation for ionospheric irregularities an

observation of 3C286 at 608 5 MHz and for a baseline of 2.7 km. At this
104 v'2 / (17) frequency and resolution 3C286 is a point source. This source is 2,4%

2N(u) II cos 0 du polarized at this frequency Fig 4 gives a companson between
inierferoreter phase 4 and Faraday rotation v as a function of ume. In

where I1 is the strength of the geomagnetic field (Vb m"2) and 0 the angle this case 0 and v have not been corrected for ionospheric effects. Tbe
between the ray and the geomagnetic field (in radians) Then instrumental noise of the interferometer phase. 0, is 0! 14, and of

polarization angle, v,. it is 412. Fig 4 illustrates that the
3.2 x 109v B (18) nterferometer phase is indeed more sensitive to ionospheric

V irregulanties than Faraday rotation According to equation (18) i0/4 -

If a typical density wavelength i1 100 km, p = 5%, 11 = 05 104 Wb mx
2

l 5.3.
0 = 0, z =nil This inolicares that at all frequencies -TID parameters and climatology: The sensitivity of interferometer phase

v > 3 x 10B MHz (19) for irregularities in the ionospheric electron density imphes that an
analysis of interferometer phase may provide dtrect inform tion about

the interferometer phase is more .sensitive to ionspheric irregulaites irregularities in the refractive medium, i c the ionosphere This

than Faraday rotation [Rcf 231 This is illustrated in section 4.1.1 analysis may result in a climatology of different "classes" of tonosphenc
iregularies, their frequency of occurrence and "strength" (e g. Ref

4.1.1. Applicatos 18,23.8). This chmatology will provide information abou. the occurrence
Connected element interfere ,etry is sensitive for ionospheric effects for of these irregularities as a function of time within the day, of day. as a
frequencies below typically about I GIIz. Due to the long baselies function of season, of solar activity (Spoelstm. in preparation). In
involved VLBI observations may be affected by ionospheric effects at particular for predictive estimates for communication quality in the I-F
higher frequencies as well, range this information may be important

We note that interferoneter phase is very sensitive for irregularities in Kelder and Spoelstra (Rcf 18,19) analyzed variations of interferometer
the ionospheric electron density. This implies that an analysis of phase in WSRT observations in terms of its amplitude (A - in degrees
rater fcroncter phase may provide direct information about irregularities phase) and apparent period of each irregularity as a function of time for
in the refractise medium, i.e, the ionosphere. the longest baseline (2.7 kin) for observations at 608.5 MI lz during the

first three months of 1982 and 1983. Fig 5 shows A as a function of time
Observauons with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope. WSRT, have (0 - 24 hours UT) for the first three months of 1983. The data in Fig 5
been used to probe the refractive medium, show a strikingly systematic patternt for the amplitudes of TID

anifestationsz a peak being reached around noon, with a secondary peak
,The WSRT is located at 6"6 E. 52.'9 N The WSRT isa radio itcurferometr around midnight. Ths behaviour is typical for wintr observations as has
array described in detail elsewhere (Ref 3.5,8,9,151. The instrument been shown in more comprehensive studies (Ref I S.,.\,281.
consists of 14 stecrable paraboloids with diameters of 25m cach, which are
situated along an cast-west baseline with a devuation of V.2 (; 071) from The apparent period vanes typically from a few minutes (dunng the night)
a perfect east-west baseline (Bregman, 1983' private communicaton) The to 15-20 minutes during daytime. It is also found that the amplitudes of
maximum baseline between two teleops is 2.7 km. Ten tdescopes occupy the phase vsriations are up to about a factor of 2 larger for the very
fixed positions at 144m inervals. Four additional moveable paraboloids fast irregulanties than for the slower ones. Furthermore, within 3 hours
arc combined with these fixed to form inteferometet'pais. The oack end around noon moro than 90% of the time liDs are obsetved during the winter
of each of these consists of a correlator system which measures the four months of 1982 and 1983. on other moments this is about 40%
complex corelation components necessary to characterize the polarization
state of the raLhator The ,iam wavelength hands are 6.21,49 and 92 cm It has been observed in WSRT observations that the TID parameters depend

on the season (Ref 281 Furthermore, die amplitudes as presented in Fig 5
A radio source is observed by tracking it in its diumal rotation from 6 show dependence on solar activit) as well [Ref 19[ Knowledge of

4,

1 ! I.I l am am i i a l l ll llll / I l ' ! II I 11I a =
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parameters of ionospheric irregulanties and their climatology is, when K2 is approximately equal to K and the compressibility factors Z and Z
adequately availabe, valuable for predictive estimates for communication are approximately I. Hence (20j and (21) can be approximated by thef If
quality in the BF range. Radio interferometry is one of the tools to
provide this information. = 1 + 106 [77.6!+ 3.7810" .-y (22)

This application proved to be also valuable for critical studies of T
possible excitations mechanisms for ionospheric irregularities [Rcf 28).
In addition, by using this method we were able to trace effects of where p and p are expressed in millibars The first term within brackets
atmospheric tides in the ionosphere [Ref 19]. in (22) is mucfflarger than the second team Substitution of the realistic

ground.yalucs p = 1000 mbar and T = 290 K yields an upper bound of
An additional study of ionospheric irregularities can be performned with a 2 7x 10 for (n -) in the troposphere.
VLBI network. Since the individual interferometer elements are generally a
few hundred to a few thousand kilometer apart, the analysis may provide The phase error ao due to tropospheric refraction and allowing for the
information on the spatial coherence scales of these irregularities earth's sphericity, can be written as

- mappig TID motion: In radio astronomy an arbitrary observation with an A0=2xvBX(nop.) cos gsm t I. C- _-
interferometer provides a field of view comparable to the angular extent p C 2 5
of the beam ofan intcrferometer element in which a number ofsources show (cos 2z + H') 0 (3(23)
up (Fig 6). Th for each of the individual point sources the phase errors
can be determined as a function of time in principle. Since phase errors where
are equivalent to position errors, an analysis of those errors for such
sources will provide direct information on the propagation direction and H'=' R2  

2 (24)
speed of ionospheric irregularities. Since in connected element r 2
interfer'omntry the extent of the field of view is often of the order of a
degree at frequencies below I GHz. this type of instrument is particularly where r is the radius of the carth, R is the radius of the troposphere, R
useful for this kind of investigation. This information can also be = r + H, with H is the equivalent thickness of the troposphere [Ref 6,71
derived from a correlation of intcrferometer data with differential
Doppler measurements of radio signals from satellites of the Navy Hamaker [Ref 13] analyzing WSRT obscrvations noted that in a number of
Navigation Satellite System, NNSS [Ref 19; Spoclstra, in preparation) cases the observed interferometcr phase phenomena are correlated with

meteorological data. This is illustrated in Fig 9, is which we represent
Fig 7 gives the calculated azimuth and speed of propagation of medium rain showers manifesting themselves as variations of ,A0 as a function of
scale 'iDs observed with both the WSRT and by differential Doppler baseline with time. It is clear that the tropospheric conditions affect
measurements of NNSS signals (for an assumed altitude of 400 km). A both mnterferometer amplitude via system teimperature (tropospheric
histogram of the computed distances between TID ndges is given in Fig 8. cmission/absorption) and phase (tropospheric refraction)
These results indicate that for these observations most of the medium
scale TIDs which have been analyzed propagate roughly norh->south, with a 4.2.1. Applications
deviation of about 10 to the west [Rcf 19; Spoclstra. in preparation). Radio interferometry can be used for tropospheric studies in a similar way

as we described for the ionosphere. In particular computerized tomography
. compurerired tomography: Radio isterferometers are often consructed as may be promising. This investigation can be performed for connected
a scocs ofantennas at regular intervals along a straight baseline In element interferometry at frequencies higher than about 2 GlH7 since at
principle this contruction enables the application of the computerized these frequencies the ionospheric effects do not play a role In addition
tomography method to study the vertical structure of the ionosphere. This as is clear from Fig 9. interferometry can be used to investigate
method has becn applied suecessfully by c g Austin t a (Ref 2[, tropospheric emissionabsorpton effects Or in other words: one is able
Andrccva et aL [Ref I], Raymnd et al (Ref 16). Observations with the to investigate tropospheric damping of the radio signals. On the other
WSRT consisting of 14 telescopes at regular distances of 36 m to 3 km may hand, cloud parameters can be investigated as well Hlowever, In some
he used for computerized tomography for a beter investigation of the applications a problem may be that at frequencies >2 Gfz there are fever
vertical sancture of the ionosphere. A preparatory study on this subject sources per observed field
has bern started

S. DATABASF, DATA HANDLING AND REDUCTION TOOLS
4.2. Troposphere Radio interferometry is used on a regular basis at a number of radio
In radio interferomery the dominant contribution to the tropospheric astronomy observatories.
refracion crier usually stems from the gradient in the water vapour
content (Ref 17). which may be caused by e g tropospheric turbolence, One of:hese institutions is the Netherlands Foundation for Research in
waves or clouds Such water vapour content vanations are of the order of Astronomy, NFRA, in Dwingcloo, the. Netherlands. A, its Dwingeloo Radio
several tenths of percents, leading to errors of the order of mm. It turns Observatory in the Netherlands all observations done with the WSRT have
out that the error due to tropospheric refraction becomes negligibly small been =chived and catalogued with great care since it started operations
in comparison with that due t ionospheric refraction at frequencies below in 1970 The total relevant WSRT.database contains at present in the order
I Guh of about 100 Gbytes of data These data are directly accessible for

further research A similar archiving policy is much less developed
The refractive index in the troposphere. nlrop, is given by [Rcf4] elsewhere And snce the WSRT is in operation for more than 20 years, this

database enables research for a better understanding of the ionospheric

n I + 10[K. d + K2 +K ] (20) electron distribution and irregulanues the'ein for a period of more than
ntrp, I 1"K d 3  

w - ]  
(2) 20years(ie. morethan2solarcycles)ZdT ZwT ZwT 2

A limitation in the use of radio interferometsy tor sensing the ref, active
where 1 s the partial pressure of the dry gases in the atmosphere, pw medium is that dedicated software should be available for data handling.
the partiMl pressure of water vapour and T the temperature. Zd and Zw are However, this software is freely available at the parent institutes
the compressibility factors for dry air and water vapour, respctivelyw  

responsible for the operations of the radio intcrferom'ter. Th !oftware
The p/T dependence in (20) stems from the fact that refraction is contains options as cleaning the measurements of contributions from
proportional yo the density of the refracting gas molecules The unwanted sources, facilities to cslibrate for astromitetc and a vanety of
additional T in the third term Of the tight hand side of (20) is due to iustrumental effects, a variety of display facilities (in particular as
the dipole character of water molecules The cerff,,mcnts K have been c g used for Fig 2 -4 and 6 in the present paper), spectral analysts
determined empirically. Thayer [Ref 25] gave the following best estimates tools for di fferent crosi.sectons through the data cube of an

observation, imaging tools With these facilities and o1 l available.
KI =7760 :*0014 (K/nbar) radio interferomctry turns out to be a powerful tool for iono-phec ard
K2 6.,8 ± 00 (K/mba.' (21) tropospheric research (¢ g RMf 281

K3 = (3.776±0004) x l05 (K2/mbsr) 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Radio interferometry has proven to provide a powerful tool to scse the
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DISCUSSION

E. SCHI~CHKER
Do you change your intennediatefre luency (in your interferometer) when you change the wavelength you are looking for?

AT.,.IOR'S REPLY
No. When we .:'.ange fr.-quency we change the front end receivers.

W. BOERNER
Are you working with fixed polarization o -adaptively?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
We measure all of the four Stokewv parameters.

K. YEII
I. You referred it e wehnique of obtaining ionospheric structures froma intetferotneters as totographic technique. he real
tomography is ofwc.urse rooted in the back projection theoremi. It seenis to me vou do not inake use of this theoremn.
2. You compared tihe relative sensitivity of observing TlDs by Faraday rot'iion and interferoinetric phase In practice these
twio tec'iniques obsere differenit TDs as det ntst rated inmtaniy world camtpaignts. It seems the interferometer phase is sensitive
to gradrewas atid hence niore set tiv to stnll wavelength TJDs while the Faraday rotation is sensitive to large amplitude Mis.
Do you think that it is the right explanation?

AUTHOR'S REWI
1. Perhaps my e%* lanation was not clear enotugh. I tmade a distinction between (a) inapping ionospheric structures within
the "el of view by analysis of phase errors for discrete Tources withini this field (e.g. Fig. 6) and (b) the comnputerized
tonographicnmetind v.'hich is tndeed rooted in the back proectiomi theorem. Mapping ionospheric stritctures (a) is of course
not computerized tomoegraphy.
2 Yes. 7le tnterjerometer phase is indeed highly so itive to horizonal and vertical gradients in the ionosphe. ic electroni
content. As I have shown, the relative vens~ti vity of observing TlDs by Faraday rotaitioni and interferometer phase is directly
rtliwedto the obr-. mp r-r. f-asthe inteiferemeltet baseline. IM the case of the WSR'Eoth techntiquesr are equally sensitive
a, about 100 MHz. The depcdence on observin, ft~quenic and ititerfroneter baselitne is, as .ar as I see, the natural
explanation of the aifference you dL.,mcrb.
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RADAR INTERFEROMETRIC TECIINIQUES FOR INVESTIGATING FIELD-ALIGNED IONOSPHERIC
PL ASMA IRREGULARITIES

F. Siricii and E. Kudeki
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Illinois at Urbana-Charpaign
Urbana, IL 61801-2991

USA

SUMMARY

One-dinensional interferometric radar systems with re- , r. ca:cng Mcd iu.

ceiver baselines directed in magnetic north-south and
east-west directions have been used to study the
anisotropy and inhomogeneity characteristics of iono-
spheric irregularities. In equatorial electrojet aspect sen-
sitivity measurements conducted at Jicamarca, angular _"
spectrum widths as small as - 0.05* have been resolved.
The cross-field structures and dynamics of electrojet ir-
regularities have been investigated using an interferomet-
ric imaging technique.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we review recent developments in radar in-
terferometric probing of ionospheric plasma irregularities 0
at the Jicamarca Radio Observatory near Lima, Per... -

The 50 MHz Jicamarca radar system is highly modular X I
and and has been used extensively in recent years for 0 x +
interferometric studies of ionospheric plasma irregulari- A
ties. Radar interferometry was first used at Jicamarca Figure 1: The co-ordinate syste,; used in the derivation of
by Woodman [1971] to measure the inclination of the the big~ltess spectrum.
geomagnetic field above the observatory. Farley et ol.
[1981] extended the technique by introducing Doppler
sorting in t L first interferometric investigations of the measurements. In Section 2 we ,':-_s the concept of
equatorial clectrojet irregularities. Since then radar in- the brightness spectrum and its relation to receiver pair
terferometry technique 6a been used successfully at it- cross-spectra measured in interferometry experiments. In
camarca as well as mid- and high-latitudes to study a va- Section 3 and 4, we discuss the procedures used in esti-
riety of ionospheric plasmA irreg.1larily ph.nomcna [e.g., mating the north-south and east-west brightness distri-
Kudeki ct al., 1981; Providakes et al., 1983; Riggin el outions ofionnapheric targets and present sample results
al., 1986; Kudeki et al., 1987]. Recently, the technique obtained in .icamarca experiments.
has also been used for measuring atmospheric wind ye- 2. BRIGHTNESS SPECTRUM
locities with MST (Mesophere Stratosphere 'rcoposphere)
aid ST (Stratosphere Troposphere) radars [e.g., Kudeki Consider the cross-correlation functlon
et al, 1990; Lar icis ci u , 1;G, V 'u & aelc n at of., 1991]. (1)

Ir this review we shall focus on recent multiple-receiver
ionospheric interferometry experiments conducted at ji- of coherently detected signals s(t, i.) and s( t, o + &i +
ramarca. Due to the field aligned nature of ino- fl1) obtained with two radar receivers (sensors) located
spheric irregularities [e.g. Fejer ind Kelley, 1980] at positions :F and io + o + fl) with respect to the
only one-dimensional mnerferometry measurements with radar trap3mitter located at 0 (see Figure 1). In (1), i
north-south or east-west aligned receiver pair baselines and j' are orthogonal unit vectors, and the position vector
are sufficient to study the anisotropy or inhomogene- magnitudes are measured in units of radar carrier wave-
. y characteristics of the ecattering ir.egularities sep- length A, =_ ,/fo, where c is the speed of light, and f.
arately. Minimum--edundancy antenna spacings (e.g., is the carrier frequency. Assaming a pulsed modulation
Moffet, 1_'68] provide the longest scquetices of antenna of the transmitted carriet with some inter-pulse period T
pair baselines in one-dimensiona multiple-receiver con- aid the quasi-stationarity of the scattering irregularities,
figurations. In the anisotropy and inhomogeneity exper- the cross-correlation function (1) should be periodic in I
iments to be revimvied here. iF and Farley, 1989; with a period T, with each value of t labeling some radar
Kudcki and Srilc6, 1991] foLLfreceiver configurations range r = ct/2. Focusing our attention on radar returns
with non-redundant spacing of 1-3-2 were employed, from some fixed range ro in the far field, and assuming
Both the anisotropy and inhomnogeneity measurements the quasi-homogeneity of the return signals we drop the
obtained with north-south and east-west baseline systems labels t and E., and express the cross-correlation function
can be viced as one-dimensio.:%l brightness spectrum R(r, o, f) as the bree dimensional Fourier transform of

i an mm ms~s •m .4
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Z bigdifneus spectrum B(f,. , V) via T~d6,d,d9drdf AV(99, 6

/, ) df c;"" V(f, o,6), (2) where A(9,. &,) stands for the effective area of the re-
ceiving antenna, and the denominator 4rr2 accounts for
propagation losses. Note that in the argument list of

where S. we have indicated the direction dependence of Bragg
vector k as well as possible position dependence of the

y.a, 9l) I d9se'e' "*8(f,, ) fluctuation spect:um. The integral of (6) over all B.,08,,
f, and between r = r. and r.-Ar should be proportional

(3) to the total echo power R(0, 0, 0) coming from the irreg-
is to be referred to as the risibility spectrum. In (3), 0. ularities contained within a scattering volume of depth
and 8, are the direction cosines with respect to i and Ar located at range r.. Theefore, a comparison of (4)
[e.g., Ratcliffe, 1956] which may be regarded as spatial and (6) suggests the brightness spectrum model
frequencies measured in units of cycles/waelcngth, or
alternatively, for small values of 8, and V., interpreted B(f,8.,O) = G(O.,e ,)Sa(f,TB (8., ,),$.,89), (7)
as the zenith angles measured in z- and y-directions in
units of radians. where

For r = r = 0, equations (2) and (3) can be carn- -.. L
bined as Sn(f, 0.,O6,) drS.(2rfk,8y,i, r) (8)

(o'0,0) ///dfdo.d9,B(f,O.,06), (4) is the radial intcgral of the fluctuation-spectrum over the

depth of the scattering volume, and the function

and since R(0, 0, 0) represents the total echo power, the
brightness spectrum B(f,6.,8y) can be interpreted as the G(9. 6) oc 4x (9)
echo power density per unit Doppler frequency f and
viewing angles 0. and 80. For a = = 0 equation (3) includus all implicit proportionality constants and the
reduces to two way power pattern of the radar system. In obtaining

(7), we neglected the r dependent variation in S,(O., 9., r)
V(f, 0,0) - fd8.deB(f,8.,,), (5) with the a-sumption that the depth of the scattering vol-

ume is small compared to its range.

which ;ndicates that oily the frequency distribution of Clearly, (7) suggests that the angular variation of bright-
the echo power, i.e., the Doppler spectrum S(f) S ness spectrum at each Doppler frequency f is influenced
V(f,0,0), can be recovered by using a single receiver, by three factors: (1) k de. endeice of Ss, which has to
However, the Fourier transform relationship (3) between do with the anisotropy of ti.e scatte:;ng irregularities at a
the visibil:ty spectrum V(f, , fl) and the brightness spec- fixed !Jl = 2k., (2) the spatial dependence of SA due to ir-
trum B(f,O. 0.) suggests that a multiple-receiver con- regularity inhomogeneities within the resolution volume,
figuration, which allows an appropriate sampling of the and (3) variations imposed by the two-way power pattern
visibility spectrum over the ap-plane, may be useful G(., 0.). In most practical cases of interest brightness
to measure the brightness spectrum or at least to esti- variation is dominated by the first and/or the second of
mate its lower order moments over 0, and/or 8,. In- these effects. For homogeneous scatterers, the bright-
deed, radar interferometry consists of measuring one ness spectrum provides a measure of the 'aspect sensi-
o- more non-redundant samples of antenna pair cross- tivity" of the scattering irregularities with wavenumber
spectra V(f,a,P) and exploiting relationship (3) to de- jE9(9s, ,)l = 2k. On the other hand, for weakly aspect
duce the angular distribution of the scattering targets sensitive or nearly isotropic irregularities the brightness
contributing to different frequency bands of the Doppler spectrum allows a straightforward visualization of how
spectrum S(f) = V(f, 0, 0). the scattering irregularities are organized within the field

For a medium with weak refractive index fluctuations, of view. rThe image structures can then be interpreted

the backscattering cross-section per unit volume and in terms of the angular position and extent of the irreg-

frequency interval is known to be proportional to the ularity patches causing the radar echoes. The brightness

frequency-wavenumber spectrum S. (w,) of the fluctu- spectrum is domL, ated by G(O,,9,) only in the limit of
weak anisotropy and inlioinogeneity, a situation which

ations evaluated at w = 2;rf and k = B - 2k., where rarely arises in ionospheric studies.
I represents the Doppler shift from the radar carrier fre-
quency fo and kj is the so called Bragg vector defined as Strong magnetic field alignment of ionospheric density
twice the propagation vector 1. of the incident wave [e.g., irregularities causes the angular variation of Sn in the
Booker and Gordon, 1950; Woodnan, 19911. Assuming d:rection of the geomagnetic field to be dominated by
an incident power density of S,(O0,0,,r), the power re- anisotropy effects, while variations of S, in the per-
turn from an infinitesimal volume element of r ' dO~d9,dr pendicular direction to the field may generally be ex-
positioned at some range r in (0,9,) direction and over pected to be a manifestation of irregularity structur-
some frequency band df centered about f. + f should ing. It is therefore possible to study the anisotropy
then be propontional to and inhomogeneity characteristics of ionospheric irreg-

ularities separately by using one-dimensior,al interferom-
S,(8. 8,, r)S,(21, r n(0., 0); 8,, 8,, r) etry systems with receiver baselines directed in magnetic

IIa
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north-south and east-west directions, respectively. Al- denotes the angular position of the brightness peak. Ap-
though both effec s can be studied simultaneously by us- plying the Fourier transform shift theorem on (13) gives
ing two-dimenmonal receiver distributions, implementa-
tion cf one-dimensional interierometry is generally eas- V, ad -j

ier and e-xperiments to be reviewed in the next two sec- e(f,) = e'2 "j(I ) j dG e-j2r
*o b(f,B - 8(f)), (18)

tions were conducted with one-dimensional north-south

and east-west baseline systems. which implies that for b(f,e) symmetric about ,

In one-dimensional interferometry, all antenna pair base-

lines are aligned in one direction, say i, so with P = 0, -(2,,)
2  dOa' b(f,a-O(f))

(3) reduces to da2 I

V(f, r) ) (10) -(2r)-v)
2 (f). (19)

J Taylor series expansion of Ie(f, ojI = Iv(f,-o) about

where a = 0 is

V(f, a) -- V(f,a, 0), (11) 1W. = + 1 d2 V(fcrJ1-02 da 2-.d,2

B(f,O.) f dOyB(f,O.,o,) (12) 1 22

is the one-dimensional brightness spectrum in i direction. and therefore, the characteristic width is obtained via
Normalizing V(fa) and B(f,8.) by the Doppler spec-
trum V(f,0,0) = V(f,O), and " "g the subscript z
for simplicity, we obtain the re (f) = - (21)

v(f, a) = /dO e 
-

1" bf, e) (13) where C2 is the coefficient of the a
2 

term of a polynomial

fit applied to measured values of lv(f, a)l at each Doppler

between the one-dimensional normalized brightness and frequency f.
the visibility spectra satisfying the normalization condi- The procedure outlined above nas been used in equatorial

tion ,electrojet aspect sensitivity measurements at Jicamarca

v(f, O) f dO b(f, 0) = 1. (14) [Kudeki and Farley, 1989]. Four receiver& were positioned

along the north-south diagonal of the Jicamarca incoher-
Normalized visibility estimates required to recover b(f, 0) ent scatter array with 1-3-2 non-redundant spacing. Each
and therefore B(f,8) = V(f,0)b(f,0') are obtained in receiver was 1/64th medule of the array and the unit

practice via spacing was 6,A wavelengths. A typical example of the
measurements is shown in Figure 2 [Figure 2 in Kudeki

< s(f, O)s(f, ot) > (15) and Farley, 1989]. This figure displays daytime electrojet

< ls(f,0)lp >"a< ls(f, oil2 
> /2, measurements for four range gates obtained with 1-min

integration. The top row shows the nearly identical self-
where s(f, 3) and s(f,a) stand for '-pomit dISLrCte normalized Doppler spectra of the four receiver signals.
Fourier transform samples of signal time series recorded The middle row displays the coherence (the magnitude

by using two sensors separated by a distance of a wave- of v(f, o)) for the six different baselines, with symbols
lengths and < • > denotes smoothing over K contiguous changing from triangles to squares to circles to diamonds
samples, to crosses to crossed squares as the baseline length in-

3. NORTH-SOUTH BASELINE ASPECT creases The bottom row displays angular (half) width

SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS estimates, 0'.(f), referred to as aspect width. The aspect
widths are plotted only when the signal/noise ratio at the

In ionospheric aspect sensitivity measurement the objec- corresponding Doppler frequency for all four receivers ex-
tive is estimating the characteristic width of the angular cceds some threshold value.
spectrum of the return signals in geomagnetic field di-
rection. Using north-south baseline interferoviietry this Note that the technique allows the determination of the

amounts to estimating the characteristic width of the a&pect width as a function of the Doppler frequency f.

one-dimensional brightness spectrum b(f, 0), where 0 now This Doppler sorting capability is crucial for differentiat-

denotes the zenith angle in northward direction. In view iog between the aspect widths of high frequency type I

of the normalization condition (14), the characteristic and low frequency type I waves responsible for the radar
width a(f) of b(f, 0) in 0 can be defined via backscatter. Type I and type II electrojet irregularities

are known to be generated by distinct physical processes
fe g., Farley, 1985] and one of the findings of these me&-

a(f)= dO 0 b(f,0 -(f)), (16) suremeuts is the enhancement of type II aspect width
during strongly driven electrojet conditions, which indi-

where cates a nonlinear coupling between directly driven 'ype
- f ,I waves and linearly damped type II waves with finite

dO 0 b(1,0) (17) wavelengths in the geomagnetic field direction [Kudeki

*
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Figure 2: Self-normalized power, coherence, and aspect w'dth spectra for four electrojet during a strongly driven daytime

period. The "width" ;s actually the half width o(f) (After rCtudei and Forley, [19891)



and Farley, 1989]. Characteristic aspect widths as small Therefore, the angular resolution of the dirty image is
as about 0.05 ° were measured in this experiment, limited by the characteristic width of W(8).

The procedure used by Kudeki and Farley [1989] avoids Consideing a triangular weighting function
direct inversion of (13) to estimate the brightness spec-
trum function b(f,0), but rather exploits (13) to infer the W(n) + 1 - InI (27)
characteristic width of b(f, 0). Certainly, the characteri- N + 1
zatio'n of b(f, 0) by its width, or more generally, by its low
order moments is the most satisfactory when the latter for In < N, we find that

is a single peaked function. This approach is justified in
aspect sensitivity measurements when the angular irreg- - sin2 ((N + 1)xOD)
ularity spectrum S,(fj) is expected to exhibit a single (N + 1) sin2 (rOD)' (28

peak as a function of k., the wavenumber in geomagnetic
feld direction, which implies an angular resolution of

4. EAST-WEST BASELINE IMAGING = 1

While the north-south brightness of ionospheric irregu- (N + 1)D

larities may be expected to exhibit a single peaked dis- radians. If D is selected to match 1/2, (29) implies
tribution due to the aspect sensitivity effect, in general that up tc 28/60 = N + I features of the true image
we have no prior knowledge of the expected shapes ofthe ast wes br ghtn ss ist ibu ions Th ref re, the separated from each other by 50 or m ore can be identi-
the east-west brightness distributions. Therefore, the fied in the dirty image. Also, (28) implies that the dirty'model based" estimation procedure outlined in the pre-odel sed"tion prnotsuitabfoc re olie in catest r image is contaminated by -12.8 dB or weaker side-lobes.
vious section is not suitable for the analysis of east-west The matching between D and 1/20 can be enforced by
baseline interferometry data. An alternate procedure selecting a transmitting antenna size of 2D, which is well
referred to as radar interferometric imaging (Rl) has known to be characterized by a BWFN of 11D radians.
been used in the analysi of multiple sensor east-west Note that (28) is identical to the square of the array fac-
baseline interferometry messuremRnts conducted at dica- tor of a uniformly illuminated N + I element linear array
marca (Kudcki and Sdrilc6, 1991]. RHI consists of direct and that imaging with a triangular weighting function

inversion of (13) with the measured normalized visibil- ay te imang wareabear weis.

ity samples v(f, nD), whez, n = 0, ±1, ... , N, and N i may be viewed as software beam synthesis.

preferably large compared to unity. The transmission and reception antenna configurations

Fourier inversion of (13) yields (where 0 now denotes the used in recent Jicamarca electrojet imaging experiments
Fouih anlerin ofst yir e on ow d e (Kudeki and Siriicii, 1991] are shown in Figure 3. Four
zenith angle in eastward direction) 1/64th modules of the Jicamarca incoherent scatter array

( selected with 1-3-2 spacing along its east-west diagonal
8(f',0) = j da e 2 " v(f, r), (22) were sampled independently in reception (labezed R in

Figure 3 a). The use of expressions similar to (15) with
which, for b(f,0) band limited to the spatial frequency all module-pair combinations provides normalized visi-
range 101 < 0, can also be expressed as bility samples at a = ±D, ..,±6D. With N = 6, (29)

implies an angular resolution of 60 m 0.965* for a dirty
b(1,0) = D e' 2

w"
D 

V(f,nD) (23) image obtained by using (24) with the measured visibil-
ity samples and w(n) = (7 - nj)/7. Figure 3 b displays
the product of the power patterns of the transmission

for 1 1< 0, provided that the sampling interval D of array and one of the reception modules evaluated along
V(f, a) in a satisfies the Nyquist criterion D < 1/20. the locus of perpendicularity to the geoiragnetic field at
We shall refer to (23) as the true image which is actually 100 kmn altitude. Thc curve may be regarded as the true
inaccessible to RII due to the absence of v(f,nD) for image corresponding to a homogeneous distribution of
Injl > N. However, with the available visibility samples, perfectly field aligned plasma irregularities and provides
we can calculate a dirty image some idea about the expected spatial frequency band of

Dthe electrojet imagts.
1(f,0) = D e'2 '5 "0 w(n) v(f,nD), (24) Figure 4 displays sequences of seven dirty images b(f,0)

obtained from 102.3 and 102.6 km daytime electrojet re-
where w(n) is a suitably selected window function such turns. The time and height resolutions were 1.664 s and
that w('t) = 0 for Inj > N. In short, RII technique pr- 300 m, respectively. In each image, the horizontal axis
duces a windowed Fourier transform of available visibility is the Doppler frequency f in the 4-186.3 Hz range, cor-
samples as an estimate of the brightness spectrum. responding to a maximum Doppler speed of 559 m/s.

The vertical axis is the spatial frequency 0 in the ±3.380
The dirty image in (24) is related to the true image vi range, which may also be viewed as eastward displace-

(f, 0) = W(O) * b(f, 0), (25) ment in the 46 km range measured from the overhead
position at 100 km altitude. Positive f and 0 correspond

where * denotes convolution over 0, and to downward motions and eastward directions, respec-

N tively. The intensity in each panel varies linearly with
W(O) Z e32*onD u(n). (26) self-normalized 1(f, 0) at each Doppler frequency f, with

n-N the darkest and lightest tones corresponding to one and

m m m m mm m mml m mml •m imm lm ~ mmummmm m~m ~ mm mm iimumwm mmm
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Figure 3: (a) The antenna configuration used on August 6,1990. The 1/64th modules of the array labeled with R were
sampled independently in reception. The transmitting array consists of the modules labeled by 0, 1, 2, and 3. which
correspond to the applied phasing in units of -r/2 radians. Unlabeled modules were not used. (b) The two-way radar beam
pattern evaluated at (8, tan 2.68° + 80tan 4) for 10/88[ < 3.5. where 0 is the zenith angle measured along the eastward
diagonal of the Jicamarca array and 68 = 0.9650.
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zero, respectively. Figure 5 displays longer sequences of wavcs responsible for the generation of meter scale irres-
daytime images obtained from 101.4 and 101.7 km data in ularities detected by the 50 MHz system [e.g., )'* deki at

similar format to Figure 4, but only for -186.3 < f < 0 al., 1987]. Also note that the relative posi .ias of up-
liz arnd with a factor of two compression along the f-axis shiifted and downshiftrd brightncess patches exhibit some
Finally, Figure 6 presents samnples of nighi timc electrojet temporal change~s which suggest that multiple modes of
images from 105.6, and 106.2 km in a e.,nilar format to dispersive kilometer scale waves may be invcelved in the
Figure 4. structuring of meter scale irregularities.
Iloth daytime an d nighttime imnage sequences exhibit dis- Clcetrly, the above (:x~lfplCH illustrate that radar inter-tinct brightness patches whfich appear to be displaced feroinetric imaging constitutes a powerful :emote sens-

si succsive images in westward and eastward direc- ing technique for the visualization and investigation of
tions, respective rl ely the scattering irreglarities the cross-field dynamics of ionospheric plasma irregula -
are not distributed uniformly in the zonal direction, and sy processes. It is also evident that the amount of useful
the east-west dt t speed of enhanced irregularity patches information which can be obtained with this technique is
can be directly estimated from the image sequences (c limited by the resolution of the imaging interferometry

300-340 mls in Figure 4 and 120-150 in/s in Figure 6) system. Certainly, a.s Figuse 6 illustrates, the inherent
Note that the nighttime images exhibit multiple bright- Doppler sorting capability of the technique helps in diE-
ness patches with the upshifted and downshifted bright- ferentiating between closely spaced irregularity patches
ness patches interleaved in the angular direction. Such with distinct h' c of sight motions. But ultimately, the
signatures can be attributed to kilome~cr scale primary angular system resolution is determiied by the longest
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f
i Figure 5: Sequences of twenty-six consecutive images obtained from 101 A and 131.7 km return~s between 12:31:26 and

12:32:07 IT on August 6, 1990.

f

Figure 6: Same as Figure 3 but for 105.6 and 1 e6.2 km data obtained between 23.05755 and 23:06:05 IT on August 7,1990.

available receiver pair baseline (see equation (26)). Finite ing intervals. Given a sufficiently long baseline, radar
image resolution is a manifestation of Fourier inversion of interferometric imaging technique appears to be capable
(13) with incomplete visibility data, and does not apply of offering a more comprehensive view of the cross-field
in model based estimation of brightness spectrum parain- dynamics of the ionospheric plasma irregularities than
eters where the Fourier inversion of (13) can be avoided, the traditional two-receiver interferom try. With the
One example of model based estimation has been pre- eight-receiver minimumn-redundancy configuration being
sented in Section 3 in connection with ionospheric aspc,:t planned for Jicamarca, we hope to achieve angular res-
sensitivity measurement&. Note that the measured as- olutmon of - 0.30 in future imaging exptriments. This
pect widths in the - 0.45* - 0.05' range are significantly cffort will require the construction of four new reception
smaller than the Fourier resolution of the Jicamarca in- modules to be positioned outside existing antenna array.terferometry system, approximately 0.9650. Clearly, inthe case of radar interferometrie imaging, neformation A related issue to angular resolution is sidelobe contain-
regarding the unpredictable and irregular shapes of the nation arising from the windowing of the available visibil-cross-field brightness distributions is exchanged for the ity srmples (see equatioits (24) and (26)). For sufficientiy
high roesolution capabilities of iorel based estiation large IV (maximum available spacing), the sidelobe to
high wesolin caaiolte m geodel baseddes tin rinaiilobe ratio is relatively independent of N, so the
Notsidelobe problem can not be eliminated by using longer
plays single peaked brightness features as in Figure 4, baseline systems. One approach to cope with sidelobe

it is possible to return to model based estimation to ob- bontlninstns the agor ith ev elo e

tain higher resolution estimates of the zonal dMessioni contamination is the CLEAN algorithm developed in the

of the irregularity patches Model based estimtion c a d.Thompson ei al., 1986). CLE AN is basically an it.-ratire
also be used routinely with east-west baseline systems if decovolution process, which decomposes the dirty ira-
the transmission antenna beam is designed to be suffi- deioto p rces o mses thendir)y im
cietly narrow to ascertain the presence of a single irreg. e ito pont-source responses (i.e., equation (26)), and
ularity patch within the radar field of view during each then reconstructs the brglitness spectrum by replacing

estimation interval [e.g., Farley et al., 1981; Kudeki a each point-source response with sidehobe free clean re-
sponse functions usually taken as Gaussians with a halfal., 1987]. However, we note that in the latter case it width equal to the characteristic width of the point source

is no longer possible to distinguish between the tempo- rasralan satil aratonsofireguartymoion a~d4 esponse. Other image enhancement techniqes such as
ra and Spatial variations of irregularity motions ar,d it the maximum entropy method (MEM) and Capon's high
is difficult to detect rapidly drifting irregularity patches resolution method ()IRM) may also prove to be useful
which transit the nnrrow field of view within a few imag- i coping with the aidehobe cotamination problem. TI

m coingwit) th sidlob conamiatio prblem T.
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results of our preliminary investigation of the CLEAN winds and in-beam incidence angles from interfer-
option will be reported in a separate publication. ometer measurements, J. Atmos. Ocean Tech., (In

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Press), 1991.
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DISCUSSION

P. CANNON
If you had a radar available in the polar regions, could your technique be employed in that area? For exanple, are your
assumptions of stationarity, etc., applicable in the polar ionosphere?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I believe the so-called correlation tine is much shorter than the one we study at equatorial electrojet. This may require thesampling period (effectively IPP) to be decreased as small as possible so that we can have an observation period (averaging
period) being longer than the correlation time and at the same time being shorter than the time scale where irregularities can
be assumed stationary.

-I
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ACTIVE REMOTE SENSING OF THE IONOSPHERE
AND THE EARTH SURFACE IRREGULARITIES
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Apermittivity tensor that characterize the medium are func-
tions of position due to the spatial fluctuations in the density

Radio wave propagation in a uniformly stratified prop- of the free electrons and ions of the medium and/or variations
agation environment has been studied extensively, both an- in the direction or intensity of the earth's magnetic field.
alytically and numerically. Thus, the propagation environ-
ment over the earth's surface has been modelled as multi- In regions of critical couphng between the up-going and

layered horizontally stratified, (circular) cylindrically strati- down-going, ordinary and extraordinary waves, generalized

flied or spherically stratified media. (See Figs. 1, 2) However, characteristic functions are used to obtain analytical expres-

naturally occurring propagation paths are more realistically sions for the electric- and the magnetic-field components.

modelled as irregular stratified media (See Figs 3, 4) Even The resulting equations for the coupled wave amplitudes are

idealized representations of the earth-ionosphere propagation solved numerically for the reflection and transmission coeffi-

environment must account for the roughness of the terrain cents.

and the sea surface as well as localized (due to lightning) and In Section 3, we present the full wave solution to prob-
diurnal variations in the effective height of the ionosphere. lems ofpropagation in the earth ionosphere waveguide. These

Rigorous analyses of these complex propagation prob- solutions, which account for the earth's curvature, can be ap-

lems necessitate the use of complete electromagnetic field ex- plied to problems of propagation over large distances Thus

pansions in three dimensions, the imposition of exact bound- for these (over the horizon) propagation paths, the transmit-

ary conditions and the application of precise analytical pro- ter and the receiver are not along a line of sight. Maxwell's

cedures. The complete modal expansion of the horizontally equations are reduced to sets of first order coupled equations

and vertically polarized electrom-gnetic fields (TE and TM) for the forward and backward travelling mode amplitudes

consists of the radiation term, the lateral wave term as well a (generalized telegraphists' equations). The mode coupling is

the trapped waveguire modes. The tangential components of due to fluctuations in the effective height of the ionosphere

the electric and magnetic fields must be continuous at each of or the earth's ground/sea surface height. The Runge Kutta

the interfaces of the irregular stratified media. Since the field method is used to numerically solve the discrete set of cou-

expansions do not necessarily converge uniformly on the ir- pled differential equations. The spurious mode amplitudes
regular boundaries of the stratified media, Green's theorems togther with their propagation coefficients determine the

should be used to avoid interchanging orders of integration observed fluctuations in the amplitude of the fields due to
(summation) and differentiation, ionospheric perturbations along the propagation path.

The above "full wave" procedures are used to convert In Section 4, it is assumed that the radar footprint on

Maxwell's equations into sets of generalized telegraphists' the remotely sensed random rough surface is visible at the ob-
equations for the forward and backward propagating wave sersation point. In this case, the scattered field is expressed

amplitudes, completely in terms of the radiation fields, the lateral waves
and the surface waves supported by the propagation medium.

Depending upon the location and the performance of the When the observation point is in the far field, the scattered
transmitter and the receiver, the propagation environment radiation fields zan be used to derive the bistatic like- and
between them and the frequency of operation, it is neces- cross-polari; d radar scatter cross sections, which contain in-
sary to extract only those terms of the complete field expan- formation regarding the remotely sensed parameters of the
sions that contribute most significantly to the received sig- random rough surface. Since the full wave solutions account
nals. Thus, if the antennas directly illuminate the ionospheric for both specular point scatter as well as Bragg scatter in
or terrain irregularities that are remotely sensed, these irregu- a unified self-consistent manner, it is not necessary to em-
larities can be characterized by a 2 x 2 differential scattering ploy two-scale models of the random rough surface. The full
matrix (that accounts for the like- and the cross-polarized wave computer codes I,: tl,, scattering cross sections con-
scattering radiation fields) for a rough surface differential el- tain only measurable ground-truth data (such as, the surface
ement. If the remotely sensed irregularities are not directly height and slope joint probability density function and the
illuminated by the antennas (beyond the horizon), the scat- permeability and permittivity of the media). No scaling or
tering phenomenon is characterized by the waveguide mone normalization factors and no effective media parameters are
transmission and reflection scattering coefficients. If the trans- introduced in these computer codes. Thus, the inverse prob.
mitting or receiving antennas are embedded in the earth's lem of remotely sensing the propagation environment, using
crust for instance, it is necessary to consider the scattered the full wave solutions for the backscatter cross sections or
lateral waves (associated with the phenomenon of total in- the bistatic cross sections, does not involve any artificial curve 4
ternal reflection) or the scattered surface waves (associated Itting parameters. Numerical solutions for the single- and
with the poles of the Fresnel reflection coefficients). the multiple-scatter cross ;ections are obtained in terms of

multi-dimensional integrals (not integral equations).

I T D TI _ PAGATION I INIIOMOGENEOUS ANISOTROPIC

In Section 2 of this paper, w, describe the full wave tech- ME)I
nique developed to investigate propa, %tion in inhomogeneous Consider an mnhomogeneous (horizontally stratified) mag-

amsotropic media such as the ionosphere. The elements of the netic-ionic (anisotropic) medium bound on both sides by free

4,

A
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space. (See Fig. 5) The medium is characterized by a 3 X Difficulties in employing the standard procedures to solve

3 susceptibility matrix of M whose elements MoI(c,3 = (7) using (8) lie in critical coupling regions where there is

z,y,z) are functions of position due to fluctuations in the strong coupling between two or more of the four characteris-

density of the free electrons and ions and/or variations in the tic waves. In these regions, two or more characteristic values

direction or intensity of the earth's magnetic field. The di- q, merge, and the transformation matrix becomes singular

rection of the incident wave normal in free space (below the (S-1 does not exist). The characteristic vectors do not form

magnetic-ionic medium) is given by the unit vector a basis for the complete expansion of the fields.

For these interesting cases (which are associated with
ft = sa, + ca, (1) strong reflections from the ionosphere), Budden used trans.

where formation matrices that do not diagonalize the coefficient ma-

s = sinO and c = cos0 (2) trix T. Thus, approximate solutions to the problem are ob-
taned by solving differential equations of second order.

and 0 is the angle of incidence. Maxwell's equations for the t isor ning uatransforaton mrere
transverse (z, y) electromagnetic field components can be ex- In this work, non-singular transformation matrices are
transvrse ( ma trixfomagn f eld compnen ts2, an be7) X introduced such that the original set of differential equations
pressed in matrix form an follows: (Bludden 1962, Iahar 1976) are converted into sets of equations for generalized character.

de/dy M e' = Te (3) istic functions, that can be more readily resolved either ana-
lytically or numerically in regions of critical coupling (Bahar

in which the independent dimensionless variable v is 1976, lahar and Agrawal 1979a). Thus for regions of the
media where two characteristic values merge, lete -ikz , d/de = 1/(-..kdz) (4)

and k = w(poso)1/
2 is the free space wave number. An v = Vo, T(vo) = To and q3 

= q4 (12)

exp(iwt) time dependence of the fields is assumed throughout If there are two independent characteristic vectors S and S,
this work. The Jimension of the elements of the 4 x 1 column corresponding to the characteristic values q3 = q4, we proceed
matrix e is volts/meter. in the standard manner (8). If not, in this region we define( )generalized characteristic values

e -1 V (5) A, = q, ; i = 1,2,3 (13)

11v )nd

In (5) Ei, and E. are components of the electric field while IIA = q4 + (1/v) (14)

and HJ are equal to the free space impedance r9 = (,o/eo)i/2 The first three characteristic vectors S' (columns of the trans.
times the corresponding components of the magnetic field, formation matrix S) are defined in the standard manner (11).
The elements Ti, of the 4 x 4 dimensionless matrix T, which However, the fourth is defined as the generalized character-
are related to the susceptibility matrix f are in general also istic vector that satisfies the equation
functions of V.

To facilitate the solution to equation (3), the following (TOs Ia 4 )S' So (15)

linear transformation is introduced The solution to (15) is

e = S f (6 ) S 4 A t ( 1 6)

where the 4x 1 column matrix f is the new dependent variable (16)

and S is a 4 x 4 transformation matrix. Thus (3) transforms in which A
4 and A24 

are solutions to the following equationsto
f = Si(TS - S')f (7) (To + Iq4)A

4 
= 0 and (To - Iq4)A

2
4 = AH (17)

The standard procedure is to dLtermine S such that

S'TS = D (8) Since it is assumed in (12) that q3 
= 

q4, A" and S3 are
associated with the hame characteristic value, thus, they can

where D is a 4 x 4 diagonal matrix whose elements are the be chosen to be equal.
four characteristi values q, ofT. Thus if I is the 4x4 identit. A

4 = S3 (18)
matrix

Ilowever /ll is a generalized characteristic vector of rank
IT - q,1l = determir.ant of (T - qI) = 0 (9) two associated with the characteristic value q4 of multiplicity

two It can be shown that the three characteristic vectors
For the special case when T is a constant matrix (homoge- S'(i = 1,2,3) and the generalized characteristic vector A 

2

neous media) S' = 0 and the solutions to (7) are the charac- form a set of four linearly independent vectors (Fried!man
teristic functions 1956, lronson 1969, Brogan 1974). Thus a transformation

A=A. exp q (V - t)j (10) matrix can be found such that
S-i(ToS - S') = (19)

where lia = f,(to) is a constant For a homogeneous (cold)

aniotropic plasma, the four characteristic functions f. corre- where
spond to the four characteristic waves, the upward ands the S = (Sis

2
S

3
S

3
) + (1/v)(000A

24
) = So + Si/v (20)

downward travelling ordinary and extraordisary waves and
the four characteri-tic vectors S' that satisfy and A is the diagonal matrix whose elements are given by (13)

and 14). In (20) So is a singular matrix but S is not singular
TS

t  
qS' (11) and S' exists. The characteristic wave f 4(v) corresponding

to the generalized characteristic value A4 (14) isare the four columns of the transformation osatrix S

t tml ~ iia1
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A4(V) = Aoexp, A4d + E , n (30)

in which the electric field transforms are given by
ho ()- expq,(n - "o)) (21) o

The above solution can be readil, generalized to the case in z EP(v6'm)=f ET(7 )
which the matrix T

o has two characteristic values of multi- (hT x i)r sin Odrd V
plicity two. In general, where two or more roots merge we P= VH (31)
can find solutions to (19) as follows (Bahar 1976, Bahar and
Agrawal 1979a). Associated with the characteristic value q, and
of multiplicity m, there are chains of generalized characteris-
tic values of length j fT(f) = [liV(v,Mm)hT

, p= 1,2... 1 (22) + 1H(v,o,m)h 1 (32)

where in which

j 1,= =m (23)P(Vo,m ) 1  I ( )

The columns of the transformation matrix S associated with
the chain of length 4. are the genealized characteristic vec- (he X 4T)y sin Odrd4
tors A" of rank r. Thus the generalized characteristic vectors P = V,)! (33)

- r A" In (30)-(33) the symbol Z. denotes the complete spectrum ofS ,spherical waves including a continuous spectrum (integration

p = 1,2, (-l ' (94) along the htn(v) axis) and discrete set of waveguide modes
(v, are solutions to the nodal equation). The basis functions

are functions of the variable v (4) (Bahar 1976). In (24) Ct, "P and the reciprocal basis functions 4, hj satisfy the
biorthogonal relationships(To - lq,)a ' i 

=0 (25)

and j i o . (T x ds)'r sin OdrdO
(To - lq,)A" = A

"  r= 2.. .p (26) = 0qA ')6, (34)

Thus
(
T
o - Iq,)PAt' = 0 (27) and

For the special case 7' = To, the characteristic waves f., f,+, 2, fo P , (a x i )'r sin OdrdO
• .f,+I-I associated with the chain of length t are (for p = f

1,2,.. t) given by = 6pQA(,V')b,,, (35)
-T) I exp [q(v - v) (28) in which 6 and A are related to the Kronicker and Dirac delta

/l+P-ket) = .+ b-}( vo) (28) functions. The vector basij functions are constructed from

Thus using these non-singular transformation matrices S the sets of r dependent scalar functions OP
P, 
OY

P 
(P = V, I) for

coupled differential equation (7) can be solved analytically the vertically- and horizontally.polarized waves and the func-

(generalized WKB solutions) or numerically (Blahar and Ag- tions exp(+irnO). Using these complete field expansions, the
rawal 1979a) even for critical coupling regions of the inhono biorthogonal relationships and on imposing exact boundary
geneous amsotropic (magnetic-ionic) media conditions (the electric and magnetic field components tan.

gea to the boundaries are continuous) Maxwell's equationsIt is sometimes convenient to characterize the boundary are converted into rigorous sets of coupled first order differen-
of an anisotropic medium by a normalized surface impedance tial equations for the forward (+0) and backward (-4) prop.
dyad Z as follows agating wave amrplitudes a',,, and b',,, respectively. They are

E 1
- Z" given by linear combinations of the field transforms K!', andEi (29) liP (Bahar and Fitzwater 1983b). Since the earth's crust is

highly conducting, only the contributions associated with the

Thus these solutions can also be used to examine the %alidity discrete waveguide modes need to be considered. At large dis-
of imposing approximate impedance boundary conditions. tances from the source and for kro > 1 (ro is the radius oi the

earth), the propagation coefficients ,01, in the forward and
\1QAAT NA IM )L.L_ backward directions are approximately the same O 4,,, v.

BJJR.T 'L lr W GUI) Similarly, the normalized wave impedance for the forward and
backward propagating waves are the same. In these cases, the

When th- transmitter and the receiver are at very large "generalized telegraphists' equations," (Schelkunoff 1955) fordistances from each other and the propagation problem can the forward and backward propagating wave amplitudes are
be approximated by a two dimensional geometry, either a (z
independent) cylindrical model (see Fig. 6) or a (0 indepen- -daPM p
dent) spherical model (see Fig. 7) can be assumed (Bahar dO
1970, 1980). However in the general case (see Fig 4), it is = -SBBb,,,] + A!' (36)
necessary to employ complete three-dimensional full wave ex-
pansions of the electric and magnetic fields Thus (Bahar and
Fitzwater 1983a,b), the transverse (r, ) components of the -dbp 4 4 p
electric and magnetic fields are expressed as follows. do

ET Z ) [vS~ry,., + S'. , ] + B.'. (37)'/,) -- EIE I 0,m) = : E sQ oL+sb=',] ,
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in which 8 ,O are the transmission (a $ 13) and reflection scattered by the surface irregularities, thus only the radiation
(a = /) scattering coefficients and the subscripts (P, Q = field is considered here.
V,H) denotes the polarization of the incident (Q) and scat- For plane wave excitations, the full wave solutions for
tered (P) waves. The summation E,, is over the spectrum t:'e electromagnetic radiation fields diffusely scattered from
of the incident waves. The source transforms are AP and tWo-dimensionally rough surfaces

The generalized telegraphists' equations may be solved
numerically using the Runge Kutta method (Abramowitz and f(z,,y,,) = p. - h(z.,zo) =
Stegun 1964) subject to the appropriate boundary conditions -L < z. < L,-t < z, < t
for the mode amplitudes (Bahar 1970, 1980). From these
solutions, one obtains the complete scattering matrix for the
waveguide junction that characterizes the irregula.ities of the and
ionosphere effective height or the earth's surface. h(z.,z.) = 0 , Iz.I ?: L , Iz _ 1 (42)

Accurate solutions to the modal equations for the sig- are expressed as follows in matrix notation
nificant propagating modes in an irregular section of the
earth's ionosphere waveguide are critical for obtaining numer-
ical solutions to the propagation problem. The transcenden- G =1 (o) 2 [S[s + Sv+ h exp(-lo -)
tal modal equation involves Bessel functions of complex order 2r [ KVI
v and argument kr. It is necessary to find the complex roots dk'dk ,
v,, for the different modes as functions of the effective iono- exp[ib' -f,]dxodz ov 'Gd (43)
sphere height in the irregular earth-ionosphere waveguide. k(43
The algorithm that is used to evaluate these complex roots in which G, and 

G ' are 2 x 1 matrices whose elements are tGe
is described in detail in the literature (Bahar and Fitzwater vertically and horizointally polarized components of the dif-
1981). fusely scattered and incident fields E

P
f and E

P
-(P = V, 1i),

respectively. The integration is over the surface variables

The ionosphere irregularities excite spurious modes that z,,z, and the wave vector variables key, k0, for the radiation
impact on the magnitude and the phase of the total field prop- fields (Balar 1973a,b, 1974).
agated to large distances from the transmitter. Thus, these
analyses can be used either to predict the impact of iono- Taa 1979, saar 191

spheric perturbations on navigation and positioning s)stem,
or they can be used to remotely sense these perturbations. S,('

, k') = 2cos 0,cos9Ru(', k'), (u = r,z) (44)

4. SCATTERING AND DEPOLARIZATION BY TWO- The elements of the matrix &L are
DIMENSIONALLY ROUGIH SURFACES

JJVV 1  4, - 0So (I - l/C,) + (I - ,)C.

When the radar footprint on the remotely sensed random (C + U CID(C 1 + (1,C ) (45)

rough surface is visible at the observation point, the expan-
sion of the electromagnetic fields in terms of the earth iono-
sphere waveguide modes is not used since it would be neces- _[_,,__ - SoS _ (I - l/__ -)_--

sary to account for a ve-y large number of coupled modes. In - - , i/ CI + . (46)
this case, the transverse components of the electromagnetic (Ce, (
field ET, and fiT are expressed completely in terms of the RJIV = [ -. /p)&i - (I -47
vertically- and horizontally-polarized field transforms E

P 
and (C +C -+ (1

IIP for the radiation fields, the lateral waves and the surface
waves supported by the propagation medium (Brekhovskikh
1960, Bahar 1973a,b) Rv = ( - /,)C -(1 -(48)

(c v+, ,+)( + Cl(8) ( (48)
P s = [EVzw + Edw (38) in which the wave vectors in the scatter and incident direc-

55 tions are
EP(z,v,w) = J 6s(-) - (Up x a.)dydz , P = V, It (39)

= >1 V, @ 
w
)h

" 
+ l"(zv, W)4]J d '(40) ki'. = koh' ko[sin cos'. + cos9odo , + bin 0'sin 'aj

(49)
1iP(z, v, w) RT(r)' (d, X 4)dydz , P = V, I (41)

in which the symbol E. denotes summation over the com- kofs' = ko [sin 0' cos ,ii. - cos O0's + sin 00 Sm r0a,].
plete wave spectrum while 4, hP, and J. hT are the vector (50)

basis and reciprocal basis functions. They satisfy biorthogo- and (Bahar and Rajan 1979)
nal relationships similar to (34) and (35). On following the
same procedures outlined ii Section (3), Maxwell's equations C- Socos0 + Socos, , ( ssin10 + Sosin~' (51)
are converted into sets of generalized telegraphists' equations S Cos 4 + so ' - +S n )

for the forward and backward travelling wave amplitudes a'
and bP (P = V, H) that are linearly related to the electric and
magnetic field transforms. These generalized telegraphists' - D = si (P cos e" - Cos O5, Tsinm cs¢
equations are similar to (36) and (37) except that in this mv a
case the wave spectrum for the radiation fields and the lat- P D,= sinO'cosO --. sincsO, (52)
eral waves are represented by integrals rather than a discrete PIV-s SO,
sum. The observation point is assumed to be i, the far field
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Neft tat i2, (43), tze cesliss± d i a 1e ekased TU1 secoad term in (55) GL c e I egraze VW% re-
di-etly ficon thb oe ~tEof on tait fe*auing :iecl to .a:. 3 ic L - co aad I- ci Ie sgraisoas
tras&emtiumL r4 - -g~ and A~- -g~ W-ha 1974).- i-dt ficactiimf(4; t( alar 1933, Baha

IM (45) tkvro (4n)t. = tti'., N. = P21Fr..zc == and mar 19M~). ins ilis terve GI, accoms few tle
!and = (p0ir,/ Iate he relasc pe per- i *3 e"  ,plad n ane wau. T mal fca wae so t.o

O-M Tam d idex ae tsic ati e aaciof te CW (5-5) indua the dlfudy scattered SuM C.' a u
iefmh acmtize sfe lhessw and inms a ea ca the aperlasly re~dted SuM GLfag Sir IC-4 larg suracs

d t h s 4 and #J Awae ano below the sean) irfave Wlen the Ouasofs points at aVry age diatance fro
(e-A y &SS and C,.Cs) ase ra zed thirog, sns theee& surfaces (Ax k .> I a" kr> kf > I) the
law. itegratio with respect to the scatrer wase wedor sia

( I,)can be pesfrsed azaly5lnZ, -nu the stationaryT"he sctrs; and ' are gre by phase nain od. Thus if the oei.tiaOm pont s. is the di-
tins

'=i 6 , = P(53)
ad r and fare posrtsom vectors from the oiin to points on *1= f,r = sin #.'cog #fa + Cos9 Opi + usin , 0. 9 ., (58)

the romgh srface and to the obscratiou point respecis.-

the Mu e far eldds scattered fros the rou surface are

r.k + , +5 +A,, f= X4 + yp +ir5 (54)f

The pa-tial deivatim of h(r,z.)_with respect to x, and z,, G
ate h, and h, respectively. To obtain (43) from the Gener-
alized Telegrapliists' Eqrsatiocr (Bakar 1973ab, 1974), the dr.dz.G5 

= C - CL" (59)
slopes are assumed to be small and multipe scatter is ig-
nored. The fall wave solutions derived for unbounded, irreg- The expression for S(kI, k) in (5) is the same as the expres-
ular multilayeed structures (Bahar 1973ab) are not based sion for S(P,!) in (5-5) except that the scatter ware vector
on the approximate surface impedance boundary conditions. k is replaced by 1 = kofif (5). Furthem-ore

On integrating (43) by parts (Bahar and Rajan 1979, E = kifi_ -it) (60)
Bahar 1961, Bahar 19.3, Bahar and Fitzwater 19SSb), it can
be expressed as follows and

... 2.4 =kexpJ-ikoJ2rirr (61)
1 = ( j)J~ s(.~e) -il.f "I When the integration wth respect to x, and -, are per-

formed, the term GCD is shown to be the flat surface diffraction

[iV ".) - e,) -'1 ' , field which is proportional to (4Lt/rL v.qsin.Lsin ',.
er The expression for the diffraction term Gf is the same as

= G1 - Gf. (55) the expression for the total field GI except that f. in G!
is replaced by ft in Gf, '56). Thus for h(x.,r,) = a they

In (55), it is assumed that h(r,,z.) vanklhrs on the bound- ate identical and G1 = 0. The physical interpretation of
aries of the surface (42) and the diffraction field for layered media has also been presented

(Bahar and Fitzwater 19MSb).
fe = z,a + za. = F, - hay. (56) The diffraction term is not induded in Rice's (1951)

Since ;.- V = 0 it follows that small perturbation scattered field. For surfaces with sinall
Rayleigh rough parameters f = 4A: < h >< 1, it may

- ( + L)/5' = 1 (57) seem proper to expand the exponent exp(ivh) appearing in
G1 in a Taylor series. In this case, the first term in the in.

The expression for the surface element scattering matrix tegrand of (59), which is proportional to ivuh, is precisely
S(PP ) are given by (44) through (48) with the exception equal to Rice's (1951) first order small perturbation solution.
that C. and D. are replaced by cos(O4 - ') and sin(O '- 0i), However in view of a convergence problem for surfaces with
respectively. "very small Iopes," this is not done here (Bahar 1991). If

Note that the results in- (55) are in complete agrement the diffracted field GD is very small in the nOL ipecular di-
rection, it is not necessary to add it to the full wave diffusewith -arlier work (Bahar and Rajan 1979, Bahar 1981) in scatter solution Gt to obtain the total scattee fied in the

whicl, is assumed that the vector il normal to the rough to s tt f nish
rurface eitricted to the zy plane (h, = 0). This is because non-specular direction. Since the contributions to Gf vanish
the rests. tion does not constrain the unit vector ii to lie in from portions of the surface where h(z,,z,) = 0 (f. = ft), it
the scatter plan (normal to k x 4). is possible to evaluate G1 assuming unbounded plane wavekexcitations. This is 'not so-for the evaluation of the total

For the analysis leading to the generalized telegraphists' scattered field GI since it contains the diffraction term.
equations, the vector basis functions used are related to a To remove the ira-llope restriction used to derive
pair of scalar basis functions for the horizontally and verti- the surface eement (differential) scattering matrix S(k, )

cally polarized waves O/ and e that satisfy the appropriate (which accounts for the sources induced on the rough surface
boundary conditions at an interface between any two mediaharacrizeby ditir pttvintyrfand pewereabty mi. Tby the incident field) is rtplaced by the following scatteringcharacterized by thr permittivity and permeability p. The mti Bbr18)
complete field expansions consist of the radiation fields, the matrix (Bahar 198).

lateral wave; as well as the surface waves. For these gen- S(VI)c. T'Sa(V,V)T = T12CooR,,(k 1,J')T'
eral two media cases, the reciprocal basis functions are not
the complex conjugates of the basis functions OU and OV
(Bahar 1973ab). (62)

_ _ _ I



To obtain the quanay 5S. from S. tieuait secto normal to theslpesreseddtanu etapuS
te=m satface i6 is replaced byr the tcalt rwao xcai to Osi - *1P(0- 11sis Jee oiaea-dlsios -o-A ses{Cu

thle amw siuzace (aakaar 19M1) tke tw-pxat jpxt probahbtY density f--ie was appe-ro
lunted as foltoms (Bakar 19537)

+ -~.--a-hij( + An +A..)1. (63) h5 A.sh) ,.lh -Afk) ()

Tias the ajesof iscdenct a" scaster w"t respect to tie
U e 4do -~ eco ordi -le sysa - Ca, ,,i. ) -r rep-la by Fwrhemore in the easier aaab* th~e diractioa tern Gf,

thbe axgles of incideace and sca:te in the local coordinate was a~ded to the fell -ae diuewsatering termi qi tojiel

531 ~jki = a~i3) and the fied plainer o( incidence the total sca:trdS ' h noeetSatf2

and scatter (sngna to W x i, and fif x ii,) are replaced sections fior the one-dlzneraioeal suufaces are uherelore ex-
by the local plaines ofiadidesce mnd scatter (soga to i xi pressedI as follourv

aad fif x i). The sufAce ekx;en scattering mnatrix 5,. is
isiriant to coordinate trasformatioms Tie scattering c>. <Of >= jPQ (7-0)

and Cfk = t <_ 0 corrsponding to self shadow only. The nrhc
transfoematiou matrix 2 transforms the vertically and hot-
izontally polarized wavs in the fixed (rekeece) coordinate l~-I f fI'(i,ii)p(k)dh. (71)
system to thecoespotdlugivrtically and horizontally pcdar-
ized waves in the local coordinate system while the transfor- where IP is the product of the scattering coieffidieats at two

enatiop matrix V transforms the sertically and hotizontally points on the surface
polarzed waves of the local oordinate s) stem back to -.wti-
cally anid horizontally polarized wav.es of the reference coor- ,

dinate system (Bahar 19S1). In addition, the rough surface fI';i1a) nt...
element drdsir, in (59) is replaced by al-81 1 ,Cry

IJ(-i - is)UWi - 'idU(-i i2 )U(fil - i_') (72)
dA = drd*S,(h -a,). (64) in which the unit step functions U(-) account for self shadow

-Note that for the specular direction with respect to the ref- and

erence coordinate system
fl- if' = i- 2(i? -d), (65) Q =kJ[Xr"t.,-0, - IxQ1~f- exp(iu.Z4 ), (73)

and the matrix R rcdccrs to

Rv 0 in which X and X: are the characteristic and jint character-
S0 RH) (66) istic functions of the surface height.

To obtain the first order small perturbation solution of
in which RV and Jr~ are the Fiesnel reflection coefficient for Rice (1951), it is assumed in addition that p(h,) - Z(har) and
the vertically and horizontally polarized waves. The corre- that the Rayleigh roughness parameter $-4k4 < h2 >< I.
sponding expression for lrP" in the local coordinate system Thus in this case
reduces to the Fressel reflection coefficient RPI'(9') at the 1'pP = f"(i.,,a) (74)
stationary phase points where and

fi- f = i/I61. (67) Q = k~IXIJC <h 2 > C(xj)exp(ivezd)dr 4

At these specular points, the local angles of incidence 0' o' and = 2rkjx1 l~*)(5
scatter R ace given by OX2VV)(5

where W'7(a,), the surface height spectral density function is

Cos 8,1 = Cos9 ...j" i W - = i i. (8 the Fourier transform of the surface height autocorrelation

The corresponding expressions for RQ(P ~ )vaiish (Ba. function < zhhz>. For Gaussian correlation functions (57)
bar 1981). < 2>1

TV~v.) -y exp(-v.21L2/4). (76)
The transformations prescribed in (62) were introduced = 2f

(llshar 1981) since it was shown repeatedly by the author
that the iterative solutions to the generalized telegrphists' For perfectly conducting surfaces

equations are significantly improved whenever basis functionsToca t sluin'c ad
that locally satisfy the boundary condit:ons were used. More- -p (2e . ce9V cs(. "
over, the resulting full wave solutions are inaiant to coor- (2' a 4 COS(# -0 _(O -sn nie' p=H (77)
dinate transformations. These transformations, however, do
not accoint for multiple scatter. The fill wave multiply scat- Toobtain the physica opics sl t(ecmannn
tered fields are accounted for either by numerically solving the Spizzichino, 1963) from the full wave solution, it is necessary
generalized telegraphists' equations or by replacing the (pri- to add the diffraction term G.' and to assume that the most
mary) Incident field at the surface Gtexp(-iki - F'.) (43) by significant contributions to the scattered field come from the
the total field impressed upon the rough surface (flahar and neighborhood of the stationary phase (specular) points on
EI-Shenawee 1991). The expression for the single scattered the surface where ft - i, (67) (Bahar 1981). Thus in (71)
fields presented here account for, in a self-consistent manner, p~h.) - 6(h. + v,/e1 ) and I" - fP( 1 ., it.).
both (high-frequency) specular point scattering (Bleckmann WThen slope/height correlations at two points on the
and Spizzichino 1963) as, well as (low-frequency) polarization ruhsrae r cone o xlctyi h nlss

dependent Bragg scattering predicted by Rice (1951), using itug c ras e sw (ronte orin se lishadow) thao nelyi,
a smll ertubaton aproch.mensionally (Gaussian) random rough surfaces the (diffuse)

In earlier work, the worreiation between the height and scattering width is(Iahar 1991)
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=~~~ ~ ZJO I2L . rIlbte sciface beiolt spectral desizy feactica IVlr)

is tire Founrier transform of Ote srface height ueosaic
!I + G'--(< A2> . - ,", ! < hh:>. T&= (7s) is t r t with Ike

-2x(r,)i1 +G < P > A) firA order small iprnrs e resalts.

1 + <h h> A} c(r.= j,x Note tha tre analysis also itsdicds why the approi x

-2ke~GG~j0  i - Z~ ~ () ~ j M a erevolts (70O) a~ein good agresnest with Ike faln

-24Gr~r il-aa] results (55) L- zrfaces with snmall heights; ad siopes.

2rBsz(r,:r)drj (73) The mai=ce Catt-i.tiCI to the integrpl (55) cores fouzo the

reglion Z' < 4. Is thsis regio P03s,F2) -poi)[1 - iit)

and on setting R(r,) - 0 in (78) it follows that the cohet and the term invelving the first order beight-s eorrelatio
coatribution is B =< hlhe > drops oat eo the iategr d of (55). Thus the

,:_ si" a:. asmvptiosi (69) that yieds tit good a"-oato results
<o >= 2k*LG"~Ix~t,) - If k _ -9- (70) is justiflied azalytically. Note that the above full ware

i In (n ) results do not d ad on the specifi cho.ce of the surface

height atocorelation fenati R(z,). It is also shown that
the full wave maslts (55) ca be used in the very smallslp

4,l(fi.-,) = Gp(f.) = GP(a,) +h r(i,) = GC(i+h.GfJ limit <h >- - 0 wLe the orodig small perturbation
results (Rice 1951) diverge (Bhabr 1991).

where Gf = /h, GoP = GF(i,) and GP = Gf(a,)/

GP(ZF). Furthermore

The full wave techniques described in this paper have
R(rd) =< hih2 > / < h2 > (mI) been used to determ.ne the impact of irregular media (an.

is the surface height normaized atoco ation function, isotropic. inhomogeneous and rough surfaces) effects on dec.
eromagnetic propagation. Thus this work can be used to

A(za) h~lh,2 > < hi d'R < h2 > predict the effects of te propagation eavironment on raio
)= < h,> wave commur'cation, navigation and positioning systems. It

and can also be used to obtain realistic models (based exclushly
on Eround truth data) of the propagation enviroament for

dR purposes of rercte sensing of the earth and the planets (Ba-
B(z -< hl >= - < h~hs >=- < h2 >• (8) bar and Ilaugland 1989). The full wave approach has also

been applied to problems of propagation in media consist-

In the high frequency limit (r,2 < h
2 > 1), the char_ ing of random distributions of particles with irregular shape

acteristic :unction X(cr) becomes vanishingly small. In this (Bfar and Fitzwater 1988a). Thus the propagation environ-

case (781 and (79) may-be approximated, and it can be shown ment can include man made obsturants or planetary dust. It
that is shown that the full Wait approach correctly predicts en-

hanced backscatter (Flood 1987, Bahar and Fitzwater 1989)
< > = < d > - < > therefore it can be used to synthesize surfacej with desired po-

t2 jr2L [1 - 5 2 -v l GL larimetric surface scattering chartcteristics (Baiar and Ku.
-

2
.o J0 xz( ,.- ,) [ S' , o J hlk 1991).

cos(v.zd)dzd. (84) Since the full wave approach accounts for Bragg scatter
and specular point scatte- in a unified self-consistent man-r,

For the horizontally polarized backscatter cross secztions it is not necessary to adopt two-scale models of the rough

surface. Thus artificial scaling and normalization are not
I- 2 + G" I con

2 9(1 + 2 tan0 + tan4 9) introduced and effective medium parameters aro not used.
l ~V2 ta0) Propagation of CW and broad band signals can be analyzed

= sec 2 . (85) using the full wave approach since the same analytical full
Thus i e fu lwave erpres sons account for high frequency as well as low"iThus in the high frequency limit, (78) is in agreemcnt with frequency phenomena (Balsar and Fitzwater 1978a,b, Dahar

the corresponding physical optics (specular point, h = -v/v, 1978, flahar and Agrawal 1979bc).

. tan) results for the horizontally polarized backscattered

waves (Beckmann and Spizzichino, 1963). Note that (84) can-
not be used for near grazing angles at high frequencies since ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: The author wishes to thank the

X(V1 ) -. I, and shadowing cannot be ignored at near graz. organizing committee of the AGARD-EPP Symposium on

ing angles. Furthermore, for physical surfaces with h.,, Remote Sensing of the Propagation Environment for sup-

bounded, the probability that the surface contains station- port to attending the meeting and is grateful to Dr. J. 11,

ary phase (specular) points is Zero for tan0 > h Thus Richter for his encouragement. The manuscript was prepared
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grazing angles even in the high frequency limit (k,' < h2 >>
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Sensing of ELF Signatures &rising yrom
Space Vehicle Disturbances of the Ionosphere

Jack Y. Dea
Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, CA 92152-5000, USA

Willam Van Bise and Elizabeth A. Rauscher
Magtek Laboratory, 7685 Hughes Drive, Reno, NV 89506, USA

Wolfgang-M. Boerner
University of Illinois at Chicago

EECS, Ccmmunications and Sensing Laboratory,
4 Chicago, IL 60680-4348, USA

We report on observations of ionosphere to ground. This large transient
Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) signatures flow of current will ring the ionosphere if
during exit or reentry of space vehicles any resonant modes exist. Another effect
through the ionospere. The two modes is the introduction of plume ions and water
regularly ouserved gave signals that peaked vapor directly into the ionosphere, thus
at 5.6 Hz and 11.2 Hz. The evidence points changing its conductivity. The main effect
to the lower ioncsphere, i.e., the D- and comes from the water vapor which depletes
E-layers, as the generator of these ions and effectively punches a hole in the
signals. The measurements were performed ionosphere (4). The ionosphere reacts to
using ground-based multi-turn coil sensors the change in conductivity in at least two
located in Reno and San Diego. The nature ways: first, currents are induced to
of these signals is unclear at present but normalize the conductivity, and second, any
it is surmised that we are detecting either existing natural upper atmospheric currents
the evanescent fields of hydromagnetic are diverted in direction. The associated
waves traveling in the ionosphere or the magnetic effects should be observable on
oscillating geomagnetic field associated ground. Unfortunately, the data obtained
with these hydromagnetic waves, were inconclusive and interest was diverted

to ground-based stimulation of the
ionosphere u.ing high powered HF

1. Introduction transmitters (5,6,7).

Disturbances in the ionosphere can Acoustic excitation of theoften be monitored on the ground. Examples ionosphere arising from the eruption of
include High Frequency (HF) fading (or Mount St. Helens, May 18, 1980, in
enhancement), phase changes of Very Low Washington State induced detectable
Frequency (VLF) waves, and micropulsat ons. traveling ionospheric disturbances (8,9).
In general, disturbances in the ionosphere Monitoring in Oregon by William Vto. aise
and magnetosphere arise from changes in also revealed ULF signatures in the 3 to 4solar activity. We report, perhaps for Hz range (10). It was hypothesized that the
the first time in the open literature, passage of large spacecraft through the
obser-vations of Extremely Low Frequency ionospere could also induce such ULF/ELF
(ELF) signatures arising from space signaturos. The first Space Shuttle missionvehicle disturbances of the ionosphere. (Columbia) began with the launch on April
The sharply peaked signatures are 12, 1981 and completed with the landing on
observed in the lower ELF band (5 to 15 Hz) April 14, 1981. ELF monitoring in Oregon
but are different trom the broader Schumann by William Van Bise during the Columbia's
resonances (1,2) that are also observed in landing period led to the discovery of
this band. They are different from the strong signals peaking at 5.6 Hz and 11.2Schumann resonances In both frequency and Hz that corresponded with the spacecraft
line shape (3). penetration of the ionosphere. Further

observations of other Shuttle missions
According to discussions with Robert indicated possible connections between the

J. Dinger of Naval Weapons Center (NWC), ionospheric D-layer with the 5.6 Hz signalsChina Lake, CA, and Mario Grossi of The and the E-layer with the 11.2 Hz signals.
Harvard-Smithsonian Centre for The signals were absent or were very weak
Astrophysics, Cambridge, MA, the Raytheon during evening launches or landings. The
Research Laboratory and The Naval Research frequencies may vary somewhat, depending
Laboratory (NRL) conducted a series of upon a variety of parameters. In 1989, an
experiments in the early 1970s to look for organized effort was launched at the NavalUltea Low Frequency (UL) (.01 to 5 Hz) and Ocean Systems Center (NAVOCEANSYSCEN) , San
ELF (5 to 3000 Hz) signals induced by Diego, CA, to study the validity of this
rocket interaction with the ionosphere. It phenomenon. Shuttle missions starting from
was suggested by Mario Grossi (then of October 1989 were monitored and valid
Raytheon Research Laboratory) that the confirmation data were obtained for several
ionized rocket plumes could short-circuit missions. The description of the
the earth-ionosphere cavity plates and observations will be given in a later
induce a large flow of current from the section. i

VI~-
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2. Instrumuntation

This initial study used three sites
for the measurements. The sites are WA

located in Reno. NV; in San Diego, CA; and IVMT
in La Posta, r. Fig. 1 shows the locdtion
of the three 5 -es. The La Posta site is a
remote silz -z.ated 100 kcm east of San O
Diego and is linked to NAVOCEANSYSCEN, San
Diego, via a commercial telephone link. I

All the sites use portable directional high WY
turn coil sensors (search coil
magnetometers) as the antenna elements. The
San Diego and La Posta stations use Reno
identical magnetometer systems. Fig. 2 o NV
shows a schematic layout of these systems.
Each sensor head consists of 90,000 turns CO
of fine wire, wrapped on a mu-metal rod. A CA
low noise instrumentation preamplifier is
also located directly at the sensor head in
order to avoid amplification of cal-le PACIFIC
noise. The coil and electronics are OCEAN La
electrostatically shielded with Posta AZ NM
cylindrically shaped foil covers and are San Diego
all housed inside a plastic cylinder. Each
cylinder measures 10 cm in diameter by 34
cm in length. The three sensor heads are
mounted inside a weather proof fiberglass
enclosure. The fully loaded enclosure Fig 1. Map showing location of ELF
weighs approximately 30 pounds and is monitoring sites at Reno, San Diego,
highly portable. In the field, the three and La Posta.
orthogonally arrayed sensor heads are
oriented with the x-sensor pointing east,
the y-sensor pointing north, and the z-
sensor pointing vertically. A 36 meter
cable connects the sensor unit to the
external amplifier unit which consists of
an amplifier, a 40 Hz low-pass filter and a
60 Hz notch filter for each axis of
operation. For general operations at the
San Diego station, a spectrum analyzer (HP shows a schematic layout of the Reno sensor
3561A) is used for observations of real- system.
time power spectra, and a magnetic tape The search coil magnetometer systems
data recorder (Honeywell 101) is used for can measure minute changes in the ambient
data recording. The La Posta remote site field. Fig. 5 shows the calibration chart
uses a PC computer for data collection, of one axis of thri three-axis magnetometer
processing, and recording. The collected system used in San Diego and La Posta. The
data are stored on hard disk and are also output response increases linearly with
processed with a Fast Fourier Transform frequency because the coil sensors measure
(FFT) program. A telecommunications link the derivative of the field and noL .,
using the telephone line, modems, and field itself. From this calibration chart,
telecommunications software (PC Anywhere) we can estimate the minimum field changes
connects the La Posta Station with the that we may expect to observe in the 0.1 to
NAVOCEANSYSCEN Low Frequency Noise Lab at 40 Hz range. The self-noise of the system
San Diego. Near real-time power spectrum is approximately 2.5 mV(rms)/fHfi . At 10
displays and downloading of data can be Hz, the system outputs 10 volts per gamma

performed remotely. Fig. 3 shows a sketch (1 gamma - 1 nano-Tesla). An ambient signal
of our monitoring network including the to generate an output above the self-noise
remote link. requires a signal of 0.00025 gamma/IHT or

The Reno sensor systems (11,12) are 0.25 milli-gamma/JH . This order of
basically of the same design as those at sensitivity is similar to the sensitivity
San Diego and La Posta, with some of the US Geological Survey (USGS) search
differences. The Reno systems consist of coil magnetometer systems but somewhat less
single axis sensors; however, three of them sensitive than the University of California
together can serve as a three-axis system. search coil ragnetometer systems both
The Reno sensors have the preamplifier described in reference (13). This order of
located at the external amplitier unit sensitivity is generally sufficient for
rather than at the sensor heads making most low frequency research because the
cable noise a problem if long cables are ambient background noise'levels are
used. The Reno amplifier units, unlike somewhat higher than the minimum levels
those at San Diego and La Posta, contain that can be measured. The Reno search coil
correction elbments for adjusting the non- sensors are nominally more sensitive having
linearity of the coil characteristics tc a uniform sensitivity of approximately 0.05
provide a flat output response. This serves milli-gamma/Ii- in the range of 0.1 to 50
to assure uniform system response in the Hz. By contrast, fluxgate magnetometers
range of 0.1 to 50 Hz. A solid copper have a sensitivity of only 100 milli-gamma/
casing protects the coils and shields jH-i, and low frequency phenomena, such as
against electrostatic fields and completely observed by us, could be missed due to
excludes electric field components. Fig. 4 their lack of sensitivity.

__________ A1l
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Fig 2. Diagram of one axis of the NAVOCEANSYSCEN three-axisI search coil magnetometer system. Insert shows coil orientations.
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Fig 4. Diagram of the Reno single axis search coil magnetometer
system.
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Fig 5. Calibration curve of the NAVOCEANSYSCEN search coilmagnetometer system in volts/gamma versus frequency. Dark line
indicates measured values; dashed line indicates extrapolated
values. Low pass cutoff at 40 Hz and notch filtering at 60 Hz are
clearly seen.
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3. Description of the Observations

Most of the observations of the MZ
signatures were taken during Soace
Shuttle missions. Smaller spacecraft such .,,

as Delta rockets, have also been seen to
generate similar signature- when traversing 633
the ionosphere. Table 1 lists the recent
Shuttle launches since October 1989. IMPi .1

Table 1. Space Shuttle Missions: ,
I.tlantis=A, Colunbiz=C, Discovery=D A•m A

(October 1989 to present).

Launch (UT) Touch Down (UT) I
1989, Oct 18, 1753 A 1989, Oct 23, 1732
1989, Nov 23, 0638 D 1989, Nov 28, 0029 M-
1990, Jan 09, 1335 C 1990, Jan 20, 0935
1990, Feb 29, 0750 A 2990, Yar 04, 1808
1990, Apr 24, 1331 D 1990, Apr 29, 1449 :545
1990, Oct 06, 1035 A 1990, Oct 10, 1357
1990, NoV 15, 2247 A 1990, Nov 20, 2043
1990, Dec 01, 0649 C 1950, Dec 10, 0545 Z "
1991, Apr 05, 1422 A 1991, Apr 11, 1355
1991, Apr 28, 1133 D 1991, May 05, 1955 ,nsc-_c (5:)
1991, June 5, 1326 C 1991,June 14, 1539
1991, Aug 02, 1502 A 1991, Aug 11, 1223 Fig 9. Time history dispiay of the

Shuttle launch episode on April 24,
1990. Each curve represents a 1 minute
average spectrum. Launch time was 0531
PST. The 5.7 Hz signal begin appearing

There were many unexpected schedule changes at 0335 PST, and the 12 Hz signal
made during these missions, and begin appearing at 0537 PST.
opportunities for observations have beenlost due to these changes.

Typically, recordings are initiated
one hour prior to launch time or one hour The overall background noise was high that
prior to touchdown. The April 24, 1990 day and the resonant peaks can best be seen
launch of the discovery was recorded on through a long time average. Fig. 10 shovs
magnetic tape at the Reno station and a half hour average taken from 0610 to
provided a good example of the signal 0640. The peaks have shifted in frequency
characteristics. In this particular to 5.3 Hz and 10.55 Hz. The observed peaks
mission, the Shuttle Discovery was launched at 6.75 Hz and 9.25 Hz do not always
at 0531 P . (1331 UT) from Cape Kennedy. appear, and are as yet unexplained.
Four minutes later, signals peaking at 5.7 This series of observations can be
Hz became prominent. Another two minutes correlated with a typical trajectory given
later, signals peaking at 12 Hz also by NASA. In launches, the Shuttle reaches
appeared. During the following five 60 km in about five minutes (D-layer) and
minutes the two signals became the two most 100 km in 8.5 minutes (E layer). Then it
prominent peaks in the DC (0.1 Hz) to 20 Hz coasts into orbit at about 240 km traveling
band. at Mach 25. The landing manoeuvers can

Fig. 6 shows a four-minute average of take up to an hour and involve more
the DC (0.1 Hz) to 20 Hz background inclined angles (with respect to the
spectrum at 0520, eleven minutes before ionosphere) than during launch. Hence
launch. The averages were performed on an during landings the signals generally last
HP3561A Signal Analyzer. No particularly longer than during launches. The
strong signals were observed except for the correlations fit the hypothesis that the
15 Hz peak (which most likely was a local 5.6 Hz signals originate from the D-layer
artifact). Fig. 7 shows a spectrum and the 11.2 Hz signals originate from the
ob3erved at 0536, five minutes after E-layer.
liunch. The 5.7 Hz peak is clearly visible. The October 18 to October 23, 1989Fig. 8 shows a three-minute average mission of the Shuttle Atlantis gavespectrum taken from 0538 to 0541. Here the another good example of this phenomenon.

12 Hz peak dominates the 5.7 Hz peak. The Fig. 11 shows a strong 5.16 Hz peak
12 Hz peak is also broader than the 5.7 Hz appearig 23 minutes after launch. The 1,w
peak, indicating a lower Q phenomenon. The frequency and the long duration of the
twin peaks at 1.0 and 4.0 Hz are background signal, and the absence of the 10-12 Hz
noise signals probably not associated with peak, probably indicated changed
this phenomenon. Fig. 9 shows a time ionospheric conditions possibly associated
history of the phenomenon showing a one with the large October 17 Loma Prieta quakeminute average power spectrum every two which occurred on the previous day (14).
minutes. The display of the time history Some mechanisms of the coupling of deep
clearly shows the appearance and earth geologic processes with the
disappearance of the twin peaks. The ionosphere are discussed in (15). Fig. 12
Shuttle Discovery touched down five days shows a strong 11.08 Hz peak at 0910 (1810
later on 29 April 1990 at 0649 (1449 UT). UT) on 23 October and Fig. 13 shows a
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Fig 6. Four minute average power spectrum of background noise.
Artifact at 15 Hz. Recorded in Reno eleven minutes before the
April 24, 1996 Shuttle launch.
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Fig 7. "Snapshot" spctrum taken 5 minutes after the April 24,
1990 Shuttle launch. Peak at 5.7 Hz is clearly visible.
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Fig 8. Three minute averaga spectrum taken 7 minutes after the
April 24, 1990 launch. Peaks at 5.7 and 12 Hz predominate.
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Fig 10. One half hour average spectrum taken during the April 29,

1990, Shuttle landing episode. Strong peaks at 5.3 and 10.55 Hz
are present.
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Fig 11. "Snapshot" spectrum taken 23 minutes after the Oct. 18,
1989, Shuttle launch. Recorded in Reno. Strong 5.16 Hz peak is
present.
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Fig 12. "Snapshot" of spectrum taken 22 minutes before Shuttle
touchdown on Oct. 23, 1989. Strong 11.08 Hz peak is present.
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seven minutes later at 0932. Apparenrly, magnetic field. In hydromagnetic wave
the ionospheric conditions had normalized propagation, the magnetic field lines and
and the peaks had reverted back to the more the plasma fluid oscillate together as if
typical frequencies. the particles were stuck to the lines. The

field lines act as if they were mass-loaded
strings under tansion and a hydromagnetic
wave can be regarded as the propagating

4. Interpretation of Results disturbance occurring when the strings are
plucked. A theory that models this

As discussed in the previous section, phenomenon is called the field line
the evidence points to the D-layer as the resonance model (19, 20).
generator of the 5.6 Hz signals and the E- A simple formula exists for the
layer as the generator of the 11.2 Hz velocity of propagation of slow
signals. The signals, observed in Reno and hydromagnetic waves (Alfven velocity) but
San Diego simultaneously, indicated a large unfortunately it is accurate only for fully
scale phenomenon. It should be noted that ionized plasmas. However, a chart of the
the signatures were observed clearly in distribution of the Alfven velocity with
Reno but very poorly n San Diego and La respect to height in the ionosphere has
Posta. The reason for this difference is been produced from more detailed
yet to be determined. The energy of the calculations (21). The chart shows that the
phenomenon probably derives from both Alfven wave velocities in the D-layer and
mechanical contact between the spacecraft E-layer are approximately 600 Rm/sec and
and the ionosphere and a shock excitation 500 km/sec, respectively. These velocities
following the spacecraft. The shock are much faster than pure ion-acoustic wave
excitation from the reentering Shuttle is velocities which are of the order of
strong enough to excite seismic waves (16). several hundred meters/sec. At
In general, the turbulert wake of the hydromagnetic speeds East coast to West
spacecraft excites many excitation modes in coast travel time will be less than 10
the plasma fluid. Most modes will bp damped seconds. This short delay is consistent
out. The undasped modes will be the with observations.
resonant modes and will propagate for long It is surmised that large amplitude
distances. in the ELF frequency range, two hydromagnetic waves are induced by the
types of plasma waves are seen to be action of the spacecraft. The waves travel
candidates for the signatures observed by both parallel and perpendicular to the
us. These candidates are the Alfven waves earth's magnetic field. Those waves
and the magnetosonic waves (17, 18). The traveling along the field lines are guided
Alfven waves are also known as slow to the bottom of the ionosphere in one
hydromagnetic waves and the magnetosonic direction and guided to the magnetosphere
waves are also known as fast hydromagnetic in the other direction. Thus, immediately
waves. Hydromagnetic waves are low below the disturbed ionosphere, the
frequency (less than several hundred Hertz) disturbance will be seen as evanescent
ion acoustic waves traveling in a region fields. The waves traveling up to the
with a magnetic field. Ion acoustic waves magnetosphere tl be seen as evanescent
are compressional waves formed from the ion fields at the conjugate location of the
background. Slow hydroagnetic waves planet. The wavos traveling East-West will
propagate parallel to the ambient magnetic be traveling perpendicular to the earth's
field while fast hydromagnetic waves field and hence will be fast hydromagnetic

_ _ _ f lsa ae aese Fob cino pcerf.Tewvstae
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waves. Fart hydromagnetic waves travel
somewhat faster than Alfven waves. what is Example of Equivalent Circuit for the
observed ors the West coast during an East lonospherelMagnetosphere
coast Shuttle launch is either the
evanescent field of the traveling fast
hydromagnetic waves or the oscillating E
magnetic field lines of the earth
associated with the passage of the
hydromagnetic waves. The exact nature of
the observed signals is being explored both LM = 7H
experimentally and theoretically. C

The question of the resonant nature of
the observed peaks is a more difficult C M = 8x 102F
question to answer. one approach is to C
treat the earth, the geomagnetic field, and
the lower ionosphere as one giant RLC
circuit. The resonant frequency is C| C1 = 20 F

f =1R| = 0.50.

where L and C are the effective inductance
and the effective capacitance, ---- f =2 mHz (Pc5 micropulsation frequency)
respectively. To our knowiedge, there are
no estimated values of L and C that can be
used for this situation. Hcwever, there Fig 14. Equivalent circuit explanation
have been rough estimates given for the R, of 2 mHz Pc5 micropulsations. E
L, and C values for the upper represents energy sources in the
ionospheric/magnetospheric circuit (22,23). magnetosphere. Subscripts M and I
The estimates given by Rostoker and Lau refer to magnetosphere and ionosphere,
(23) gave a resonant frequency for that respectively (after ref. 23).
circuit in the millMhertz range which is
consistent with only the Pc5 micropulsation
frequencies. Fig. 14 depicts a schematic of
the equivalent circuit. The existence of
the Pc1 micropulsations (up to 5 Hz) give
hope that R, L, and C values exist to ionospheric cavity. In fact, the observed
explain the 5 - 12 Hz oscillations of the signatures may indicate the natural
type observed by us. At present there is oscillations of the lower ionosphere.

insufficient knowledge to even estimate R, Intensive investigation is under way to
L, and C values for the earth/geomagnetic clarify these issues.
field/lcwer ionospheric circuit. More in-
depth studies need to be performed to
determine the values of geophysical
parameters. Because of the large amount of
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DISCUSSION

P. CANNON
Could you please comment on the relative amplitudes of the shuttle ELF signatures and the Schumann Resonances?

V. AUTHOR'S REPLY
The relative amplitude of shuttle ELF with respect to back ground noise depends on the relative level ofsolar-terrestrial geo.
electromagnetic, electric storm (Schumann resonances), earth-sea-quake and volcano activation of geo-electromagnetic noise.
Maximum signal is received with the Z (vert) component of a three axis induction magnetometer, although the horizontal
components may also be applicable (independence of magn. latitude/longitude relative to flight path).
So far, best results were obtained from magnetometers located at mountain top locations (RenoiLa Posta, etc.).
More important, the relative amplitude depends on launch/reentry time windows with respect to ioro/magneto-spheric
parameters and signals for D and : layers were observed only within their day-lit zone of ionosphee. Also, at the trasition
periodfrom day into night zones of ionospheric illumination, E layer signals were observed but D la) er signals rapidly became
faint. More measurements at different locations covering the entire North American continen a,ul beyond are required for
proper modelling. (For further details see paper.)

_________
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Sensing of Seismo,-Flectomagnific Earthquakce Precurso Radiation 51'-'ures Aln,iotlern California Falt Z Evidence of Long Distance Precursor ULF Signals ObservedBefore a Moderate Southern California Earthquake Episode

J-k Y. De, Charles L RichmanNaval Ocean System CenterSan Diego, CA/USA 92152-.000

Wollang-M. Bocrner
U-iversity of Illinois'at Chicago
ECmmnatosand Seating Laixrasry
Chicago, IL/USA 0680-4348

Summzay

Altho-,gh questioned for a long time, there is accumulating electrotelluric observations by Varotsos and Lazaridou
evidenc; for the existence of detectable seismo (6). In addition to observations of active emissions, passive
--electromagnetic phenomena worldwide. California is ELF-VlY-LF propagation changes have also beengcolo0cally as well as seismically a unique region for observrl (4).
studying these phenomena in depth, because the Southern Here, at tne Low Frequency Noise Laboratory of theCalifornia geologic provire has a multitude of off-shore NAVOCEANSYSCEN, San Diego, CA, we have beenand inland fault 2ones with San Diego in its center. At the monitoring VLF radio noise for over two decades. The
Naval Ocean Systems Center (NAVOCEANSYSCEN) main goal has been the improvement of coverage
Low Frequency Noise Laboratory, San Diego CA., we prediction for Naval communications. More recently (sincemonitor 0.1 - 10 Hz Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) and I0 - early 1990) monitoring has been expanded to include
49 Iz Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) signals using coverage o the ULF and lower ELF ranges. Our expandedmu-metal loaded multi-turn se rch coil sensors, as well as capabilities include the acquisition of three-axis search10 - 100 XHz Very Low Frequency (VLF) signals "Sing coil sensor systems capable of measuring minute magnetic
large ma-. :eter-diamcte loop antennas. We have field changes in the frequency range of 0.1 - 40 Hz Ourobser-.l Precursor seismo-electromagnetic emissions of low frequency broadband surveillance research included aseveral earthquake events. In this paper, we report on number of observations of seismo-electromagnetic
observations of broadband ULF signals before and during precursor emissions prior to several recent earthquakethe Upland quake of April 17, 1990 (Ms = 4.6), centered events in California. In the following sections, we report200ki nothof anDieo.Thesinal wre etctewth our intriguing observations of possible precursor magnetic

signals in the 0.1 - 5 lIz range, on one of the manythe vertically oriented search coil sensor and not with the recorded events, namely those preceding the occurrence ofhorizontally oriented sensors, which suggests a disturbed the April 17, 1990 earthquake (Ms=4.6) centered at
ionosphere as the most likely source of these signals. Thelarge pro-quake ULF activity, the rapid decay of ULF Upland, California 200 km north of San Diego. We firstactivity after the quake, and the absence of any describe the equipment used and then discuss the
geomagnetic storms indicate that the ULF activity was observations made using th monitoring equipment.
correlated well with the Upland quake. Although theparticular mechanism coupling geologic activity to the 2. ULF-ELF Instrumentation
k nosphere is not known, we cite a number of hypotheses
concerning these mechanisms. An interpretation of our A sensitive three-axis search coil magnetometer system,radio observations of seismic activity is presented and originally designed for underwater ship detection, was usedextended to earth-quake precursor or predictor stvdies, for our ULF/ELF measurements. Fig. 1 shows the
We are in the process of expanding this research with the schematic configuration of one axis of the three-axis
building of more monitoring stations and the improvement search coil magnetometer systems. Each sensor head 4.
of our electric and magnetic field measurement, data consists of 90,000 turns of fine wire, wrapped on acollection, formatting, and data processing capabilities, mu-metal rod. A low noise instrumentation preamplifier is

also inserted directly at the sensor head in order to avoid
1. Introduction subsequent amplification of cable noise. The coil and

electronics are electrostatically shielded with cylindrically
Although, the existence of seismo-electromagnetic shaped foil covers and are all housed inside a plasticearthquake precursor radiation is yet to be accepted by the cylinder. Each cylinder measures 10 cm in diameter by 34majority of the earth science community, it has become an cm in length. The three sensor heads are mounted inside aissue of intense international debate. The growing number weatherproof fiberglass enclosure. The fully loadedof reports on the observation of electromagnetic signals enclosure weighs approximately 30 pounds, (1 lb = 454g)before the occurrence of earthquakes has gained greater and is readily portable. In the field, the three orthogonallyacceptance for these phenomena aud increased curiosity arranged sensor heads are oriented with the x-sensoramong the earth scientists especially seismologists and pointing east, the y-sensor pointing north, and thegeomagnetologists. These reports cover a broad spectrum r-sensor pointing vertical. A 36 meter cable connects theof frequencies including the Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) sensor unit to the external amplifier unit which consists of

10 Hz), Extremely Low Fre uency -ELF (10 ) an amplifier, a 40 Hz low-pass filter, and a 60 Hz notch3000 Hz), Very Low Frequency (VLF) (3 - 0 k z), and filter for each axis of operation. For general operations, aLow Frequency (LF) (60 - 300 kHz) bands. Examples Spectrum analyzer (HP 3561A) is used to observe
include many papers published on seismo-electromagnetic real-time power spectra, and a magnetic tape dataeffects in a special October 1989 issue (1) in the journal: recorder (Honeywell 101) is used for data recording.Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors (Parrot and We operate a ULF-ELF station at theJohnston, guest editors). Other examples include ULF NAVOCEANSYSCEN Low Frequency Noise Laboratoryobservations by Rauscher and Van Bise (2) and in San Diego, and another one at a remote mountainFrasier-Smith et al. (3), ELF-VLF observations by Tate station in La Posta, California, roughly 100 km east of San
and Daily (4), LF observations by Yoshino et al. (5), and Diego and 20 km north of the US Mexican border. Fig. 2
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remote site set-up. The magnetometer
system is the same as that shown in Fig 3. Calibration curve of the
Fig 1. NAVOCEANSYSCEN search coil

magnetometer system in volts/gamma
shows a schematic plan of the remote station setup. It uses versus frequency. Solid line indicates
a personal computer, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and measured values, dashed line indicates
telecommunications software, and a high-speed modem in extrapolated values. Low pass cutoff
its operation, at 40 Hz and notch filtering at 60 Hz

are clearly seen.
The search coil magnetometer systems can measure minute
changes in the ambient magnetic field. Fig. 3 shows the 2.5 mV (rms)(Hz)- . At 5 Hz, the system outputs 5
calibration chart of one axis of our magnetometer system. volts/v, (1 y = 1 nano-Tesla). An ambient signal to
The output response increases linearly with frequency generate an output above the self-noise requires a signal of
because the coil sensors measure the derivative of the field 0.0005 7 (Hz) "1/2 or 0.5 milli-7 (11z -1/2. This order of
and not the field itself. From this calibration chart, we can sensitivity of the magnetometer system used is similar toestimate the minimum field changes expected in the 0.1 - that of the US Geological Survey (USGS) as described in

"40 Ilz range. The self-noise of the system is approximately (7), to that of Van Bise and Rauscher (8-10), but

____
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somewhat less sensitive to that used by the University of an the other located at Piion Flat, 150 kim south-east of jCalifornia at Berkeley (UCB) as is also described in Los Angeles and 30 km east of Anza, Ca.(Flg. -4) to
(6).This order of sensitivity is generally sufficient for most monitor awrtivities along the San Jacinto.fault which is one
feophysicil research because the ambient backiround noise of several active strike-4li faults in Southern California,
levels are somewhat higher than the minimum Lveis that sub-parallel to the main San Andreas fault.can be measured. By contrast, fluxga e magnetometers NAVOCEANSYSCEN as contributed anhave a sensitivity of only 0.1 7 (Hz); and as a result ULF-ELF-VLF monitoring station to the Pion Fi
interesting precursor phenomena could be missed due to Observatory, whereas the Stanford University STAR
this lack of sensitivity. (Space, Telecommunications and Rldioscience) Lab has

3. a iE',idence of Pre--athquake ULF Sign i S them installed a low-frequency monitoring station at the
3. Eidece o Pr-Eathquke LF ignas i SePazkfield observatory.

The Pacific coastal mountain ranges of Canada, the United The NAVOCEANSYSCEN monitoring stations at San
States and Mexio, represent recent crustal deformations, Diego and La Posta were originally used to monitor ELF
resulting from the tectonic movement of the Pacific plate signals emanating from the ionosphere when the
along several fault systems. The America-Pacific plate ionosphere was perturbed by the passage of a space vehicle
boundary forms part of the so called "ring of fire" which (12). For those purposes,tthe power spectrum ranging from
also includes the Aleutian Islands, Japan, and the South 0.1 Hz - 40 Hz is recorded routinely. The San Diego
Pacific Islands. The Pacific plate is moving northwest with s'.ation has collected background noise signature records
respect to the America plate at an average rate of 6 cm per starting since January 1990, and the La Posta station since
year. The slippage rate is less than 6 cm per year, and is May 1990. The data sets consist of averaged noise
made up by seismic crustal events. The San Andreas background power spectra down-loaded once or twice
Fault, which forms part of the plate boundary in daily.
California, runs from San Francisco in the north to El
Centro in the south. Two major adjustments of the Pacific The data reported in this paper were taken from these sets
plate- America plate system occurred in the San Francisco of background noise recordings and differs in format from
area in 1906 (Ms  = 8.3), and in the San the typical geophysical format, consisting of continuous

records of the amplitude of signals within a narrow $Bernardino-Parkfield region just north of Los Angeles in frequency band. The NAVOCEANSYSCEN data sets
1857 (M 8 0). The Loma Prieta earthquake of 1989 (Ms consist of time-averaged power spectra- The
= 7.1) represented a comparatively minor adjustment. In NAVOCEANSYSCEN data processing and display is
Southern California, the strain has been accumulating being expanded to reflect a more narrow band format,
since 1857; a large quake is expected within 30 years along similar to that used by the Stanford STAR Lab and otherssince~~~~~~~~~~~~ 187 ag uk sepce ihn3 er ln 3, yet covering the entire frequency s, ectrum of
the San Jacinta fault zone near Anza, Ca. Fig. 4 shows the (3, y
.najor fault systems in the Southern California region relevance.
together with the locations of San Diego and La Posta,
where the NAVOCEANSYSCEN ULF-ELF observing As is well known, signals in the frequency range of 0.1 - 5
stations are located. The many active fault systems in this Hz can originate from various sources within the
region make it one of the most active seismic regions in the magnetosphere and ionosphere (13). However, ascribing
world. Many universities, research laboratories, and the some of the signals in this range to geological processes is
USGS have contributed to two major seismic monitors still debatable. On April 16, 1990 the 0.1 - 5 Hz band
sites; one located at Parkfield, CA along the north-central seemed particularly active as observed with a spectrum
San Andreas fault some 250 km north f Los Angeles (11), analyzer. Not only was the averaged noise amplitude

higher than usual but the noise processes were als also
Upland fluctuating more rapidly than usual. Fig. 5 shows the noise

background power spectrum on a quiet dayv (April 10,
1990), long before the earthquake precursor arrived. Fig. 6

Pinon ashows the power spectra taken on April 16, 1990- the 0.1 -
Flat 5 Hz power spectra region is elevated (+7 dB) over the

quiet levels. On that day, the magnetosphere was quiet, so
this broadband noise cannot be attributed to
nagnetospheric noise. Fig. 7 shows the power spectrum
a:en on April 17, 1990 at 10:00 PSI, (18:00 UT); the 0.1

', to 5 Hz levels are still elevated. On April 17, 1990, at
15:32 a moderate (M,= 4.6) earthquake struck near
Upland CA, 200 km north of San Diego. Fig. 8 shows thepower spectra taken at 17:30, two hours after the quake;SAN IGO the ULF activity has begun to recede. Fig 9 shows the

La Posta .power spectrum taken on April 18, 1990; the ULF activityS .... has been r~duced close to the quiet backround level. This
series of observations points to possible correlation of high
ULF activity with the April 17, 1990 Upland quake. A
diminished within a few hours of the quake (as shown in
Fig. 8), and then it disappeared after about a day. We are
in the process of performing a careful analysis on the
statistical variations of the ULF and ELF background
levels over long periods as a means of attaching a

osignificance to the observations described which in future
' should also be correlated to seismic records obtained for

this region.Fig 4. Detail of the active fault

Locatin of UpSan Diego region. All the data sets shown here have been extracted from therecordings taken from the vertically oriented sensor. The
Diego are shown. Location of Pinui data from the two horizontally oriented sensors showed
Flat Observatory is marked with "X". less elevated activity in the 0.1 - 5 Itz region. This

observation can be contrasted with the observation of
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pre-quake emosions from the Loma Prieta. quake, in 90-Apix17100 Zxis
which only ho=ontal sensors were available (3). Another
possibility of analyzing the significance of the orientation -30deV _ _ _,_

of the sensors is to measure simultaneously the horizontal '"l TnflTpYIYIT 
"  'Tf

anl vertical electric and magnetic field components.

We have perfrmed preliminay staistical analysis On
natural and cultural background noise levels during times
when electric storms, extra-solar-terrestrial, and 40 dV ,
earth/sea-quake activity were low. In particular, we. V V
analyzed the 1 Hz signal levels (within .2 Hz bandwidth)
and the 3-4 Hz signal levels of the 1990-1991 data
collected by us. It has been found that the signal levels
(average of 20 spectra) were stationary during the
1990-1991 period, and the standard deviations are about -so d8v
1.8 dB and 1.5 dB for the 1Hz and 3-4 Hz signals, 10 20 30

respectively.. Thus the observed increase of 5-8 dB above
the quite background level during the Upland earthquake Frequency (Hz)
episode is significant. We emphasize that our statistical Fig 7. Data taken with the vertical
analysis is still preliminary and we encourage more search coil sensor 32 minutes before
investigations of a general nature in this area. the Upland quake. Continuing high

activity in the 0.1 to 5 Hz range.
90 April 10,1500 (2300 UT), Z-axis (average of 100 frames)

-30 dSV

90 April 17, 1730 (0130 UT), Z-axis

40dBV

-50 dBV
10 20 30

Frequency (Hz)

Fig 5. Typical background power -5OdBV
spectrum data taken with the 10 20 30
vertically oriented search coil
sensor. 0.1 to 5 Hz is relatively Frequency(Hz)
flat. Actial time series data
superimposed on top. (average of i00 Fig 8. Data taken with the vertical
frames) search coil sensor 90 minutes after

the Upland quake. 0.1 to 5 Hz activity
has diminished within this 90 minutes
interval. (average of 100 frames)

00 April 1Ar1100 (000 UT), Z.Uls

-4dV Ar 00(0.

-40dBVB

-40 dBVV

, 10 20 30

Frequency (Hz)~-50 dBV

10 20 30
Fig 6. Data taken with the vertical
search coil sensor one day before the Frequency (Hz)
Upland quake of April 17, 1990,
showing high activity in the 0.1 to 5 Fig 9. Data taken with the vertical
Hz range. (average of 100 frames) search coil sensor one day after the

Upland quake. 0.1 to 5 Hz activity has
almost returned to the typical
background levels. (average of 100
frames)

i
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4. Possible Mechanisms of Seismo-Eectromapetic Ionic crystal dislocation has produced electromagnetic
Emissions radiation in the laboratory at ELF frequencies (14). The

electromagnetic frequencies produced depend on theOur present knowledge of seismo-electromagnetic effects is repetition rate of fractures. Because ionic fracture does not
still very. incomplete. This is especially true of the produce equal positive and negative dipole moments, a net
preparatory phase before the occurrence of an earthquake. radiation effect is produced. Laboratory experiments
Laboratory experiments in rock fracturing, piezoelectricity, produced effects up to 1 kHz. Again the frequencies
and triboelectricity have been performed on a sample scae roduced in the laboratory depend on the sample sizes
much smaller than the naturally occurring rock sizes to be f14). In the fault plane, ELF radiation is greatly
expected in pertinent fault zones. Hence, we can only infer attenuated as it passes to surface, leaving only ULF
from these experiments the effects that could occur, which emissions.
also require high-sensitivity micro-seismic test
verification. In the following sections, short summaries of eismic stress relaxation causes seismo-electric activity
the nature of seismo-electromagnetic effects and other wuhich is associated with dilatancy. In regions of the fault
ULF generating mechanisms will be presented. zone, where there is dilatancy (as opposed to compression)
In general, there are three classes of sources for the conductivity of the ground will at first increase andseismo-eectromagnetic emissions: electric, magnetic and then will undergo a marked decrease (21). Heating
acoustic. Of course, combinations of sources can occur. eventually evaporates water, which in turn lowers the
The best known and most studied sources are the electric conductivity (except near the fault face). Friction causes
ones. Piezoelectric effects occur when certain silica rocks, the fault face to collect and concentrate vaper and charges.
which contain piezoelectric crystals, are subjected to If this charge accumulation is released, it may produce
pressure and stress. The crystals become slightly deformed effects such as corona discharges ( Saint Elmo's Fire) or
and a displacement of the positive ions (with respect to the blitning. These effects are called earthquake lights (22).
negative ones) takes place. The net result is a large electric Aso, marked changes in the earth's electric field have been
field in the vicinity of the crystals. Direct laboratory noted, which require further analysis.
measurement of electromagnetic emissions from stressed
rocks show broadband emissions in the 1 - 10 MHz region Magnetic sources of ULF signals include earth currents
(14). We did not observe this type of radiation. It is and changes in the earth's permeability (23, 24) which
reported, however, in reference (16), that the larger the seem to present one of the most likely candidates for the
rock sample is, the lower the observed frequencies of observed effects. Electrokinetic phenomena occur in the
emission, and that a lower limit has yet to be established. conductie part of the fault face and present a model for
The piezoelectric effect, however, can raise the static the generp.ion of earth currents during the earthquake
geolectric field. According to reference (15), an increase of stress accumulation preparatory period (15, 25). Seismic
the geoelectric field, typically several hundred Vim, by an stress causes the percolation of ground water through
order of magnitude will change the ionospheric electric porous rocks. This flow of fluid, under certain
field by 10 to 100 mV/m. These calculations assume that circumstances, gives rise to an electric current through an
the surface extent of the disturbance is larger than the electrokinetic effect. A current will only exist if the fluid
ground-to-ionosphere separation. The electric field flows through a region inhomogeneous in resistivity,
changes will affect the electron density, the ionospheric perme.,hility or coefficient of streaming potential. The
conductivity, and the overall height of the lower stiaining potential is created when a liqud is forced
ionosphere. These changes, if varied over time, will be seen thro, gh a porous medium. Electro-osmosis exerts an
as ULF signals. It should be noted that the upper mantel electromotive force which causes fluid percolation. These
and the earth's crust contain about 60% SiO2 (17). Thus underground currents can be detected as disturbances to
it is to be expected that piezoelectric effects play a major the local electro-telluric potential. The effects of ionic
role in in seismoelectroma~netology. Triboelectrifrication dislocation and electrokinetic phenomena produce ULF
Scharge separation by friction), and piezoelectricification and ELF signals which must pass to the surface. Because(or rock fracturing) can create non-stationary surface attenuation in the earth is proportional to the square root
electric charges in seismic preparatory areas (18). Moving of frequency, commonly only the ULF signals are observed.
charges change the geoelectric field and induce changes in Frasier-Smith observed signals in the 0.01 - 0.5 Hz rangethe ionosphere which are seen as ULF and ELF signals. just before the October 17 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake

by a horizontal coil antenna (3) placed alon$ the magneticRecent experimental studies have found that double E-W direction.. Ar. electrokinetic model involving deep
electric layers (DEL's) are trong sources of ground water flow was recently developed at the STAR
electromagnetic radiation (19). DEL's are formed during atory to interpret the Loma Prieta observations (26)
the fracturing of piezoelectric crystalline rock formations, which deserves serious consideration.
in which opposite sides of cracks have opposite charges.
Many such charge areas form a charge mosaic which can If a natural electrotelluric potential gradient exists along
be modeled by a set of capacitors (i.e., dipoles). These the fault face, then currents will flow. Geomagnetic* dipole elements give off radiation wb'pn an acoustic wave pulsations arising from the magnetosphere and reaching
passes through, or if strain changes tne dipole parameters. ino the ground will also induce ground currents along
Calculations show that the radiation lies in the I - I00 conductive paths i the earth, such as those observed
MIlz range, which is too high to explain our observations, during solar terrestrial storms and especially along electric
DELs in contact with electrolytes will generate lower power transmission systems in auroral and sub--auroral
frequency radiation, in the 1 kHz -10 kHz region, which is regions (27, 28).
again too high to explain our observation. Iowever, DEL
formation may explain the observation of VLF signals In the last decade, three-dimensional imagin$, or seismic
before and during earthquakes, as reported by Yosino tomography has enabled scientists to probe in detail the
(20). properties of the crust, upper mantel, lower mantel, outer
VLF emissions are likely to be detected only before large core, and inner core (29) except for locating deep ground
earthquakes - when the magnitude on the Richter scale is water resources and deep aquifers. However, along with
greater than M, = 7. Yoshino et al. (5) used several deep sounding magnetictelluric profiling, it is now realized

that current systems of charge, heat and fluids much largerlocations, each with a north-south and east-west loop, for and more complex than thought previously, flow in the
the detection of VLF effects at 81 kHz. A change in ground upper to lower mantel of the earth (17). Those currentconductivity associated with dilatancy causes depressions systems .enerate the major portion of the static
in the strength of the received VLF signals or noise eomagnetic field on the surface of the earth. However, it
channels (4). These phenomena have occurred before is still not known how strongly the crustal plates aremagnitude 6.0 earthquakes (4) and also before volcanic coupled to the interior electric current systems. If the
eruptions (20).
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couplin isgnfcant, then crustal deformation may have vrical component of 'the geomagnetic field at San Diego
an indirect efet on the earth's, static geomagnetic field on average-is nearly twice as large as the N-S h6rizontal
and should he seen as small variations of the large static component with the E-W horizontal component being
field of approximately 1/2 Gauss. ns-eigible (0.44 G -, vertical, 0.24 G :N-S, 0.06 G: -)

and thus we would expect a, large signal from thc vertical
Another seismomagnetic effect occurs when. the sensor. This hypothesis of fieldine resonance also appears
permeability of the underlying rocks changes. Certain to, be consistent with our observations of strong activity in
rocks undv-'stress increase their magnetic permeability the vertical sensor and weak activity in the horizontal
and will either enhance or oppose the e.irth's magnetic sensors.
field. This effect is called tectomagnetism -and can beobevtnofhg UL acity
duplicated in the laboratory with piezomagn~etic materials The, Stanford osrao fhg L ciiy
(30). The time period for this phenomenon is of the order particularly in the 0.01 - 0.5 Hz range, just prior to the
of days. DC magnetic field perturbations caused by rock Loma Prieta earthqual-e of October 17, 1989, was recorded
magnetic aniostrophy were noted in the 1976 Tangban only 7 km from t6e epicenter. In addition, only one
North China earthquakc 3 . ULF anf- DC horizontally orientEd sensor was available. It is believe
volcano-magnetic effects were notv during and before the that the Stanford STAR Lab ULF sensor was detecting
1980 Mount St. Helens eruption (32). only local induction fields which should b& detectable inal

three axes. Moreover the Stanford ELF-VLF sensors,
Acoustic wavesQ have already been mentioned in connection horizontally oriented Nmagneticatlly E-W), were not able
with DELs in the generation of high frequency to detect precursor emissions 52 kmn from the epicenter at
electromagnetic radiation. However, acoustic mechanisms another STAR Lab observatory. Thus, if our hypothesis is
can directly generate UlLF, ELF and VLF emissions correct, distant quake precursor events can be detected
through interactions with the ionosphere. There are two primarily with the vertically oriented sensor while all three
possible mechanisms, The first is the production of long axes can be used to detect precursors to local qaes,
period acoustic-gravity waves by numerous microshocks which is also consistent with the recent electrokinetic
before the earthquake and by the main shock (33). One modeling results from the STAR Laboratory showing that
possible response of the ionosphere is the production of deep ground water flow arising from the prequake
medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances in the preparatory phase could result in detectable ULF
mid-latitude reions f34). ULF magnetic disturbances signatures (36). Several three-axis magnetic and electric
were caused by thi form of acoustic magnetic coupling at field sensor systems should he used to test the feasibility of
the time of Mount St. Helens eruption (35). Low frequency triangulation. Earthquakes of magnitudes M, = 4 or larger
gravity waves propagate azimuthally around the earth
while hig~her frequency acoustic waves are bent upv'~rd are good candidates for this method of precursor ULF

q dtection.toward tne magnetosphere (36). A second mechanist-, is '
the launching of acoustic waves from seismic wa2s. 6S r
acoustic waves, amplified through the atmosphere because 6SmayadCnlso
of the decreasing atmospheric density with increasi have riefl escribe $eomaeiil an eo
height, induce VLF emission levels which have bee n We averiely sie aage a geolofically,
detected by satellites (33). the Southern California region. Some of the regional faults

form part of the boundary between the Pacific plate and
5. Discussion and Interpretation the America plate. Because of the blocking nature of the

San Bernardino Mountains near Los Angeles, the Pacific
The intriguing observation at NAVOCEANSYSCEN of plate cannot slip past and locks onto the thicker crust.
high ULF activity during the Upland earthquake episode Tremendous stresses are built up, and the Southern
of April 17, 1990 raises the question of the nature of the California region breaks up into a region composed of
observed emissions. The extent of the fault face is too several major fault lines an numerous smaller fault lines;
small to directly gerat e propagating ULF the fault concentration is greater than most other regions
electromagnetic emissions.=t o induction fields may in North America. Similar fault concentrations exist, such
be observed near the fault. Induction fields seen 200 km as the U.S. Midwest New Madrid fault zone, and the
away (the distance from San Diego to Upland), will at best Aleutian-Alaska arc extending down to Vancouver Island.
be dipole-type fields. Dipole fields decrease with the cube
of the distance. In order for dipole fields to he observed We have described our equipment, of which the most
200 km away, the field strength near the source must he important was the three-axis search coil magnetometer
enormous and would cause widespread disruption of system. The search coil seisors are sensitive to at least
electrical equipment. Because this was not reported to 0,0y H)12whcistordsofentvtybtr
have occurred, induction fields from the fault epicenter than the fpuxgate sensors geophysicists typically use. Thiscould not be the cause of the ULF signals. We conclude improved sensitivity allows or e observation of weak
that these signals originated from the ionosphere and that ULF signals which otherwise would not be detected. We
hydromagnetic waves excited within the ionosphere are next discussed the observation of broadband ULF signals
the likely sources of these signals. in the 0.1 - 5 Hz range before the Upland quake of April

17, 1990. The large pre-quake ULF activity, the rapid
Acoustic waves launched from the epicenter region and decay of UFi L activity after the quake, and the absence ofrapid geoelectric or geomagnetic field changes can couple any o magnetic storm indicated a possible correlation of
into the ionosphere to generate hydromagnetic waves the L n activity with the Upland quake. Next, we briefly
traveling along the ionospheric fluid layer. bydromagnetic described the various hypotheses concerning the
waves can be detected when they are directly overhead and generations of ULF, ELF, and VLF signals by seismic
their evanescent fields each into the ground. The activity. These hypotheses include:
measurements taken from all of three axes indicated that
only the vertical (z) axis showe a esnificant ULF activity ( ) the generation of surface charges b
prior to the Upland earthquake event. This observation is niezoelectrification, triboelectrification, or rock
consistent with the hypothesis that we detected evanesentin
fields whose sources were overhead. racoti with dipole charge layers;

(is) a co tic teration h
Another possibility related to the above theories is the hrou elerokined genration of art e ntsa;
concept of field line resonance In field line resonance, t iv o rnianion. the fwr;ing r s
hydrofagnetic waves cause oscillations of the geomagnetic iv) po neti ou anges t n the undpherirc ks
field lines in ways similar to the plucking of a string. Thethe ionosphe re
oscillating field lines should.pe detected in the vertical
sensor and the northerly oriented horizontal sensor. The
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Except for the double-charged layer hypothesis, all these 7. V.F. Labson, A. Becker, H.F. Morrison, and U. Conti. N P
* effects can potentially affect the ionosphere which can, in Geophysics. 50, 565 (1985)

turn, produce traveling waves that can be detected at
great distances from the fault zone. Finally, we interpreted 8 W. Van Bise and E. A. Rauscher. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.
our data to be observations of evanescent fields of 32, 6-i (1987)
ionospheric waves traveling overhead. We came to this
conclusion because we detected activity from the vertical 9 W. Van Bise and E. A. Rauscher. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.
axis but little from the two horizontal axes. If significant 34, 109 (1989)
activity were indeed observed from the northerly oriented
horizontalaxis, then the field line resonance model of an 10. : A. Rauscher and W. Van Bise. US Patent 4,724,390
oscillating geomagnetic field would need to be used as well. (1988)
The major mechanisms that couple the pre-earthquake
changes, within the earth's interior, to the ionosphere are 11. W.H. Bakun, K S. Breckenridge, J. Bredehoeft, R.O.
unclear at present. However, these observations give rise to Burford, W.L. Ellsworth, M.J.S. Johnston, L. Jones, A.G.
the hope that at least some earthquakes may be predicted Lindh, C. Mortensen, RPJ. Mueller, C M. Poley, E.
w.rough the monitoring of precursor ULF signals. We are Roeloffs, S. Schulz, P. Segall, and W. Thatcher. Parkfield,
presently expanding our research by building more California, Earthquake Prediction Scenarios and Response
monitoring sites and improving our electric and magnetic Plans. US Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA, Open-File
field measurement systems, data collection, formatting, Report, No. 87-192 (1987)
and data processing capabilities.
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1. M Y or DiM and Raman) which utilize a wave-length dependence or frequency-shifted re-
Aerosol extinction is one of the primary radiation of absorption spectra in the
factors limiting the performance of systems atmosphere have been used to obtain vertical
which rely on visible or infrared radiation profiles of concentrations of various gases.
in the atmosphere. Lidar (light detection
and ranging) systems have been used to The use of visible and infrared electro-
measure the radiation backscattered to a optical systems for and weapons and sensor
receiver by aerosols in an attempt to deter- systems require the capability to predict
mine extinction. Howver,the technique of how radiation interacts with atmospheric
inverting the power returned to a single- aerosols in the marine environment. For a
ended lidar to obtain range-dependent ex- given aerosol size distribution, extinction
tinction coefficients requires a knowledge can be determined from Mie theory assuming
of the relationship between the volumetric that they scatter and absorb radiation as if
backscatter and extinction coefficients they were spheres of known refractive indi-along the path. If the atmosphere can be ces. For example, in the well-mixed marine
shown to be horizontally homogeneous, the boundary layer, relative humidities are
need for knowing the relationship between usually high enough that most of the aero-
backscatter and extinction can be eliminated sols are hydrated, taking on a spherical
by comparing the powers received from each shape. But above the layer, where relativealtitude along two or more different eleva- humidities are lower, aerosols may be non-
tion angles, and the extinction coefficient spherical. In such cases, the optical
variation in the ver'tical direction can be properties predicted for spheres may differ
readily determined. In this paper, a review by as much as an order of magnitude form
is presented of past efforts to determine those observed. Estimates of slant-pathatmospheric extinction from sinale-ended visibilities are required as inputs to
lidar measurements of backscatter, and the computer codes for scaling selected aerosolassumptions made concerning the backscatter size distribution models with altitude to
/extinction relationships. The degree to predict the performance of electrooptical
which the aerosols within the convectively si -tens. Lidars have been used to determine
mixed atmosphere can be expected to be a.osol extinction. However, the technique
horizontally homogeneous is also discussed, of inverting the power returned to a singl-
The conclusions are that unless the extinc- endPI lidar to obtain range-dependent aero-tion/backscatter relationship is known, or sol extinction coefficients have not yet
that the atmosphere is horizontally homoge- resulted in techniques or instruments with
neous over the propagation path, the accura- assured accuracy. In this paver, pastcies of extinction coefficients determined efforts to use lidar to measure aerosol
by a single-ended lidar cannot be assured. extinction are briefly reviewed, and the

difficulties are pointed out which need to2. INTRODUCTION be overcome before lidars can become opera-
tionally useful probes for aerosol extinc-The utility of a monostatic lidar system as tion.

a remote sensor for obtaining temporal and
spatial information about the dynamic pro- 3. SOLUTIONS TO THE LIDAR EQUATION
cesses of the atmosphere is well estab-
lished. By measuring the power backscat- The single-scatter lidar equation is giventered from a laser pulse at % given range to by the relation
a receiver, the movement ...j relative con-
centrations naturally occurring aerosols, of
industrial pollutants or battlefield S(r)=n[P(r)r7]-lnK InP(r)-20o (r')dr'
obscurants can be monitored, and the bases
of clouds determined. Remote mapping of wind
velocities 3nd flow patterns over large
portions of the atmosphere can also be In this equation P(r) is the power received
carried out. In these applications, the from a scattering volume at range r, K is
1idar is used as a tracer of aerosols which the instrumentation constant, and (r) and
scatter the incident radiation rather than 0(r) are the volum.etric backscatter anda probe for studying the aerosols' optical extinction coefficients, respectively. In
properties. There is an extensive amount of differe-tial form this equation is
literature published on the merits and
performance of aerosol tracer lidar tech-
niques (which need not be repeated here). dS(r) = 2 d((r) _ 2o(r) (2)
Other lidar systems (Differential Absorption ' r *

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I



The solution of equation (2) requires know- 1 exp[S(r)]
ing or assuming a relationship between f(r) a(r)_ C(r)
and a(r). However, if the atmosphere is exp[S(rf)]'- e(8)
homogeneous, the extinction coefficient can C(r() (re)
be simply expressed in terms of the rate of
change of signal with range, i.e. a = -1/2
[dS(r)/dr]. A plot of S(r) vs. r uould then
yield a straight line whose slope is -20. where the constant k has been chosen to be

Various authors (Refs I & 2) have presented y.
solutions to equation (2) by assuming a
functional relationship between backscatter 4. DISCUBSION
and extinction to be of the form

Klett (Ref 1) discussed the instabilities

p(r) = Ca (r) K (3) inherent in equation (4) due to the negative
sign in the denominator and the uncertain-
ties in the boundary value a(ro). In order

where C and k are not dependent upon r. In to determine the appropriate value of o(r.)
this case, only the aerosol number density from the raw lidar return, the values of C
is allowed to vary with range and not the and k appropriate for the existing air mass
size distribution. When the integration is must be known. While the value of k is
performed in the forward direction from a usually close to unity, a critical problem
range r., where the transmitted beam and is determining the proper choice of C. From
receiver field-of-view overlap, to a final the work of Barteneva (Ref 4), a change
range r, the extinction coefficient is given greater than an order of magnitude can be
by inferred in the value of C between clear air

and fog conditions. Kunz (Ref 5) proposed
exp[S(r)J that, for situations where the lower levels

o(r)= exp[S(r)] (4) of the atmosphere appeared horizontally
-2r exp[S(r) ]dr homogeneous, a(ro) could be determined from

0(r,) " the return of a horizontal lidar shot by

means of the slope method, and then used as
the boundary value in equation (4) for

where o(ro) is the unknown contribution to calculating the extinction in the vertical
extinction out to the overlap range, direction. This approach necessarily as-

equation sumes that the ratio N/a remains constant(4) can be overcome by performing the inte- with altitude, and that the linear decrease
(4)tcan b e er e direction from a of return signal with range is indeed indic-
gration in the reverse t rmtr ative a homogeneous atmosphere. Caution
final range, rf, in toward the transmitter. must be applied in interpreting linear
in this case the extinction coefficient is decreases of S(r) with range as being relat-
given by, ed to homogeneous conditions. Kunz (Ref 6)

has reported examples of vertical lidar

exp(S(r)] returns beneath clouds which seemingly
exp[S(r)] S(5) originated from a homogeneous atmosphere

ee ]without a reflection from cloud base. In
conditions where the aerosol size distribu-
tion is increasing with range, an increase
in backscattered power can be balanced the

where d(r) is the unknown value of extinc- decrease in power caused by attenuation.

tion at the final range. Solutions to the While equation (2) is "stable", It is diffi-
single-scatter lidar equation have been Whle e in ( isactal s uiffi-
presented for the reverse and forward inte- cult to use in a practical sense unlessgratonthere is another independent determinationbetween the backscatter and extinctiop of o(r). For fog conditions, the first

n term in the denominator of equation (5)
coefficients is assumed to vary with range becomes negligible, but in these situations
according to the single scatter lidar equation is not

applicable. Carnuth and Reiter (Ref 7) used
p(r) , C(r)a(r)

1  (6) an approach to invert lidar returns beneath
stratocumulus clouds by assuming a(rt) to be

where k is a constant. For the forward equal to accepted values of cloud base

integration case the extinction coefficient extinction coefficient (10 ky' : a-(r) S 30

as a function of range is given by km'). This approach is still assumes that
pl/ is invariant with altitude. Lindberg,
et al., (Ref 8) have also presented measure-

I1 ments beneath stratus clouds in Europe.
Sexp[S(r)] Extinction coefficients determined by the

o(r)}= ,2 (7) reverse integration technique agreed reason-exp(S(r,)] -2 1 . .exp[S(r')]dr' ably well with those calculated from balloonC(r.)o(r.) J. C(r') borne particle measurements and point mea-

surements of visibility when the atmosphere
and for reverse integration by was horizontally homogeneous and stable.

The method by which a(r,) was chosen is not
clear since the authors only stated that an
iteration procedure was used. Ferguson and
Stephens (Ref 9) also used an iterative
scheme in an attempt to select the value of

4;
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a (r). The value of a(r) at a close-in a (r) id=- 4r r-S (r) ] • (9)range (where the returned signal is well *"-

above the system noise*_* was varied until the
O(r) determined from equation (5) allowed
calculated and measured values of S(r) to However, the receiver gain of both lidarsagree. The chosen value of a(r,) was thenagrse. The chsein equaluiof (A) s ithe must be accurately known since they affect
used as o~r,) in equation (i). to integrate the slope characteristics of the individual
out from the transmitter. This procedure S(r) curves. Although the double-ended
requires the system to be accurately cali- technique has a practical limitation for
brated and the value of P/a to be specified tactical situations, e.g., in slant path
and invariant with range'. Hughes et al. measurements at sea, it is feasible to use(Ref 10) showed the extinction coefficients it in aerosol studies and to evaluate thecalculated with this algorithm were not various-single-ended schemes for measuring
unique anI were extremely sensitive to the extinction. Hughes and Paulson (Ref 15)chosen value of fi/a. Bissonnette (Ref 3) used the d6uble-ended lidar configuration
pointed out that unless the system calibra- over a 1 km inhomogeneous slant path to
tions and 8/a are accurately known, this demonstrate that if the value of C(r) varies
algorithm is no more stable than the forward with range, but is assumed to be a constant,
integrati-. solution, neither the single-ended forward or reverse

integration algorithms will allow range-
Carnuth (R f 11) has attempted to ver fy the dependent extinction coefficients to be
reverse integration technique (Klett's determined with any assured degree of accu-
method) by making measurements of the visual racy even if the initial boundary values are
ringe using an integrating nephelometer to specified. If, however, the manner in which
obtain a(r) at the end of a slanted lidar specified , the n rwicpath(7 in) p te sie o a muntin. C(r) varies is specified, both the forwardpath (7 km) up the side of a mountain. nd reverse single-enaed inversions repro-
Optical depths derived from a transmis- an
someter operated simultaneously with the duce the double-ended measurements remark-
!idar were in agreement with those derived ably well.

from the averages of several lidar returns In situations where the different layers of
in cases where the path appeared homoge- the atmosphere are horizontally homogeneous,
neous. In other cases, discrepancies were the need for knowing the relationship be-
observed which the authors attributed to the tween the backecatter and extinction coeffi-variable ratio of fl/o along the path (in tentebcsatradetnto ofi
ardiabe rto o a onte s panth (i cients can be eliminated by comparing the
addition to measurement errors and the range compensated powers received from each
neglect of multiple scattering effects). altitude along two or more different eleva-
Salemink et al. (Ref 12) determined values tion angles (Refs 17 & 18). Assuming ex-
of a and fi from horizontal lidar shots using tinction and backscatter coefficients to
the slope method when the atmosphere ap-
peared to be horizontally homogeneous. They
then presented a parameterization between optical depth. t, between any two altitudes
values of fl/a and relative humidity (33% : a
RH 5 87%). When the paraetcrization was
used to invert visible wavelength lidar (S(R3)-S(M)]-[S(R,)-S(R2 )] (10)
returns in the vertical direction, the 2 (1 /
derived extinction coefficient profiles 2(i/sin -lisin~1 )
(using radiosonde measurements of relative
humidity) sometimes agreed reasonably well
with those measured by aircraft mounted where S(RI) and S(R2 ) are the range compen-
extinction meters. In contrast, de Leeuw et sated powers returned along slant ranges R,
al. (Ref 13) using similar types of lidar atd p retud ao sat rne r
measurements did not observe a distinct and R2 from an altitude h, with the lidar
statistical relationship between backscatter elevated at angles 01 and 0, respectively,
and extinction ratios and relative humidity, with < 4. Similarly, S(R$) and S(R)
Fitzgerald (Ref 14) pointed out that other refer to the range compensated powers re-
factors such as the aerosol properties can turned from an altitude h2 with the lidar
strongly affect the relationship between #/a elevated at an angle 01 where 2 < 01. In
and relative humidity and that the power law principle, if the atmosphere were horizon-
relationship is not necessarily valid for tally homogeneous, the lidar beam could be
relative humidities less than about 80%. A swept in elevation and the method used
unique relationship between C(r) and rela- between closely separated angles to obtain
tive humidity which is dependent on the air an incremented profile of extinction andmass characteristics is yet to be developed. backscatter (Ref 19). The smaller angular

separations, however, place stringent re-
An assumed relationship between the quirements on the accuracies to which the
backscatter and extinction coefficients can range compensated powers must be measured
be eliminated by comparing the powers re- (Ref 18). Also,the works of Russell and
turned from a volume common to each of the Livingston (Ref 17), and Spinhirne et al.
two lidars located at opposite ends of the (Ref 20) concluded that the atmosphere
propagation path. For this double-ended within the convectively mixed marine bound-
lidar configuration, the range-dependent ary layer rarely, if ever, has the degree of
extinction coefficient can be shown (Refs 15 homogeneity required. Atlas et al. (Ref 21)
& 16) to be related to the slope of the presented examples of lidar returns observed
difference in the range compensated powers from an aircraft above the marine boundary
measured by the two lidars (1 and 2) at the layer. The returns from within the mixed
common range r by the equation layer were shown to be associated with

updrafts carrying aerosol-rich air upward
and cunversely. These effects were enhanced
by increasing humidity updrafts and decreas-

e
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ing humidity downwards that operate to While the works of Mulders (Ref 22) and de
increase and decrease aerosol sizes within Leeuw et al. (Ref 13) have concluded no
small scale sizes between 200 and 500 meters relationship exists between C(r) and rela-
superimposed upon the large scale (1-2 km) tive humidity, their measurements did not
undulations of the inversion, account for changes in the air-mass charac-

teristics. Simultaneous lidar measurements
It has been demonstrated by Paulson (Ref 18) and air mass chazcteristics (e.g., radon
that the double angle techniqrue can be used and condensation nuc lei) need to be conduct-
to determine the extent to which the atmo- ed to identify their relationship to rela-
sphere is horizontally homogeneous. In tive humidity profiles. Whether or not such
these studies, data were taken beueath a a relationship can ever be identified in a
thin stratus cloud layer at about 500 me- practical sense is yet to be determined.
ters. Two calibrated Visioceiloneter lidars
(Ref 8) were opeiated side-by-side on the For a single-ended lidar to become a useful
west side of the Point Loma Peninsula at San operational tool, innovative concepts need
Diego, Calif. and pointed west over the to be pursued. A novel single-ended lidar
Pacific Ocean. A series of nearly simulta- thnique has been recently proposed by
neous shots were made with the one lidar Hooper and Gerber (Refs 23 & 24) to measure
elevated at an angle of 25' and the other at optical depths when used down-looking from
50. S(r) values for each of the lidars an aircraft or satellite at the ocean sur-
(determined using 5-point running averages face and when the reflection properties of
of the raw data) showed increasing returns the surface are known. In this technique,
with increasing range and fluctuated about two detectors are used: one with a narrow
one another at different ranges which indi- field-of-view, which measures the power
cated an inhomogeneous condition. The directly reflected off the rough ocean
optical depths between different altitudes surface and another with a wide field-of-
determined from Equation 10 are shown in the view where the directly reflected photons
following table: are blocked (aureole detector). The accura-

cy of the system is presently being evaluat-
TABLE.. Optical depths calculated from ed by comparing the optical depths inferred
different altitudes up to a maximum altitude from the direct and aureole scattered re-
of 475 meters on 17 May 1989. turns to those calculated from size distri-

butions measured simultaneously from an
Lower Altitude (meters) optical depth aircraft. Should the aureole system be

100 0.811 proven reliable it would be most useful if
125 0.437 the optical depths determined using visible
150 0.584 or near infrared wavelengths could be scaled
175 0.597 directly to the mid or far infrared wave-
200 0.647 length bands at which many important EO
225 0.584 systems operate.
250 0.688
275 0.150 6. ACKNOWLEDSEMENT
300 0.260
325 0.260 This work was supported by the Office of
350 0.342 Naval Technology.
375 0.492
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4
DISCUSSION

J. GOLDWIRSH
Have dualfrequency lidars been considered where we take simple ratios ofthe power to remove the calibration constants and
improve estimations of extinction and backscatter?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
They have, but, to ny knowledge, have not resulted in readily available extinction measurement devices.

~D. HlOEHINHave you analyzed the applicability of a single-ended, singlefrequency lidarfor o-determination also under the condition, that

the type of the actual aerosol size distribution may be classied by meteorological information, so that you would not have to
consider the whole range of possible aerosol size distribution for determining the C-value, rather than only this class?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
f you make assumptions concerning aerosol properties, air mass characteristics, homogeneity, etc., you may infer a from

single-ended lidars. The )oint of our paper vas, that without such assumptions, single-ended lidars don't give you a with any
assured degree of accuracy.

C. WERNER (Comment)
I'd like to add that the German Aerospace Research Establishment together with Inpulsphysics GmbH have developed a lidar-
slant visual range (SVR) measuring device for installation at airports. This SVR lidar is now installed at the Hamburg-
Fuh1sbfettel airport for operational use in visibility conditions less than 500 m. This system can handle multiple scattering
also (.. uses multiple scattering contributions for determining visibilities below 200 m. Reference: DiR-butiture of
Electronics, SVR-measuring device, Report No. 88-42 (1988).
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PROBING OF THE ATMOSPHERE WITH LIDAR

G.J. Kunz

TNO-Physics and Electronics Laboratory
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raarAiY 2. INVERTING LIDAR RETRNSt

Lidar (optical radar) is a generally The generally accepted model describing the
accepted technique which can be used for single-scatter return of lidar systems with
remote sensing of atmospheric properties direct detection is given by equation (1).
over ranges of kilometers within a few This model can be applied to ranges which
V. croseconds. Different inversion are large with respect to the length of the
techniques to derive the required laser pulse and is the basis for inverting
information from the lidar signal are the backscatter and the extinction
discussed. The lidar properties determine coefficients.
which kind of information can be obtained.
In this paper we present an overview of
results obtained with two different lidar R
systems. The results include the assessment K'B(R)
of the systems, long term studies of the (1) P(R) - exp(-2" a(x)'dx)
vertical infrared structure of the
atmosphere, and fast dynamic processes. 0

where:
1. INTRODUCTION P(R) = received power from range R in W

R - range in km
optical radar or lidar (light detection and K - system constant in W'km

3

ranging), is widely used for remote sensing S(R) = backscatter coefficient in km-1
of atmospheric quantities over ranges of a(R) - extinction coefficient in km

-1

kilometers. The simplest types of lidar
systems are mono-static, iperate at one
wavelength and use direct detection. These From the physical point of view information
so-called Mie lidars are applied, e.g., to on both the backscatter and the extinction
measure visibility, vertical extinction and coefficient are available from the signal.
backscatter profiles, cloud base height and However, mathematically it is not possible
wind. They can also be used as cloud to derive two unknowns from a single
mapper, range finder or imaging system. equation. Therefore additional information

is required. Two different approaches are
The principle of lidar is similar to that generally applied.
of radar, with the difference that lidars
operate in the micrometer region of the The first one assumes that the atmosphere
electro-magnetic spectrum instead of the mm is homogeneous. This implies that the
or cm region. The maximum detection ranges backscatter and the extinction are
in homogeneous atmospheres vary with the constants. To derive these, linear
actual weather condition and are less than regression analysis is applied on the
I km for the smaller systems (Bonner, 1979 logarithm of the range compensated signal.
and Lentz, 1982) to more than 50 km for the
largest ones (Shimizu, 1985). (See also (2) ln(P(R)'R 2) ln(K'B) - 2"'R
Appendix A for a mathematical derivation of
the maximum range.) The measured waveforms The intercept and the slope of (2) are a
are a function of the spatial backscatter measure for the backscatter and the
coefficient and the transmission losses, extinction coefficient respectively. The

method was first proposed by Collis (1966)
The latter are a function of the path- and is generally referred to as the 'slope
integrated extinction coefficient. All method'. Other references to this subject
other atmospheric parameters that can be are, e.g., Carswell (1972), Warner (1981),
measured with (direct detection Hie) lidar Klett (1981), Ferguson and Stephans (1983)
are derived from the backscatter and the and Measures (1984). The maximum range over
extinction, which the lidar can measure in a

homogeneous atmosphere depends on the
In this paper we give an overview of syst,.m parameters and the atmospheric
existing techniques for inverting data from conditions. An expression for this maximum
Mie lidar systems. Some of the results range is derived in Appendix A.
obtained with two lidar systems are
presented. A low-repetition rate lidar (0.1 The second method to invert lidar returns
pps) is used to investigate long term is based on the assumption that there is a
atmospheric effects. A high repetition rate relation between the extinction and the
lidar (10 pps) is used to study dynamic backscatter. (Results from Mie calculations
atmospheric processes. An extensive show that the kind of relation depends on
literature reference is given, the aerosol. See e.g. De Leeuw and
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Lamberts, 1987.) This leads to a Bernoulli path measurement. Kunz (1988) derived an
differential equation in either of the two analytical expression for deriving the
quantities. This differential equation can backscatter and the extinction profiles
be solved provided that either the total from a large set of measurements.
transmission losses over the path are known
(Fernald, 1972) or that a solution In summary, several methods exist to invert
somewhere on the trace (boundary condition) lidar returns. In homogeneous situations,
is known (or assumed). The method of using the slope metnod is best suited to invert
the Bernoulli differential equation was both the backscatter and the extinction
proposed by Hitschfeld and Bordan (1954) to coefficient over the range of the system.
invert the rain rate from radar returns and For inhomogeneous situations the lidar
has been used for lidar by e.g. Barret and return is best solved via Bernoulli's
Ben-Dov (1967), Viezee et al. (1969), Davis differential equation which leads to a
(1969), Kohl (1978) and Klett (1981). backscatter and/or an extinction profile.
Nowadays this method is generally referred It should be kept in mind, however, that a
to as the Klett method. Other authors who priori information is necessary in this
discuss the problem of the boundary case. The values of the boundary condition
condition are Kunz (1983), Ferguson (1983), and of the backscatter/extinction ratio
Fernald (1984), Sasano (1985), Hughes et used in this procedure can severely
al. (1985), Klett (1986) and Bissonnette influence the final results. The double-
(1986). Effects of the relation between ended method provides both the backscatter
backscatter and extinction on the solution and the extinction profile without any
of the lidar equation have been described additional information but can only be used
by, e.g., Sasano (1984), Klett (1985) and in some specific situations.
Keastner (1986). Gonzalez (1988) published
a recursive equation to solve the lidar
equation with an a priori knowledge on the
spatial relation between the extinction and 3. SOME RESULTS
the backscatter. However, this approach is
essentially not different from the In this section some of the resultsanalytical solution t obtained with two different lidar systems

are presented. The first lidar is capable
In summary, all the efforts made to solve of measuring with a maximum repetition rate
the Inhomogeneous lidar equation are of 6 shots per minute and is used to study

hampered by two problems: - the relation long term atmospheric effects. The second
between extinction and backscatter and - lidar operates with a maximum repetition
the boundary condition, rate of 10 measurements per second and is

used to measure dynamic atmospheric
Two alternative techniques are available to processes.
measure the backscatter and the extinction
profile with a lidar in an inhomogeneous 3.1 Results with a low repetition rate
atmosphere. The first one is based on
simultaneous measurements along the same lidar system
path with two lidars operating in opposite
directions. The combination of the two A calibrated small lidar system, wavelength
lidar signals provides sufficient 1.06 pm and laser energy about 100 mJ, has
information to solve both the backscatter been used by the TNO Physics and
and the extinction along the path. This Electronics Laboratory since 1983 in
method has been described by Paulson and several field experiments and other
Powers (1986), Kunz (1987) and by Hughes projects conducted from our establishment.
and Paulson (1988). A disadvantage of this A review of the -esults is presented,
so-called 'bipath' or 'double-ended' method starting with t -parisons with other
is that two synchronized systems are measurements on the atmospheric vertical
required. In general, it is not possible to structure.
mount lidar systems at both ends of the
path. In particular, for the most useful
application of lidar, i.e. remote sensing
of atmospheric profiles only single-ended 3.1.1 Assessment of the reliability of
systems can be applied. However, the lidar for vertical structure
double-ended method has merits for the measurements
verification of existing inversion
techniques (e.g. Kunz, 1989) and in In a common NATO experiment, see e.g.
particular situations where in situ Lindberg et al. (1987), vertical lidar data
measurements are impossible, were compared with balloon-borne AEG point

visibility meter data. The lidar data were
The second alternative technique is based inverted to extinction profiles using
on the assumption of horizontal Bernoulli's differential equation. The
stratification of the atmosphere. The boundary value was obtained fron a single
vertical extinction and backscatter horizontal lidar measurement using the
profiles can be inverted from a (large) slope method. The relation between
number of measurements under different extinction and backscatter was assumed to
elevation angles uin one vertical plane). be linear, and constant over the vertical
The basic iden :or this method was proposed range. Figure 3.1 shows a comparison
by Hamilton (1969) and has been further between the lidar data and the extinction
elaborated by Russel and Livingstone profiles derived from the point visibility
(1984), Paulson (1985) and Kunz (1988). meter, for four different situations.
Russel and Livingston (1984) pointed out
that this technique is less suitable for The differences between the profiles from
vertical structure measurements becalse the the AEG and the lidar below the cliuds
atmosphere is not horizontally stratified, (Figure 3.1C and D) are due to the
while also the atmosphere may change during measurement principle, the integration time
a measurement. Paulson (1985) performed a of the nephelometer and the different
sensitivity analysis for a two-angle slant wavelengths. In the cloud, the nephelometer[ 1
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A a effects on the aerosol size distribution
(De Leeuw, 1989). The relation between the
backscatter and the extinction over a

j period of one day was shown by Mulders
(1984). The relations between the

r- extinction and the backscatter versus the I
- wind speed were published by De Leeuw

(1986-c).

3.1.3 Marine boundary layer studies in a
'' j ' .tropical environmelit

wcnl ,W tK Wufl1V3C51Oq.,Bt The TNO lidar has also been operated from

Florida Keys as part of the KEY90
two . experiment to evaluato the Naval Oceanic

D D Vertical Aer.~jl Model (NOVAM) (De Leeuw et
al., 1989; Gathman et al., 1989) in a
tropical marine environment. An example of

during a period of about 4.5 hours, is
presented in Figure 3.2. In the original

5" presentation, the data was coded in false
colour but for reproduction reasons theI figure was coded in gray tones which
reduced the contrast somewhat.

140C.,

Figure 3.1: Examples of 1.06 pm extinction 5590

profiles determined by the lidar (dotted
line) and from the airborne AEG visibility
meter data (solid curve). A a vertically Goo-
homogeneous atmosphere, 8 a ground haze

situation with a mid altitude stratuscloud and D a low altitude stratus cloud. o

could measure the actual extinction. The to, ,s
lidar, on the other hand, could not
penetrate deep enough into these optically
thick clouds. It has been concluded from Figure 3.2: Backscatter profiles, coded in
the analysis of this trial that lidar is a gray tones, as measured in a tropical
reliable tool to measure quantitatively the marine environment in a height versus time 4
vertical extinction and/or backscatter figure. Horizontal axis: 16:37-20:54 hours.
profiles to altitudes of several Vertical axis: 25-1350 m altitude.
kilometers. In cases of clouds, however,
the capabilities of the lidar are limited
by the maximum penetration depth of the
laser pulse (Lindberg et al., 1987). The lidar data has been converted to

absolute backscatter profiles because of
It has been shown recently by Rosen and the very low extinction. The measured
Kjome (1991) that comparison of balloon- profiles show a strong vaiability in the
borne scatterometer data with the results backscatter at altitudes of about 600 m,
of lidar, are still of current interest to which is ascribed to the occurrence of
obtain complementary data on the aerosol convective plumes. Profiles with relatively
from within clouds. low backscatter interspersed with profiles

with relatively high backscatter also
points in this direction. Sometimes, the

3.1.2. Lidar measurements over the sea convective plumes end in small patches of
clouds (light-gray spots). Similar

During a NATO aerosol measurement campaign observations were made with airborne lidar
in the North Atlantic in 1983, the lidar (Hooper, 19891) during KEY90 and during
system has been operated continuously other experiments (Melfi et al., 1985).
during a period of 5 weeks aboard a weather
ship (De Leeuw et al. 1984, 1986-a).
Measurements under negative and positive
elevation angles as well as in horizontal 3.1.4 VISA (Vertical Infrared Structure of
direction were performed to determine the the Atmosphere)
extinction from close to the sea surface to
an altitude of about 1.5 km. A gyro- The VISA experiment was conduced during a
controlled platform was used to provide a period of about two years. The lidar was
stable horizontal reference plane. Examples operated continuously (24 hours/day), from
of inverted extinction profiles have been a room at the roof of TNO-Physics and
published in De Leeuw et al. (1986-a,c). Electronics Laboratory in The Hague, in a
The profiles were described by a mixed- coastal area at about 3 km from the sea.
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vertical extinction and backscatter of tine serial plots of horizontal
profiles were measured together with backscatter, extinction and their ratio
meteorological parameters. The lidar $/a. The relation between backscatter and
generated about-ten profiles per hour and extinction is also shown in a scatter
performed several horizontal measurements diagram. From 10:00 to 12:00 a.m., light
to derive the horizontal backscatter and snow resulted in high backscatter and
extinction. Some of the results of this extinction coefficients. After 12:00 it
experiment are presented in the subsequent stopped snowing and both the backscatter
figures. and the extinction dropped. However,

because the snow effected the backscatter
Tadre than the extinction, their ratio also

Relation between a and B dropped. During the following 20 hours B/ar
remained fairly constant (variation less

One of the most interesting subjects is the than 10 %) although both the backscatter
relation between backscatter (b) and and the extinction gradually increased by
extinction (a). Figure 3.3 shows examples more than a factor 2.

10 0.20In contrast to period (2) in Figure 3.3,
10 0.~othp time serial diagram of B/a in Figure

I (.o

3.4A shows strong fluctuations. These data
were from lidar measurements during a
period of ground haze with clear sky inIATIO 61o-- 0.10 which the backscatter and the extinction

E were strongly variable. These fluctuations
0 are not obvious from a scatter plot, asaF shown in Figure 3.4B. The data in thisI --- 000 0 figure approximate a straight line which,

Z 2 ~EXTI CTIO 4 in this double logarithmic plot, suggesting
Uw a power law relation. This may be a
2_c coincidence.
L.
L.
W
0 020ATIO Ofn

a:
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Figure 3.3: Time series of backecatter, 0.01 0. 1 10
extinction, ratio B/a and scatter plot of EXTINCTION in 1kmr
the backscatter versus the extinction. The
period with light snow-fall has been
indicated by (1). During period (2) there Figure 3.4: Variatioa of the ratio B/a on 5
was no precipitation. Data 15 and 16 and 6 February 1985 (A). Scatter plot of
January -1985. the backcatter versus the extinction (B).
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In Figure 3.5 we present the relation SCATTER COEFFICIENT in 11km
between the backscatter and the extinction 1 - - -

averaged over all data recorded during this
two-year period. The figure was created by %

partitioning log(a) in 50 intervals and
calculating the mean and the standard * EXTIN( TION] deviation of the backscatter for eachq ° F• °°

0.1:I interval. . ...

BACKS ATTER .

10 BACKSCATTER in lkm 0.0 .. 3

0.0 1

50 60 70 80 90 100

0.1 RELATIVE HUMIDITY in %

1  Figure 3.6: Extinction and backscatter
......___ versus relative humidity. Data were

0.01 recorded over a period of 24 hours on 20
and 21 February 1985.

0.001 . . .
001 01 1 10 100 In many cases, the relation between

backscatter and relative humidity shows a
kind of hysteresis loop which is a common

EXTINCTION in 11km phenomenon for hygroscopic aerosol as shown
e.g. by Winkler (1971). An example of thisbehaviour is given in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.5: Relation between backscatter
and extinction as derived from about 22,000
measurements during a two year period. All
data were used unconditionally.

0.1BACKSCATTERin 1km

The results in Figure 3.5 indicates a non
linear relation between B and a which can
be used to predict the B/a ratio. The
relation becomes less evident for
extinctions larger than about 3 km-1 . This
is probably due to local fluctuations in a 0.01
and B. For extinctions smaller than
0.03 km-1 accurate determination of the -J

extinction is the limiting factor as shown . , %
by Kunz (1992). In that case the
backscatter can be determined more
reliably. The results from Figure 3.5
indicate that the relation between
backscatter and extinction is reliable
within a factor 2 for extinctions from 0.001 -
about 0%03 to about 3 k "1

.
50 60 70 80 90 100

Relative humidity effects RELATIVE HUMIDITY in %

The relation between the relative humidity
and the backscatter, the extinction and the Figure 3.7: Relation between the horizontal
ratio B/a is an other subject of interest backscatter and the relative humidity over
(e.g. De Leeuw, 1986-b and Tonna, 1991) a period of 24 hours. Date 7 February 1985.
because the relative humidity tends to Note the loop between RH of 74 and 82 %.
increase with height in the atmosphericboundary layer. If a definite relation

between B/a and the RH could be found, than
this relation could be used to solve the Visibility
lidar equation. In many data files, the
backscatter and the extinction vary only Extinction determines the visibility.
slightly (about 15 %) for relative However, because of the difference in
huminities between about 50 % and about wavelength, the relation between the lidar
90 %. Above this value, the backscatter and derived extinction (1.06 ym) and the
the extinction depend stronger on the visibility (photopic spectrum) depends on
relative humidity. Examples of this effect the aerosol characteristics (particle size
are shown in Figure 3.6. distribution and complex refractive index).
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Relations between the visibility (measured Cloud base monitoring
• with an AEG point visibility meter) and the

horizontal backscatter or extinction Cloud base has been monitored during part
measured with the lidar have been published of the VISA project. Cloud base is
by e.g. Lamberts and De Leeuw (1986). important in avionics but also in
Results from the VISA data base show that meteorology and other fields. Although
there is, in many cases, a relation between there is no unique definition for cloud
the visibility and the backscatter or the base, see e.g. Pruppacher (1980), Heaps
extinction. Examples of a good correlation (1982) and Eberhard (1986), the results of
are shown in Figure 3.8. However, such good commercial cloud base instruments are in
correlations are not always obtained, as good agreement despite the different
evidenced by the data in Figure 3.9. A more techniques applied (WHO report 1986). With
detailed analysis of the data base is lidar, the cloud base has been defined in
required to investigate the conditions for two different ways. The first criterion is
which the backscatter and the extinction based on a local maximum in the recorded
are well-correlated with visibility, waveforms caused by cloud reflection. The
Interesting questions are why in other second criterion uses the height where the
cases the correlation is reduced, and what extinction exceeds a certain value (Duncan,
the frequency of occurrence of such 1980).
situations is. A limited data base ofsimultaneously measured aerosol particle Results from application of both criteria

size distributions is available, which on the lidar signals, recorded during a
could be useful to find answers to these overcast period of 33 hours, are shown in
questions. Figure 3.10.

SCATTER COEFFICIENT in -/km 2000_CLOUD ALTITUDE in m
10 2000-

1q%,.. EXTINC10N 1500 "

0.1 1000
.q

BACKS ATT; I
0.01 500 - -

0.001 0.-.. . .. -0

0.1 1 10 100 6 12 18 24 5 36
VISIBILITY in km

Figure 3.8: Scatter plot of the horizontal TIME of the DAY Inh

extinction and the horizontal backscatter
as a function of the visibility. The data Figure 3.10: Cloud base altitude as a
were recorded on 10 March 1986 during a function of time on 20 and 21 February
period of 24 hours, starting at 09:00 a.m. 1985. Dots indicate the results from a

simple relative maximum criterion and plus

SCATTER COEFFICIENT in 1/km signs indicate the results from the
10 __ -OE .-ICIENT -n !- extinction criterion.

The extinction criterion provides a better
1 X I TIONdetection probability. The pulse-height

XTINCTION criterion often fails. This occurs in
situations were the increase in
backscattering from cloud droplets is

01 compensated by the extinction. As a result
the lidar signal cannot be distinguished

, ,.,.from signals from a homogeneous atmosphere.This effect has been discussed by Kunz

8ACKSCkTTEA:.. (1987) and has neen elaborated0.01 -- mathematically in Appendix B.

Extinction profiles
0 001. . . .. . . ..01 1 10 100 Extinction profiles to an altitude of I or

2 km were recorded semi-continuo':sly duringVISIBILITYinkin VISA. Figure 3.11 shows an example of the
results during a one-week period. The

Figure 3.9: Scatter plot of the horizontal altitude has been plotted along the
extinction and the horizontal backscatter vertical axis and the time has been plotted
as a function of the visibility. The data along the horizontal axis. Hourly intervals
were recorded on 21 February 1985 during a ate indicated by small white tics. The
period of 24 hours, starting at 09:00 a.m. separation between the days is indicated by
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the white vertical lines. The extinction platform for scanning in any desired
has been coded in false color. For this B/W direction. Examples of results obtained
presentation, however, the false colors with this system during the NATO smoke
have been converted to gray tones which experiment 'BEST ONE' were published in the
reduces the resolution. workshop proceedings onthis trial (Kunz,

1987).

<2 r ~Some of the results from atmospheric
-,;+' ' 'measurements with this system are presented

in the next set of figures. The dynamic
behaviour of the atmosphere during a period
of 125 seconds and up to an altitude of
1140 m is presented in Figure 3.12. The
measurements were made in a fixed direction

too, during a period of high relative humidity
'Li1.5fyu/sN 3.5

visibil~~ 3.km.-Fi~uie T.12 shows4 .............. .......... te sphr blowau alitude of
.+. ,.++ ... .... l+ +'he'i a'*t4, siri mu -h 6+

4 sloer

Figure 3.11: Vertical extinction profiles
coded in gray tones, in the period 15-19
April 1985. Maximum altitude 1000 m. No
precipitation has been observed in this
period.

Discussion. On April 15 at 08:50 a.m. the
measurements started under a cloudy sky
with cloud base at about 500 m. After
09:00, the extinction in the mixed layer
decreased until about 23:00 hours. Then a ,
cloud was detected at about 1000 m and the
extinction at ground level increased
rapidly. At 05:00 a.m. on April 16 a new
cloud layer was detected at about 700 m A
altitude which remained there until about ,
20:00 hours. Note that the extinction below . {
the cloud started to increase already at an WA

altitude of about 300 m. Between 17:00 and 4 "'
19:00 hours a haze layer was observed to
move in from the sea. This resulted in an Figure 3.12: Atmospheric scattering, coded
increase in the extinction between 200 and in gray tones, as measured with a
600 m altitude. During the night from April vertically pointing lidar in a height
16 to 17 a ground haze developed. The depth versus time representation.
of this layer slowly decreased. Minimum
altitude was reached between 03:00 and A vertical cross-section of the atmospheric
04:00 a.m. From that time on, the top of scattering can be mapped by scanning the
the ground fog layer ascended from about lidar in a vertical plane. An example of
100 m to about 250 m. A second layer was such a measurement, also called RHI (Range
detected which rose from about 250 m to to Height Indicator), is shown in Figure
about 50 m altitude. At 09:00 a.m. the top 3.13. Relatively high atmospheric
of the mixed layer rose to about 700 m. scattering is observed below a broken cloud
From 13:00 to 15:00 hours the atmosphere layer. Above this cloud layer, cloud
was clear above 100 m. At about 16:00 hours patches are observed at an altitude of
cumulus clouds were observed and at 17:00 about 650 m, despite the attenuation of the
hours a new ground fog layer developed lower clouds.
which stayed until 13:00 the next day. At .
that time the extinction decreased due to
deepening of the mixed layer. From about
16:00 hours to about 02:00 a.m. on April 19 :
the thickness of the mixed layer lecreased.
Than a new layer was detected at an
altitude of about 700 m which descended
slowly until 10:00 a.m. to an altitude of
about 100 m. From that time on this layer
ascended and dissolved.

3.2 Results with a high repetition rate
lidar system

like smoke plumes and wind driven aerosol

patches having life-times on the order of 4seconds, lidar systems are required with a V2

repetition rate of at least i0 Hz. Such a _
system has been realized and applied by As W

TNO-Physics and Electronics Laboratory. It
operates at a wavelength of 1.06 pm, has a Figure 3.1: A vertical cross-section of
pulse energy of about 20 mJ and a telescope atmospheric scattering measured with a
diameter of 50 cm. It is fully computer scanning lidar. Visibility 7 km, relative
controlled and has been mounted on a humidity 99 %, wind speed 2 m/s.

____ ___ i Thi I iil l
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The results presented in Figure 3.14 were understanding of the possibilities and
obtained'during a session where the lidar limitations of the electronic system, are
was pointing in the direction of the wind required to reliably invert the basic
at a fixed elevation angle of 15 degrees. A quantities from the lidar return. The
large number of aerosol eddies were mapped influence of the hardware on the accuracy
which were not visible by eye. Because of the measurement is rarely discussed in
these eddies move with the wind they can literature. Experience has shown that in
serve as a tracer for wind speed many situations the receiver is themost
measurements. Application of this critical part of a lidar system. This
phenomenon has been described by e.g. component converts the relatively fast
Eloranta (1975), Sasano et al. (1982), Zuev transient optical signals with a large
(1986) and Hooper and Eloranta (1986). dynamic range to corresponding electrical

signals. Furthermore 'the accuracy of the
base line, the resolution of the waveform
recorder and the accuracy of the trigger

's ment are of significant influence on the
final results. In many practical systems
these effects are under-estimated. For
example a trigger error of only one sample

(50 ns) can significantly influence the
calculated extinction. The laser on the
other hand should be single pulsed with a
pulse duration which is short compared to
the minimum detectable range and the
desired range resolution.
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Shimizu, H., et al., "Large scale laser (A.2) 2 "a'Rmax + 2 "LN(Rmax)- LN(K'-)
radar for measuring aerosol distribution
over wide area", Appl. Opt., Vol. 24, No.
5, 1 March 1985, pp 617-626. The maximum range Rmax can now be

calculated if either a and B are known or
Tonna, G., "Backscattering, extinction, and if a relation becween a and B is assumed
liquid water content in fog: a detailed like B= ak'CA (generally k=l). The first
study of their rela:ions for use in lidar situation occurs only in Rayleigh
systems", Appl. Opt., Vol. 30, No. 9, 20 atmospheres while the second situation,
March 1991, pp 1132-1140. which is more general, occurs if we are

dealing with a (homogeneous) Mie
Viezee, W., E.E. Uthe and R.T.H. Collis, atmosphere. In this case Rmax is solved as
"Lidar observations of airfield approach a function of the system parameter K' and
conditions: an exploratory study", J. of the ratio of 8 and a, CA. The solution is
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is found by taking the total derivative of A linear but different relation between
(A-2): extinction and backscatter is assumed for

both layers:
(A.3)

2 da (B.5) B(R)= ki-a(R) inhomogeneous layer
2
"admax + 2'Rmaxde + -dRnax

Rmax a (B.6) Bo = kh-ao homogeneous layer

With (B.5), the differential equation for
The extinction at which t,.e maximum range B(R) becomes:
occurs is found by explicitly writing
dft~ax/da and equating this term to zero. dB(R) 2
This results in: (B.7) - - -8 2 )+eBR 0

dR k R oBR

i This differential equation can be solved by
(A.4) ORmax = -substituting:

Rmax(B.8) Q(R) =1/B(R)

-inally, the maximum range R.a is found by which results in a differential equation
substituting (A.4) in (A.2). THis provides: for Q(R) according to (B.9):

2

(A5 mx [K'CA ]1/3 (B.9) Q'(R) + - 2*aQ(R) =0

where e is the base of the naturalAgerasouinfrQRi:
logarithm.

This mathematical derivation shows that the (B.10) Q(R)= A + B~e-CR
maximum range of a lidar in homogeneous ?4ie
atmosphere is directly proportional to the
third root of the product of the system The constants A and C can easily be found
constant and the ratio B/a. The maximum by substituting (B.10) and the first
range is obtained wh~en the atmospheric derivative of (B.10) in (8.9). The results
extinction coeffficient is equal to the are:
inverse of twice this maximum range.
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(B.11) A= -

Situations where a cloud reflection cannot (B.12) C - ,a
be distinguished from the return of a
homogeneous atmosphere The backscatter profile for the

inno ogeneous layer can now be found by
Assume that the inhoRogeneous layer starts substituting (B.8), (B.1l) and (8.12) in
at range RR. The range compensated lidar (B.9), resulting in:
signal from this layer can be described as
follows: ao~k

(B.13) B(R) -_ R) __ o'_ R ) =
R 1 + oki.8.e

2 .eo.R

(8.1) SI(R)= B(R)*exp(-2j(x).dx)) The constant B is found by the condition
I Jthat for R:Rysthe valuesoftthe backscatter

profile equas the back catter of the
0 homogeneous layer.

A homogeneous layer at the same range which
provides the same signal is described by: (B.14) B(R0 ) =B 0

Substituting (8.14) in (B.13) gives the
(8.2) S2(P.)= BoeXp(-2,oiR-R0 )) value of 8:

= - 8 
0 ki

If these layers provide the same lidar (8.15) B e
signal than both the strength and the (oRBo )si
slopes are equal: Finally the equation for the backscatter

(8.3a) S(R) - S2 (R) and profile, which provides the same lidar
signal as from a homogeneous layer, is

(B.3b) and the found by substituting (8.6) and (B.15) in

in which S' equals dS/dR.(B1)whcreutin

The first derivative of (B.1) and (8.2)t(.6 kh kh B.9 r
leads to a differential equation in B(R): 8(R) =

dB(BR) h
(B.4) - -2*8(R),(e(R) - a)- (- - l)-e 2.80(R -Ro)/kh

dR ki ki
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LIDAR REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES FOR DEVELOPING
AND EVALUATING ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOL MODELS j

by

D. R. Jensen
H. G. Hughes
M. R. Paulson

Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences Division
Naval Ocean Systems Center

San Diego, CA 92152-5000 USA

1. SUMMARY modeled aerosol size distributions to represent existing atmo-
spheric conditions. In this paper case studies are presented for

A technique has been developed by which lidar returns can be the evaluation of the NAM for number densities near the ocean
used to adjust simultaneously observed/modeled aerosol size surface for low wind speeds, and NOVAM for vertical profiles
distributions to represent existing atmospheric conditions. This of aerosol extinction. While this technique is not a stand-alone
technique has been used to evaluate the U. S. Navy Maritime concept, a single-ended lidar system, when operated in conjunc-
Aerosol model (NAM) and the U. S. Navy Oceanic Vertical tion with other aerosol and meteorological measurements, is
Aerosol Model (NOVAM). The evaluation of NOVAM shown to be useful in adjusting aerosol models to existing
indicated that, when scaled to visibility, good agreement exists atmospheric conditions.
between the lidar scaled extinction and backscatter coefficients
and the predicted profiles. While adjustments of the NAM 3. PROCEDURE
aerosol number densities can be made to match the modeled
S(R) profiles to that measured by lidar in the first few meters The lidar S(R) quantity is given by
above the surface of the ocean, the large adjustments for low
wind speed indicates that the modeled aerosol size distribution
shape near the ocean surface may not be correct. S(R) =In (P(R) R

2]

2. INTRODUCTION

Lidar systems have been extensively used in an attempt to where P(R) is the power received from the scattering volume at

model atmospheric structure by measuring the radiation a range R. In terms of extinction and backscatter, the lidar

backscattered into a receiver by aerosols at different ranges single-scatter equation is given by
within the beam of a pulse lidar. Accuracies of aerosol
extinction coefficients determined by inverting the single-ended R

lidar returns have been questioned and cannot presently be S(R) -In(C,) +ln[ (R) ) -2fo (r)dr (2)
as-ired (Ref I). However, a technique has been developed by 0
which lidar backscattered returns, without question of the
inversion accuracies, can be used to adjust simultaneously
measured or modeled aerosol size distributions (total number where o(R) and P(R) are the range-dependent volumetric
densities) to represent existing atmospheric conditions. Using extinction and backscatter coefficients, respectively, and C, is
this technique, models of aerosol size distributions can be the lidar instrumentation constant. Equ 2 relates the calculated
evaluated as to their representativeness of actual atmospheric aerosol extinction and backscatter coefficients from either
conditions. Presently, the U. S. Navy's development and unsealed measured or modeled aerosol size distriblions to the
evaluation of electro-optical systems utilize the LOWTRAN lidar backscattered signal S(R). By tising these extinction and
propagation codes (Refs 2 & 3) which incorporates several backscatter coefficients from measured or modeled distributions,
different atmospheric aerosol models. One such model for an expected S(R) profile can be calculated for the aerosol data
calculating aerosol scattering and absorption properties is the as a function of range (S(R),). Following the technique
Navy Maritime Aerosol Model (NAM), (Ref 4). Another developed by Hughes and Paulson for adjusting aerosol model 4
model being developed that is destined for LOWTRAN is the densities to match lidar S(R) returns (Ref 11), the aerosol-size
Navy Oceanic Vertical Aerosol Model (NOVAM), (Ref 5). distribution data, i.e., the aerosol number density and resulting
The Navy Maritime Aerosol Model is a surface based model extinction and backscatter coefficients, can be adjusted to allow
and is the sum of three log normal size distributions. In the calculated S(R), values from Equ 2 to match the measured
addition to the surface wind speeds (current and 24-hour lidar S(R). returns, or
averaged!) and relative humidity, the model requires the input of
an air-mass factor which identifies the origin of the aerosols as
either marine or continental (an integer value of one for pure S(R),"S(R)0  (3)

oceanic air masses and ten for coastal region continental air).
Also, when an observed surface visibility is available as an
input, the model is adjusted to make the visibility calculated atwa ,lenth f 0.5 lm te sme a th oberve vaue.The To do this, Equ 2 is expressed in terms of a scaling quantity,
a wavelengt of 0.55 lim te same as the obsere value. The kaaccuracy by which the model can predict infrared transmission k, as
has been given by Gathman and Ulfers (Ref 6) and radiance by :1
Hulies and Jensen (Ref 7). NOVAM is being developed to "
inctude evertical structure of the aerosol extinction coeffi- S(R) =In (C) +1nfkj3(R)l -afko(r dr
cients within the marine boundary layer (MBL) using NAM as f0
the kernel. It is based on a combination of empirical and
physical models (Refs 4, 8, 9, & 10) which describe the
dynami behavior of aerosols. A summary of the initial where k is the multiplier of the measured size distribution
evaluation of NOVAM has been given by Gatbman, et al., (Ref which allows Equ 3 to be satisfied. The k value is determined
5). This paper presents the technique by which lidar returns from the measured and calculated data by expressing Equ 4 in
can be used to validate or adjust simultaneously measured or terms of altitude, h (atmosphere assumed to be composed of

/ 1 l llll llll / iltlm Il l ll l ll ~ l~lll
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finite layers at altitude h.,h ,.... Ih, and solving it by iteration relative humidity, and pressure to calculate the predicted
for k at each altitude until Equ 3 is satisfied (Ref 11). The vertical profile of aerosol extinction. The inversion base was
aerosol extinction and backscatter coefficients at each altitude at 150-200 m (shallow surface haze layer). Surface winds were
are then sequentially adjusted by k such that the calculated and northwesterly at 4.9 m/s and the visibility was between 12 and
the measured lidar S(R) return from each altitude agree. 13 km. Calculations were made for both marine and continen-

tal air-mass factors (AMFs) of I and 10, respectively. The
4. NOVAM MODEL VALIDATION measured AMP was not available for 30 March 1989. Fig 3

compares the NOVAM extinction predictions for a wavelength
On 30 March 1989, nearly simultaneous measurements of of 1.06 pim with those calculated for both the scaled (k multipli-
atmospheric structure were made by using the Naval Ocean er) and unsealed aerosol data. These data show the strong
Systems Center (NOSC) airborne platform (Piper Navajo dependency of NOVAM on AMF. When the AMF was varied
aircraft), (Ref 12), and the Army's Vistoceilometer (lidar), (Ref from I to 10, the predicted NOVAM extinction coefficients
13). The lidar was mounted on the aircraft so as to be pointing changed by more than an order of magnitude. The aerosol

vertically downward. Aerosol-size distribution measurements extinction profiles (both scaled and unscaled) exceeded the
were made with the PMS ASSP-100 aerosol-size spectrometer. predicted NOVAM values for both AMFs. Sim:lar compari-
The aircraft made a slow ascending spiral over thp ocean just sons were made for wavelengths of 0.53, 3.5, and 10.6 pm.
south of Pt. Loma, San Diego, CA, from 30 to 152,5 m in For all wavelengths, except the visible, NOVAM underestimat-
approximately 8 minutes. Air temperature, pressure, and ed the extinction values.
relative humidity were measured and recorded every 5 seconds
(height resolution of 4.5 i). A complete aerosol spectrum was .
obtained every 4 seconds (3.6 in resolution). At 300 in
intervals the aircraft leveled momentaril while the lidar was
fired vertically downward. The measuredaerosol-size distribu-

LIDAR (A) - - - AEROSOl. (R) 400

500 ~ 1i00400 0

100

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - a . I si 2 2.3 3 3.,11

100 
N () SCALING FACTOR k

0______ ___ _F Pig 2. Scaling factor k to make the S(R), and S(R),., match.

. 4. 4 • . .4 i - . -I OVA (AMF.1) ..... NOVAU (AW.1i)

Fig 1. Comparison of the S(R),, and calculated S(R)..,, -- k AEROAOl E3T AEROSOL EXT

profiles. '00

tions were used to calculate (via MIE theory) the extinction and
backscatter profiles. The lidar shots were combined to generate 4 , '

a received backscattered lidar signal profile (S(R)) as a function .
of altitude (Equ I).

Using the aerosol extinction and backscatter profile coefficients, 4 20.

an expected S(R) profile can be calculated for the aerosol data , .
(S(R)J from Equ 2. The S(R) profile taken by the lidar at 600 t10
m (S(R).) and the corresponding S(R). aerosol profile are i ,--
compared in Fig 1. Good agreement exists between the two ........... ' .......-- .
profiles up through the inversion (region of higher aerosol 00W3 0".I0 .03 0= 1 0.03 0.1 03

density), but the profiles differ significantly above the inversion . AfRO
(region of lower aerosol density). Above 250 m the aerosol Fig 3. Comparison of NOVAM-predicted 1.06 pm extinction
S(R). data are consistently less than those measured by the lidar profiles with those calculated using aerosol data (both scaled
(with the exception near 350 and 600 in). These lower and unsealed).
extinction and backscatter-derived S(R) values undoubtingly
resulted from: 1) the statistical sampling period required for The underestimated extinction values partially resulted from
low aerosol concentration sampling was not sufficient to obtain NOVAM not being scaled to surface visibility. Figs 4 and 5
an adequate data sample (Ref 14), 2) the ASSP-100 was show the 0.53 pm NOVAM calkulations for AMFs of I and 10,
designed and calibrated to size pure spherical water droplets, an respectively, scaled to the observed surface visibility of 12 km.
unlikely condition above the inversion on a clear day, 3) This scaling forces the lowest level extinction values to be
particles above the inversion were more likely solid, non- equal. A better agreement now exists between the NOVAM-
spherical, and inactivated (not growing with relative humidity), predicted and the scaled-aerosol extinction profiles. Below the
(Ref 15), and 4) the dynamic range of the PMS spectrometer inversion base (150-200 m) the NOVAM-predicted values did
was limited to sample smaller particles (minimum diameter of not increase as rapidly as did those obtained from the aerosol
0.45 pm). Fig 2 shows the scaling factor, k, required to match data. At the inversion height, an excellent agreement existed,
the aerosol and lidar S(R) data to within 0.1 percent; k varied especially for the AMP of 10. Above the inversion (250 m),
from 0.7 to 2.25 below the inversion and up to 3.4 above, the occurrence of a larger variation can be attributed to the
This result is in agreement with that found by Jensen, et al., aerosol sampling problems previously discussed. Figs 6 and 7
(Ref 16). They zeported that extinction coefficients derived show the NOVAM calculations for the far infrared (10.6 om)
from PMS spectrometer data could vary from ground truth and AMFs of 1 and 10, respectively, scaled to the 0.53 pm
measurements by as much as a factor of three for clear, dry surface visibility of 12 km. Even though the structuraJ details
days. below the inversion (150-200 m) are evident in both profiles.

NOVAM still underestimated the extinction magnitude for 10.6
NOVAM used the measured surface meteorological data for 30 pm.
March 1989 and the corresponding profile of air temperature,

~~1
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5. NAM MODEL VALIDATION aerosol S(R). profile would match the S(R). profile measure by

the lidar. Fig 9 shows the lidar S(R). profile for 30 July 1990.
During the summer of 1990, lidar measurements of atmospheric Fig 10 shows the corresponding profile of k-factor needed to
structure within the first 10 mn of the ocean surface were made match the S(R). profie with the S(R). profile for AM~s of 1,
using the Visioceilometer. The lidar was mounted at the end of 3, 5, 7, and 10. These profiles show that, for a k-factor close
Scripps Pier, La Jolla, CA, at an elevation of 10 in above mean to 1, an AMP of about 7 or 8 is required for NAM to represent
sea level and a distance of 0.4 kmn from the shore line. It was present atmospheric conditions near the ocean surface (AMP
mounted so as to be pointing seaward and tilted downward at an was not measured). For an AMP of 7 and a wavelength of
angle such that the range between the lidar and the pioint where 10.6 tom, Fig 11 shows the predicted NAM extinction profile
the beam would strick the ocean surface was approximately 330 and the lidar adjusted profile for 30 July 1990. The very high
mn (height resolution of 0.23 mi). Simultaneous measurements NAM predicted extinction at zero elevation is caused by the 100
of air temperature, barometric pressure, relative humidity, wind percent relative humidity at the surface as dctermined by the
speed, and sea-surface temperature were made at the 10 in
level. N OVAU SCALED0 TOVSOIUTY (AMF.1)

k x 1AEROSOL. ExT

Following the procedure developed by Paulus (Ref 17), the ~ .. ,.,......,.,

profile of relative humidity from 10 in to the surface was -

generated as an input to NAM. This procedure assumes a SW -
logarithmic decrease of relative humidity with altitude from 100
percent at the surface to the value measured at 10 mn. The g 400-

shape of the profile is dependent on the stability of the interven- ~-
ing media.30

Dcigeach measurement period, several lidar shots were

D~ring

averaged to minimize the effects of the horizontal inhomogene- 100.
ities. NAM was then used to generate the aerosol-size distribu-
lions as a function of altitude above the sea surface and were 0,
used to calculate (via MIL theory) the extinction and backscatter 001 00 0.--1 Cii .0 'A'

trofiles near the ocean surface. The lidar provided a received
Dackscatter lidar signal profile (S(R) as a function of altitude.
Pig 8 shows the vertical profile o1 the modeled ieative humidt- Fig 6. Comparison of NOVAM-predicted 10.6 Aim extinction
t for 30 July 1990. Surface visibility was greater than 20 km. profiles scaled to surface visibility with that calculated using

inds were moderate at 4.9 m/s with a 24-hour average of 4.1 aerosol data. AMP av
rn/s. The NAM generated extinction and backscatter coeffi-
cients were used in the lidar S(R) equation (Equ 2) and adjusted
by the scaling factor k, for each level, so that the modeled -n OVAUt retie h uiity (AuP.10

-- OAEI1000LEXT
-e NOYA. SCALED TO VISIAILITY (ATW.li _A1

-- I AAEOSOL ET T
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4.
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relative humidity program of Paulus (Ref 17). The lidar spectrometer. Profiles of measured aerosol-size distributions
adjusted profiles do not show the large increase of extinction at were scaled to the lidar returns and compared with the
the surface that te NAM model predicts based on relative NOVAM predictions. TheNOVAMpredictions underestimated

t humidity. Correction factors at the surface ranged from 0.53 the extinction values for all AMFs. However, when the
to 1.5 in order to match the NAM predicted and the lidar predicted extinction values for a given AMP were scaled to
observed extinction prof te. surface visibility (scaling not incorporated in NOVAM", better

agreement existed between the predicted and the measured
A similar comparison was made for data taken on 26 July 1990. vertical profiles of extinction. Atmospheric vertical structural
Winds were light with a current wind speed of 1.8 m/s and a characteristics agreed well with those observed by PMS aerosol
24-hour average of 2.7 m/s. Fig 12 shows the required k-factor spectrometers and lidar returns, especially below the inversion.
for AMFs of I and 10 required to match the lidar S(R) data to
the NAM modeled. k-factors varied from 35 to 40 for an AMF The magnitude of the NOVAM extinction predictions is
of I to 3 for an AMP of 10. To get a k-factor near I would critically dependent upon identifying the air mass as either
require an AMP greater than 10. This is outside the allowable marine or continental. For AMFs between I and 10, the
range for AMP in NAM. predicted extinction coefficients vary by more than an order of

magnitude. Because of this NOVAM dependency on AMP and
Similar comparison were made for a total of 21 observational the difficulty in obtaining a good AMP determination from
periods. k values ranged from 0.8 to 433 for an AMF of I and either radon concentration measurements or an air-mass
from 0.4 to 26 for a AMP of 10. The large variation of k trajectory analysis, Gathman (Ref 18) is incorporating into
values indicate that the NAM model, in its present form, cannot NOVAM a technique whereby AMP is deduced from visibility
be used with any realistic degree of accuracy at 1.06 pm in the measurements.
coastal regions near the surface of the ocean.

The Navy Oceanic Vertical Aerosol Model shows potential for
6. CONCLUSIONS predicting the vertical aerosol structure within the marine

boundary layer. Scaling to visibility and incorporating a
The Navy Oceanic Vertical Aerosol Model was evaluated by technique to better estimate the AMF are expected to improve
using nearly simultaneous measurements of atmospheric aerosol NOVAM forcalculating scattering and the absorption properties
structure made with an airborne lidar and a PMS aerosol-size of the MBL.

07130/90 U-4.9 m/s U24)-4.1 mls 07/30/90 AM,7 U-4.9 m/a U124)-4.1 m/a
- a(R) - MODEL .... MODEL

10 -1

4 4

0 01 1

o *-.----------- 0 - -. - ......
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affu EXTINCTION Olin- lI

Fig 9. S(R),., profile for 30 July 1990. U = 4,9 m/s, U(24) Fig 11. Comparison of the lidar-adjusted extinction coefficient
= 4.1 m/s. profile at 10.6 pm with that calculated by NAM for 30 July

1990. AMP = 1. U = 4.9 m/s, U(24) = 4.1 in/s.

07126190 U-1.8 m/8 U(24)-2.7 m/s
- AM-I .. AM- 10
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Fig 10. k factor profiles needed to match the 1.06 pm S(R).,02

profile for 30 July 1990 for air-mass factors of 1, 3, 5, 7, and K-FACTOR

10 (right to left, respectively). U 4.9 m/s, U(24) = 4.1 Fig 12. k factor profiles needed to match the 1.06 pm S(R).,
m/s. data for 26 July 1990. AMFs = and 10. U= 1.8 m/s,

U(24) = 2.7 m/s.
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NAM in its present form, cannot be used with any realistic 11. Hughes, H. G., and M. R. Paulson, "Lidar techniques for
degree of accuracy at 1.06 pim in the coastal region near the adjusting aerosol model number densities to existing condi-
surface of the ocean. The program greatly underestimates the dons," Naval Ocean Systems Center Technical Document 1637,
extinction and backscatter coefficients for low wind speed Sept 1989.
conditions. Average adjustment factors up to greater than 400
were required for an air-mass factor of 1 and wind speeds 12. Jensen, D. R., "Aerosol measurements in the marine
around I to 2 meters per second. Since it is very difficult, if boundary layer at San Diego," Naval Ocean Systems Center,
not impossible, to determine what the air-mass factor should be, Technical Report 168, 1978.
an air-mass factor of 10 was used as well. Even when the air-
mass factor is set to its maximum value, to try to compensate, 13. Lentz, W. J., "The visioceilometer: A portable visibility
the adjustment factor was usually considerable great than unity. and cloud ceiling height lidar," Atmospheric Sciences LAborato-

ry TR-0105, Jan 1989.
7. RECOMMENDATIONS

14. Noonkester, V. R., "Droplet spectra observed in marine
While adjustment of the NAM aerosol number densities can stratus cloud layers," 3. Atmos. Sci., Vol. 41, No. 5, Mar
match the model S(R) profile to that measured by the lidar, the 1984, pp 829-845.
large adjustment factors required for low wind speeds would
suggest the shape of the aerosol size distribution is probably not 15. Fitzgerald, J. W., "Approximation formulas for the
correct. The model would then give incorrect results . it were equilibrium size of an aerosol particle as a function of its dry
used for the longer wavelengths. A better approacn would be size and composition and the ambient relative humidity," J.
to use the hdar, along with the wind, AMF, ane aerosol size Appl. Meteorol., Vol. 14, 1975, pp 1044-1049.
distribution measurements, to try to adju.: the appropriate
parameters in the NAM model so the model aia- the lidar give 16. Jensen, D. R., R. Jeck, G. Trusty, and G. Schacher,
the same S(R) with adjustment factors close to unity. "Intercomparison of PMS particle sire spectrometers," Opt.

Eng., Vol. 22, No. 6, 1983, pp 746-752.
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I t

I DISCUSSION I

C. WERNER
Do you have a computer simulation program for lidar returns for different atmospheric conditions?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
We do not have such a simulation program.
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FAR-INFRARED CHARACTERIZATION OF HORIZONTAL PATH IMAGE DEGRADATION

Wendell R. Watkins
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory
U. S. Army Laboratory Command

White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico 88002-5501, USA

SUMMARY r,(R) - contrast transmission forrange, R

Modelers beware! There are important C(0) - inherent target contrast
issues that must be considered in model- C(R) - target contrast from range, R
ing of infrared systems that are not v - spectral frequency
being appropriately extrapolated for F(v) - system spectral response func-
applications of today's more complex and tion
sophisticated sensors to ever increasing V1 to v2 - limits of system spectral
ranges. What is measured vertically may response function
not be directly applicable to horizontal Lp(R,v) - path spectral radiance over
paths. The degradation of the atmosphere range, R
for far-infrared imaging systems is not I(O,v) - inherent background spectral
merely an absorption coefficient derived radiance
from LOWTRAN calculations, nor can the T(R) - system weighted atmospheric
spatial degradation due to propagation be transmission over range, R
considered as an atmospheric modulation AT - change in temperature between
transfer function (AMTF) of unity, espe- target and background
cially for hot desert regions of current Bar - target board hot bar to cold
interest. The same is true for the non- bar contrast transmission
uniformity of aerosol obscurants whose avro  - target board hot bar to vege-
spatial degradation is not fully charac- tative background contrast
terized by a single extinction coeffi- transmission
cient but rather requires a complex point IFOV - instantaneous field of view
spread function or AMTF. SRF - slit response function

DFT - discrete Fourier transform
Recent measurements by the Mobile Imaging MTF - modulation transfer function
Spectroscopy Laboratory (MISL) have shed
new light on the real degradation pro-
duced by atmospheric propagation on far- 1. INTRODUCTION
infrared imaging systems. By the hot and
cold bars and the unique measurement With the ever increasing sophistication
technique of closeup and distant simulta- of today's weapon systems, characterize-
neously collected matched imagery of a tion of the propagation environment has
large area blackbody target board, the increased in its importance. This is
AMTF has been shown to be definitely especially true for the horizontal lines
nonzero for both atmospheric horizontal of sight (LOS) near the ground (Ref 1).
path turbulence and aerosol clouds. In While airborne activn and passive remote
addition observations of the target board sensors can accurately rrofile tempera-
without the bar pattern and uniform back- ture, humidity, winds, and extinction,
grounds have been used to compare the the extrapolation of these parameters to
MISL measured contrast transmission with horizontal infrared imaging system per-
LOWTRAN calculations. formance requires great care. As recent

events have shown, ground warfare can
occur at lightning speed; and the unit

LIST OF SYMBOLS that "sees" best in the battlefield envi-
S- rronment has a tremendous advantage. With
AMTF - atmospheric modulation trans- increasing spatial resolution of second
S -fer function and third generation forward-looktng-

LOS - line of sight infrared (FLIR) systems, target acquisi-
FLIR - forward-looking infrared tion is being degraded by more than just
ASL - Atmospheric Sciences Labora- an extinction coefficient as longer range

tory detection is sought. Optical turbulence,
MISL - Mobile Imaging Spectroscopy which is recognized in the visible as

Laboratory shimmer above hot asphalt pavement in the
FTS - Fouriar transform spectrometer daytime and twinklinq of distant cityTCC - Target Contrast Characterizer lights at night, has been shown to
NA - near field degrade infrared imagery as well (Ref 2).
FF - far field This distortion has been characterized as
h,(x,y) - imager impulse function a complex point spread function or atmo-
hd(x,y) - deterministic degradation spheric modulation transfer function

point spread function (AMTF) (Refs 3 and 4). In addition to
f(x,y) - ground truth image function the thermally induced degradation, there
fs(x,y) - closeup image function is also nonuniformity in extinction coef-
fF,(x,y) - distant image function ficients along the LOS to the individual
* - two-dimensional spatial scene areas comprising the pixels of the

convolution target and background, which alters the
LOWTRAN - Low-Resolution Amospheric AMTF and contrast transmission as well as

Transmission Code

R - range
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solar loading changes that also influence In practice, however, several diffi-
the contrast transmission (Ref 5). This culties arise. The imagers are not
paper discusses these topics. identical and each has an associated

noise process that must be characterized.
2. BACKGROUND Each imager exhibits a different line-

to-line scan anomaly, and the imagers are
For several years the Atmospheric Sci- neither line-to-line nor frame synchro-
ences Laboratory (ASL) has been develop- nized. Finally, the AMTF is not a deter-
ing a unique research tool--the Mobile ministic point spread function but,
imaging Spectroscopy Laboratory (MISL) rather, a complicated nonstationary
(Refs 6 and 7). The MISL ip zomprised of random process.
a Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS)
and an imaging component termed the Tar- Spatial degradation along horizontal
get Contrast Characterizer (TCC). It is paths is only one issue that must be
the use of the TCC that is stressed here. considered in assessing imaging system
The TCC has two far-infrared 8- to 14-pm performance. Another is the contrast
imagers that are used to characterize the loss due to propagation and weather
atmospheric AMTF. The complex means to related conditions. Many assessments of
accomplish this are described in detail FLIR system performance are based on an
elsewhere (Refs 3 and 4); but, in absorption coefficient derived from
essence, the target and background of LOWTRAN or, better yet, an extinction
interest are viewed with two optically coefficient that includes scattering
matched imagers along a common LOS. One losses. But the quantity that is really
imager is placed at close range or in the needed for assessment is contrast trans-
near field (NF); the other imager is mittance, r.(R), which is the ratio of
placed at a distant location or in the the distant range, R, to inherent range
far field (FF) and is equipped with a (zero) contrasts or C(R)/C(O). Watkins
compensating telescope. The resulting et al. give detailed derivations that
images are registered pixel for pixel allow a simplified expression for r,(R)
with an image processing system and (Ref 8).
remote control and data transfer via
fiber optics. Paramount to the success
of this alignment process is the use of
single detector scanning imagers, even R C(R) * 1
though their spatial resolution and sen- C(O)
sitivity are less than most FLIRs. Also V,
the development of a large area (1.78 by f L, (R,v) F(v) dv
1.78 m) blackbody with uniform surface I+
temperature was essential. The unique
design of tilting the oven surface of fL(Ov) FMv(Rv) dy
this blackbody back to allow the heating
air to rise along the backside of the
front surface, coupled with an offset (2)
see-through front bar pattern for near
perfect hot to cold bar transition, has
made the measurement of the AMTF and con-
trast transmission with the TCC possible, where v is the spectral frequency; F(v)

is the system response function that
In theory, characterization of the AMTF spans frequencies v1 to v2; ., (R,v) is the
is straightforward with the TCC (Refs 3 path spectral radiance over the distance,
and 4). If the imagers are noiseless R; I4(0,v) is the background spectral
with identical impulse functions, radiance at zero range; and r(R,v) is the
ht(x,y), and the degradation is a deter- spectral atmospheric transmission over
ministic point spread function, h4 (x,y), the distance, R. Note that optimization
then the zero-range or "truth" image, of r,(R) for humid conditions requires
f(x,y), as observed by the closeup imager proper selection of the system response
is fx(x,y) - f(x,y) * h1(x,y), where * function, F, which has been accomplished
denotes a two-dimensional spatial convo- for the TCC imagers through use of cold
lutLon. The image, f(x,y), as observed finger filters based on FTS measurements
by the distant imager is fFy(x,y) - (Ref 9).
f(x,y) * h,(x,y) * hd(X,y). The AMTF
(the Fourier or Laplace transform of the Now, for the condition where the path
degradation point spread function) is spectral radiance does not have an
simply the ratio of the Fourier (or appreciable component from external

sources such as cold sky or solar reflec-Laplace) transforms of the long- and tions or pyrotechnic smokes (not in
short-range images. general a good battlefield environment

assumption), the expression for contrast
transmission reduces to

AHMF =Rd(xy) F,,(x,y)
Fh,(X, A

F(x,y) . H(x,y) 1 - 1 - (R)

V(R) (3)

, (1)

I
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where T(R) is the system weighted atmo- imagers were positioned at NF = 96 m and
spheric transmission given by FF = 1,637 m from the large area (1.78 by

1.78 m) target board with a large ever
green tree for the background. The FF
was matched to the NF with a 17X lens

Sv2 whose transmission properties were deter-
jz(R,v) F(v) dv mined by initially positioning it at the
f(R) = (4) NP location and comparing target and

background temperatures measured by the
fF(V) dv NF and FF imagers. To obtain the appar-

ent target and background temperatures
for the contrast transmission value, the
average target temperature was calculated
for a square region in the center of the
target board with 1/4 the length and

The TCC is ideally suited to measure height of the target board as in Fig. la.
directly contrast transmission because
the NF imagery can be used to obtain an A comparable square region in the back-
excellent approximation of the zero-range ground was used to obtain the average
contrast, C(O); and the FF imagery to background temperature. This was done
obtain the distant contrast, C(R). The for both the NF (Fig. la) and FF (Fig.
computational procedures for arriving at 1b), and the resulting r. - 0.80 was
the value of r. from measured target and obtained by using Eq. (5). The meteoro-
background apparent temperatures logical parameters used in LOWTRAN T
described by Watkins et al. (Ref 8) can calculations at this time were temper-
be approximated within a couple of ature of 21 QC, pressure of 1,006 mbar,
percent for target and background tem- relative humidity of 53 percent, typical
peratures near 300 K by simply taking the minor constituent concentrations, and
ratio of the FF and NF difference temper- rural aerosols with 20 km v~sibility.
atures, ATs. or The resulting LOWTRAN 7 calculations for

the path difference between the NF and FF
resulted in a T - 0.82, which consid-
ering the uncertainty in the LOS aerosol

T (R) tv (FF) - T(FF) (5) extinction is quite good compared to

T (NF - Tb(NF) previous measurements with a small area
target board (Ref 8).

Measurements of 7,(R) using the TCC can Now, the question is what happens when
be compared with LOWTRAN 7 (Ref 10) cal- the bar pattern target board required to
culations by using Eqs. (4) and (5), but measure the AMTF is used as in Figs. 2a
there are some spatial resolution issues and 2b. The same square averaging region
that must be addressed if the problems cannot be used. If a vertical strip is
experienced previously (Ref 8) are to be taken as the new averaging region to
avoided. To overcome these problems the obtain the average temperatures for the
large area blackbody was used without a hot and cold bar centers as well as the
front bar pattern to produce a resolvable background, a couple of options are pos-
uniform hot surface for NF to FF compar- sible. The target to background contrast
isons. temperatures can be between hot and cold

bars or hot bar and cold vegetative back-
The issue of image resolution brings up ground. The resulting values for r, are
an interesting question of how best to for bar to bar, sBby - 0.13, and for hot
describe image degradation. If the NF bar to vegetation, lvr. - 0.65. The dis-
and FF images are compared pixel by pixel crepancies between the r. values obtained
to obtain values of contrast transmis- with these contrast sources and the
sion, the values obtained will vary exposed whole target board to uniform
greatly because of the spatial resolution background are related to spatial resolu-
differences. The optical turbulence tion and the AMTF.
degradation, AMTF, will increase these
differences. The issue of how best to The manufacturer-specified insta.taneous
use TCC comparison of NF to FF images for field of view (IFOV) for the single
overall image degradation quantification detector scanning imager is 2 mrad for
is still under investigation. One the 1X lens, which is positioned 96 m
metric, the "complexity measure," is cur- from the target board with 25 cm separa-
rently being used (Ref 11). The com- tion between the vertical bars. Figure
plexity measure is a quantity from 0 2a shows the resulting infrared image
(disjoint distributions) to 1 (indistin- with a 4X electronic blowup and an
guishable distributions) based on the implied 19 by 19 cm IFOV; the imager slit
overlap of the distributions of gray response function (SRF) should be around
scale values in equal pixel areas of 0.7. This was verified by measuring the
target and background. uniform blackbody surface with the bar

pattern removed to show that only 40 per-
3. MEASUREME.NT AND ANALYSES cent of the inherent bar pattern AT was

detected in good agreement with an SRF of
The TCC measurements of atmospheric 0.7. When the recorder MTF was consid-
degradation will begin with the concep- ered, the resulting area in the image,
tunlly simpler contrast transmission which was averaged to obtain a single
instead of the AMTF. The TCC 8- to 14-Mm scene pixel value, was 21 pixels high and

-I
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26 pixels wide--the bars being 15.5 pix- The issue of dust cloud obscuration will
els wide. The results in the FF using a now be addressed. Often the attenuation
17X lens at 1,637 m were essentially the produced by large clouds of vehicular
same under quiescent atmospheric condi- dust is uniform. By observing a vehicu-
tions. Figure 2b shows that during most lar dust cloud that passed between the NF
of the day optical turbulence was pres- and FF during a time of minimal optical
ent, resulting in marked distortion of turbulence distortion, the effect of the
the target board bar pattern. It is this obscurant attenuation was observed as a
spatial distortion that produces signifi- resulting change in AMTF. First the
cant errors in the contrast transmission contrast reduction of the FF image of the
values derived from the narrow hot bars target board is illustrated in Fig. 8.
of the target board that are not present The DFTs of lines through the FF target
when the central portion of the whole board image with no dust are shown in
1.78 by 1.78 m blackbody source is used. Fig. 9. The corresponding OFT plots with
The large errors in the bar pattern dust and contrast reduction are shown in
measured r. values would be less if an Fig. 10. When gain is applied to rees-FLIR with better resolution were used, tablish the index I peak in Fig. 11, thebut they would not disappear. For a DFT plots for dust (Fig. 11) and no dust

better understanding the magnitude of the (Fig. 9) are almost identical, and the $
optical turbulence distortions must be dust modulation transfer function (MTF)
quantified as an AMTF. is essentially unity. Unfortunately,battlefield obscurants are not uniform

and can have significant emissive or
Again all the details of deriving the reflective components that can influence
AMTF from images such as Figs. 3a and 3b the overall AMTF by adding clutter to the
using Eq. (1) are given elsewhere (Refs 3 target scenes. This can be illustrated
and 4). The deriviations will only be by observing the dust cloud produced by a
summarized here. To begin, an approach tank going down a sandy road in the
utilizing one-dimensional discrete desert on a clear day. Viewing the dust
Fourier transforms (DTFs) of horizontal cloud produced at near normal incidence
scans through the target board pattern indicates the cloud is essentially the
instead of two-dimensional fast Fourier same apparent temperature as the road in
transforms was used because the noise Fig. 12. As the viewing angle to the top
reduction and field-to-field phase cor- of the cloud becomes a grazing one, the
rection algorithms needed for the latter cloud begins to reflect the cold far-
process are still under development for infrared sky temperature as in Fig. 13.
the receiitly acquired database presented
here. Line scans horizontally through
the center of the target board bars in Now, another measure of changes in target
Figs. 3a and 3b are shown in Fig. 4 for contrast is the "complexity measure" (Ref
256 by 256 pixel portions of the scenes. 11), which essentially is the overlap of
With a 15.5-pixel spacing between bars or equal area target and background inten-
a 31-pixel cycle, the DFT of these line sity distributions. Like the AMTF the
scans will have a peak at index 8 associ- complexity measure is essentially inde-
ated with the 3.5-cycle bar target. This pendent of attenuation or gain change.
is shown in Fig. 5 where the whole target Figure 14 shows the low NF and FF com-
board has a significant peak at index 1 plexity measure values when the
and harmonics at indices 3 and 5. The complexity measure was applied to TCC
energy content of indices 12 and above imagery of an exposed tank against a
are basically noise because these fre- vegetative background at midday. Three
quencies cannot be resolved with the separate simulated artillery dust events
imager. Note that there is about a 70 occurred during this 7.5 min time inter-
percent loss of energy content for the val. During the heavy dust event, the
index 8 between the NF and FF because of attenuation was so severe that the target
optical turbulence. This translates into scene became blank; and, hence, the tar-
a significant loss in the resolving cape- get and background areas were identical
bility of 0.1 mrad features, which the (complexity Of 1.0). During the other
bars represent at 1.6 km over a horizon- two events, the dust cloud attenuation
tel path when the temperature is only was not uniform and was mixed with hot
25 0C. This measure of AMTF was consis- explosion by-products. The result was
tent over frames spaced 10 s apart (Fig. that the complexity measure, which like
6), and the average of these three images the AM4TF is insensitive to uniform atten-
yields an AMTF whose shape based on the uation, increased significantly because
high-energy indices 1, 3, 5, and 8 shows of the nonuniform attenuation and path
a consistent falloff and represents an radiance characteristics of simulated
average or slow AMTF in (Fig. 7). Before battlefield conditions. Finally, even
these measurements the AMTF was always though the baselines of the NF and FF
considered to be unity for the far infra- complexity measures track each other
red over horizontal paths. The only quite well, they are not constant. In
other AMTF measurement in the infrared fact, the NF complexity changes from 0.2
was for the near infrared (Ref 12) and to 0.1 in less than 7 min due to solar
was not measured in the field. The bot- loading changes.
tom line is that the increased spatial
resolution of today's FLIRs ace going to
be degraded by optical turbulence over The dramatic influence that solar loading
horizontal paths near the ground in warm changes have on target contrast is not
climates such as those of current inter- fully appreciated when remote sensing is
est. applied to characterizing the vertical

{I
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6. ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig. la. Closeup or NF (96 m range) Fig. lb. Distant or FF (1,637 m range)
8- to 14-pm image with 65 by 87 mrad 8- to 14-m image with 4 by 5 mrad field
field of view showing the exposed 1.78 of view showing the exposed 1.78 by
by 1.78 r blackbody (right) and evergreen 1.78 m blackbody (right) and evergreen
tree background (left) on a 50 *C full- tree background (left) using a 20 *C
scale setting. full-scale setting.
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Fig. 2a. Same NF scene as Fig. la except Fig. 2b. Same FF scene as Fig. lb except
the target board has the 3.5-cycle bar the target board has the 3.5-cycle bar
pattern in place using a 20 *C full-scale pattern in place using a 10 *C full-scale
setting. setting.

Fig. 3a. NF blowup image of the target Fig. 3b. FF blowup image of the target
board with bar pattern in the afternoon board with bar pattern in the afternoon
with 25 *C a.bient temperature. with 25 *C ambient temperature showing

optical turbulent distortion of the bars.

t I
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Image Averaged Rows Estimated AMTF using DFTs of
10 Rows 88-160 8 rows apart Averaged Rows
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Fig. 4. Average gray scale plots of 10 Fig. 6. Set of three ratios of FF/NF
horizontal line scans through NF and FF DFTs like Fig. 5 yielding estimates of
scenes illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b. the AMTF for image pairs spaced approxi-

mately 10 s apart.

DFT of Image Averaged Rows Estimated AMTF using DFTs of
10 Rows 88-160 8 rows apart Averaged Images and Rows

40 1

14:42:58:456 -0.9 Images FF1, FF2, & FF3 Averaged
FF 14:42:34:551 L 0.8 10 Rows 88-160 8 Rows Apart Ayeragod
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Fig. 5. DTFs of plots shown in Fig. 4 Fig. 7. Smoothed estimate of the AMTF
with the peak at index 8 corresponding to using the averaged images from Fig. 6
the bar pattern r ing frequency. showing a 70 percent drop in energy con-

tent for the bar pattern frequency at
index 8.
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Reldtive Frequency Histograms Far Field - Dust
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Fig. 8. Histograms of FF images of the Fig. 10. Set of the same three horizon-
target board as in Fig. 3b for no dust tal line DFT plots as in Fig. 9 with dust
and a couple second later dust attenuated attenuation present.
(shift to lower gray level) image.

Far Field - No Dust Far Field - Dust (Contrast Adjusted)
45 45

35 35
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Fig. 9. Set of 3 horizontal line DFT Fig. 11. Set of contrast adjusted (based
plots through the center of the target on Fig. 8) DFT plots in Fig. 9 showing no
board with no dust attenuation. MTF distortion of the target board bars

from the Fig. 9 DFT plots. ,
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near-field to far-field comlpa ilon
with dust In the line-of-alight

hf- dus nar field

hue~l dust

: IL ~ A

rhin: d W

Fig. 14. NF versus FF tank-to-background
complexity for dust clouds in the line of
sight.

Fig. 12. Far-infrared image of tank
driving down a hot, sandy road with
trailing dust cloud blending into the high wind-speed conditons
road apparent temperature. una" not

Fig. 15. Complexity during high wind-
speed conditions for a target of high
thermal mass (tank) compared to a target
of low thermal mass (camouflage net).

low wind-speed conditions

-- Camouag net
tank

Fig, 13. Far-infrared image of the same j
tank as in Fig. 12 just 17 s later with
trailing dust cloud top surface grazing
view angle now reflecting the clear, cold
sky and highly contrasted against the 'S
warm road.

Fig. 16. Complexity during low windspeed
conditions for a target of high thermal
mass (tank) compared to a target of low
thermal mass (camouflage net).
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DISCUSSION

E. SCHNVEICHER
1. Your definition of contrast does not comply with the definition of the MTF. Can you explain?
2. Why did you use a 1.8m x 1.8m target instead of the standard NATO 2.3m x 2.3m target?
3. How do dust clouds perform on 8-1211 images compared to 3-5A images?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. I have used to U.S. Army Night Vision definition of contrast for measurement and prediction of the contrast transmission.
A denominator of the sum of the background and target radiances could have been used as well. The MTF measurements were
derived strictly from the comparison of image spatial content and not contrast.
2. The choice of l.Sm was for expedience because aluminum sheets are much easier to obtain in the U.S. in 6ft. widths.
3. The dust clouds vary differently depending upon the precise environmental condition. For clear sky conditions the 8-12,u
image would typically show colder sky reflections than the 3 -5p, because the 8-124 sky is colder than the 3-5, and generally
the reflection at longer wavelengths is greater. However, there may be emissive components in the 3-511 dust cloud to consider.

D. IIOEIIN
You found cases of thermal contrast loss created by atmospheric turbulence. Have you also observed cases of contrast created
by real thermal path variance in the atmosphere?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
In order to enhance our sensitivity to measure long range atmospheric distortions due to turbulence and aerosol attenuation,
the 3-5;& and 8-12

,u images have cold finger spectralfilters to greatly reduce the effect of inherent atmospheric path radiance.
The effects of emmissive clutter caused by, for example, explosive dust clouds will affect the 3 -5t more than the 8-1211. Also
the size of the emissive clutter will have the most impact when its spatial dimensio,.s are of the same size as the target features
of interest.

E. TULUNAY
Isn't the funciton hl(x,y) time dependent?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
There is a time dependence of h(x,y), but its magnitude is small compared to the physical effects being characterized. One
reason for this is because the imagers that use the Target Contrast Characterizer are single detector scanning radiometers.
The normal mode of operation is in a highly oversanpled fashion neaning that the instantaneous field of view is much larger
than the individual pixel sizes resulting in temporal averaging already being present in the imagery.

I
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Compact Laser Doppler Anemometer
Ch.Werner, M.Klier, H.Herrmann, E.Biselli, and R.H.ring

DLR-Institute of Optoelectronics
8031 Oberpfaffenhofen

Federal Republic of Germany

1. Summary Table 1: Required
Windspeed Measurement Capability

Wind profiles in the atmospheric boundary layer are a

very important parameter also to study atmospharic Windspeed Maximum 30 ms
exchange processes. A small laser Doppler anemometer Minimum 1 m/s
was designed, constructed and testet. The system Accuracy 1 m/s
consists of the laser Doppler anemometer mounted on a Wind direction Accuracy 5 degree at max.windspeed
pedestal and controlled by a personal computer. A sine Measurement points: Typically 5 height levels between
wave fitting computer program is used to get the wind 10 m and 300 m above ground.
velocities and wind direction for the levels selected. This Measurement time: Typically 60 seconds per level
sophisticated program can distinguish between cloud and Mode of operation: nearly fully automatic
aerosol signals and uses also the azimuthal angle-
velocity for extracting the direction of the wind. 3. Principle of Doppler L Idar Technique

Figure 1 shows the principle. For the continuous wave
2. Introduction (cw) C02-laser, the energy is focused by the telescope

into the region of investigation. Some of the radiation Is
The wind field in the atmospheric baundary layer is highly backscattered by small aerosol particles drifting with the
variable in spatial and temporal scales. For a few possible wind speed through the sensing volume. Aerosol particles
applications a more frequent wind sensing Is moving with the wind are the targets for the Doppler lidar,
necessaryi.e. therefore a resonable number of particles is necessary to

- for airports located in low level jet areas, produce a signal. The backscattered radiation is
* for chemical plants to get information of the collected by the telescope and detected by coherent
transport of toxic gases from leakages, technique. In that way , the Doppler frequency shift can

* for military application (artillery). be extracted which directly determines the line-of-sight
Only a few techniques can be applied to get the wind field component of the wind vector. At C02-laser wavelengths
in the boundary layer. The laser Doppler systems are a of 10.6 micrometers a velocity component of lm/s
candidate. corresponas to 189 kHz frequency shif.
There are a few laser anemometry projects performed
during the past years (Woodfield and Vaughan,1983,Kopp
et al.,1984). RSRE designed and manufactured with GEC OPPLER SHIFT At 2 L' t - DOR
a LAser True Airspeed Sensor (LATAS) , a very compact v O
system in the early 80's. Also RSRE and GEC designed
and manufactured a ow-laser Doppler system for DLR in LDA- RA1981. This system was installed in a container and has L -COMPONENT
been operated at airports, artillery ranges and on a ___ \EN5INO v.uENorthsea research platform (Werner et al.,1986). Puls'd
systems with larger range capacity are in use at NOAA- a)
Boulder (M.J.Post,1990). 9- 0
This paper summarizes the principle technique, gives the r
special design of the new compact system and presents fl
test and simulation results.
The requirements for the system are a compact design __

and an automatic or half-automatic operation. The
required windspeed measuremEnt capability is listed in b)
table 1. b)

Figure 1: Laser Doppler Anemometer
a) principle

b) frequency scale
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The frequency scale is shown in figure lb. The center circles centered on the vertical axis of the scanner
frequency is the laser output frequency which is for the (Figure 3).

wavelength of 10.6 micrometer 28.3 1012Hz. The Doppler
shifted radial velocity for the atmospheric wind is between
0 and 25 MHz.
The coherent detection technique uses part of the output
energy of the master oscillator laser (1) for an offset
locking loop (2) that maintains the local oscillator laser (3)
at a constant frequency difference from the master
(Figure 2).

VLOS B.. ..... ........
LOOP[ 111ITT-

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the Coherent Figure 3: Velocity-Azimuth-Display (VAD)

Detection Technique Scan Technique

The radiation passes through a Brewster window This type of pattern is called a conical scan because the
(4),aligned for horizontal polarization, through a quarter- lidar beam sweeps out a cone with the apex at the

wave plate (5) to rotate the polarization to circular, and scanner. The representativeness of wind values derived

into a telescope (6). The telescope collimates the beam from scans over parts of a full circle were determined by
and transmits it Into the atmosphere. The return beam, Schwiesow t al. (1985). The task is to fit the measured
Doppler shifted and rotated in polarization, comes back radial velocity vLO S vs. azimuth data to a function of the

aloag the same path into the telescope (6) and to the form
quarter-wave plate (5). Because of the reverse vLOS= u sinO cosy + v cosO cosy + w siny
polarization of the return beam, the radiation passing where
through the quarter-wave plate now becomes vertically u is the east-west wind component,
polarized. The beam is reflected by the Brewster window v is the east wind component,
(4) to a beam splitter (7) , where it is combined with the v is the north-south wind component,
local oscillator beam and transmitted to the detector (8). w is the vertical wind component,
The coherent mixing of the two beams is called 6 is the scan angle clockwise from north, and
heterodyning and results in an interference pattern 9 is the elevation angle,
imaged on the surface of the detector. If one uses the using a standard least-square procedure. The calculation
master laser also as a local oscillator, one can reduce the can be made also for an azimuth angle region (sector) in
amount of components necessary for such a systemOne the order of 45 degree. As known from other fitting
gets a homodyne system. procedures, one needs a number of data points to get the
The interference pattern fluctuates according to the accurate wind vector. As known from the equation shown
difference in frequency of the two beams, thereby above at least there are data sets necessary at two
resulting in an electrical signal coming out of the detector different azimuth angles to get the horizontal wind
in the form of a frequency modulated wave with the components u and v. Figure 3 shows below the different
modulation frequency being equal to the Doppler shift of radial wind components versus the azimuth angle. For a
the return beam. The signal processor necessary for the homogeneous wind field these components form a sine
frequency analysis gives an output resolution depending wave. The deviation from the zero line is direct
on the processor. For cw-laser Doppler systems normally proportional to the vertical wind component (dashed line).
the Surface Acoustic Wave analyzers are used with a
resolution in the order of 20 kHz. These cw-laser Doppler
systems are used as ground based systems to get wind 4. Design of the Compact Laser Doppler
profiles in the atmospheric boundary layer. The range Anemometer (LDA)
resolution depends on the focus size of the tolecope
used. The following sections describe the design of the laser
With the described laser Doppler method one gets the system, its principle operation and its signal processing.
radial wind component. To determine the magnitude and
direction of the horizontal wind, some form of scanning in 4.1 introduction
azimuth and elevation is required (Schwiesow et The block diagram in "gure 4 shows the different units ot
al.,1985), Lhermitte and Atlas (1961) showed that it is the compact LDA
possible to retrieve mean horizontal wind magnitude and
airection from radial velocity data around horizontal

ii ~ mll m l l ia / i m l pom m m u wmnmlmialuumm m m= nmnnm u ~ n nwuuu lug m ln n l muL
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Figure 4: Block Diagram of the LDA Figure 5: Transceiver Optic

On the right side is the block diagram of the control unit,
in the middle is the opto-mechanical part. This part is The data are listed in table 2.
shown again on the left side of figure 4, where the opto-
mechanical part is viewed from the top. The opto. Table 2: Parameters of the Transceiver Optic
mechanical part is fixed on a small van (100 x 80 cm) Laser: CM 1000
which can be located horizontally by 4 support parts. The beam diameter 2.8 mm
scanning device Is mounted on the van and the LDA again Mirror M1: diameter 250 mm
is mounted on the scanner. This mounting Is made special focal length -500 mm
to allow an eccentric scan of the LDA. Lense Li: ZnSe
The scanner and the LDA are operated and controlled by focal length -97 mm
the electronics. Two racks are used. One contains a Lense L2: ZnSe
power supply (220 v ac vs. 24 v do) and the scanner focal length - 34 mm
control. The second rack (separated In figure 4 by the (for range positioning)
thick solid line) contains the computer (Compaq 386), the flat mirrors M2,M3
LDA control and the signal processing (SAW) and
integration unit. The laser output is split Into the main beam for

transmission (figure 5) and a low power local oscillator
4.2..tI= beam. The transmitted and the local oscillator beams

enter an optics monoblock interferometer which
The main part of the compact LDA is the optics. It comprises a cooled detector and a number of
consists of the three parts: Lasertransceiver optics and beamsplitting, polarization selecting and reflecting optical
interferometer. elements.
The laser is a four Watt Laser Ecosse Ltd. CM 1000 The interferometer performs several functions including
waveguide laser (former Ferranti ). It is a dc-driven laser the separation of the transmitted and received beams,
which needs a Freon cooling system. the combination of the received beam with the local
To keep the system compact,the transceiver optics is a oscillator and the monitoring of the spectral outputof the
compromise. On one side one has the requirements for a C0 2-laser for the purpose of stabilizing it on one
good range resolution and therefore for a large primary mode.Figure 6 shows the layout of the Interferometer.
mirror,on the other side is the problem of compactness.
The maximum distance at which wind measurements can M6
be made is determined by the amount of laser radiation
which is backscattered from atmospheric aerosols within E 2w4
the focal volume of the transmitted beam and by the
proportion of backscatter which is then collected by the U
receiver telescope. The length of the focal volume, L, canU .
be determined as follows

Loel1.5 ir A R 2 / 02  
8 L3

where X is the laser wavelength, R is the distance at
which the measurement is made and D is the diameter of D
the telescope. This relation used for the C02-laser and a
telescope with 250 mm aperture, at a distance of 300 m -,

the extend L of the focal volume is 72 m. Figure 5 shows Figure 6: Layout of the Interferometer
the transceiver optics. The laser radiation is passing a Brewster window B and is

split by the window Wi (95% reflection) into the two
beams. The reflected beam is passing a Germanium
quarter-wave plate before entering the lense L2 (see also
figure 5). This is the transmitted beam into the telescope.
The lense L2 is motor driven in position for range
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control.The local oscillator radiation originates from the 4.5 SionalProcessing
mirror MS. Another quarter-wave plate and a neutral filter
W2 is used to get the correct polarization and power. The As shown in figure 7 the signal is at the integrator. A
two beams, received backscatter radiation and local computer Compaq 386 (modified for L4 v dc operation) is
oscillator are combined at the Brewster plate B directed used to get the stored data. Additional the scanning
into the SAT MOT Joule-Thomson cooled detector. A procedure is performed via a preselected programmable
lense L3 and a field stop is placed between the Brewster file. Together with control data on the performance of
plate and the detector. laser and detector via an A/D board the data of each
The optics and the laser including the power supply built record is stored on the hard disc of the computer. After
the LDA measurement head.The cooling for the laser and finishing the scan program, the raw data are
the ballast resistors of the high-voltage is located preprocessed to produce the data file which can further
adjacent to the head (figure 4). be stored on a floppy disc. Direct - on-line - data handling

is possible.
4.3Scanner

4.6 Hading
The scanner is an ORBIT AL4371 scanner ,elevation over
azimuth. This unit is a standard for microwave antennas Figure 8 shows a typical spectrum from the spectrum
and is used in a modified version to allow an azimuthal analycer and integrator. The scales are signal voltage vs.
scan velocity of 20 degree per second. The LDA head is line-of-sight (LOS) velocity ( on the bottom) and the digital
mounted on one side of the scanner,on the other side is bins (on the top). The integrator produces frequency
the Nitrogen bottle for the Joule-Thomson cooler. On top spectra which carry the wind information, averaged over
of the scanner the laser cooling device is placed. The selectable time periods from 1.6 to 52 miliseconds.
system is controlled manually or via IEEE bus. The range Specifically, the peak position in the spuctrum
scanning is performed by moving the lense L2 (figure 5) corresponds to the magnitude of the most probable radial
manually or also by IEEE bus routine, wind components In and outside the sensing volume. Fog

and cloud scattorers can produce signals that can have
4.4 g leti.c.sl their origin from outside the sensing volume (Werner et

al,,1987).

The detector output is preamplified and the signal is fed
into mixers where the beat frequency (figure 1) is digitac -

extracted. This frequency is then measured by a 0 100
spectrum analyzer and the output is transferred to a 1
digital integrator where the signal to noise is improved . ...
prior to analysis by the wind vector processor.Figure 7 . ... . ... .
shows the block diagram of the signal processing.

SAW AzonuA Pror 0 10 20
wind velocity (viOS ) -

DMA Figure 8: Doppler Spectra In a Digital Frame

The block header contains the focused position and the
Data A djeci 375x 16 Bit complete spectrum. Using the LDA as a homodyne

Lasse harmp.s system as described , one cannot determine the sign
(plus or minus) of the radial velocity. Therefore a special

|Oam opro as, Iprocedw:e (see below) is introduced. The data system Is
at s Iable to handle 50 millisecond averaged data. The flow

SDtHdiagram to compute the wind field is shown in figure 9.

Figure 7: Block diagram of the signal processing
The preamplified signal reaches the SAW device (MESL)
and the integrator (GEC). It is a modified unit with a digital
output tha computer can handle via Direct Memory
Access (DMA).
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hr4.7 Secial Setups

hThe nearly automatic operation of the compact LDA
needs some control mechanism. The control starts after
switch-on with a supervizing of the detector temperature

angle selection and of laser power and mode control. The protective
housing of the LDA can be opened by the computer to

angle correction to I  start the measurements. After finishing the
north measurements , a close-up procedure starts. The

operator have to select the program file and has to
answer a few questions during the operation, for example

wind direction the direction of the small van with respect to North.estimator I
5. Tests

peak selection
multiple peak A test procedure was developed to show the influence of

sine-wave-fitting noise in the signal on the wind vector determination. The
described case with a low level cloud explains the
procedure. Figure 10 shows an example of the signals

u, v, w, per level during a scan from 0 degree to 120 degree In azimuth
(range is 424 m, elevation 45 degree). Two intensities
show a sine wave shape with some noise in the frequency

slmularities? scale.

wpndPrflle 120

Figure 9: Flow Diagram of Data Handling too

On-line data handling from the hard disc or later 80
computation from a floppy disc starts with the angle 0
selection. Each line-of.sight wind signal for an azimuth
angleis selected. If two signals for the same azimuth 40
angle exist, an averaging is done. The position of the van
In direction to North is corrected in the subprogram 'angle 20
correction*. The scanner has a fixed angle encoder to its
own zero. (i
The procedure "wind direction estimator' uses the ri',.I?,
following approach (Biselli and Werner 1989, Hausamann Figure 10: Simulation Example of a Scan
and Davis 1990): Most of the operational cw-LDA
systems use an eccentric scan pattern. Eccentric means The intensity is noisy also but split into two
that there is an additional movement introduced by the regimes.Figure 11 shows the data for the same
scan mirror. The rotational velocity is small compared to simulation. Three regimes of intensities are selected. The
the wind component. Normally this component is first two regimes contain the information.
neglected. Using a fast digital data system one can use
this additional component io determine the sign of the '"1"8

wind iIowind direction for a homodyne lidar. If one scans with the _______

wind direction,the rotational component is added. If one
scans against the wind,the component is subtracted. The
different frequency shifted values between both scans
can be measured.
The sine wave fitting computer program is starting with
the peak selection. Each peak in order to amplitude and
frequency is determined. The fitting routine uses the
amplitude as a parameter. It determines the u,vand w r0 El,. 1
components of the wind vector for each altitude level. If
similarities of the determined wind exist between the btel t#1,1

levels, a procedure to fit the wind profile is used. This , 0 IV Phauit Ao l itim+i itr %Wmi0ts

procedure is based on the fact that a low level cloud base
can contribute by measuring from lower level to higher Figure 11: Example of Intensity Selection
one with an increasing amplitude to the determined signal.
The amplitude is an indicator for this behaviour. These two intensities can be fitted. For the test a wind

profile was assumed. Table 3 shows the resu.lt.
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Table 3: Results of a Simulated Wind Profile 100 f

using the LDA Data Handling Procedure ru.

Level Freight I w y Cloud

1 50 it

2 100 I ,,1

3 200 I 49 19,0 4,z lt ~ h'iih
12 10,1 151 httbi 411]

4 300 It 10 , 14:0 dir ito ? 2'. UF 'tttfctftn
12 6 , 10.:1 vi2t 11 0i~l ~t iz, 152It ? teut BTr It~x c ll,

5 400 It 10,0 15,0
Figure 12: Result of a Wind Measurement

Five levels were chosen in heights from 50 m to 400 m. Within the 360 degree azimuth angle there are the data
The Intensities I of the signal (see figure 11) contain noise points and there Is the fitted sinus. The data were
and a cloud influence with a cloud base height in 400 m. measured between 150 degree and 230 degree under 25
The determined horizontal wind components vx and vy degree elevation and at a range of 100 m. The result of
show similarities (see flow diagram In figure 9) in three the wind sensing was a horizontal wind with 3.3m/s out of
levels. The intensity changes caused by the cloud 192 degree.
influence between levels 4 and 5.
Tests of the sign of the wind can be performed also. The 7. Conclusion
method depends on the noise in frequency (and intensity)
also as on the number of points used for the fitting. The We have developed a compact laser Doppler anemometer
eccentric rotation is assumed to contribute as an to measure wind profiles in the atmospheric boundary
additional z-component of the wind vector. If one can layer. The problem to handle the system nearly
separate the computed z.component for the two automatically was described. The system evelopment
rotational directions, one can determine the sign or -with gave experiences on the way to the development of a
other words, one can apply the method. Table 4 shows the spaceborne global wind sensor.
results of a few cases,
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DISCUSSION

F. DAVARIAN
In one of your viewgraphs you showed measured wind speed distribution. The chart showed a signal component at the origin
(dc). Would you comment on why the dc component exists?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The zero frequency originates from the mixing of the outgoing laser frequency f with radiation reflected from different optical

parts back to the detector. For a very frequency stable CO-laser this zero component is in the order of 100 kHz,for the CO2-

waveguide laser we use it is in the order of 200 kHz corresponding to I m/s wind velocity.

4,
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Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere by
Multi-Channel Radiometers

Faramaz Davarian
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91109, U.S.A.

1. ABSTRACT any fade compensation scheme hinges upon the timely
To characterize Earth/space communication links, The detection of an approaching fade. Fade detection may
Jet Propulsion Laboratory's (JPL's) Radiowave be performed by the monitoring of a satellite-
Propagation Program supports a number of propagation transmitted beacon and the use of already available
studies. Low-availability satellite links and their signal attenuation statistics.
propagation vagaries at Ka and millimeter-wave bands
constitute a major effort within this program. Since To accumulate signal attenuation statistics, the
1987, this program has funded the Wave Propagation Propagation Program at JPL has three ongoing efforts.
Laboratory (WPL) of the National Oceanic and Two of these efforts use Ka-band beacons transmitted
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to conduct from spacecraft, namely, the Olympus [11 and ACTS
m'iltiple-frequency radiometric observations of the [2] satellites. The third uses ground-based radiometers
atmosphere. The Wave Proprgation Laboratory has at Ka and millimeter-wave bands. Ground-based
extensive experience in using two- or three-frequency radiometers have proven to be practical and very cost
radiometers at 20, 31, and 90 GHz. These instruments effective means of atmospheric attenuation
provide unique observations of precipitable water vapor measurement. Although the main objective is to collect
and liquid. Equally useful are the microwave statistics on atmospheric microwave attenuation and
attenuation characteristics that these devices can easily emission, atmospheric water vapor and liquid content
provide. Attenuation statistics are needed for the design measurements are also possible as byproducts of the
of saw llite communication systems. studies supported by the program.

Measurements of atmospheric emission and attenuation WPL has designed, constructed, and operated ground-
at 20, 31, and 90 GHz at different locations are based multi-frequency microwave radiometers in the
presented. Single-station and joint-station statistics are past. Data from these instruments can be used to
derived. A linear regression scheme for the prediction provide information useful for radio propagation
of fade statistics in one channel using fade data of the research. Since late 1987, investigators from WPL have
other two channels is presented. participated in the Propagation Program and, employing

the NOAA ground-based radiometers, have provided
the propagation community with valuable data. Some

2. INTRODUCTION of the results from WPL experiments will be presented
Physically compact satellite ground terminals operating in this paper.
a! Ka and higher frequency bands are attracting the
attention of both commercial and military service
providers. Such terminals could vary in antenna size 3. ATTENUATION AND BRIGHTNESS
from about a meter to about 10 cm. Unfortunately, due TEMPERATURE
to the limited antenna gain of a compact ground The atmospheric microwave radiation is described by
terminal, the satellite link is likely to suffer from the the brightness temperature, Tb, which depends on
lack of adequate margin to support a high link frequency. For a nonscattering atmosphere, Tb is
availability. Therefore, a low-margin link can benefit related to the absorption coefficient of the medium via
from fade (mostly rain fade) compensation. In theory, the radiative transfer equatioi. Assuming a mean
the received signal strength can be monitored at the physical temperature for the medium, denoted by Tm ,
ground terminal and an approaching fade can be

groud trmial ad a aproahingfad ca be the radiative transfer equation can be simplified to:
detected. The detection of a fade would start a process
that would boost the link margin for the period of the Te 1
fade event. T -- +Tn1 -) (1)

Many fade compensation schemes, including uplink
power control, data rate reduction, and signal encoding, where Te represents the radiation entering the
have been discussed in the literature. The success of atmosphere (cosmic radiation), and L is the loss factor4
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due to the absorbing medium. Equabon I can be solved S. ACCURACY OF ATTENUATION DATA
for L to yield the following result The accuracy of atenuation data depends on how well

TbandTm can bemeamred. Theabsolut accuracy of

the radiometers is about I K. The standarddeiation of
eroMr in estimating Tm by climtology is about 6 or 7 K.

T Te (2) To investigate tL effect of a change in To n the
Tm-Tb callaled amount of L, Figure 4 shows plots of L as a

function of Tb for two values of Tin, 275 K and 265 K.
The difference between the two curves is also shown on

Note that L ranges from a large value (opacity) to I the same chart and is labeled -Error." As is evident
(perfect transparency). In practice, Tm is estimated from Figure 4, an uncertainty of 10 K in the mesured

from surface temperature measurements and/or value of Tm will not significantly affect the calculated

radiosonde data. Tb is obtained from radiomerie value of L for small attenuations, but for attenuations

observation of the atmosphere, and 2.75 K is the value largXer than 10dB. the error is significant. For example,
assumed for Te. for Tb = 5 (where attenuation is about 12 dB), the

uncertainty in calculating L is 2 dB for an error of 10 K
in Tm.

4. TWO-FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Dual-frequency measurements were made at two 6. THREE-FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
locations in 1988 [3], and both single-station and joint- The three-frequency measurements presented herein
station statistics will be presented in this section. The were conducted by WPL investigators using the NOAA
stations are 50 km apart, located in Denver and three-frequency steerable radiometer at Denver,
Platteville, Colorado, and are at about the same altitude Colorado, and San Nicolas Island. California [4]. The
with similar climates. The Denver radiometer has a three frequencies are 20.6, 31.6, and 90 GHz. All three

2.50 beamwidth for both frequencies, whereas the channels on this radiometer have equal bcamwidths of

Platteville radiometer has a 50 beamwidth for both 2.50 and point in the same direction from the same

frequencies. The experiments were conducted in two location; hence they are capabla of simultaneously

seasons, the winter and summer of 1988. measuring emission and deriving attenuation for the
same volume of air.

Figure 1 shows the time series of zenith brightness
temperatures at 20.6 and 31.6 GHz on September 13, Representative brightness temperatures measured
1988. rhe sharp mxzima in brightness temperature are simultaneously at each operation frequency are shown

due to liquid-bearing clouds. The vapor response is in Figure 5 for San Nicolas and Denver. Note the large

more significant at 20.6 GHz, aid liquid response is increase in brightness temperature at 90.0 GHz relative
more significant at 31.6 GHz. to 20.6 and 31.6 GHz as clouds pass through the

radiometer antenna beam. Due to higher amounts of

Single-station cumulative distributions of zenith water vapor, brightness temperatures at all frequencies

attenuation are given in Figure 2. Attenuation data at Denver during August arc higher than in December.

were obtained by the use of Equation 2 where Tm is Attenuation statistics were developed by processing the
obtained from climatological radiosonde data: the as ttitics we res To e cessngthe
values of 255 K and 275 K were used for winter and measured brightness temperatures. The cumulative
sume, respw .o a 7 u f t distributions at three frequencies are shown in Figures
summer, respectively. 6-8. Note that the sea-level altitude of San Nicolas

To derive joint-station statistics, the Plattevillc and Island always results in dry attenuation greater than that

Denver data were placed into one-to-one at Denver. Oddly, the two curves corresponding to
corresonden cedt wthin e cerinty of on, attenuation statistics at 20 and 30 GHz for winter

Next, for each 2-min time inerval, the maximum and Denver data cross each other. At high percentage
t, oeh2-minimu e two attenualtn valius we values (low attenuation), dry weather prevails andminimum of the two attenuation values were hence 30-GHz attenuation is higher than that of 20

determined. Then, two additional time series of the GHz. At low percentage values (high attenuation),
minimum and maximum values were constructed. cloud liquid attenuation is the dominant factor and
From tiesederivcdtimeseries,cumulativeds'.butions hence 30-GHz attenuation is higher than that of 20
for the winter and summer seasons were developed, GHz. In the intermediate region, water vapor
The results are shown in Figure 3. Note that at the attenuation is the important factor and therefore 20-
0.01% level, only I to 2 dB are gained by diversity GHz attenuation is higher than that of 30 GIz.
during winter conditions. However, in summer, when
significant attenuati'n from clouds can occur, a margin
of 8 dB is gained dt 31.6 GHz. 7. FREQUENCY SCALING

Data from three-frequency measurements at Denver and
Saii Nicolas Island were used to develop prediction
models of attenuation between various frequencies 14].
Regression relationships between the various channels
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for clear, cloudy, and ail conditions A=0 determined.
The general form of the linear regression is:

1o. REFERENCES
L(dependent) = co + clLl(independent) + 1. Arbesser-Ras burg. B., =OPEX Propagation

c2 L2 (independent) (3) Meueents and Studies," Proc. NAPEX XIV, JPL
Publ. 90-27, July 1991, pp. 29-35.

where attenuation, L, is given in dB. The result of the 2. Davarian, F., ACTS Propagation Program," Proc.
regression analysis has shown that there is a high NAPEX XIV, JPL Publ. 90-27, July 1991. pp. 23-28.
degree of correlation and predictability between the
channels, and if care is taken to distinguish between 3. Fionda. 1.. Falls, M., and Wesiwater, 1.,
clear and cloudy conditions, the correlation coefficients .Aenuation Statistics at 20.6. 31.65 and 52.85 GHz
oetween measured and predicted attenuations are Derived from Emission Measurements by Ground-
greater than 0.9. To provide the reader with an
example, the following prediction model %as obtained lxsed Microwave Radiometers," IEE Proc.-H, Vol. 138,

using data from the San Nicolas Island observations in No. 1, February 1991, pp. 46-50.
July 1987 (all conditions): 4. Westwater, E., Snider, J.. and Falls, M., "Ground-

L(90.0) =-0.499 - 0.463L(20.6) + Based Observation of Atmospheric Emission and
564L(3 Attenuation at 20.6, 31.65, and 90 GHzr A Comparison

1.6) (4) of Measurements and Theory," IEEE Trans. Antennas

Propagation, Vol. 38, No. 10, October 1990, pp. 1569-
The correlation coefficient of the above prediction is 1580.
0.998.

8. SJMMARY
Propagation data are needed for the design and
development of low-margin ground terminals of
advanced communicatiors satellite systems. Data can
be obtained through recording signals transmitted by a
satellite or by the use of radiometers. Ground-based
radiometers arc used by WPL for collecting
atmospheric emission and attenuation statistics at Ka
and millimeter-wave bands as part of an effort
supported by the Propagation Program at JPL.

Data from experiments using two-frequency and three-
frequency radiometers were presented. It was shown
that sky brightness temperature measurements can
easily be converted to atmospheric attenuation data.
The accuracy of this conversion depends on how well
the mean temperature of the atmosphere is measured or
estimated. For data presented in this paper, with an
uncertainty of 6 or 7 K in the atmospheric me,,n
temperature, the auenuation data are reliable below the
values of 10 or 12 dB.

Single-station and joint-station statistics of attenuation
were presented. Seasonal effects were also shown. A
regression method for predicting 90-GHz attenuation
from 20- and 30-GHz attenuations was provided.
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DISCUSSION

D. HOEHIN
Why do you use a purely empirical mnodelling opproach for your :frequency scaling, *even ifthere exists a physical relationship

for the atmospheric attenuation at the frequencies considered?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Developing an experimental model is cost fee for us because we have already collected the data. Furthermore, an empirical
model has statistics associated with it, i.e., percentages which a theoretical model does not.

J. GOLDIIIRSH
The previous question involved arriving at the scaling offadesfor diferent frequencies using theoretical means. The equations
Dr. Davarian showed, however, have the added dimension ofprobability. Those relations were equi-probability ones. Theory
does not give this.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes, I agree.
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OPTICAL REFRACTION IN THE ATMOSPHERIC SURFACE LAYER

James B. Gillespie and David H. Tofsted
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory
U.S. Army Laboratory Command

White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico 88002-5501, USA

SUMMARY been ignored for EO sensors that look
horizontally along paths near the earth's

Recent developments in the Middle East surface. The impact that refraction has
have highlighted the need to sense upon aiming accuracy is the subject of
refraction within the atmospheric surface this paper.
layer since apparent vertical variations
of location of distant objects can result Historically, atmospheric refraction has
in significant errors in tank lay posi- primarily been studied by astronomers for
tion under certain conditions. The U.S. very long slant paths through the earth's
Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory has atmosphere, while the more spectacular
investigated the nature of atmospheric phenomena of mirages and looming have
refraction and developed criteria when been studied by scientists for horizontal
refraction may cause errors in tank gun- paths. More recently, surveyors have
nery in deserts, examined the effects of refraction on

paths horizontal to thz earth's surface.
Refraction can be remotely sensed as a Because most EO sensor targeting has been
function of time through point-to-point for path lengths of less than 2 km, ver-
measurements of the elevation of a dis- tical aiming errors caused by refraction
tant object relative to the atmospheric have been ignored for military consider-
neutral events that occur approximately ations. Figure 1 illustrates the effect
one-half hour before sunset and one-half of refraction for a tank on the left
hour after sunrise. The vertical posi- viewing a target on the right. The image
tion change of a distant object can be of the target does not propagate in a
measured using either another object straight line from the target to the
close enough to the observer that effects receiver. instead, the image propagates
will be minimal (thus providing a fixed along an optical path that takes a mini-
reference point) or a theodolite that has mum time for the light to propagate. The
its own internal reference through the incoming ray thus arrives at an angle
leveling bubble. We have made extensive different from zero degrees. The viewing
measurements of diurnal variations in angle will be increased for nighttime
elevation of distant objects at White refraction and decreased for daytime
Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico. refraction. Since the sensor looks tan-
Lessons learned from these experiments gent along the incoming ray, the vertical
include accounting for numerous potential aiming angle will be in error--.sometimes
error sources when taking readings using by as much as a milliradian or more for
theodolites and the photographic tech- long paths in desert type situations.
niques necessary to cope with changing
light levels and atmospheric turbulence 2. BACKGROUND
effects. We have also made measurements
at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland; The vertical bending of the optical path
Fort Stanton, New Mexico; and other 1oca- of a beam of light propagating horizon-
tions that exhibit similar vertical tally is caused by a vertical refractive
shifting characteristics. A surface- index gradient. This gradient is pro-
energy-budget model was developed to duced by the temperature gradient result-
predict refraction situations based on ing from diurnal solar heating of the
meteorological measurements. An optical earth's surface. Refraction in a non-
ray tracing model was developed utilizing homogeneous medium such as the earth's
terrain characterization and temperature atmosphere can be quite adequately
gradient information to predict horizon- described by classical geometrical optics
tal refraction. We provided "rules of (which uses the assumption that the wave-
thumb" for horizontal surface refraction length of the light is negligibly small).
based on our experimental results and Refraction can be described by either
modeling efforts. uuygen's wave front construction method,

1. INTRODUCTION Fermat's principle

When one is viewing a target with an 3 f nds = 0 (1)
electro-optical (EO) sensor, the atmo-
sphere can be thought of as an optical Snell's law
system component. The atmosphere is not
as homogeneous an optical system as it
appears to the human eye. Phenomena such nsin 0, = n2sin 82 ; or (2)
as scattering and extinction by aerosols
and scintillation by optical turbulence
both affect how clearly a target can be the eikonal equation
seen. These subjects have been dealt
with extensively in the literature. A
third phenomenon, optical path bending (grad L)2 - n2 ; (3)
(or atmospheric refraction), has largely
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where L is the optical path length, ds is N, = (1 - .0109)-]
the incremental change in path of the
ray, n is the refractive index, and e, is * [-.0059]A , (8)
the angle of propagation in the ith
layer.

where P is the pressure, T is the temper-
Using Eq. (3), we can derive the follow- ature, A is the absolute humidity, I is
ing expression for atmospheric ray the wavelength, and N. is a wavelength
tracing for horizontal, near-surface dependent refractivity term.
propagation:

Using the hydrostatic equation,

ds an (4)
n zdP -- T- dz (9)

.PT

where dt is the incremental angular
change of the optical path with respect
to some fixed axis, z is the vertical along with Eqs. (6) through (9), we can
dimension, and propagation is nearly derive an expression for the gradient of
horizontal. n:

For propagation paths near the surface, dn - -78.2 x l06PT-IAdT  0344
the atmosphere does not follow a spheri- dZ dz (10)
cal symmetry; instead the optical path is
more strongly dependent on distance from
the local surface. The surface fluxes of We model the terrain profile by using a
latent and sensible heat dominate the local terrain profile, H(x), and the
structure of temperature and humidity. distance between the ray and the local
The tempejature gradient has a much surface, z'. The local height can be
stronger influence on density gradient described by
than does the pressure gradient. This
temperature gradient is largely a func- z' = z - H(x) (1)
tion of the degree of heating or cooling
occurring at the surface. During the day Disregarding any y dependence for H, we
sensible heat flows upward as the surface can write the gradient of the refractive
transfers this heat to the near surface index as
air by convection. During the night, as
the surface cools, the atmosphere closest grad (n) an -z, az'
to the surface also cools, setting up an Iz X 7Y 1 (12)
inversion condition (Ref 1). The effect
of daytime atmospheric heating is to
couple the structure of the temperature Using Eq. (U1), Eq. (12) can be rewritten
lapse rate to the immediately surrounding as
terrain. An adequate model of this would
be to calculate the structure of the air grad (n] = -78.2 x 10-

6 PT 2

temperature with height for an average
case and then apply that profile to the OT , 0344 all k (13)
terrain along the line of sight over 8x -
which we wish to propagate. By determin-
ing the height of the line of sight above
this terrain at any particular point We utilize two methods to obtain a ter-
along the line of propagation, we could rain profile--assume a flat earth or
calculate the temperature gradient at survey the terrain and interpolate
that point. The approach for a nighttime between the surveyed points. Our refrac-
situation is handled similarly. tion ra tracing model, REFRAC (Ref 3),

uses a Fourier series to fit to the ter-
The refraction of the atmosphere is rain.
conveniently described in terms of a
parameter, N, called the refractivity. It Temperature gradients for our model are
is defined as obtained through application of Simi-

larity Theory (Ref 4). In general, the
N = (n - 1) x 106 (5) temperature gradient goes as z"° for neu-

tral conditions, as z-113 for day condi-
For most atmospheric conditions, N has a tions, and as z'213 for night conditions.
value near 250. It varies with wave- However, the night conditions can be
length, temperature, pressure, and abso- highly terrain dependent--pockets of cool
lute humidity (Ref 2). The refractivity air can accumulate in depressions and
can be written as the sum of two flow downhill. Ta.qets may appear to
contributions--a dry air part and a water move vertically dramtically (greater
vapor part: than 0.5 mrad) within a few minutes.

In addition to an atmospheric ray tracing
N = N -y + N.; (6) model, we have developed surface energy

budget (SEB) models to infer strengths of
turbulence (e) and temperature gradients

'I,, = (1 + (5.337 - .0157T) from standard meueorological data (Ref
5). A basic model called SURFA is a near

• P x 106}(.3789)PNT ; (7)
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copy of a model described by Deardorff can be rapid, resulting in ambiguity.
(Ref 6); TGRAD is an upgrade of SURFA During testing, a technique was developed
that incorporates new methods for deter- whereby a line of sight was surveyed and
mining heat flux, solar radiation, and posts were placed along the optical path.
foliage temperature; and TGGEN is a modi- From the survey data, marks could be
fication of TGRAD that includes algo- placed on the posts such that under neu-
rithms that account for water phase tral conditions the marks would appear to
change during freeze or thaw. These line up. Under daytime (unstable) atmo-
models take as input variables such as spheric conditions the marks would appear
temperature, pressure, relative humidity, to tail off downward with distance, while
cloud cover, percentage of foliage cover, at night the marks would appear higher on
surface roughness height, soil moisture the more distant posts. The closer posts
content, soil type, windspeed, time of would also provide a reference that would
year, longitude, latitude, and time of not change with time.
day. The model will then determine the
diurnal values of c,, the temperature The vertical structure of refractivity
gradient, the vapor pressure gradient, can then be inferred by observing the
the Obukhov length, the friction veloc- temporal change in apparent elevation of
ity, vertical wind structure, and simi- the distant posts. From the assumed
larity parameters. Paulson's (Ref 7) vertical structure of temperature with
1970 paper on this subject is a key height, the known terrain profile, the
reference, equation for the gradient of refraction

(13), and Eq. (4), we have a model for
The SEB is the balance of radiative, determining the refractive profile.
convective, and conductive fluxes of
heat, both to and from the earth's sur- The authors have made extensive diurnal
face. Mathematically it is described by measurements of variations in elevation

of distant objects at WSMR, New Mexico,
SI - St + RI - Rt - H - LE = G (14) using both photographic techniques and

theodolite measurements of elevations.
The arrows describe the direction of the Numerous lessons were learned while
flux of the radiation, downward to the developing these techniques.
surface or upward from the surface. S
represents the visible solar light inci- Use of a theodolite yielded highly accu-
dent from the sun or reflected from the rate readings at night, but during the
earth's surface. R represents the ther- day the wooden legs of the theodolite's
mal radiation flowing from the heat sink tripod would expand and contract, depend-
of the atmosphere and from the ground. ing on their exposure to direct sunlight.
H is the sensible heat, and LE is the This effect caused the level to vary
latent heat flux due to evaporation, continuously and required constant atten-
where L is the latent heat of vaporiza- tion. The observer had to take special
tion and E is the flux of water into the care that he stood in the same location
atmosphere. relative to the legs for each measure-

ment. An umbrella was used to shade the
That the SEB model can be used to predict legs, but keeping all the legs simulta-
refractive effects was verified from neously shaded was tedious.
optical refraction and meteorological
data taken at WSMR, New Mexico, in June Photographing the targets was relatively
1983 over a relatively flat, desert ter- trouble free compared to theodolite mea-
rain. The verification is shown in surements, but two references had to be
Fig. 2. included in each image. The first was

needed to convert from measured distances
3. MEASUREMENTS on the photograph to angular values in

the field of view. The second provided
The vertical structure of the near- the nearby fixed elevation point. Oftensurfact, refractive index can be remotely these two measures were placed on the
sensed as e function of time through same nearby post. Use of photographic
sensel masfuntn ofTime tchuh means eliminated the difficulties of
optical measurements. This technique maintaining the leveling bubble. The
measures the variation in elevation of permanent records of photographs also
distant objects relative to the fixed eliminated the unfortunate drawback of
elevation of some reference. The two theodolites that the readings depend on
references typically used are the fixed the skills of the individual making the
elevation of some nearby object or the measurement and cannot be verified later.
reference leveling bubble of a theodo-
lite. The nearby object will be Figure 3 is a typical daytime scene taken
unaffected by refracting effects since through the telescope. We used a Casse-
refractive error increases linearly with granian telescope with a 2000-mi focal
range. length and an 8-inch receiving aperture.

A 35-mm camera recorded the data. Fig-
From relative elevation positions, the ure 4 shows the telescope setup. During
absolute error angles can be determined, the day the 8-inch aperture was stopped
Zero refraction can be observed during down to around 1.5 inches to reduce tur-
the day when clouds cover the optical bulent image blur. At night the aperture
path. There are also two neutral events stop was removed to allow for faster
that occur near sunrise and sunset when exposure time. Depending on the power
the apparent elevations of objects tran- available to the line of sight, the expo-
sition from appearing high (night) to low sure time could be as long as 7 s. When
(day). However, these transition periods power was available electric lights were
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run to each target post. In many cases, along the path due to irregular flow of
however, power was unavailable and flash- pockets of air mentioned previously. The
lights were connected to car batteries so Fort Stanton site was somewhat of an
the target posts could be viewed through- anomaly in this regard, simply because
out the night. our observation site was located at the

upper end of a shallow draw. At night
Figures 3 and 4 are from a field test the katabatic flow off Sierra Blanca
conducted on 1 April 1986 over a grassy mountain carried the same air mass we
field near Fort Stanton, New Mexico. were observing our effects through
This site is located approximately 40 km directly past our met tower. In the WSMR
east of Carrizozo, New Mexico, in the measurements we were observing lines of
foothills of the Sacramento mountains, sight where the wind was moving air
Seven target posts were surveyed in along masses transverse to the line of sight.
the 1980-m optical path. The nearest Thus a met tower set up at any point
post served as both the reference post along one of these paths would only
and the angular reference (each bar detect a fraction of the overall atmo-
represents 0.2 mrad). spheric characteristics at night. A sam-

ple data plot showing this problem is
Figure 5 shows the line of sight under a given in Fig. 10.
typical neutral condition. With clouds
shielding the line of sight from direct 4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
sunlight, the marks on the posts appear
in almost a straight line. Comparing To quantify the effects of refraction
Figs. 3 and 5, one can see that under observations for direct fire weapons
unstable conditions (Fig. 3) the marks on systems in a Middle East environment, we
the more distant posts appear lower, developed a simplified refraction algo-

rithm to correct for refraction bias
In addition to the optical instrumenta- based on model calculations from our
tion, sites were typically instrumented TGRAD SEB model. Ten years of weather
with a micrometeorological tower to data from Beersheba, Israel, collected at
measure several variables related to 3 h intervals was used for the calcula-
computing the surface energy budget at tions. A height of 2.3 m was used for
the site (Fig. 6). If the surface energy the observation heieht, and a range of
budget can be estimated (including the 2 km was selected for the target dis-
sensible heat flux) using flux profile tance. A diurnal temperature gradient
techniques, the temperature gradient can resulted and was converted into a refrac-
be estimated. We thus have direct mea- tion correction angle in milliradians.
surement of the vertical structure of The shape of the diurnal effect was
temperature through tower measurements; nearly a cosine with maxima of about
we can infer the vertical structure 0.4 mrad occurring in the afternoon and
through the observed movement of the in the middle of the night. Neutral (no
distant targets; and we can model this refraction correction) points occurred
structure through a surface energy budget near sunrise and sunset. With little or
model, no loss in prediction accuracy, the

cosine shape (a 9-term Fourier series
The results of the Fort Stanton test are fit) was replaced with a simpler series
seen in Fig. 7. Overall, a day-to-night of four straight lines as shown in
shift of 0.7 mrad was oberved, with an Fig. 11. This algorithm was applied to
extensive cloud cover and some rain from experimental observations and produced
0200 through 0630. Similar tests were good results when applied to situations
conducted at WSMR during the summer of that met the circumstances for which the
1987. The results of these tests are model was derived. It will produce
seen in Figs. 8 and 9. The weather con- errors if applied to cases where there
ditions for these two tests were good for is cloud cover, wet soil, high winds, or
refraction. We were testing to determine highly uneven terrain.
the effects of the height of the line of
sight on prediction and tactical choices As an alternative to an actual computa-
of terrain. The results in Fig. 8 were tional algorithm that would be built into
for a 2-km path approximately 8 m above a firing control system, we developed a
the terrain. The results in Fig. 9 are set of "rules of thumb" for direct-fire
for a 3-km path 10 through 15 m above the aiming. These rules are depicted in Fig.
terrain. These figures illustrate the 12. Basically, they say to aim a little
-4/3 power law decrease in refractive higher in the daytime; aim a little lower
gradients compared to the -2/3 nocturnal at night; and aim in the middle of the
power law. Daytime effects are largely target for rough terrain, dawn or dusk,
eliminated while nocturnal effects or high winds.
remain.
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6. ILLUSTRATIONS

FIRING FROM BORESIGIIT

....- Fig. 3. Under strong daytime refraction
the marks on the posts appear lower with

NIGIHT distance. Note level of grassy region
relative to the closest post.

DAY .. ... . .

Fig 1. Sighting scenario illustrating
diurnal variations in apparent target
location.

Fig. 4. Telescope and camera used for
photographic measurements. The telescope
aperture was stopped down for daytime
operation.
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Fig. 8. "C" Station optical test results
at WSMR, NM: observed elevation changes
of a 2000-m target, hourly results.

Fig. 5. Neutral condition refraction
close to sunset. Targets and cattle are 07
clearly visible in low turbulence.
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Fig. 9. Southwest WSMR optical test
results: observe elevation changes of a
3000-m target, hourly results.

Fig. 6. View of towers and low hill to . 06
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4. TIME (hrs fm 18-19 SEPT 1987)

Fig. 10. Time plot of optical elevation
changes for the "C" Station optical test
compared to elevation changes inferred by

23 tower temperature measurements. Lack ofTIME in hours from 1700 March 31 prediction is caused by nocturnal hori-zontal inhomogeneities in temperature
structure.

Fig. 7. Fort Stanton optical test
results: observed elevation changes of
the 1980-m target.
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2 SIMPLIFIED CORRECTION

TIME OF DAY, JUNE, DEERSLEVA

Condition:
Fig. 11. Typical June day refraction
plot, Beersheva, Israel. a. Clear sky, flat desert, daytime,

winds <10 mi/h, 2500 to 3500 m range

b. Clear sky, flat desert, daytime,
winds <10 mi/h, 1500 to 2500 m range

C. Cloudy sky, rugged terrain, dawn or
dusk, high winds or range <1500 m

d. Clear sky, flat desert, night, winds
<4 mi/h, 1500 to 2500 m range

e. Clear sky, flat desert, night, wind"
<4 mi/h, 2500 to 3500 m range

Fig. 12. Rule of thumb refraction cor-
rections.
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INVERTING RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS WITH A NEURAL NETWORK

Edward M. Measure
Young P. Yee
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White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico 88002-5501, USA

SUMMARY variety of computational architectures,
but all have the notion of simulated

A neural network scheme for retrieving neurons and synapses in common. The
remotely sensed vertical temperature implementations of the simulated neurons
profiles has been applied to observed and synapses vary widely, being more or
ground-based radiometer measurements. less faithful to what is known aboutThe neural network used microwave their biological antecedents (which areradiance measurements and surface themselves rather various, depending on
measurements o temperature and pressure their functional specialization). A

as inputs. Because the microwave radio- simulated nearo (Fig. 1) is generally
meter is capable of measuring 4 oxygen considered to be an entity with multiple
channels at 5 different elevation angles inputs and a single (usually subse-
(90, 15-, 250, 400, and 900), 20 micro- quently branching) output. The neuron's
wave measurements are potentially output is a function of its current
available. Because these measurements state, its current inputs, and possibly
have considerable redundancy, we experi- its past state history. The output of a
mented with a neural network, accepting neuron is connected to the inputs of
as inputs microwave measurements taken other neurons by synpse, each of which
at 53.88 GHz, 400; 57.45 GHZ, 400; and has a weight (or multiplying factor)
57.45 GHz, 90* . The primary test site associated with it. The values of the
was located at White Sands Missile weights, in conjunction with the initial
Range, New Mexico, USA. Results are state of the system, determine the
compared with measurements made simul- computation performed by the network.
taneourly with balloon borne radiosonde
instruments and withs radiometric temper- 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
ature retrievals made using more conven-tional retrieval algorithms. Ground-based measurements of atmospheric

brightness temperature at several micro-

The neural network was trained by using wave frequencies permit some inference
a Widrow-11off delta rule procedure. about the vertical temperature structure
Functions of date to include season of the atmosphere (Ref 1). In the 20-
dependence in the retrieval process and to 60-GHz region, the measured bright-
functions of time to include diurnal ness temperatures satisfy (to a good
effects were used as inputs to the approximation) the following equatioii:
iueural network.

LIST OF SYMBOLS Tb, ' f T(s) a (s) exp[- a,(s')ds']ds

T -downwelling cosmic microwave + x . ,sdbackground brightness tempera- T xptfs- d ,
ture above the atmosphere

Tb. - downwelling microwave bright-
ness temperature at frequency v where

T(s) - temperature at height s
a (s) - absorption coefficient
o - vector of output temperatures T - the downwelling microwave

- matrix of weights brightness temperature at
i - vector of inputs frequency v
AWIJ - change in weight w,

- learning rate factor T(s) - temperature at height s
t, - target output from the ith unit
01 - actual output from the ith unit

I, - jth input
T1. - the downwelling cosmic micro-

1. !NTRODUCTION wave background brightness
temperature above the

This paper describes the results of atmosphere
simulatio..s of a neural network for
retrieving vertical profiles of atmo- Inferring atmospheric temperature
spheric temperature from various radio- structure from microwave brightness
metric measurements. The term neural temperature measurements thus becomes
network has been applied to a large the problem of solvng Eq. (1) to



find T(s). Problems of this type are weighted inputs. In our current work,
often referred to as inverse problems, we have restricted ourselves to the
since it is relatively simple to compute linear case, except that we have not
Tb, from a knowledge of T(s) but more required the weight matrix to be square,
difficult to obtain T(s) from 1,.. that it., the number of inputs and
Although any techniques are us 1 for outputs may be different.
attackirg such problems (Ref 2), each
technique has its limitations. OSr since values of the weights determine
intent in tiis paper is to investigate the transformation of the input vector,
the applicability of a technique based specification of the weights is equiva-
on the idea of the neural network, lent to programing the neural network.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF A NEURAL NETWORK FOR We find the neural networks interesting
THE INVERSION PROBLEM because they can be arranged to learn by

experience, that is, to adjust their
Mech of the work with neural networks weights based on inputs and outputs.
has focused on simulation of brain The learning mechanism applied in this
function, associative memory, and paper is Widrow-Hoff or delta-rule
pattern recognition. For reasons to be learning (Refs 4 and 5). The delta-rule
discussed in the following sections, we learning is a type of learning where
believe that neural network techniques weights are modified to reduce the
may also have advantages for certain difference between the desired output
types of computational tasks that are and the actual output of a processing
usually addressed by more conventional element, that is, a neuron-like unit.
computational techniques. elta-rule learning requires a training

In discrete approximation, the right- set, that is, a set of inputs together
hand side of Eq. (1) takes a set of with the corresponding outputs.
temperatures defined at discrete heights Initially, the weights are set to small
ard produces from them the corresponding random values. Inputs are supplied, the
microwave brightness temperatures at corresponding outputs are obtained and
discrete frequencies. Although ti.is compared with the desired outputs, and
direct computation is fairly straight- an error signal is generated. This
forwdrd, various obstacles exist for the error signal is used to generate
inverse computation (Ref 3). Our objec- corrections to weights as follows:
tive is to perform the inverse calcula-
tion with a neural network simulation. AwJ = '(t'(t) - o(t)) ij(t), (3)
Inputs to the neural network will be
measured microwave brightness tempera- where Aw,, is the change in weight w,5 ; n
tures and other relevant measurements is a learning rate factor; t. is the
such as surface measurements of tempera- target output from the ith unit; o, is
ture and pressure. Outputs will be the actual output from the ith unit; and
estimated temperature at various atmo- ij is the jth input.
spn-ric heights. The simulated neurons
proclace outputs that are functions of In our work, the neural network was
the weighted sums of the inputs. The trained with the delta-rule training
u.cightb, analogous to the strength of scheme. This requires a teaching set of
the synapses of biological neurons, inputs and their corresponding outputs.
contain the network's knowledge about Because it is straightforward to do the
how to jolve the inversion problem. For direct radiometric computation, there is
a simple linear network, the outputs are a natural way to get such a teaching
given P. functions of the inputs by set. In our case, we have assembled a

large set of radiosonde (meteorological
a = V i . (2) balloon) observations of atmospheric

temperature profiles. From each
In Eq. (2), 0 is the vector of output profile, Eq. (1) was used to compute a
+emperatures; W is the matrix of vector of corresponding microwave
weights; ant i is the vector of inputs brightness temperatures. This vector of
comprised of a bias input, deviations brightness temperatures (augmented by
from the mean of the surface measure- surface observations or other data) then
ments, and the microwave brightness served as the input vector i and the
tempeztures. radiosonde temperature observations

served as the training outputs o. This
Equa.ion (1) has much in common with the neural network is indicated schemati-
transformation of Eq. (1); although the cally in Fig. 2 for a network with t~rae
transformatior involved is not, in radiometric inputs.
.j5eieral, linear. The neural network
transforms the inputs into the outputs; 4. RESULTS
and for this linear transformation, the
weights ire the elements of the trans- Our training set consisted of 525 radin-
fornati- matrix. More general neural sonoe observations taken at White Sands
n(two :s are possible since the state Missile Range, Naw Mexico, from 1984 to
may be 'arid for biological systems is) a 1987. The trained networks were tested
nonlinear function of the weighted on a set of radiosonde observations
inputs. Other generalizations include taken during the same period. In each
replacir3 the weighted sum of the inputs case, the radiosonde obserations were
with a more general function of the used in a someuhat more sophisticated

'I
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version of Eq. (1) that included eleva- and the sine was taken such that the
tion angle and refraction effects to 2ax;=ru peak is June 30 and the minium
co=pute microwave brightness tempera- is Decesber 30. Ti=es were normalized
tures that would be observed by a four- to 2v for a 24-h period and the sine was
channel, elevation scanning oxygen taken such that the mxium peak is at
radioneter. 1500 and the miniwun is at 0300.

Because icrowave radiometer =easures 4 5. CONCLUSION AND REC0PA.TION
oxyge.. channels at 5 different elevation
angles (91, 15*, 25*, 40-, and 90*). 20 One of the unique features of neural
microwave measurements are potentially computing is that it provides an
available. Because these measurements inherently clean and simple mechanism
have considerable redundancy, we experi- for dividing the computational task into
=ented with a neural network, accepting subunits. This inherent parallelism
as inputs functions of date and time, cakes it an ideal candidate for highly
surface temperature, surface pressure, parallel architectures.
and simulated microwave radiances at
53.88 GHz, 40* elevation; 57.45 GHz, 40* The neural network did an excellent job
elevation; and 57.45 GHz, 90° elevation, of retrieving temperatore profiles for

the White Sands Missile Range, New
The weight matrix of each neural net was Mexico, training set. The type of
initialized with small random values and neural network tested was a simple
trained by using Eq. (3). Training kind--the linear network. There might
consisted of supplying the network with be situations in which a more general,
the selected surface measurements and nonlinear type of neural network would
computed radiances from radiosonde have advantages. This possibility is
profiles scaled by 0.001, comparing the still being explored.
networks output temperature to the
radiosonde temperatures to compute the 6. REFERENCES
error at each height, and applying the
correction of Eq. (3) to the weights. 1. Batber, T. L., Young P. Yee, Edward
The complete training cycle, which was M. Measure, and D. R. Larson,
concluded when the residual weight "Tactical Weather Intelligence for
changes were sufficiently small, Artillery," In Proceedings of the
involved cycling each member of the Seventh EOSAELTWI Conference, U.S.
training set through the procedurc Army Atmospheric Sciences Labora-
nurerous times, tory, White Sands Missile Range,

New Mexico, April 1987.
After the network was trained, it was
tested on the test set of radiosonde 2. Westwater, E. R., and W. B. Sweezy,
observations by supplying the selected "Profile Retrieval Algorithms Used
radiances and surface observations to in T1~rmal Sounding of the Atmo-
the network, by comparing the output sphere," In Proceedings of SPI
temperatures to the radiosonde observa- Confere.ce on Inverse Optics,
tions, and by computing the errors rot"... Arlington, VA, 1983.
each height.

3. Twomey, S , 1977, Introduction to
Figure 3 illustrates good agreement the n 2 ,,.jatics of Inversion in
between a representative sample radio- Remote Sensint and indirect
sonde temperature profile and the Measurements, Elsevier, NY, pp 237.
corresponding neural network inferred
profile. Figure 4 illustrates the case 4. Rumelhart, D. E., G. E. Hinton, and
of an upper level temperature inv-:sion J. L. McClelland, "A General Frame-
layer at approximately 3 km in which the work for Parallel Distributed
neural network was unable to adequately Processing," Fp~ar el Distributed
infer from ground radiometric measure- Processing, David E. Rumelhart and
ments. The inferred profile was James L. McClelland, eds, Macsa-
produced by the neural network chusetts Institute of Technology
illustrated in Fig. 2 and Table 1. Press, Cambridge, MA, 1986, pp 45-

76.
Table 2 shows the error between the
desired u;.pat te-nerature values and 5. Rumelhart, D. E., G. E Hinton, and
the neural netvork inferred output R. J. Williams, "Learning Interval
tempcraturG values. Improvement in the Representations by Error Propaga-
error at mott of the otmospheric heights tion," Parallel Distributed
is significant between the 10,000 Processing, David E. Rumelhart and
training iterations and the 30,000 James L. McClelland, ads, Massa-
training iterations. Some improvement chusetts Institute of Technology
is shown fron 30,000 to 1,000,000 Press, Cambridge, MA, pp 318-362.
iterations, especially at atmospheric
heights of 10.7 and 27.4 km.

One objective of the study was to deter-
mine methods to include date and time
funrtions. Inputs to the processing
elvment repre- -ling thn date were
rorralized .. . adians for the year
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Fig. 1. A model neuron.

Temperature Radioxietat Neatwork wth Date and Tim Inputs

s9 118 11 112 113 14 15 1i r. 117 118 11 :eO2. 122 12a 12425 126

Fig. 2. Neural network diagram with an input layer located at
the bottom (circled processing elements) and an output layer
located at the top (squared processing elements).
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Fig. 3. Semilog graph of temperature
versus height comparing a measured
radiosonde tepiperature profile with the
corresponding calculated neural network
profile. Date: 6 Jan 1984. Location:
White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico,
USA.
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Fig. 4. Semilog graph of temperature
versus height comparing a measured
radiosonde temperature profile with the
corresponding calculated neural network
profile. Date: 5 Jan 1984. Location:
white Sands Missile Range, New Mexico,
USA. Depiction of an upper level
temperature inversion at approximately 3
km.
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Table 1. Matrix of weights of the neural network alter 1,000,000
training iterations. Input values are scaled by 0.001 before
applying the weights of the networks.

Heigh BIAS DATE TINE 7. 9 R 2t~ 5
(k3) PEI PE2 PZ2 P P.5 P7 PE8

Pr9 0 0 27 62 972 10 -37 81 -20

PIO .03 0 24 39 759 -1 -41 187 93

P1l .06 0 19 22 565 -11 -42 236 193

P12 .09 0 14 8 374 -20 -40 382 288

PE13 .15 0 -8 -8 23 -27 -32 552 465

PE14 .21 0 -11 -8 -99 -35 16 576 528

PE15 .31 -1 -16 -4 -257 -41 92 595 602

PE16 .46 -1 -14 3 -312 -50 215 512 621

PE17 .76 -2 -16 3 -345 -57 400 389 584

PE1S 1.22 -2 12 -24 -315 -16 611 219 480

219 1.83 -2 16 -35 -243 70 807 59 297

PE20 3.05 -3 -4 -22 -127 110 854 -64 110

PE21 4.57 -3 -1 -15 -41 111 1105 -144 -114

P222 6.70 -1 77 -84 98 -16 1396 -312 -318

P223 10.7 0 166 -44 310 -191 809 -324 -583

aPE24 15.2 1 260 -38 126 -125 -880 125 129

P125 21.3 0 252 -110 186 -23 234 -90 -192
P226 27.4 -4 421 -161 192 I5 -69 7 51

Table 2. The error for each of the output processing elements
representing temperatures at various atmospheric heights is
compiled for (a) 10,000 training iterations, (b) 30,000 training
iterations, and (c) 1,000,000 training iterations.

ERROR AFTER ERROR AFTER ERROR AFTER AVERAGE
PROCESSING HEIGHT 10.000 30.000 1,000.000 TSOPERATURE

ELEK(ET (ka) ITERATIONS ITERATIONS ITERATIONS (C degrees)

PE9 0 -2.22 805 169 14 99

PE10 03 -1 55 .530 031 i5 19

PEll 06 -1 42 258 -.025 15.37

PE12 09 -1 21 .096 - 189 15.54

EI3 5_ -92 .--523 551 . 15 8

PE14 21 - 31 - 367 - 0o 15 77

PEI. .31 57 - 182 -1.16 15 60

PE16 .46 1 10 - 132 - 233 14 88

PE17 76 1 37 150 - 412 13 12

PE18 1.22 2.06 547 - 392 10 28

PE19 1 83 1 64 415 - 383 6 42

PE20 3 05 85 - 629 - 6S2 -1 65

PE21 457 71 - 25 - 256 -11 63

PE22 6 70 3 34 1 83 - 386 -26 49

P123 10 7 5.93 2 97 -.466 -53 45

PE24 15 2 -4.55 2 03 2 21 -67 14

PE25 21.3 78 1 00 1 38 -56 98
PE26 27 4 8323 644 -46.69

83 -3 119
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CLEAR-AIR WIND PROFILERS AS CLOUD MONITORS AND
HYDROMET'EOR IDENTIFIERS

E. E. Gossard
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences

University of Colorado
Boulder. Colorado

S. Y. Matrosov, R. G. Strauch, and D. C. Welsh
NOAA/ERL, Wave Propagation Laboratory
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SUMMARY

p Viscosity of air (g m
*' s

")
Clear.air-sensing radars, which are used for wind sounding from PL p, P, Density: liquid, graupel, snow
surface platforms, are now widely deployed. They are usually p, p( 82 5), p(70 0) Air density: sea level. 825 mb. 700 mb
designed to measure the Doppler-sensed movement of clear-air
refractive index inhomogeneities. but they also provide an excellent
tool for sensing ice and water particles in clouds. These radars I. INTRODUCTION
usually have a very low detection threshold and long averaging
time so that size distributions of particles as small as 100 rin The sensitive Doppler radars now available for monitonng the
diameter with mean vertical fall velocities (V) as small as 0.2 ms* height "profiles" of the horizontal wind can also provide a wealth
can be accurately measured. We present data from two events in of information on hydromeor population. Most previous work
which clouds form, intensify, and finally produce prrcipitation. has focused on the use of research radars that provided the corn-
Height profiles are displayed and analyzed as ZRV plots vs. plete Doppler fall velocity spectrum from which dropsize spectra
height, where Z is the radar reflectivity factor, R is liquid flux can be deduced. Experiments wer. carried out by many invesl-
(rain). and 1 is the mean fall velocity in quiet air derived from gators: c g.. Lhermittde. Rogers and Piliemt. Wilson

pi , Catont1 .
the radar-measured vertical velocity. It is shown how these rada.s Foote and DuToitt , Gorelik ct al.'. and Beard' . A comprehen-
can provide I) cloud layer structure above lower overcast, 2) sive discussion of the state of the methodology of that time was
height profiles of liquid mean dropsize, 3) the ice-water transition given by Atlas et al. ]

. The dropsie vs fall velocity in quiet air is
level compared with the 0' isotherm. 4) height profiles of rain rate, fairly well known (e.g. Gunn and Kinzedt ); so in quiet air the
and 5) inferences about the identity of hydrometcors vs. height. conversion of a measurement of the fall velocity spectrum to a

dropsizc spectrum is straightforward. However, complications
arise when the particles are not in quiet air, but are, in fact, em-

LIST OF SYMBOLS bedded in a turbulent medium that may have a net updraft or
downdraft. Until the advnt of clear-air radars this complication

A Cross sectional area of drop was insurmountable although, as noted above, many experiments
Cd Drag coefficient were done under conditions when the investigators believed atmo-
D Drop diameter (tm) spheric conditions to be relttively quiet. They neglected turbu-
Do Diameter of mode of lognormal d;stribu- lence, and they used various methods to estimate the mean vertical

lion wind. The accuracy of the estimated vertical wind was only about
D., D L  Liquid mass median diameter, liquid mass I in s , whizlh was not accurate enough for detennining the size

weighted average diameter distributions of the smaller particles (Atlas et al!".
FL. F, F, Vertical mass flux (g " 

s ') liquid.
graupel, snow It was poirted out by Wakasugi el al!"- "I and Gessrd and Str-

g Acceleration of gravity anchltI that clear-air radar wind profilers provide the necessary
K (I - c)I(2 + c) information on clear-air stricture to allow the crucial corrections
K,. 1, K, (water). K, (granpel, snow) for a non-quiescent medium to be made, and Doppler radars can
N. N, Drop number spectral density (n' mm i) now collect accurate spectra of drop nuntber density and liquid

water, ice (graupel) water density remotely for a wide range of liquid water clouds
N. Number den! ity at D = 0. using the water droplet backscatter.
R. k,. R,, Equivalent rain rate (mm hr*')

• 
liquid.

graupel. snow lowever, it is not presently planned that the operational "wind
S'. S, % Reflectivity factor spectral density' liquid. profilers" will routinely provide continuous Doppler spectra to the

graupel, snow user. Only the spectral moments [i e., power, mean Doppler
SL, SM, Mass spectral density (g m" 

rm"): liquid, frequency shift (wind) and spectral width] will be routinely provid-
graupel ed, but occasional spectra from selected range gates will also be

V, Fall velocity in quiet air available for removing up/downdrafts. We here show how such
V. Reflectivity factor weighted mean fall measurements can provide new cloud information. The potential

velocity use of mean vertical fall velocity as a direct measurable related to
Z. Z.. Z, Reflectivity factor (mm' m-): liquid, size and liquid flux in a precipitating population has also been

graupel, snow pointed out by Manner and Batt.04it. and by Srivastava n t
. In this

Z. Equivalent reflectivity factor if populationk paper we present radar-measured fall velocity, reflectivty, and
had been liquid drops liquid flux measurements from a wind profiling system descritd

C Dielectric constant by Strauch et at 1 3, and point out their relevance to the identifi-
X Radar wavelength (in) cation of hydromecteor type size and location within prec pirating

Radar reflectivity (in ') systems
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2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA the Doppler spectra provide height-profile information about drop
n.imuber vs. size.

The: ocesa daa are obtained from the zero and first moments
of the Doppler spectra. although -arcasional spectra are required to Below the cloud base. the spectral peak near 11 = 0 is caused
remove upgdowndrafts from the data. The interpretation e radar- so!ely by backtcatter from the clear-air at those ranges where
measured fall % €locity and the calculation of mean or median drop grond 'cltter car. be ignored. Higher up the clear-air back-
size is -,rambiguous only if the form of the dropsize number scatter is overwhelmed by the cloud return at our radar wvelength
density distributicat is known or can be reliably inferred. Figures 1 (0.328 m). and there is no clear separation. For cloud studies it
and 2 sho'-, radar measurements of the development of cloud would obviously be desirable to use a longer vavelength radar that
systems that eventually produced rain at the ground. Both events is less sensitive to droplet scatter. Cloud backscatter is propor-
occurred on 28 Sept. ber 1990 whea the synopic tituation was as tional to V compared with refractive index backscatter vhich is
shown in Figure 3. The radiosonde observations %(RAOBs) at 0000 proportional to )M 'where 7. is :he wavelength.
and 1200 UTC are shown at the appropriate hour. The top frames
show the time-height record of r. dar reflectivity where the radar If there were no fall v-locity and no up/downdrafts, the backscatter
reflectivity factor. Z. (rm m

"
) is related to drop rie, D (mm). would all appear at V = 0. If the scatterers are moving randomly

and number density. N (m mm), as follows (e.g.. Doviak and due to turbulence, some of the scatrreing ensemble will be mo ng
Zrnielln upward and some downward within the pulse volume at any given

moment, so the spectral line at V = 0 will then be spread over a
Z' fN D~dD. Gaussian distribution about zero. This spread is. in fact, a measure

Z f of the vertical component of turbulent intensity.

3. PARTICLE SPECIES IDENTIFICATION

In Figures I and 2 the radar reflectivity is calculated from the

received power and is expressed as Z in decibels (dBZ). The 3.1 The Z-R-V Relationship
lower frames show the time-height records of radar-sensed fall
velocity (m si). The hoisly surface observations at Denver's Sta- Cloud data acquired with a vertically pointing Doppler radar
pleson Airport, which is also the site of the radar, are given at provide direct fall velocity information so the flux (R) can be
hourly intervals above the top frames. The reflectivity and fall calculated, thus adding another dimension to the classical Z-R
velocity data are averaged over a half hour from 30 s data acquired relationship. After removal of up/downdrafis in the medium, the
every 2 minutes. The radar-indicated cloud layers are labeled as velocity s.nsed by the radar is the refloctivity-weigltted mean fall
upper" and "lower.' Note that no precipitation reached the velocity over all sizes of drops, i.e ,

ground until 0500 UTC in the first event or until 1400 UTC in the
second event. Although the precipitation was then recorded as
"light rain" or "light rain showers." the enlmcement in reflectivity f S2(Vd V/
and in mean fall velocity was often very substantial even in the VZ (1)
(half-hourly) averages. We will show how height profiles of flux
(rain) and of mean drop size can be monitored from data such as
these. The synoptic situation at 1200 UTC is shown in Figure 3. e
The cloud system was generally straliform. wide-spread, and lime-
stationary. where S (V) is the spectral density of Z vs. V, The flux (i.e..

ran rate) is given by
The data in Figures I and 2 are forrid by calculating the zero and
first moments of the Doppler spectra, F:gure 4 shows an example
of the Doppler spectra recorded by the radar in a 30-minute period F f, VfSr (V) dV, (2)

from 1400-1430 UTC. stacked in height. The lowest spectrum o

shown is 500 m above the radar (AGL), and the highest is at
3.3 ki. The 1200 UTC RAOB shows the zero degree isotherm to where S. (V ) is the mass spectral density of cloud liquid water.

be at 2200 m AGL. and the melting process taking place below F is flux In gr m s', which is easily convened to rain rate.
that height is obvious in Inc change in spectral form. The velocity R (mim hr')
associated with the reflectivity spectral peak in gate 9 prior to
melting is about I m s

"
'
. The peak moves quickly out to about The spectrum of Z vs. dropsize is defined by-

5.5 m s" 
in gale 7 as melting proceeds. At lower heights the mean

fall velocity remains about the same for gates 6 and 5. and gates I Sz(D) 
= 

N(D) D
6  (3)

and 2 show the dropsize spectm, below cloud base. The spectra
from the third and fourth range gates have been deleted because where D is the diameter of small (Rayleigh) liquid drops The
the data at these ranges are contaminated by scatter from traffic on corresponding spectrum of liquid waler is
trtirstate 70, located about I km from the radar, entenng through
the antenna sidelobes. (We note here that a high signal-to-noise
ratio in the fall velocity measurement is needed, because the fatl S 3 (D) = P N(D) D3 W Pt -S(D) D (4)
velocity is raised to the second or higher power in the deuominator 6 6
of the equation for flux (rain rate).]

where PL is the density of liquid water,

The zone between the melting level and the height at which traffic

nose overwhelms the cloud bacLscatter (about 800 m) is too thin Therefore, if the radar measures the spectrum of radar reflectivity,
to show evidence of the drop growth by liquid accretion discussed S0 (V); and if the relationship between size and fall velocity is
by Gossard el al

.  
known so that Sr(D) - (aV11,D)Sz(V), the reflectivilty spec-
trum measured by the radar can provide height profiles of Z, R and

Each spectrum shown in Ftgure 4 is nomalized to a common V in contsast to the empirical Z-R relationships which have
maxinrum spread for the stacked display. The Doppler velocity been the subject of many past investigations (e.g, see Bauani

t
).

spectrum can be conerted to the number density vs. sirze spectrum
using known fall velocity vs. sire ;elationslips, so the moments of Operational wind profiling radars do not output raw spectra, but

rather the moment data Z and V, (see the top and boilom franies
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of Figures I and 2). If the spectral form N(D) is known. or can
be reliably inferred. the necessary integrations in (1) and (2) can be 'where
canied OUL If N(D) is exponential, as is very commonly assumed
(e.g. Marahal and Palmenti. the integrations are simple and an Vz
,,alytic relationship between Z, R and Vz is easily obtained if the 10.5
VID) function is also chosen to be e',ponential. For other func-
tions, the integrations were carried cit numnerically. We note that.
instead of a Z.R relationship. we are now dealing with an unam- Combining (2) and (7) then yields the liquid flux (rain rate)
biguous Z-R-V diagram. We specifically analyze water drops.
graupel. and snow. R(mmhf') = pt 0315Z -~ *'' 9

3.2 Water Drops

Doppler radars have long been used to measure fall velocity (e.g., where we note that Z and V are directly measured by the radar.
Battani"7: Rogers and Yau

t
"

t
). In (9), D is in mm, Z is mmim , 

and P
1

L ;s the density of water
in gr cm3'. Together with the calculated flux (converted to rain

The early literature and experimental data reting terminal fall rat, R) they constitute the ZV diagrams on which we have
veiocity of water droplets in quiet air to their size is extensive plotted our data. For other assunted dropsie distributions the
(e.g.. Guns and Kinzesiit: Foote and DuToit't. Beard"). It has integrations were casried out numerically. These include the tog-
been reviewed and discussed by Gossard and Strauchti"4, and normal and modified Cauchy distnbutions to be discused later.
we concluded that this relationship represents one of the lesser Figure 5 shows that C = 5/3 provides a good overall fit to the solid
errors in the technique if the embedding medium can be considered curve, but C = 2 provides a better fit at small diameters where the
truly quiescent. In ii present paper, three relationships for three large number densities dominate the integrals. Therefore in (9).
dropsize ra.,es of the spectrum are used. For very small drops C = 2 provides a better fit than C = 5/3 to the numerically inte-
with fall velocity < 0.40 n s'. the Stokes relationship for the grated values of F found from the solid curve in Figure 5A
terminal fall velocity is used (Beard and PruppacheJli) •

D = (181t 11/) (5a) 3.3 Graupel and lail

Radar observations provide no direct determinail'n of the state (ice
where g is acceleration of gravity (mn s-2). D is drop diametr or water) of the scattering particles, so an apparent or equivalent Z
(mm). and p is the viscosity of air [For pressure and temperature (often written Z,) is the quantity calculated (e.g. Sassentt). For
conditionq corresponding to about 3 kni MSL in a standard ammo- particles small in the Rayleigh sense, the reflectivity, found from
sphere. ys = 0.0167 (g i s").] For other ranges of VI, the received power, is related to Z by

D = 0.22 5 [...) V for 040ms- V<2.5Oms , (5b) -5 1 (10)(po! ' n~ ~ f ' [ N(D)D 6 dD (0

and, (Atlas et ar
9
l), where K = (e - 1)I(e + 2) and e is the complex permittivtiy of

the scatterers, which is not a prion known. The appropriate value

D =-1 6671n [9 65 -Vp/p) 3 for V> 2 5ins', (5) for water (1K I2 =0.93) is therefore used so that

where p is air density and p. is air density at 1000 rob. (Equations x 4

(5a)-(5c) represent a slightly improied match of derivatives where
the ranges join, compared with similar relationships in our earlier
popers (e.g.. Gossard et Mi'i).] These conditions are applied :o If we had a prion knowledge that the particles were ice, we could
clouds in Colorado at typical heights corresponding to a pressure have calculated a true reflectivity factor,
near 730 nib (about 1500 m AGL at Denver) Figure 5 compares
the above relationships (solid curve) with measured fall velocities
from many sources summarized by Maontii in his Table B.1 Z, f N,(D) 

D 6 
dD

(solid points), The open circles and the crosses show the function 0

V w 10 5 (1 - e
"
c) (6) given by

for the values of C indicated. The expressions (5) were used in T
the numerical integrations for the ZR V plots in our figures and Z, 1 K1'2

the integrations wert, carried out to V/ - 10 m s
"
.However, it is

useful to illustrate the results with thr appioximation (6), integrat-
ing over 11' to - , so that simple analytical approximations are so the measured quantity, Z,, is related to the size distribution of
obtained for discussion, the particulate population (about which we beck imformaton) by

Using (6) and choosing the exponential dropsize distribution: Z = - (01)

N(D) . N C- 67LY , (7)

where D is the mass median diameter of the population, (I) and For ice particles, we pursue a derivation similar to that for water
(7) yield drops. Figure 511 shows fall velocity vs. size data fo7 graupel and

hail collected by Auer ct al. at a pressure-height of about
Do = 3.67C [y' t n (8) 825 tub and found to be in good agreemnent with data collected in

the N(ational) H(ail) R(esearcs) E(xpenment) reported by lHeymsfield "
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We have used their least squares fit of V to D to approximate a K _ 4.00
linear relationship and calculate the equivalent liquid flux for the (18)
ice particulates they studied. In our calculations, we assume: A - c )

V= 0.95D*1 - 086D at 825 mb. (12) The graupel curves in Figres 6, 7, a.,d 8 have been plotted ona
(18) using p, =

0
.4 p (an intermediate value in the range found

by Heymsfieldt  
and assuming a pressure level of 700 mb (about

N(D) = Nae "3 °75  
(13a) 1.4 in above Denver). F, has been converted to equivalent "rain

N )rate" m mm hr3., and plotted parametrically on dBZ and . axes.

Sa(D) = LK-f ND)D
6  (13b) 3.4 Snow

IK, ~To relate fall velocity to size of a snow particle, %e adopt the
empirical relationship of Magono and Nakamurat (see discussion

SUpD) = p,41N(D)D3 (13c) by hara et al11); i.e.,

where ice particles are indicated by the subscript "i" and water by V! = 8 8[(p, - p)(0.1) DJm t 2.78(p, - p)'
0 

D'
0  

(19)
the subscript "w." The quantity IKI 2IIK,,I2 depends strongly
on the ice particle density. p, , (Cumming Dr,; Rosenberg n"), where D is th diameter of a snow "sphere" in nan, p, is the
which is highly variable in graupel ard hail (Heymsfield Ott). density of snow (gr cm'), and p is air density (gr cm3

').

To relate D to V for different air densities, we note (Beard t'
)) the The measurements of Mlagono and Nakasurat

l were made at air
general relationship balancing buoyancy against frictional stiess, densities corresponding to a pressure-height near sea level, so with
for particles larger than the Stokes range, is reference to other heihts, we assume that

V __ - . P )DIl (14a) F W
IA6 C2 p (4 -2.78 [ JI ( *I M D" - 2.78PPp)s - M D  

(20)V/ [Pz)l PL 27JPVD

Thus, assuming P >  
p P where ffp) is lefined by (20). Assuming the forms of (13ab,c)

to be applicable ,o snow. and integrating (1), we find
V2() - V2

(0)[p.Ip(z)](pI0.4) for p,>> (!4b) 77f(p)OD,, (21)

where p. is the air density at the pressure-height level at which
the empirical measurements were made, CD is the drag coefficient and integrating (2) and using (21). we find, assuming an exponen-
(assumed indepeident of density), p, is particle density (average 'ial size dstribution (Brahamtil),
assumed to be 0.4 gr cm' in the data sample which led to (12), p
is air density, g is the acceleration of gravity, and A is the cross- p Kwr
sectional area of the particle. [A - (7r/4)D 2 

for a sphere.) There- R. m 0.533 ir fPp. A . (22)
fore, for heights :, other than the 825 mb level, to which (12) ap- 1 

s

plies;
V ,2 (825)- V (82 p() .4Jl V(825)Ap). (15) The snow curves in Figures 6, 7, and 8 have been plotted from

I p() 0.4j (22) using (18). In Figure 7b, curves for dry snow (p, a 005 Pd
and wet snow (p, = 0.2 Pd are both shown for R = I mm hr'.

For the Standard Atmosphere, p(825) ,,0 997 kg rn "3 
. We will

assume the 700 mb level to be the typical cloud height above
Denver and use it for our ZRV/ plots. Therefore. p(700) - 0 912
kg a ' so (12) gives V( 700

) - 10 D " - 0.9D . 4. INTERPRETATION OF THE ZRV, DIAGRAMS

From (I), (12), and (15) we find It is instructive to analyze the cloud-layer information in Figures I
D and 2 on ZRVf diagrams. There are two dominant clod layers in
D( ) (16) both events, but the double layer structure is especially evident in3"67) Figure 1 where there is clearly one cloud layer that forms at a

height of 2 km at about 1230 UTC and another layer, initially at a
2nd from (2). (13c), and (16), height of about 7.6 kin, that descends dunng the period and finally

merges with the lower layer at about 1530 UTC. The hourly
( 1K ,, L X surface observations report rain showers at the ground at 1400

R, = 0623 srip, ,,-,,j, p)]55  
,. x 10" (17) UTC, becoming light rain by 1600 UTC. The top frames, showing
VK I ) the magnitude of the reflectivity in dBZ, illustrate the value of

these radars for monitoring the morphology of the cloud layers as
they develop, They are especially valuable for observing cloud

where R,, is de equivalent rain rate (mm hr I) in the ice particu- layer structure above a broken or overcast layer of lower clouds
latns. We note, for example, that the upper layer, originally estimated to

be at 7.6 km AGL by the surface observer, descended steadily
For water, Kj 2 - 093 at temperatures <200C for radar wave- through the period. However 't became obscured from surface
lengths greater than 10 cm (e.g., Battant t ) For ice, the ratio observation by the cloud layer developing at 2 km and continued
K/pl = 0.49 t 0 015 over the range of pi of nuerest to be reported at 7.6 km as originally estimated. The lower frames
(Cunmming 17). Therefore, to a very good approximation, show the reflectivity-weighted vertical fall velocity as sensed by

the radar They show ice precipitation in the upper cloud layer
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throughout the period. Significant water precipitation develops in 0.25 mn hr
"

. The transition from ice to water is shown dotted on
the lower layer after about 1230 UTC, although it was not reported the ZRV plots.
at the ground until about 1400 UTC. We note that the rate of
descent of the upper layer was about 0.2 in s

"
, while the average In no case is there a very well defined "bright band', although

reflectivity-weighed fall velocity was about I m s
"
. The radio- there is some enhanced reflectivity seen in the dashed zone of the

sonde observations taken at 0000 and 1200 UTC are plotted at the ZRV~s at 1500 and 1600 UTC. Although this enhancement is not
time of the corresponding radar sounding. We note that the 0* trivial (amounting to perhaps 5 dBZ), the sharp increase in fall
isotherm was at about 2.1 km AGL at 1200 UTC. Thus, the lower velocity associated with the melting is a more impressive feature of
cloud layer was constantly below the melting level and the upper the records. In general, proceeding downward through the upper
layer was above it. layer, the diagram shows that initially the reflectivity increases

without much change in fall velocity. Below the maximum re-
The pattern of cloud development shown in Figure 2 was similar flectivity (nose) there is some increase in fall velocity as the
to that in Figure 1, but it was less intense. Although there was a reflecdvity decreases toward the melting level. Thss may suggest
lower cloud layer at 1-2 km, the fall velocities associated with it that the intrceloud zone is made up of fewer but larger particles.
were generally too small to be reliably extracted from the ambient At the melting level the enhancement in reflectivity proceeds the
noise in "backseatter" at this height because the traffic "noise" increase in fall velocity. Unfortunately, spurious scatter from
from 1-70, mentioned earlier, degraded the quality of the reflec- velucles on 1-70 makes interpretation of data from the third and
tivity and fall velocity information during busy times of the day. fourth range gates (900-1300 m) uncertain in this critical height
Therefore, lower cloud data were rejected unless the fall velocity range, and they have been deleted.
was relatively large (> 0.5 m s

"
) compared with the noisy back-

ground. The lower cloud layer in Figure 1 generally satisfied this
criterion, but the lower cloud layer in Figure 2 (5 PM to 10 PM 5. PROFILES OF DROPSIZE
local time) only produced large enough fall velocities when precip-
itation began to reach the ground at 0500 UTC. These data are For exponential dropsize and fall velocity distnbutions such as (6)
plotted in Figures 6 and 7 where the zones of the various particles and (7), measurements of V, are easily converted to D. (the mass
species are shown on ZRV diagrams. median diameter for the exponential distribution). For other

functions, the necessary integrations of (I) are carried out numeri-
The various time and height intervals analyzed are shown in Figure cally. Instead of D,, we have chosen to plot the more generally
6 and all of the data from the centers of the upper (U) and lower definable "liquid-weighted average" diameter, D, , of the size distri-
(L) layers have been combined in Figure 7a. We see that the bution, i.e.:
zones in which the data lie correspond essentially to snow for the
upper layer, and to drvzele or light rain for the lower layer. For
reference, the Marshall and Palmerrt Z-R relationship is shownf DS,(D)dD
dotted on Figure 7a. The Z-R relation not only cuts sharply across (23)
the theoretical flux curves and it implies average fall velocities of
4-5 m s' f,)r drizzle and light rain. It is notevorthy that measure- f S(D) dD
ments of R, in most of the Z-R relations, were made at the ground o
below the clouds after considerable size-sorting has occurred.
Evidently the fall velocities provided by vertically pointing wind where Su (D) is given by (4)
profilers can add significantly to the understanding of possible
relationships between radar data and rain rates. We consider (1) exponential, (2) log-normal, and (3) modified

Cauchy distributions, where we c! .^oe to define them as follows.
The upper and lower cloud radar data provide sets that lie in
different zones of the ZRV diagrams and therefore such plots offer (1) Exponential distribution [see (7)] (Note that 3.67/D. , 4 1DL
aid in identifying the nature of the particles scattering the radar
waves (see 7b). We note very good agreement between the theo- (2, Log normal distribution:
retical flux curves for snow and the Z, IV values observed by the t,n -1.

radar near the center of the upper layer. The data suggest little 2W,(24)

change in the nature of the particles or in the mass flux (about N(D) - N. e

.25 nun hr I) as the layer lowers, but the reflectivity and fall
velocity both increase with time as the layer descends and the where D. is a scale representing the mode of the distribution, N.
ambient temperature rises. In Figure 6c there is a clear patters in is the modal number density, and o is a width scale equal to
fall velocity and reflectivity (dBZ), with tine, as the upper cloud about 1.43 (Feingold and Levit

t
')

layer develops and lowers. Between 1100 and 1500 UTC the
reflectivity at the center of the layer increases from 3 dBZ to (3) Modified Cauchy distribution:
25 dBZ and tie layer lowers from about 5.5 km AGL to 2.5, NO
corresponding to an increase in temperature from about .201C to N(D)= Y (2S)
.4°C. The mean fall velocity increases with increasing backscatter, I +
and the T vs. dBZ relasonship agrees well with the theoretical
relationship for a flux of about 0.25 mm lie and a snow density of
about 0.5 g cm 1. In the 0000-0400 UTC event, no similar pattern where D, is a diameter at which N(D)IN , 112 aid y is its slope
is evident. on a log log plot when D >> Dw. Our data suggest y is between 7

and 8. The ZRV plots for water drops for the three distributions
The ZRV plots are also useful in the analysis of individual reflect- are shown in Figure 9 for comparison.
ivity profiles. Figure 8 shows half-hourly averaged profiles of
backscattered power with their corresponding ZRV diagrams at The exponential is a two parameter distribution, while the log
1400-1430 UTC - top, (the time the spectra were recorded), and at normal and Cauchy are three parameter distributions The results
1530.1600 UTC - bottom. The latter case is interesting because it are shown in Table I where DL is given for the vadicus parameters
shows what may be an ice particle transition to snow, beginming at of the distributions. Figure 10 shows the relationship between the
range gate 17. We note that the fluxes throughout ,,he height radar-measured vertical velocity, V, and the liquid-weighted
domains of the different particles remain roughly the same at about mean diameter DL for Feveral distributions, and we note that V2

can be translated into the diopsize, D., within fairly narrow error
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limits if the real dropsize distribution resembles any of the com- 6. Gorelik, A. G., Gritskiv, I. V., Penyau, L A., and
monly chosen functional forms. Figure 11 shows height profiles of Tsykunov. V. V., "Results of Simultaneous Radar
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ed across gates 3 and 4 (dashed zones). Melting. beginning at Atmos. Okeana, 3. 1967, pp. 961-966.
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Figure 1. Soundings on 28 September 1990 from a verticall. -pointig radar located at Stapleton Field, Denver.

Top frames: Height profiles of dBZ averaged over ha.'f-hourly intervals. Lower Franmes: Profiles of vertical velocity

measured with antenna Pointing vertically averaged over half-hourly intervals. Bottom: Stapleton radiosonde shown

at the time it was obtained and temperature soundings by RASS. Hourly surface airway observations at Stapleton
are shown above the top frames, where OVC - overcast (>0.9 sky cover), SCT =scattered clouds (0. 1-0.5 sky cover),

BK-N ,-broken clouds (0.6-0.9 sky cover), RW - rain showers, R- =light rain.
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Figue 2. Same as Figure 1, except different time and no soundings by RASS are shown.
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Figure 3. Synoptic surface w,,utlser nmap of 1200 UTC on 7 1

28 Septemsber 1990. ; i

Figure 5. (a) Data and functions relating terinral fall velocity
of water drops in quiet air to their diameter. Solid curve is a
three-segment fit of the functions (5) to experimeiital data pub
lobhed by Masontisi (Table B.1), adjusted to a pressure-height of
700 mb. (b) Fall velocity of ice particulates measwed by Au
et al 1t~ R4b is lumsp graupel, 114c is conical
graupel,
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Figure 6. Location of lower (L) and uppet (U) cloud layer
points on a ZRV/ diagram whose background curves are plots DL
from (9), (17). and (22). Fall velocities and dBZ are the /
maximum values for each of the two layers. Times at b-gnning 0.4- / /
and end of records are show. and numibers beside points are /
degrees (C) below .
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0 r r f o r , i ,,t 1 , Figure 9. Theoretical ZRV plots for tognornal liquid dropsize
distribution [see (24)1, modified Cauchy distribution [see (25)],
and exponential distribution (see (7)]. from numerical integration

of (I) and (2)
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Figure 7 (a) Composite of all upper layer atd lower layer noo - - - r, , --- - ,
points from Figure 6, and (b), diagram of the zones on ZRV I .... [
plots where vanous hydrometeor types may be expected to lie. ,
The Marshall.Pahneir l 

(liquid) atd Sekon.Snvastavz l  
0 / I

(snow) Z.R relations are shown for comparison. 04I / r "

44 f ; 'Figure 10. Plot of relationships between ra4ar-measured fall

r,,, .,,,velocity V/ and liquid-weighted incan dropsize [found from (I)
S/,,i aid (23)], for thr" functions someitmes used to describe drop-

size distributions Isee (7), (24), and (25)).
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Figure 8. Top frames. Average profile of dBZ from 1400-1430 Figure 11. Profiles of liquid-weighted mean diameter vs. height
UTC shown with corresponding ZRV diagram and closest calculated from radar-measured V, using (23) and adopting (6)
RAOB. Lower frames' Average profile of dBZ from 1530. and (7) with C - 2 Dashed portions are interpolated over gates
1600 UTC shown with corresponding ZRV2I diagram 3 and 4.
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The frequency scale is shown in figure lb. The center circles centered on the vertical axis of the scanner
frequency is the laser output frequency which is for the (Figure 3).

wavelength of 10.6 micrometer 28.3 10 12Hz. The Doppler I
shifted radial velocity for the atmospheric wind is between
0 and 25 MHz.
The coherent detection technique uses part of the output
energy of the master oscillator laser (1) for an offset
locking loop (2) that maintains the local oscillator laser (3)
at a constant frequency difference from the master
(Figure 2).

MIASTER BREWSTER QURE ILa

VLQS 0..........

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the Coherent Figure 3: Velocity-Azimuth-Display (VAD)
Detection Technique Scan Technique

The radiation passes through a Brewster window This type of pattern is called a conical scan because the
(4),aligned for horizontal polarization, through a quarter- lidar beam sweeps out a cone with the apex at the
wave plate (5) to rotate tho polarization to circular . and scanner. The representativeness of wind values derived
into a telescope (6). The telescope collimates the beam from scans over parts of a full circle were determined by
and transmits it Into the atmosphere. The return beam, Schwiesow et al. (1985). The task is to lit the measured
Doppler shifted and rotated in polarization, comes back radial velocity vLO S vs. azimuth data to a function of the
aloog the same path into the telescope (6) and to the form
quartsr-wave plate (5). Because of the reverse vLOS= u sinO cosip + v cosO cosip + w sinTp
polarization of the return beam, the radiation passing where
through the quarter-wave plate now becomes vertically u is the east-west wind component,
polarized. The beam is reflected by the Brewster window v is the not-st wind component,
(4) to a beam splitter (7) , where it is combined with the v is the north-south wind component,
local oscillator beam and transmitted to the detector (8). w is the vertical wind component,
The coherent mixing of the two beams is called G is the scan angle clockwise from north, and
heterodyning and results in an interference pattern (p is the elevation angle,
imaged on the surface of tile detector. If one uses the using a standard least-square procedure. The calculation
master laser also as a local oscillator, one can reduce the can be made also for an azimuth angle region (sector) in
amount of components necessary for such a system.One the order of 45 degree. As known from other fitting
gets a homodyne system. procedures, one needs a number of data points to get the
The interference pattern fluctuates according to the accurate wind vector. As known from the equation shown
difference in frequency of the two beams, thereby above at least there are data sets necessary at two
resulting in an electrical signal coming out of the detector different azimuth angles to get the horizontal wind
in the form of a frequency modulated wave with the components u and v. Figure 3 shows below the different
modulation frequency being equal to the Doppler shift of radial wind components versus the azimuth angle. For a
the return beam. The signal processor necessary for the homogeneous wind field these components form a sine
frequency analysis gives an output resolution depending wave. The deviation from the zero line is direct
on the processor. For cw-laser Doppler systems normally proportional to the vertical wind component (dashed line).
the Surface Acoustic Wave analyzers are used with a
resolution in the order of 20 kHz. These cw-laser Doppler
systems are used as ground based systems to get wind 4. Design of the Compact Laser Doppler
profiles in the atmospheric boundary layer. The range Anemometer (LDA)
resolution depends on the focus size of the tolecope
used. The following sections describe the design of the laser
With the described laser Doppler method one gets the system, its principle operation and its signal processing.
radial wind component. To determine the magnitude and
direction of the horizontal wind, some form of scanning in 4.1 IntrodIction
azimuth and elevation is required (Schwiesow et The block diagram in "gure 4 shows the different units of
al.,1985), Lhermitte and Atlas (1961) showed that it is the compact LDA
possible to retrieve mean horizontal wind magnitude and
airection from radial velocity data around horizontal

]'
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L CRAIG
CoW you -oowa on the relative mata of Doppler mund profler radars said dua'JIpoawrrto rada-e fr Smudmg e,

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Bod epos--i a eon-y Arpopnly atloaL-1- Sir-eedn-rneafiwn- wr" pcvedeat
r ,*aL.y, thy'e ae m lwntary rather thx competithr wth each odr. mevr. the meto de ribed in theaper
provdesc d f.,, and m dsity if- -giu ,re . ,ii-e the polaizai techiques do no

W. BOELNER
I. Polarization divenity - which polmization sate fior antenna ssanw is used?
Z Ambigity ofhydromeseroic s.des could be reuoied wth -coolete polaimeric (scattering matrix) radar.
3. Note that polarimesric Doppler signat are not idenicl for inhmuogeiusy sirling hydrometeerc masses, eg..
doxw bursts, torntado, er

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I. Our radar does not haie dual polarization. The antenna points vrsically so horizontalereical polarization loses much
of it meaning.
2. We agree that polarization capabilithy would remove ambiguity in the particle identification.
3. Interesting point.

J. GOLDHIRSI
1. In further ans wing Ken Craig's question about the differe.ce bemeen multiple polarization radars and Dr. Gossard's
techniques, they both do the same thing. They both measure Drop Size Distribution (DSD); but using different techniques.
Dr. Gossard's S)ytem is furthermore operational
2. Hae you done anything by way of validation? At rain rates of 4 mmth and greater, a ground based rain gauge
disdrometer could be ivy helpful for validation.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
We intend to employ the technique at higher rain rates; however at the wavlength we are using (33 cn), the 'clear air'
backscatter quickly becomes obscured by the cloud backscater at the higher rain rates. At our wavelength the most useful
conditions are drizzle and light rain. We hope to get similar data with a 74 an wavelength radar soon.

i-



Diia channel sounder for remote sensing of scatterers
in mobile radio enironment

Rudof Wesues Lor=t aid Gearud Kadel
Fogisdxagsistt der- Detaasc a Bttadesp Tekkown

D-6100 Dwrtmadt, FoderA Reublic of Gemsuuy

ICdghrcmS, it sie sidoc ithe sofi nSceso-c ta ctiss.otse

i. INTRODUCTON reeived signal deqcalls om the obsudiow i il sth wnadiings of
the inbie. I s Btm s iey "h a larg Portion of posts is
tros cil via saewathde .'- ifCompmer p~ fohe s mc of wea covesag im mobi~e

radio we bined. m t Pream e, -a the tw-iaescn wyi * friess free Iice of sigh (LAX) fiom the mobille to the slope
of Mdisci ~o aofac -h & peos bcte base and mob&aie gg t* 0 the direc LOS between nobile aaid ba umto is heavily
Mobile radio 1;fgai. however, is choasoizd by 3151u01,1111 di and.e is-o O iisia aestto osesm ao htranasasioss. u'ao win=s scattered ict wi om aas or la 210 t h ich is e st froms thebsetaigotesaeraote
buildings may reduce the path lows considerably if sigzifleaoi seeuses-senta h oie
obstrictioas; asseoge the direct wave, Lamge essiutviss stiors occr
in areas where due so heavy obstruction of the diret path 2 large Two-dlcisiooal =fozti asescmdiu ol lrato
portion ofrte received signal is comsposed of scattered waves. Three- theory' at we9" of the dim:-_ path fai n these Cases. Planisg of
dimensional propagation models are to be devenloped to improve mobile radO cells requiresamo only the estimation of the path loss but
predictiou in these crucial areas This reqireis the availability of aitOof freqxeny selctvity ineaseofwide-bandras, -unnisa
wide-band estrmn resuits; to determine th scteigfo The duration of the M~s should not exceed a specified valuse which is

obstacles in the terrain for estimation orfrarltipasth poeitrbto determnined by the perforace of equalizers in the receiver.
Otherwise. the mobile radio comnication is deteriorated by

Sevra channel sounders bayving bandwidths of 5 MWz or more have uersYabe" detarence even if the received power well exceeds the
been described in the I teratisre. e.g. Ill. A pscado-adoor, sequence noise Lesel.
(PINS) is trmnsmitted and the imipulse response (IR) is gained by
correlation of the received signal with the replica of the M~~S. 2.2 Correlation measurement
Surface-seouslie-wave devices (SAW) are used for correlation. These In case or RUSKC 40D the maxinsmi resolvable exeess delay 7 is
set-ups suffer, however, frmi the following drawbtacks: lthrilted to T = 127 its. the period of the PNS. The It is gained not
* The sensitivity is poor. Due to the large bandwidth it is difficult to by direct erosscorreltion of the received signal with the replica of the

get reliable results in areas where the path loss is large. PNS but by multiplication of the Fourier Transform (39) of the
* Internal reflections of the SAW devices result in poor dynamic received signal with the corgjugate complex of the 91of the replica of

range of the Ims. the PblS. This yields shorter signal processing time. A further
0 'The wider i'*- bandwidth the larger is the antount of data to be advantage of this procedure is that eqtualization of the transfer

recorded and anslyzed. This mnakes it difficult to store the data function of the entire set-up and pulse shaping of the IR can be
quickly which is required for the investigation of the time- variation performed without spending extra processing time. For this purpose
of the received signal. Moreover, the amount of data impedes the thetransfer function of the entire set-up istobe meassured byback-to-
analysis of large mesaurment campaigns. back eonnection before the radio proppsation measurement is started.

* Because of the limited radio spectrum, it is vety difficult to The .9 of the PNS is then multiplied with the reciprocr.l of the 31 of
perform wideband radio transmission without interference of or by the set-up transfer function and the 31of the desired pulse shape.
other radio services.

It turned out that the equalization of the transfer function of the entire
A new chtannel sounder, called *RUSK 400", has been developed. its set-up improved the dynamic range of RUSKC 400 considerably. It
bandwidth is a% low as 400 1:11. The correlation is performed by avoids distortions arising especially from the double balanced mixer
digital signal processing. The dynamic range and the aensitivity are and from the power amplifier at the transmitter, e.g. AM-Phi
larger than achieved by SAW devices. On the other hand, the resolu. conversion. Therefore, back-to-back measurements are to be repeated
tion of the IR is as poor at 5 its compared to 0,2 gs or more by the whenever components within the set-up have been replaced, even
set-up described in [1). aftervariation of the signal input-level at the power amplifier. This is

the reason why the power amplifier has to operate during back-to.
RUSK 400 is capable of measuring complex mas. The main purpose back measurements at the output power to be adjusted in radio
for its development was to gain data for system simulation of the new operation. Good shielding between transmitter and receiver is
Pan-Eiuropean digital mobile radio transmission system, the GSM- necessary to avoid spurious interference paths in back-to-back
system 121. Nevertheless, RUSK 400 is suitable to achieve useful operation which falsifies not only the calibration of power levels but
estimation of the three-dimensional multipath power distribution and also the transfer function of the set-up. The latter reduces the
its allocation to obstacles in the terrain. This is demonstrated in the dynamic range considerably. For pulse shaping a cosine filter with
following. roll-off factor of y = I has been chosen. This ensures low sidelobes

of the IRa and also approximates the GSlW spectrum well (Fig.l1).

2. T E CH NNE SOU DERDiscrete samples of the complex IR are computed in real time by the
signal processor of RUSKC 400 and recorded in increments of I gs at

2.1 Multipath propagation in mobile radio a total duration of T - 127 its. Together with information on
It is well-known that radio coverage in a decp valley having steep vehicle location the data ans stored on the hard disk of at vibration

Ii slopes is often better than in a flat valley having moderate slopes, proof PC. A maxinmum repetition rrie of 22.86 ma was achieved. A
The scattering at the opposite slope depends on its steepness, its detailed description of the set-up is given in 13,4]-
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2-3 Dynamic ianp PNS. As dectibed in section 2.2. she 3R k(vx) is computed by
Ft.2sboa twoexasplesorlis "auebyco -CMeciatr nincir odu c WWofthe receie aigpfAl dWth npficaof thepN4.rTh
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ttsefm ofilte -cossnI fikeL Mh eC ~W mcliutPOO" er c wc ousists e ca be detrined fkons P~(x) ad h(irx) by beck4o-back
-70 d~ro and -90 dilen. respectively. Neribteles a prious; sigs nxisometsd an pication of Eq.(2). Misproedure enables us to
occur due to qumatzation distortts of dtdiital proceii nMd disc deeruine by RUS1 400 the alisolsit value of the received power.
to noise in the analogue compsonent. The level differene ewe
them inasiofthelt2Iand tbeluhetpeakoftenoiSaeSdefied
as the dynamic range of the reciver. The dynaimic, range is a - _ _-

fienction of the ingot power level. To Fig.3 atten a miiasn 4
dynanmic ranges are plotted verus "aau power. Tes results were .S...

sained froma 1.000 Mes measured at each ispu level. The dotted lieO &
gives the average dynaui: range.Thec contintious; curve in the as.. Zkl 20... .
dpicts the nainizmes dynamic rnget gained from the mneasured I.,-)

Ms. The lower dash-dotted line indlicates the threshold which has 10 1

been chosen for further evaluations .4' the measured MS. Ti
threshold is indicated by the dotted line in Fig.2. Signal component: - . .

below arc set to zero.I
-0-40 -0 00 -j-g -go 100 -11 -12

Pr -ft Pcelved power In d~m

rog _L_ Fg.3 Da..uans range of the channel sounder

OsO2O oaosooyoso cacclouo A key objective offpropsgation messurcrita is the determination of

-20 ~ 4
---!-4-~--4-H- .5.... gains of the transmitter and receiver antenna, respectively. For

_3- J ~ . .* . computing L(x) it is necessary to have knowledge of G, and G, as
I *... .accurate as possible. The antenns for the measurement should be the

________________ samne as those which are provided by the mobile radio service.
0 10 20) 30 40 5 G 0 70 ab096101 12 30 Terefre, amonopole mounted in themriddle of theecar roof was

EXCes delay in in used for the mteasurements. Thec gain of the mnopole is in general

ntelwrtathganvldfrtesmmoooebigmutdoFg.2 Examples of two impulse responses at high and low power very large flat conducting plane. This is due to the finite ex'ension of

levels of the received signal. the roof and its vaulting, The determination of the gain was done by
messurmeint of LQx) on a flat teat range at short path lengths.

3. C LB A INOF THE PATH L S A measured example is plotted in Fig.4 (oscillating curve). The result
was compared with a two-ray model considering reflection on plane

Intefollowing we describe the complex IN by the function h(s',x) earth charactertzed by its dielectric constant 4, and its conductivity
iterms of excess delay r at location x. LKrase of a moving vehicle 1C. Agreement between measurement and theory was improved when

care must me taken that the displacement of the mobile during the the redaction or the power density of the reflected try due to the
measurement of h(-r,x) is sufficiently snull. The measurement of one roughtness Ab of the earth's surface was takeni into account by the

IN assts about 2T = 254 jts, the double of the period of the PNS. experimental specular reflection coefficient of t earth 15). The
The local variation of the standing wave pattern of tho superimposed effective antenna gaitn was determinded by fitting the two curves by
partial waves can be neglected if the dkplacemeat of the mobile proper selection of the parametera. Thbis process was performned for
within the time interval 2T is less than 1140. Therefore, the several different base station antenna heights. The expefimental

following condition must be met: analysis was repuated using CW-measurement equipment. The sAnte
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dclay-Doppicr truster fusctica [61

Fig.4 Measured and fated two-pat model tramnsssioc loss for
dntermsimioa of the aresa gain of the mobile station. H(,. f") = g (r. ) h(Vr.. ) exp (-2sj fdn At)
Paranmetes: c, = 4. x =10 inS/m and Al = 0.1 mn. -(8)

4. REMOTE SENSING BY DOPPLER ANALYSIS g(t) is an apprOiady coen wno g o to rede the
sidelobes in the Doppler frequency domain. For prnctkal purposes a
cosine window has been ta ken similar to the cosine filter wording

4.1 Fundamentals of Doppler analysis to Fig.I in the transfer function of RUSK 400. This window reduces
Due to maltipath propagation the angles of arrival at the mobile the firt sidelobes of the Es to about -30 d8 below peak Level. as
differ. The motion of the mobile causes the frequency shift depcted in the upper curve of Fegi.

The average delay power density <S(r.fd)> can be computed by
d - (v/1) cos t (4) Fourier transform of the autocoi taon function ofthe II. It can be

estimated also in good approximation by averaging over the
where v is the velocity of the mobile, I is the wavelength and a is agninsdes square of instantaneous delay-Doppler transfer functions:
the angle of arrival of the wa,e with respect to the direction of
moion.iTe msxmumnofthe Doppler shiftis fl= - f,_= ± v/1. <S (%. , - Y" (ACF(h(v,,.t)) - IHte, f,) l> (9)
flowever, larger frequency shifts may happen to occur due to moving
scatterera, e.g. other vehie!s or tree branches. For evaluation of where 9" denotes the Fourier transform and ACF the autoco.-relation
Doppler power spectra IRa are to be recorded within sample intervals function.

At < 1/(2 fdma) " 1L/(2v) (51 The following restrictions hold for determination of the angles of
incidence of the partial wavcs at the mobile receiver

to fulfil tnt sampling theorem. The-displ2cement of the mobile during 0 The V sampling functions h(Tr.,t cover a relatively short total
the meaurement of subsequent complex IRs converts the locau,,' timet interval Tg=N At. The FFT results in N sample functions

4(,,f4 J. The Doppler frequency interval between two adjacent

x( ) -'tt) t( (6 spectrl umples is Af 1=I(N At).
'The cosine funrtion (Eq.(4)) results in a left-right ambiguity of the *

into the recording tin-; t. We use the notation h(r,t) where 7r is the angle of arrival The estimation is restricted to [l:
excess delay and t is the time when the IR has been measured. Thus, s ([al) - sinf(jl) S (fd) (10)
h(r,x) converts into h(rJt). The assumption that an I should be
measured while the displacement of the mobile is less than 1140
means that t can be regarded to be constant within T = 127 ts, the
maxinmm duration of the IR. * Because ofthe nonlinear relation between f4 and a the samples of

T f s te a are not equidistant. For Jal = 0 and lal = V the resolution
To fufil the sampling theoremaccordingtoEq.(5.6)themaximum becomes very poor.
local distance between two subsequently measured m1a should be less
than 1/2. The maximum repetition rate of RUSK 400 is 22.86 ms.
This results in a maximum speed 4.2 General rcstriclion of the resolution of the delay-

V_ 23.6 Doppler power spectra
lm/h 

" f / G 7)

Restricted bandwidth B of the channel sounder and limited number N
This condition is more stringent than Eq.(l). of measured sampling functions of the IRa h(.r,t ) confine the

resolution of the delay-Doppler power spectra:
The sampling of the spacial frequency of the standing wave pattern * The bandwidth of RUSK 400 is limited to B = 400 kHz. The
becomes period!: for constant velocity v of the mobile and constant cosine filter (ig. 1) reduc* the zero-value interval of the IR in
sampling clock. Then, the Doppler shifts can be calculated by Fourier time domain to 41B 10 a

t
s

+ [4'
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0, %

FigS5 Resolution of the Doppler analysis for case partial wave%
depicsing the *cell of resolu!;oss obtained by RUSK 400).

4.3 Reliability of Doppler power specertm estimation
Fig.6 a Estimration of S(IaI) based on one (K= 1) shot-er

A special model of the Doppler power spectrum was first described Doppler power spectrum S(fO)

by lakes 17,81. It assumes uaniformnly disibuted angles of arrival at
10O... 2u1 with a large number of partial waves each of them
transmitting equal power. nows assumptions result in the Doppler
powecr spectrum

S3f 5  -1for 1fd1kfdim-. (11) Direcion ofmriollon
Xfd .r4 -W71/d.., ZZ. -

Fading simulators; have been developed to test the perfoimance, of
mobile radio equipment. One of the important spie:Xiications of the%
simulator is the determination of the Doppler power spectra. T1c J 04...'
lakes model was one of several Doppler power spectra which were
specified by the working group COST 207191. The digital frequency-.
selective fading simulator DFS 6115, which is described in 1101, %t~o -
approximates the Jakes model very well. The stochastic modulation I%
in the fading simulator is stationary in contrast to the *real world.
DFS 6115 hast been used to investigate the raliablity of the power , ,

sicetrum estimation by measurements with RUSK 400 and evaluation *
of Eqs. (8-10). The total time interval TTI was chosen such that at the -*!

simuilated velocity of the mobile a runlength of about 2.4 m was
recorded, that is about 7). in the 900-M&i band. Care was taken Z ;:20

that the sampling theorem Eq.(7) was fitifilled. The results are ~
presenzcd in Ftg.6 where S(I al) is plotted in polar diagram. BecauseI
of the low resolution at lal w 0 and jai a v the curves are not .** ~
plotted in these parts. The mirror symmetry of the continuous and j
dotted curves indicate the left-right ambiguity. Envirmbles ofsufficient

la rge. number Ni of Utz rhould reault in S(I aI)const. One (K - ) 1
shot-ternm power spectrum (Fig.6a) or averaging over two (K = 2) 0
power spectra (Fig.6bl yields no good esti. ,ation. Averaging over
K = 5 or K = 10 Doppler power spectra MFg.6c and d) indicate Fig.6 b Estimation of S(IaI) based on the 3verage <S(101)>
good estimation of S(1l ) const. Similar results were gained by of K=2 uneorrelated Doipple power ,4.,1. ~4 )
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P ~~In mobile radio aviromsns, the itt Owyof the Waing does not obstmucted by terri ondulasioss. Nevertheless, at the locationt ofthe
allow for long measured rum as explained above. The estimation of secsl tation direct LDS towardts the bate atuca was obstnrcted by
angles of arrival could be suiptved. bowiveir. if idesiticul rim were hoses ofs a eside"sa are. ~n, the oppoesie direction, however, there
measured several times and the measured esuende o& Mas h(rwt) was quite a good view towards the nouth-asern slopes of the Oden-

were uncorrelated. This was investiatd and it was fiounid that the weld mountais. The dtisce mosblcleolpes, was Aou 3 to 4 km.
correlatlon between differenttmesuarements taken at the idenstm run This; results in an excess pas lengt of 6 to:8 km an ecess; delay
was 0.25 and lews. Therefore, a measonable calln ion can be of 20 to 27 jea, resectively. Theae values see vanified ia ste mean
achieved by averagin S(rjlnl) over 5 to 10 mecasuremerds at an IA shown in Fqg.. Fig.$ depicts a mopi of the ares the locatios of

wde,"ca location the base and! the mobile Ataions; anid directiona of the meekc. of the
vehsiele. The area ndsete the scattering occurs can be estimated from

4.4 Results determined by Doppler analysis. Stl).In site of the lofk-righ anthiuit t&- =scoe in; Fi.8

An example meaured at 943 MHz in the city of Dusrntsidt. d'oubdles- allow for allocationt of the scatering slope because the ket'
Germany. is shown in Fig.7. The base: staion Iseight waa S0 m sector is situated in a compiletely flat are.

above ground. The path lengt was5 kmn and the direct path was, W

Delay-Doppler power spectrum Doppler spectrum

01 -20

-30_

I _10-15-10 -5 0 5 to is
SO Doppler shift in Hz

Mean IP

[)0

Excesas delay in 143

jal in degrees
180 135 90 45 0

PFI I I511 I

~ 0 lo--

40 t

50 --
-15 -10 _51D ppe 0f 5 H 10 15

MSg.7 Delay-Doppler power spectrum measured at the edge of a residential area in the city of Darmstadt, Germany. The direct petit was

obstructed by houses and trees. The echoes are caused by mtounthin slopes to which free line of sight existed fronm the mobile and from
the base station.
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A good mm; for checkn the etwess-pods lengthelipc was a die bone Mfdm to excdeprasne scaures in other directions -as
memaein 3dnai. bhete he -direct path, was- heavily muchW possible.Fa sh.9dows the *a azul the ellipses superim-

obstructed. A very large facade ofsa power Nation reulted an a two- posed, -Tbe location ofthe powei station between the northern bank
paths model wit ecea deayof 1boo -17ps and largestab of the rivm Rhine and the southernt peat of the ellipaes is varified
magnitude of the acaitered path. A direciionsl as~m was aned a rather well.

546G

5492

Fig.9 Map of the area of Mannheim where the direct path was itvilylolitructed aidscating at the facade of a large power station was
predominant. The building is situated at the north bank of the Rhine whi th ellise un6 tangential to tho river.

344462342 4

S464

Fg.ll Map of the area where the measurement depicted in Fig. 10 was taken. The scatterers are located somewhere close to the ellipses. The
direction of the scatterers cannot be dctermined because of secondary scattering in the vicinity of the mobile.
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Anothe exanple is depicted in Flg.l0 showing the evaluation of a houses std cbh ica coalexea of the BASF comasny, oM refineries
gneastiremeat which was taken in the indlustrial h&arb ame of and power stations. Their large facades cause reasonable reflections
Mareheim, Germany. ITe terrain is fia. Thbe radio frequency was and excess delays up to 25 p were observed, ie. excess path

*943 M~z. The lise satiiot atema heighit wast 30mn above ground, lengths up to 7.5 km. However, the three-imensional plot and the
* The prh Sengiwas 3 kn. Theme was free LOS from the base station conlouir plot-in Pig.10 do nam allow for estimation of the angles

aea"a to the are where the measurement was taken. however. the towards these obstacles. This is because multiple scattering at the
path was obstructed by 2 to 4 NI xr high industrial bilings in the relatively snall facades in the vicinity of the mobile modify the
vicinity of the mobile. The locatiost where the meawreint was aone of artival and broaden the sectors within which the long-exceis
performed is close to the rsivers Rhine and i4ee A16 rivers aid delay piii waves would be receivd. if there were no obstructions;
big harbor basins alloy for l~guibsuidptaolreso~ close to the mobile.

Delay-Poppler.powee spectrum Doppler spectrum
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4.5 Conclusions for application of RUSK 400 for The resolution of RUSK 400 is too small for determination of delay
remote sensing by Doppler analysis in mobile parameters in urban nucrneell environment because of its small
environment bandwidth. For this purpose RUSK 5000 has been developed. This~new device is based on the same concept as RUSK 400, i - digital

signal proce ing for correlation snd recording of complex IRs. The
The examples have demootrated that scatterin 1, i ,e vicinty of the bandwidth of RUSK 5000, how-ver, is 5 MHz. This yields 12.5
mobile may strongly modify the anglep e* eval. The Doppler times better resolution of delays than RUSK 400. On the other hand,
analysis is applicable only if there is :easonabie fiee LOS from the the amount of data to be handeled for analysis is increased by the
location of the mobile to the scattering obstruction. Then, RUSK 400 same factor.can be applied for the quantitative analysis of the contributions of
scatterers to multipath propagation in mobile radio.

The angle of arrival cannot be determined in areas where the direct
LOS to the scattering objects is obstructed. It is still possible,
however, to locate these obstructions on confocal ellipses because
additional excess delays due to multiple scattering in the vicinity of
the mobile can be neglected compared to long excess delays which
arc resolved by RUSK 400. Fig.ll shows the map of the harbor of
Mannheim where the measurement depicted in Fig.10 wasperformed. REFERENCES
The widths of the ellipse lines indicate the magnitude of the echo-s.
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Summary: Basic principles of radar equation (1), the eigenvalue problem of the
polarimetry are introduced. The target power scattering matrix [2,41, the unitary
charzcteristic polarization state theory !s transformation techniques (3,6,7), the
developed first for the coh.*ent case using three-step procedure (3,51, and the Mueller
the three step, the basis tri-esormation, matrix approach for the "degenerate cohe-
and the power (Mueller) matrix -timization rent Stokes vector cas4" [8,91. All of
procedures. Kennaugh's and Huyne'rcs these methods are compared and it is shown
theories of radar target polarimetry are how each of them contributes partially for
verified for the monostatic reciprocal a complete understanding, although more
case. It is shown that there exist in approaches may still be required for com-
total five unique pairs of characteristic pletely resolving all unanswered questions
polarization states for the symmetric for the coherent case, for example, such as
scattering matrix of which the two pairs, recently presented in (153. Whereas, a
the cross-polarization null and co-polari- unique optimization method for the general
zation max pairs are identical; whereas, partially coherent case still does not
the cross-pol max and the cross-pol saddle- exist, considerable progress was irade in
point pairs are distinct. These three pairs determining an optimization approach for
of orthogonal characteristic states are the partially polarized case (8,161 for
also mutually orthogonal on the polariza- which it is assumed that the wave incident
tion sphere. The fifth pair, the co-pol on a vibrating scatterer is completely
null pair lies in the plane spanned by the polarized. However, it is noted that there
co-pol max/-cross-pol null and the cross- exist physical realizability conditions to
pol max pairs which determines the target which the elements of the 4x4 Mueller
characteristic circle on the polarination matrices are subjected in order to identify
sphere reestablishing Huynen's "polariza- erroneous measurement results such as of
tion fork" concept. The theory is verified scattered waves with degree of polarization
by an example for which next to the polari- greater than unity 1171 which apply, in
zatlon fork also the copolarized and cross- general, also in the partially polarized
polarized power density plots are presen- case.
ted. In a next step, the pertially
polarized case for completely polarized This paper is concluded by identifying the
wave incidence is presented and compared useful application of these basic princi-
with the results for the coherent and the ples of radar polarimetry to practical
partially coherent cases, the latter still problems in ultra-wideband polarimetric
being unresolved, impulsive radar target imaging (18); to

high resolution air/-space-borne POL-SAR
1. Introduction imaging (19,201 or in polarimetric matched

filtering (20,211.

The basic principle of radar 
polarimetry is

based on the concept of characteristic 2. Optimal or Characteristic Polarization
polarization states first introduced by States for the Coherent Case
Kennaugh (1), who demonstrated that there
exist radar polarization states for which The "Optimal Polarization State" problem is
the radar receives minimum/maximum power. to find such polarization states of the
This min/max polarization state theory was transmitted and received waves for a target
extended primarily by Huynen (2], who of known scattering matrix (S), that the
introduced the "polarization fork" concept, voltage developed across the receiving
and more recently by us (3-9). With the antenna terminals is maximized (or
advent of dual polarization coherent radar minimized).
(101 and Pol-SAR 111) systems, radar polar-
imetry has become a subject of recurring
and globally intensifying interest in 2.1 The three-step optimization approach
recent years [12-141. Inspite of extensive
studies of this theory, a final rigorous This method enables one to treat symmetric,
and complete formulation still is watrant- asymmetric, monostatic and bistatic cases
ed. Different approaches were introduced ammetic m an d bi8at cass

for eterinig thse carateriticin an identical manner (183 as was firstfor determining these characteristic considered in (51.~polarization states by using the voltage
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Step 1 case, the power expression can be writteni as t
The total energy density 

PW in the 
2s

W p _v -V1 gT[Slg 2 IT[S,1j1'l (6)
scattered wave [22,23,24,251 is given by R T

where ' represents reference to any new
SW 9 S+S - ([S]9T)*[Sl9T basis (AD) which is obtained after unitary

- +[S][S )  - G) transformation from the original basis
T T T LUT (Hv). Por the co-pol channel, the co-

polarized power Pc can be calculatea L.,r

where 9S and 2T are the scattered and

transmitted waves, and the superszript (.+) R gT ' 9 and 4 - 9, as
denotes the conjugate and transpose, i.e.,

C T1 . IJTrSlgI 2 - gTSg.),(.*). c " 'c " (6)

We need to find such an 4 for which P. is

an extremum for a given (si]. it translates Similarly, the ^ross-polarized power Pi
into the following eigenvalue problem: can be calculated for , " ndxg;

tG14,OPT " T,OPT (2) 9" -9with V.'.) denoting the orthogonal

with the solution vector as

- ~Px - IVx1 2 _Ig11sJg11 IgITISI'1 (7)
At2 - [Tr([GI} ± lTr2{[GI) - 4detU[GI) - 2 - (~j~ ~Ts)' 2 7)

In mathematics, the maximum and minimum of

The eigenvalues X. and X2 are real a function can be found at the critical
points of the function. Here we apply the

because the power scattering matrix (G) is critical point method to the power func-
hermitian which agrees with their physical tions (6) and (7). A more direct way of
interpretation as power. The eigenvector doing so is by diagnonalizing the scatter-

?T,OPT is the polarization state of a ing matrix [SI in functions (b) and (7) by

transmitter so that the power in the implementing the unitary transformation,
scattered wave is maximized. i.e., let

Step 2 S'I(AB)I S61 - M SVH S W 8)

Compute this scattered wave by using the SA - S for (8)

known scattering matrix (S] and , where SHV - SVH and S B - for the
monostatic scattering case.

9 S,OPT "[9T,OPT ()9mtiSOPT " TOT) To diagonalize the scattering matrix
so that the scattered polarization state (S'(AB)I, we let S' - 0 and find the

AS
fS, OPT' associated with the optimal trans- diagonalizing factor 01,2 as:

mitting polarization state , is com-
pletely specified. -B ± OBP-4AC , i,2

Step 3 01, 2  - 2A I (9)

In order to ensure polarization match i.e., where A -SS* + *
to receive all of che power contained In HH HV
the scatteredwave, one must adjust the 2
receiver polarization state, which results B - 1SHH

2 
- ISVt

In *
C - -A

,OPT 'P
T  

- (IS14T PT* Therefore. the scattering matrix is in

,T 9S,OP,t'F IIIS1T,OPTII diagonal form
This polarization match (4) completes the oA 1  01
three-step optimization process. Note, by [S'(AB)] - 0 - i - (Sd
using the "three step procedure", we can [0 S4 X2 d
obtain the maximum polarization state for B
optimal reception, i.e., for satisfying the with
condition of the matched two-antenna case,
but we cannot determine the other pairs of ki . ( ) - (I + P1011
additionally existing characteristic polar- AA
ization states, which will be derived next. 2 2j~l X 11ej~ l

2.2 The critical point method [7] (SHH + 
2PISHV 

+  S~v)e " -

This method using the polarization basis '2 1 SB(Pl) - +

transformation formulation can determine 2J4, j# 2
all existing characteristic states for ( S - 2p*S + Svv)e - 1 2 1e
which the radar receiver obtains maximum/ HH (lb)

minimum power backscattered from the
targets and for which optimal polarization The function of the power return to the
phase (6) instabilities may occur. In our co-pol and cross-pol channels of the



receiver are determined from the bilinear Kote that the following conditio=n are
form (5) to become: satisfied

i) For the function of the power returned ,. P. -- (lMa)
(gi _ -n! xn2

to the cross-pol channel .-a b
T ET P'xl :;,a -- 1 Ci6c)

p , IV x 1 2  _ I L S d -h ' l2  ' x s l P: 2 " - z ( 1 6 0)

- P'p')-.P2_ that means v" ,I, a'1 2 are orthogonl and
- 2 + jA 2 j2e*). (12) so are plxs and 0'xs2 , 

5
xnI and oxn2 .

where p' is the polarization ratio of the X-POt Null and CO-POL Naximum states
transceiver in the new basis. The critical
points are some p's with which the first It can be shown for the monostatic recipro-
derivative of P, with respect to P' and P'* cal case that the X-POL Nulls and the CO-
vanishes. These critical points foucd in POb Maxima are identical as shown in (15a,

are: b). The power rctura to the cross/co-polfuncion Pchannels ate

O(nl -(13a) (, n2 - 0 (17a)

~n2 - - (13b)"x-,(-P l ( .J ,,11 2  (17b)

2- ± eP(13c2 ?c(p2 )  IX 21 (17c)
- j2 (13c) CO-POL Nulls, X-POL axima and X-POL

Saddles

l"d Th 2)'. ofv (13 ) the crss-pl
-sl,2 - (13d) The p ,2 of (13c) are the cross-pol

1 lX2 maxima and o sl, 2 of

(ii) For the function of the power returned seddles. The corresponding power returns

to the co-pol channel (R 
t 
-T) to the receiver of the cross/co-pol

R T' channels are:

PC IVc 12 ". I'TisdI ' :  Px(Oxml,2 1 
- 1/4(IX 1 1 + 1x2 2  (18a)

a, * -2 12 + * 2 p 5c(' ml,2 ) - 1/4(IXll - IX21)2 (18b)
" +)IX1  2* Px(.sl,2) - 1/4(1Xl I - Ix2 1)2 (18)

+ XIX 2 0'
2 

+ 1x2 1
2

'2,
2,*1), (14) Pc(P sl,2 ) - I/4(1\1 1 + 1x2 1)2 fled)

tne critical points are determined from The cnl,2 of (15c) are the co-pol nulls,

(14) are because the power returned to the co-pcl
channel becomes zero, i.e.,

cml - xnl " 0
P 6 1(- n l , 2

)
--0 ' ( 1 9

"6 2 Pxn2 ' (15a,b) P.(Pnl,2) - 0(

In Table 1 and Figs. la/b, the theory is

L2 ) 1I J(2v+n/2) verified by an example for which a
2 f ±symmetric scattering matrix of the form

2-CI X2)(S(HV)J - [2 I 5] was used, also used inS(15c)1
[5,61, is presented.

TABLE 1: Results of critical point method for the example of IS] - 05]

new basis(AB) old basis(HV)

'a g power

lal~90 9'll I o 1  g2  93  x c

y' 0 arb. 0.4142 90.0 1.0000 0.7071 0.0000 0.7071 0 4.871

Oxn2 arb. 2.4142 -90.0 1.0000 -3.7071 0.0000 -0.7071 0 0.629

axml 1.0000 90.0 1.0000 0.0 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 2.25 0.50

"xm2 1.0000 -90.0 1.0000 180.0 1.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 2.25 0.50

Pxsl 1.0000 0.0 0.4142 -90.0 1.0000 0.7071 0.0000 -0.7071 0.50 2.25

0
xs2 1.0000 -180.0 2.4142 90.0 1.0000 -0.7071 0.0000 0.7071 0.50 2.25

!cnl 1.6684 -90.0 1.4142 -159.2 1.0000 -0.3333 -0.8819 -0.3333 1.75 0

Ocn2 1.6684 90.0 1.-142 -20.7 1.00001-0.33331 0.8819 -0.3333 1.75 0

i t!



.-. 2.3 Optimization approach using Stokes

vector and Stokes reflection matrices
.. _ . formalism with exa role (8,91

" ~Using the Lagrange multiplier method
C. 'applied to the received power expressed in
AC - -, terms of the Stokes reflection matricesZ. [A .' C , 

[A.1 and [i 2 }, respectively; this

2_- method enables one to obtain characteristic
--Pa polarization states for the symmetric

(reciprocal), asymaetrIc (unreciprocal),
Ionostatic and bistatic cases.

Coherent one-antenna case

"I For the coherent one-transceiver-antenna
case (monostatic), we can derive the

I - u received power separately for the co-pol
Fig. la The characteristic polarization channel and the x-pol channel,

states cn the Poincari sphere of respectively, as follows (8,9)
Example (1) refj nj 2 gAR new IT 2 .4 -
basis (AB) for P. Pc - IhT I T gIMcilgTI lglI (20a)

matrix IS] " [2j5 0:5] with ther0.5 - J t where I;1l1 indicates the norm, with the
characteristic polarization Stokes reflection matrix IiiI of the co-pol
ratios: channel given by: c

';nl - Pml " 0, (Xl), P
0 x2 - Dcn2 1A 'cI - ((A)-1 )

T
{(S) jIS] '}A-I - ICJ(MJ

(20b)

(X2), P;.1,2 - j (SI,S), exsl,2 - ± where [N] is the Mueller matrix;

CT1.?2), ~~~T p' - x T,±S~2 9T gIxI1/Il9Tl 2a(TIcT2), Pcnl,2 " ±1.668j (C1 ,C2). where the symbols a and ± denote the
-C Kronecker product (26) and the orthogonal

e s- , .- channel, and the Stokes reflection matrix
[ Mx

) 
of the cross-pol channels is given by

0 0 0
S1 T(II0 -0 0 I- IF'10 0 -l 1 (,slolSI *I

1 0s" 0 0

x -S 2  [A) - [X](]) (21b)
.- P. C1  y .L ' .-

,,. 1 nel ¢o- I /l where

-- -- ° °,l 0 00l i 00
-P.C1 

-1 1 
-s-Iwee1 

01 0 0 ~ 1 01 0 0,[C) 0 0 1 0 , (XI 0 0 -1 0
"641. "l 0 0 O-1J 0 0 1

Coherent two-aatenna case
Fig. lb The characteristic polarization For the case that one antenna system serves

states on the Poincar& sphere as a transmitter and the other as the
referenced to the old basis (HV) receiver (coherent bi-static) including
for the scattering matrix 1Sl1 of slightly bi-static (monostatic separated

the same Example with the charac- antennas), the optimum received power P2teristic polarization ratios: using the matching condition

i- 9*,II2 II (22)
Pxnl " Ocml 0.414 e

j 9 0 ° 
(X1) ,  

R ' S /

Pxnl - cm2 " 2.414 e
-j90 

(X2 ), is given by:

Pxml,2 - ± 1 (S1 ,S2 ), exsl - 0.414 e
- j90

. P 2 g (23a)

(T1), where

nXS2 42.414 e
J90 

(T2), 0  0 0 1
Pc l ' 1 4 4 e- J159- [T 2 ]  I c + IRx ]  0 0 0 0

(0 0 0 0 (23b)

Pcn2 " 1.414 e
- j20 "7 ° 

(C2 ). For simplicity, we.always choose the
transmitting wave gT as a normalized,and the geometric parameters:T

completely polarized wave; i.e., the
v - 0.0, y' 30.9, 

6
m 90.0, am - 22.5, * components of 4T satisfy the following

- 0.0, Tm - 22.5 constraint
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- qTl g T2 + g7 (24) ap0 e e p r eThe scattering matrix IS), also used forThe received power expressions PC, Px and Section 2-2 (Table I and Fi% I), and theP2 are functions of g91 , gT2" and 93 which Stokes reflection matrices OldI, 1"0 1 2
are subject to the above constraint- This and Pc,px,?2 are obtained by solving (20b),
requirement dictates the use of the method (21b), (23b), (20a). (21a), and (23a),of Lagrangian multipliers to find the respectively.
extremun of the received power P [8).

Applying the Lagrangian Multiplier method* Let our equation of constraint be given by: on Pc yields four solutions (two maxima and
two nulls), and on P. yields six solutions

+(gTI'ST 2 "gT3 ) - gTI +g.2 gT - - 0 (two maxima, two saddle points, and two
(25) nulls, where the latter are identical tothe co-pol max pair). Optimizing P. yields

then the Lagrangian multipliers method forfinding the extreme value of the power P two solutions, which are the sane as the(97j" gT2 " 9T3) results in co-pol max pair, which are identical tothose determined by the critical pointmethod listed in Table I and illustrated inp- - 0 (i - 1, 2, 3). (26) Figs. la,b and Fig. 2
29'i ag Ti
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3. Optimal Polarization States for the gT3 (p). Then, the straightforward solutionsPartially Polarized Case for the gTi() are three functions of .

Consider a time-dependent scatterer which Substituting gTi(p], (i - 1, 2, 3) into the
is illuminated by a monochrolatic constraint condition of (25) leads to a
(completely polarized) wave iT. for which sixth-order polynomial equation of p. For

the reflected wave 95 is, in general, non- each p value, we calculate gTl' gT21 gT3
monochromatic; and therefore, partially and pgs0 according to the formula in (31).
polarized. Consequently, the Stokes vector The largest (or smallest) intensity is the
and Mueller matrix formulism will be Th l
employed. The following optimization optimal intensity, the corresponding i- is
criteria result for the scattered energy the optimal polarization state of the
density arriving at the receiver, which may transmitted wave.
be separated into four categories (1):

3.2 Minimizing the noise-like energy
gs0  Total energy density in the density term: (l-p)gs0scattered wave before it

reaches the receiver; (27a) An unpolarized wave can always be represen-
ted by an incoherent sum of any two ortho-

PgSO Completely polarized part of gonal completely polarized waves of equal
the intensity; (27b) intensity (91, which leads to a 501 effi-

ciency for the reception of the unpolarized
(I - P)gs, The unpolarized part; (27c) wave. We would like to minimize the noise-

like energy so that as much energy as poss-
(1 + p)gSt/2 Maximum of the total ible may be received. The total energy

receptable intensity. (27d) density of the unpolarized part of the
scattered wave is given by:

There are three types of energy density
terms, next to the total energy density (1 - P)gS0 gs0  - PgS0
gS0' that can be optimized according to
(27b, 27c, 27d). 3
3.1 Optimization of the adjustable j-0 M0 j gTj - gTj (32)

intensity Pgs0 o.0
The energy density Pgs0' contained in the Hitherto, no simple way was found giving

the analytic closed form solution for the
completely polarized part, is called the minimum solution, instead, computer
adjustable intensity because one nay adjust numerical analysis must be used.
the polarization state of the receiver to

ensure the po.arization match. We can 3.3 Maximizing the receivable intensity in
rewrite the scattering process index the scattered wave: 1/2(1 + p)gSO
notation as (16,18:

The total receivable energy density
3 consists of two parts: 100% reception

gsi j 0 M ij gTj (28a) efficiency for the completely polarized
1)0 Tpart of the scattered wave and 50%

reception efficiency for the unpolarized
where 3 - 0, 1, 2, 3. The adjustable part. We may write the following
intensity pgS0 has the following property: expression for the total receivable

3 r3 intensity:

PgS 0 " Ii.l gsi Ji-Ij-O MijgTjJJ(29) 1/2(1 + p)gS 0 - Pgs0 + 1/2(1 - P)gS0

where gTi s are the the Stokes o the +t oke 3

vector of the transmittina wave. Th= 2 Tjg +  gTj
partial derivative of (pgs0 )2 with respect :1 (33)
to gkcan be derived as:

o 2 cAlso, this equation can only be solved
a(pgs0 )2 3 gsi 2  3 using numarical analysis.

gTkk il Si ik 3.4 Numerical example

3 3 Consider the following Mueller matrix,
- 2 E i Mik gT (30) which corresponds to experimental data

i-1 j-0 taken for a combined collimator-radiometer
system (7).

For optimizing the adjustable intensity, we
apply the method of Lagrangian multipliers, 0.7599 -0.0623 0.0295 0.1185

which yields -0.0573 0.4687 -0.1811 -0.1863

2 M
a(pgso )  84 3 3 =

S 2 £ Z m M 0.0384 -0.1714 j.5394 0.02823TK 'gTk i.1 j 0 ij ikgT3

0.1240 -0.2168 -0.0120 0.6608J

gTk " 0 (31) (34)

where 4 is the constraint equation of (25). The polarization states 4(y) and its
Equation (31) is a set of inhomogeneous intensities, are displayed in Table 2 and
linear equations in gTl(P), gT2 (P) and illustrated in Fig. 3.
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optimal polarization states of the given
target as is shown in Section 2.3 and
verified for one examDle. It is, thus,
shown and proven thatXennaugh's target
characteristic operator theory of the
c6herent case is correct and Huynen's
polarization fork concept is valid in the
cbhirent case. For the paitially coherent
cases no complete optimization procedures
for determining the-optimum polarization
states yet exists; however, ih S-ction 3.

.0 eit was shown that f6r the partially
polarized case, for which the wave incident
on the scatterer is completely polarized, a
solution can be found. In all of the cases
investigated, it was demonstrated that,
also for the partially polarized case,
there exist five pairs of characteristic
polarization states 1181; however, whereas,
for the coherent case (p - 1) the absolute
(normalized) power maximum at the co-pol
max and co-pol null 1

Pcnl,2)
"- g:'... locations, respectively becomes

Pc max(cml),i
2 

- 1 (35a)

Fig.3 Polarization dependence of the pc (cnl,2)/m
2 

. 0 (35b)
adjustable intensity in terms of the cnl,2 cn0(5
tilt and ellipticity angles. we find that for the partially polarized

case (0 > p > 1) the maximum normalized
The noise-like energy (I - p)gs0 was value will always be reduced by (1 - p)/2

Sz aand the achievable minimal normalized power
minimized and the receivable intensity i( can never be less thpn (1 - p)/2, and that
+ p)gS 0 was maximized by numerical analysis accotding to (27d) for the completely

as shown in Table 3. unpolarized case (p - 0), the minimal and
maximal achievable normalized powers become

Interpretation and Compairson of Results equal and in the limit approach by gs0 -

.5; i.e., the power density plot is flat in
We have demonstrated that there exist the extreme unpolarized case as illustrated
several different approaches for determin- in Fig. 4.
ing the optimal polarization states in
radar polarimetry. For the coherent case, Thus, from the comparison of our results,
the basis transformation method (6,7) of we conclude that the optimal polarization
Section 2.2 is the most complete one for state theory will also be highly useful for
determining the characteristic polarization treating the partially dual polarization
states of the given 2x2 radar reception problem. In extension of
Sinclair matrix [S(A,B)], whereas, the previous results it was found that there
Lagrangian multiplier method using the 4x4 exist eight distinct characteristic polari-

Stoke reflection matrices (9c), H xI and zation states for the symmetric matrix
case, the three pairs of orthogonal pairs

[R2 1 is most suitable for determining the whose diameters are mutually orthogonal on

Table 2. Roots, intensities and Stokes vectors for the characteristic

polarization states of the adjustable intensity optimization

Root Number Root p Intensity pgS0  gTO gTl 9T2 
9
T3

1 0.8019 0.9677 1 -0.5807 0.3378 0.7408

2 0.5739 0.6942 1 0.6134 -0.4203 -0.6686

3 0.3548 0.5923 0.997 0.3894 -0.8702 0.2918

4 0.3170 0.5342 1 0.0221 0.6619 -0.7492

5 0.0734 0.2776 1.006 0.8710 0.4486 0.2301

6 0.0633 0.2404 1.009 -0.6812 .0.4777 -0.5707

TABLE 3. The intensities and the Stokes vectors of the optimal
polarization states of the different types of energy density

Method Intensity gTO gT gT2 9T3

Maximum of pg 0.9677 1 -0.5807 0.3375 0.7408

Minimum of (1 PigS0  -0.07 1 -0.6108 0.3893 0.6894

Maximum of 4(l + Pigs0  0.9311 1 -0.5602 0.3090 0.7686______________

A
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Fig. 4 Dependence of received power density plots on degree of polarization p:
(a) p - 1, (b) p - .8. and (c) p - 0.

the polarization sphere: the X-pol null 14] M. Davidovitz and W-M. Boerner,
pair (identical to co-pol max pair), the x- "Extension of Kennaugh's Optimal
pol max pair and the x-pol saddle (turning Polarization Concept to the Asymme-
point) pair. In addition, there exists a tric Matrix Case", IEEE Trans. A&P,
pair of co-pol nulls lying in the plane Vol. AP-34, No. 4, pp. 569-574, Apr.
span..ed by the x-pol-null and the x-pol max 1986.

pairs, the target characteristic plane with
the line (diameter) joining the two x-pol [5] A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "On
nulls bisecting the angle between the two Foundations of Radar Polarimetry",
co-pol nulls on this target characteristic IEEE ASP, Vol. AP-34, No. 12, pp.
circle. As a result of these unique polari- 1395-1404, also see: comments by H.
zation fork properties, one can show that Mieras, pp. 1470-1471, and author's
once the two co-pol nulls have been found, reply, pp. 1471-1473, Dec. (1986).
the entire polarization fork can be
recovered; i.e., for the description of a (6] A.P. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner,
radar target we require the specification "Redevelopment of Kennaugh's Target
of two distinct points on the polarization Characteristic Polarization State
sphere, whereas, only one for the descrip- Theory Using the Polarization Trans-
tion of a completely polarized wave. In formation Ratio Formulism for the
particular, our polarization transformation Coherent Case", IEEE Trans. ASP, Vol.
ratio p formulation is in complete agree- AP-27, No. 1, pp. 2-14, Jan 1989.
ment with Huynen's formulation and shows,
given a measured matrix IS], that the 7al W-M. Boerner and A-Q. Xi, "The
Huynen target characteistic parameters m, characteristic radar target
+m'' , 8m and am, can be uniquely polarization state theory for the

coherent monostatic and reciprocal
determined; or inversely, given these para- case using the generalized
meters the scattering matrix (S] can be polarization transformation ratio
uniquely reconstructed (7). Hence, the formulation", Archiv der Elektricchen
resulting Huynen fork concept represents a tbertragung; AEO, Vol. 44, No. 4,
unique example of a fundamental polarime- 273-281, July 1990
tric radar inverse problem.
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Summary: Commonly in radio communications realized, elevating "radar polarimetry" to
fixed antenna polarization states are in an indespensible tool also in cellular
use also for dual orthogonal polarization communications technology.
channel frequency-reuse operations. The
most commonly used antenna pclarizations 1. Introduction
are fixed "linear horizontal/vertical" or
"circular left/right-handed" polarization This paper introduces the basic principle
states. However, the communications signal for a polarization agile communications
will, in general, suffer from poinriza i,)a system which adjusts the polarization state
state transformation and depo~ii?.tion ot receiving antenna to that of incoming
effects caused by scattc-ing, refraction, wave. The basic idea is derived from basic
diffraction, etc , i 4 complex propagation principles of radar polarimetry.
medium. The polarization state degradation
includes all obstructing objects affecting In radio communications, fixed polarization
the propagation space, i.e., topology, man- states (one or two, being orthogonal to one
induced structures, vegetation and other) are used for conventional communica-
atmospheric scatter, e.g., fog, rain, hail, tions systems. Host commonly used polari-
etc. In addition, in a multi-path propaga- zations are fixed "linear horizongal/
tion environment such as in cellular vertical" or "circular left-handed/right-
communications, time-delayed multiple handed" polarization states. However, if a
vector waves of different polarization fixed polarization state, say, vertical
states simultaneously arrive at the polarization, is sent through a transmit-
receiver, completely changing the polariza- ting antenna, the polarization sta~e
tion state of the initially transmitted changes and then arrives at a receiving
wave. Therefore, the common use of (any) antenna as shown in Fig. I. This
fixed antenna polarizations is certainly
far from optimal. Thus, the aim of this
paper is to dqvelop an agile polarization
state adaptive communications systems
approach. This is achieved by designing the
received antenna system with completely
free, arbitrarily adaptive polarization
stat-, providing the following advantages:

1) maintain matched polarization state
conditions resulting in increased
steady systems performance;

2) Reject undesired signals by adaptively
switching receiver antenna state to a
polarization state orthogonal to that
of the undesired signal; Tr

3) Apply polarimetric matched signal
filter techniques with space filtering
by use of adaptive polarization array
antennas, so that the desired signal
can be selected within the "main Fig. 1: Polarization degradation in
beam", propagation space

In view of the rapid advances currently change is due to the scattering process in
being made in miniature compact electro- a complex propagation environment. The
optical signal processing device technolo- scatterer includes everything in the propa-
gy, the relatively large and complex gation space, i.e., buildings, mountains,
adaptive antenna polarization state control trees, bushes, or fluctuations in the
and polarimetric matched signal filter atmosphere such as rain, fog, hail, etc.
systems will soon become miniaturized and In addition, in a multi-path environment

|I
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such es a cellular communication, tie time-varying direction and amplitude of the
delayed multiple waves having their own electric field, zpecjfically, the figure
polarization states arrive at the receivirs traced as a function of time by the extrea-

* anena iultaeouly. Therfor, te - elty of the field vector at a fixed location
polarization state of the wave incident or in space, as observed along the direction
a receiving antenna becomes differet fro,. of propagation. in general, the trace is
tat of the transmitted wave as an inevi - an ellipse. In this section, several
table consequence, and it will change parameters and their relations to express
randomly from one instant to another, elliptically polarized waves are given.

Therefore, the use of a fixed polarization If a single monochromatic plane wave is
stat isnot ptial fr cmmuncatons traveling in the z-direction, the time

t:om a view point of polarimetry. The aim dgneteeti il etrcnb
of this paper is to develop a polariza-ion expressed u~sing the two-dimensional coluzn
state adaptivz communications sys tem. vector descciption

Attention is paid to the polarization state xx (1
If the polarization of the receiving CMt - (1) :t) I
antenna is matched to it, the receii d ICy I LIV Ics t CO: 60
power will be maximized, whereas, if the wee n r h opnnso h
polarization state is adjusted orth gonal X y
to it, the power will be zero even hough electric field in the x- and y-direction,
there is Poynting power in front of the respectively. The tip of thc electric
receiving antenna. In other words, if the field describes an ellipse as shown in Fig.
polarizatio:i state of the receivin.s antenna 2. The
could be changed arbitrarily and frenly in
a controlled feed-back approach, then the
following advantages would 1become
available:

1) It is possible to maintain the
matched polarization state. As a
result, the receiver and theI
system performance will be E
increased.

2) We do not have to take the complex : x
propagation environment into X FI
accc .nt because we only have to I
concentrate on the polarization J.
state of incoming wave.0

3) It is possible tn :eject the

undesired signal by changing theI
receiving antenna polarization
state orthogu-,al to that of the
undesired signal.

4) If this polarimetric filtering Fig. 2: Trace of electric fieid vector

te chnique is combined with space sense of rotation is defined by the phase
filtering (antenna pattern
manlpulatian such as in adaptive difference o n ~ < + < nl) with *

iy

array processing), it may be y X o ih addplrzto n
possible to select the desired< for ef t handed polarization anhow > i
signal even in the main beam. fig. 3.thne oaizto ssoni

The disadvantages are such that: Now assuming that the %- and y-directions

1) Tis olaimeric ystm cnno be coincide with horizontal and vertical
appThied oam i non-r emrcantb directions, respectively, we can define the
appagd ati on renvionmen l following parameters, y and +., after taking

propagtion nviromenc.a ratio of complex phasors c and cV
2) The system must measure the CvEt) Poaiainstt tte4coig Pvi_ x~( a i

wave tei the time and add ist the cxnt) aEt o (2)
receiving antenna polarization to el ec
it which may result in a larger tw.3
system. t 0x < Y' (3)

The aecond advantage may soon be overcome r n t b (4)

by future advancements and by the rapid y x +ae (4)

development of electra-optic signal pro-
cessing devices and integrated systems. In where the angle y is defined ln Fig. 4.

the follnuing, we explain the fundamentil Therefore, the expression (1) can be

theory for adaptive communications polari- written in terms of y and + as

metry in accordance with basic principles cOS
of radar polarietry. 4eAyplrat) - A Re decon te I e i

2. Representation of oolarizationy

The polarization of a wave is defined asxO)
the property of the wave describing the ( J(wt ++c))(5

aaena___achd _ot th(ee d ytJ+ )
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-~-'~-- r-'- ~ whee ais the length of the major axis andW ~~~1~ I~~ / ~ Bi he length of the miinor axis of the
f~I ~ iJ I/Iell1pse. Hencz, eq(l) can be written in
i.~- V .4terns of these parameters as

CR I V, #xAt) rcosr- -sinrir[cosic J

'-~'~' x sin -r com rT j sin c

The Stokes vector g , (g0 , l ~ 3  can

Y\I f 1also represent the polarization state. The
components corresponding to the coherent

9 E,12 + IE 12

x0 y
IExI - JE 12

y

F~ig. 3. Sense of rotation with respect to *93 - 2IExIIE yIsin + (9)

There exist various sets of basic
y(V) parameters that can represent a
Y(V) polarization state. There exi st strict

relations among these parameters. The
relations are sumnmarized in Fig. 6.

iEI

Fig. 4: Definition of y 
(A. C. o g q1 ) are dfnda

A 2  "E12 
+ E 12 (6)

Since the trace is of geonetric form, it is
convenient to employ geometric parameters,
tilt angle T, ellipticity c, and size A.
The tilt angle represent the angle between
the major axis of the ellipse and the x-
axis in Fig. 5, while the ellipticity is
defined as

Fig. 6: Relations among parameters
representing an elliptic
polarization

11 JEy The Pc'incar6 sphere

Next, we introduce the Poincar6 sphere to
A represent a polarization state and the

C relation among parameters graphically. As

b Cis well known any polarization state can be
a specified as a point on its spherical

Xsurface. There exists a one-to-one
correspondence between all possible
polarization states. Fig. 7 displays the

z IP- Poincar6 sphere and identifies the
parameters.
The three axes which constitute a rectangu-
lar coordinate of the sphere represent
Stokes vector components. The angle 2y is
measured from the intersection point of
+ g, axis and the spherical surface to a

Fig. 5: Geometric parameters: ellipticity polarization point P on the Poincar6
r, tilt angle -r and size A sphere, The phase difference + is measured

from the equator to the 2 y line. it should
be noted that the antipodal point on the

bait n sphere represents an orthogonal polariza-
c tn -< - (7) tion state to a specified polarization

4 4 state.

I~I,
'.' -1 111€I
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t"[o t .](1
[son vt't

This two-dimensional column vector is
called a 'Spinor' representing the wave
polarization state and known as the Jones
vector in optics. The polarization state
determines the polarization ellipse of the
wave at a fixed point in space. For
example, y - 0 always represents horizontal
polarization, y - n/2 represents vertical
polarization. On the other hand, y - n/4
and * - n/2 represents left handed circular
polarization (LHC) if the wave is viewed
along the propagation direction and
represents right handcd circular (RHC)
polarization if it is view towards the
wave. Therefore, a polarization stat
given by

Fig. 7: Poncar6 sphere is LHC for h, and is RHC for Er . The

3. Adaptive Communication Polarimetry direction of propagation can be reccvered
from the exponents in (10).

Polarimetry utilized the full vector nature
of the electromagnetic wave for an intended In this paper, we are concerned with the
application. In communications, both polarimetric information of a scattered
transmitting and receiving antennas are wave excluding the amplitude dependence due
separated from each other regardless of the to path length variations, etc. Since the
line of sight and/or out of sight propaga- transmitted polarization state changes due
tion environments. Thus, we can model a to the scattering process, the scattered
radio communications system as shown in wave arriving at the receiving antenna can
Fig. 8. The box in Fig. 8 be written as

gr - [S) Et (12)

F, X where (S] represents scattering matrix
Procs dependent on propagation environment. This

wave induces the antenna terminal voltage

v - hTEr - hT(SIEt (13)

g where the notation aTb - a b. + a,,b, is for
emVing

hrnnma column vectors, subscript T denotes the
transpose and all quantities are normalized
to unity in order to concentrate on polari-

Fig. 8: Radio communications system zation properties. The antenna height h is
defined here as a polarization state of the

represents the scattering process which transmitted wave which would result if the
causes the change of polarization state of receiving antenna were to transmit. Since
the transmitted wave. The scattering we cannot control Er because it dependents
process includes reflection, scattering,
and diffraction from natural and man-made on the propagation environment, we can only
structures, mountains and hills, or control the h. it should be noted that
fluctuations within the atmosphere, etc. eq(13) is not of an inner product form.

The maximum condition for V is apparently,
Now, in order to examine the polarization (
state of a wave, we choose a right-handed h - Er  (14)
coordinate system as shown in Fig. 8. In
the far field, the transmitted wave and where denotes complex conjugation. This
scattered wave can be treated as plane is the polarization match condition. The
waves. Thus, complex conjugation to a polarization state

reverses the sense of rotation of the

t - (Etlel + Et2 eJ~te 2 )expj(wt + kr + t ) corresponding polarization ellipse.

S- (E~ x + Ey r y)expj(t + kz + ) On the other hand, if we do not wish tor (x ry t receive the wave or reject it, it can be
h - (hx x + h eJth y (10) achieved by adjusting h to the orthogonal

y (L) polarization state of the incoming wave
where in all equations, 4 is the phase ae A
difference defined in (4), a is the *
absolute phase, subscripts t and r denote h - Er (15)
transmitter and receiver, respectively; and This important polarization state
h is3 the wave which the receiving antenna adaptation theory is explained graphically
would radiate in the + z direction if it on the Poincar6 sphere in Fig. 9. In the
acted as a transmitter. Now, we define the spinor or Stokes vector notations, the
following Jones vector representation, the scattered wave arriving at the receiving
transmitted electric field component by antenna is given by
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LHC The interesting feature is the manner of
location of these polarization points.
First, one can see that these P, Q, and

* ' are located on a great circule of the
sphere in (a). If the point P is given,
the matched condition point Q locates at

* the symmetric point, with respect to the
equatorial plane of the sphere, and the
mis-matched condition point Q1L locates at

anti-podal point to Q. On the great circle
(f), these three points constitute a right-
angled triangle with -QL being parallel to
go 0 plane. Therefore, if the polariza-
t state of the incoming wave is given,
the optimal polarization state is
determined on the Poincar6 sphere

, Q ,: immediately. A

Example

greatcircle Let us consider a problem of reflection
from an infinite, perfectly conducting flat

RHC plate at normal incidence where we have a
bistatic antenna communications system.

(a) Poincaresphererepresentation Two experimental facts are known; the
returned wave is in the same polarization
state as the transmitted one, e.g., changes
from RHC to LHC due to a reversal in the
direction of propagation, and the fact that
the voltage across the receiving antenna is
maximal for linear polarizations and zero
for circular polarizations. Then if the

(b) , (c) E; (d)h=E (e)h= E horizontal polarization is transmitted, we
find that

E [] Horizontal

h -E - rA h:izontal 4 V - (1,01 [
-e -r -1- max

h -ircl- .h. Vertical 4 V - (0, 11

(0 fight-angled triangle on great circle 0- min

On the other hand, if RHC is transmitted,
Fig. 9: Graphical interpretation of then

polarization states

Er c or (g., g2' g3) t V12 0 1 [
sin Tr eJ1 1 (x - y) plane (16a) , l[ i 1

h1 -1 - .'. RHC v--I, -3]
the polarization state can be plotted on J 2
the Poincar6 sphere as a point P as shown
in Fig. 9(a). The polarization ellipse as = - max
well as the sense of rotation is like Fig.
9(b). Then the complex conjugation is , I V 1 ]

h - E - . LHC .* V - - L[, i

h - -r r] or (g,g 2,g 3) 2r Oin Yerl -ypn- 0 min
r  (x - y) plane (16b) These results satisfy experimental facts

by definition. Therefore this point should Received Power
be located on point Q. The polarization
ellipse is the same as (b), however, the If the polarization state is not completely
sense of rotation is opposite (c). On the matched or mismatched, the received power
other hand, in order to reject the incoming would not be optimal. we calculated the
wave, the polarization state of the power variations due to the polarization
receiving antenna should be moved to the change, base on the following equation.
antipodal point Q in (a) resulting in the 12

polarization ellipse as shown in (e). Power - V * ,hTEr (17)
(17)

7. I l l l ll B* N
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adaptive communications polarimetry may be
: . )0,useful not only to cellular radio communi-0) ell'cation systems, but to fixed-station link

radio communication systems suffering from
* /atmospheric fluctuations as well.

ONO0)
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DISCUSSION

W. FLOOD (Comment)
There are two papers which will appear shortly. he first will appear in Antennas and Propagation showing how for certain
classes of diffuse targets, one can approximate the Mueller matrix with measurements of al, 0 w and Av" The second paper.
which shows how the phase statisdtv of the S matrix can be obtained from the Mueller matrix will appear in Radio Science.
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MWL2BI8 ALGORITHMB FOR PROCESSING ULTRAVIOLET FLUORESCENCE DATA

J. B. Gillespie, D. L. Rosen, Y. P. Yee, and R. Gonzales
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory
U.S. Army Laboratory Command

White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5501, USA

SUMMARY Rank annihilation-factor analysis (RAFA)
is a set of algorithms for interpreting

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) lidar broad fluorescence spectra in complex
is a promising technique for remote mixtures. RAFA compares the excitation-
chemical detection and analysis for both emission matrix (EEM) of an unknown to
hard targets and exten6ed atmospheric the EEM of a calibrant. An EEM is a
targets dispersed as aerosols or gases. matrix containing the spectral intensity
However, the volume sampled in the atmo- as a function of excitation wavelength
sphere by a lidar may contain mixtures and emission wavelength. RAFA can only
of several fluorescing compounds. The detect the EEM of a calibrant within the
fluorescence spectra of the hard targets ESM of a complex mixture under the
and of the aerosols and gases in the following conditions. First, the
troposphere are primarily very broad and fluorescence of the various components
devoid of sharp line structure. When of the mixture should add up linearly.
several species are present', the result- Second, the EEM can only be analyzed if
Pig overlapped spectrum is difficult to both the number of excitation and
analyze. Interpretation of the multi- emission wavelengths is greater than the
component spectra of th,. lidar signal number of fluorescing compounds in the
return is necessary fo. application of mixture. Many more excitation wave-
an ultraviolet (UV) ldar in a complex lengths than fluorescing compounds may
atmospheric environment such as a modern be necessary because of noise and
battlefield. uniqueness problems. This means that a

wavelength tunable excitation source is
We describe algorithms that we have necessary for RAFA.
developed to process UV lidar fluores-
cence data and to analyze for chemical This paper describes a computer simula-
components. Our analysis algorithms tion of an RAFA detection algorithm
are based on factor-analysis rank- applied to a hypothetical fluorescence
annihilation (FARA) techniques. We lidar return with noise and sky
apply four methods to lidar systems radiance. Detection algorithms deter-
-odeling and simulation analysis that mine whether or not the concentration of
ntains both shot noise and sky the calibrant in an unknown mixture is

.adiance. We demonstrate the limita- zero. In previous simulations we
tions of UV lidar systems in terms of analyed RAFA algorithms that can
range, daytime/nighttime operation, and calculate only nonzero concentrations of
lidar system parameters. We find that the calibrant in the unknown mixture
for situations in which several constit- from a fluorescence lidar return (Ref
uents are flu¢rescing and have close 2). Noise and sky radiance were not
cverlap, sky radiance limits use to included in our previous studies.
nighttime application. Ranges of a
kilometer or more are obtainable for If the spectra of the components are
easily realizable UV lidars operating at both nonoverlapping and free of random
night. noise, RAFA requires a calibrant EEM

only from the compound of interest.
1. INTRODUCTION This suggests that RAFA may be useful in

remote sensing where an unknown back-
LIF is sometimes used for lidar because ground may also be fluorescing.
LIF spectra contain inormation about However, real lidar measurements often
chemical composition (tef 1). Fluores- contain large amounts of random noise
cence lidar has been limited because the and overlap. A priori information is
LIF spectra of most constituents in the necessary to eliminate random noise. We
troposphere are very broad and devoid of will show that detection by RAFA may
line structure. The LIF spectra of require some knowledge of the fluores-
aerosol particles do not have line cence background to set a rejection
structure because of inhomogeneous level. A detailed knowledge of the
broadening by vibrational states. Sharp fluorescence background may not be
fluorescence lines from gases in the necessary if one has used the worst
troposphere are quenched by collisional possible fluorescence background to set
de-excitation. The broad LIF spectra the relection level.
from an atmospheric constituent overlap
LIF spectra from other constituents and 2. THEORY
the spectrum of sky radiance. An
atmospheric constituent is not easily The theory behind the simulation is
distinguished from the background described in two parts: the RAFA detec-
spectra because of this overlap. tion algorithm and the UVTRAN model for

lidar.



2.1 Detection Algorithm 2.2 Liam Noel

We used the overlap index method (Ref 3) UMRAq is a UV and visible wavelength
to determine the presence or absence of atmospheric propagation model, recently
the calibrant compound in the mixture. reported by Patterson and Gillespie (Ref
The overlap index method assumes that 6). UVTM calculates the atmospheric
the calibrant EEK is bilinear; that is, extinction coefficient, optical atmo-
the emission spectim of the calibiant spheric t ion, sky radiarce, and
is independent of excitation wavelength, the total lidar signal for backscatter
Pure compounds generally have bilinear and fluorescence. Only calculations for
EM because of rapid nonradiative -the atmospheric extinction cpefficient
transitions within a nolecule. The have been previously described. The
overlap index method will not 4crk if other parts of the model are currently
the EIE of the calibrant is linearly being documented and verified.
dependent with a set of EE from other
components in the unknown. A modified version of V.UP.aN; simulated

the fluorescence lidar return signals.
-We now define the overlap index, p. In The new version includes RAFP. analysis
the following discussion, the row and photon counting (that is, shot)
vectors, of an EEK-correspond to emission noise. The calculation of photon noise
spectra and the column vectors of an EE required the detector integration time
correspond to excitation spectra. The and fluorescence lifetime as input
overlap index method requires a bilinear parameters. The new model enters the
calibrant EEK, N, and the EE, D, from concentration and laboratory EE of the
an unknown mixture. Then unknown ixture, the excitation and

emission spectrum of the calibrant, the
visibility, desired options, and other'= 1u. e x12 1 I v. y Y2 (V) parameters. The program calculates". 1 -2 fluorescence lidar returns. The overlap
index is then calculated from the
fluorescence lidar return as a function

where x is a normalized excitation of distance or detection integration
spectrum of the calibrant, y is a time.
normalized emission spectrum from the
calibrant, i and j are subscripts The new model has several options
designating the significant nonzero concerning sky radiance and noise. The
eigenvalues of DDT or DID, u, is an overlap index can be calculated with or
eigenvector of DDT 

associated with a without photon noise, and with or
significant eigenvalue, v is an -;thout sky radiance. Typical sky
eigenvector of D

TD associated with a radiance can be calculated for night,
significant eigenvalue, and r is the overcast day, or clear day. The
number of significant nonzero eigen- calculations shown are for nighttime sky
values of DD and DnD. radiance.

The value of r is necessary for calcu- The fluorescence detector is assumed to
lating a precise value of p. Under- be a shot noise limited photon counter.
estimacing r generates a numerical error The photon detector has a shutter. The
in p, while overestimating r causes p to detector has a temporal window over
be sensitive to ,loise and experimental which the detector counts photons. With
error. Algorithms for finding r are photon nois), the mean ctllection rate
aviilable (Refs 4 ana 5), but were not of photons is calculated and multiplied
included in this study. We simulated by the detector integration time. The
E2M whose values of r were known, photon count is assumed Poisson
modified these EEM by using a lidar distributed about the mean number of
model, and then used the unmodified photons. Once the random number is
values of r in our calculation,; of p. generated, the-mean sky radiance signal

may or may not be subtracted from the
The overlap index, p, is used to compare noisy signal, depending on the option
spectra in a similar way to correlation chosen.
functions. The overlap index algorithm
will work under certain conditions even The model uses five approximations.
in the presehce of unknown fluorescing First, the spatial extent of the
spectra, where correlation funct-ons fluorescing unknown is much less than
cannot work. If p is 0, the calibrar.t the distance between the unknown and the
EE* and the unknown EEM are completely detector. For visual clarity, some of
uncorrelated and the calibrant is not the- calculations and plots shown in
part of the unknown mixture. If p is 1, later sections will be extended'-past the
the calibrant EEM and the unknown BEM validity of this approximation.' Second,
are comp "tely correlated and the the laser pulse is'much shorter than
calibran.. ay be part of the mixture. A either the detector integration time or
detection criterion is necessary if p is the fluorescence lifetime. The validity.
between 0 and 1. We wili propcse a of this assumption will be included in
possible detection criterion in the the conclusion. Third, the spatial
discussion section of this paper. extent of the fluorescing unknown is
However, this criterion requires ct , , where c is the speed of light and
partial knowledge of the background t4 is the detector integration time.
fluorescence.

i T
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Fourth, the fluorescence lifetimes of The fluorescence lidar EM was a-linear
all the components in the unknown combination of the UO and -the fly ash
mixture are the same as the lifetime of EM; Emission spectra of the 3Oz, the
the cr.llbkant. FiftK, neither the fly ashoandthe.mxture at one excite-
excit ig pulse nor the'fluorescence is tionwavelength are shown in Fig. 1. A
significantly- attinuted- passing through concentration for NO2 of 100 ppb was,
the unknown. chosen for the unknown-because it-was

the-maximum concentration measured by
3. cf1UTU s x Gelbachs. et l.; (Ref 10) in the ambient

atmosphere of a city The concentration
following scenario-was chosen for of the fly-ash -was-chosen-so the peak

our simulation. The fluorescnce lidar fluorescence of fly ash was twice the
was being used in -the troposphere to peak fluorescence of M0z, which was also
detect the presence or absence of consistent with measurements by
nitrogen dioxide- NO0, in a plume that Gelbwachs et al. (Ref 10). The EEM of

* contained carbon 'prticles: The overlap the unknown from which the fluorescence
index for an NO2 calibrant was calcu- lidar returns were generated had two
lated-by using simulated lidar returns components (that'is, r = 2). For
from aerosol plumes with and without NO. calculational ease, the fluorescence
as the unknown X. The overlap inex lifetimes of the *O2and the fly ashfor unh °rn'ith and without *O were6 were assumed to be the same.

Scomifed. The :mtek simulation will
be described in three parts; parameters Our hypothetical liaar is now described.
for the VOivapor, parameters for the The lidar uses three-excitation lines:
carbon particles, and parameters for the 457.9 r5, 488.0 ru, and S14.5 ru. The
fluorescence lidar apparatus. energy of each pulse is 0.1 J and each

pulse is much shorter than either the
We used emission spectra of NO2 at 0.1 fluorescence lifetime or the detector
Torr pressure measured by Sakuria and integration times. Other parameters of
Broida (Ref 7). The emission spectrum the detector are given in Table 1. The
has two components: a broad-band receiver field of view was assumedcomponent and a narrow-band component. perfectly matched with the laser
The narrow-band component is far more divergence. The emission spectra were
easily quenched at higher pressures than collected from 400 na to 750 us in 5-um
the broad-band component. The simula- increments. Elastic scatter was not
tion therefore did not i:nclude the sharp included as there are methods of
lines. filtering it out of the fluorescence

lidar return. The receiver was shotOur simulation used a peak fluorescence noise limited. The lidar path was
cross section of 9 x 10 ":2 cm2 

ane a horizontal through an atmosphere with a
fluorescence decay time of 1.65 ns. 23-km visibility.
These values were estimated for atmo-
spheric pressure by multiplying the low We averaged the signal over 6000 pulses
pressure values by the quenching factor, per excitation wavelength for each
The fluorescence cross section without trial. Adequate lidar returns with sky
quenching (peak value of 3 x 10-" 

cm
2

) radiance and:photon noise could not be
and the quenching factor (3 x 10-3) at gathered with a much smaller number of
atmospheric pressure of NO2 were taken pulses. Thi. number is far too large
from Measures book (Ref 1). The for many applications of fluorescence
fluorescence lifetime for NO, of 55 as lidar. However fluorescence lidar may
was measured without quenching by Keyser be possible for gases whose cross
et al. (Ref 8). sections are much larger than 9 x 10

"
21

cmz or whose concentrations are much
We chose Kansas City fly ash studied by larger than 100-ppb because fewer pulses
Tucker et al. (Ref 9) as the background would be necessary. The statistical
fluorescence source. Fly ash and NO, average and-standard deviation of the
are often emitted together from smoke overlap index were calculated from 17
stacks. This is only one of several trials. The error bars were defined as
possible fluorescence backgrounds plus or minus a standard deviation.
because the fluorescence spectra of fly
ash changes with the source. 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We used a digitizer to measure emission A threshold (that is, rejection level)
spectra of NO, and fly ash as shown in for the overlap index is required to
journal illustrations (Refs 9 and 10). determine whether a compound is present
The excitation spectrum in the litera- or absent. We determined one possible
ture was incomplete for both NO, and criterion as follows. We assumea that
fly ash. le had to interpolate the the fly ash background we.used.was
excitation 6pectrum from only a few either very typical or worse than the
points. The interpolation was done in actual background. For example,
such a way that the EEM of NO and the aerosols can-be monitored by independent
EEM of fly ash were each bilinear (that techniques. The RAFA analysis would
is, r = 1 for each). The fly ash EEM then be discarded if the aerosol
was definitely not bilinear out to 355 concentration was too high. A reason-
nm in the literature, but the simulation able threshold under these cunditions
was done over a much narrower range of would be between th. two curves.
excitation wavelengths.
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The folloving numerical definition of The noise from sky radiance- problems may
threshold-was,tested. The overlap make the. detection of o -impractical,
indices with -no sky-radiance-'are clearly The large- numhb- of pulses 'per excite-
separable out to 10 km for the-mixture tion wavelength,. 6000, required-for
of IOz and fly ash: (p6) and the-fly -ash signal averaging- ould pccupy. a large
background alone ( ). A slight amount of the.obseryer's time. The
dependence on-distance-was observed-for experimenter would have to wait 60s per
both p and pi, ;so'-a threshold, Pt, that 'citation wavelength at a very high
was a -sodependent on distance was .epetition rate of 100-Hz. This- woulddefined. The threshold, p , was defined not be a real-time measurement for many
as the average- of N and N; that is, applications. The required nmber ofpulses could be decreased by increasingthe detector integration time at the

P zPb (2) expense- of distance resolution.
2 Fluorescence lidar may be practical for2 atmospheric constituents- with much

higher fluorescence cross i-sections or
- concentrations than were used in our

Any p above p, indicates the presence of simulation.
NO and any p below pt indicates the
absence of NO2. This criterion presumes The distance resolution of fluorescencethe user has anticipated the worst lidar can be seriously limited by noisethat ence bakartundpatedert and sky'iadiance. djusting the
fluorescence background interferent detector inte~rition'time determines the
possible in a given situation. distance resolution of the lidar. For

The simulation was done with both photon example, a 1-ms detector integration
noise and sky radiance. The mean sky time limits the distance resolution to
radiance was subtracted from the noisy 130 m, but provides a greater photon
signal. This scenario is the most count than a l00Tns detector integration
realistic for applications of fluores- time. An K0Z signal could not becence lidar distinguished from a fly ash signal for

integration times less than 500 ns in
The noise from the sky radiance severely our simulation, which limitd the range
limited the ability of the fluorescence resolution to 65 m.
lidar to distinguish between the
presence and absence of NO,. The The initial assumption that the transit
functional dependence of the average time is much greater than the detector
overlap index on distance is shown in integration time is not completely valid
Fig. 2 for nighttime sky radiance for a for the small distances where our lidar

S 2-ms detector integration time. model is valid. Our simulation results
are therefore very approximate in this

The effect of detector integration time region. However, the calculations are
on the overlap index was studied because sufficient to show how poor RAFA would
the detector integration time often c be for large distances with noise and
th eetritgaintm fedetermines the distance resolution Of sky radiance.
the lidar. The furntional dependence ofthe ovida. Thex f'onl de ende ne of- The fluorescence lidar apparatus that we
the overlap index on detector integra- simulated is feasible, but would be very

w . marginal. our fluorescence lidar model
The overlap index'With N02 was clearly is being used to investigate the effec-Thetoverlapaindex-withheOovwasaclearly tiveness of possible improvements.distinguishable from the overlap index Narrowing the receiver field of view
without NO2 for detector integration could redoce the sky radiance noise.
times larger than 1 ms. One could not Howee the m radi ein o eHowever, the 2 mrad used in our
distinguish between the presence and simulation is already tco narrow to
absence of NO2 usingdetector integra- easily achieve. Using an excitation
tion times less than 500 ns because the source with a greater number of lines
overlap index was too sensitive to the would enable the lidar to discriminate
shot noise from nighttime sky radiance. NO2 from even more complex fluorescence

5. CONOLUIIONS backgrounds than the simulated fly ash.

Photon counting noise with sky radiance 6. REFERENCES
severely limits the ability to detect 1. Measures, Raymond,
NO2 . RAFA may be sensitive to random
noise because random noise is not the Sensing, New Yerk, Wiley, 1984.
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return.
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7. ILLUSTRATIONS

Table I: Lidar parameters 0.

1. Laser pulse energy -- 0.1 J 0.01 0.1 1 10

2. Number pulses -- 6000 RANGE (km)
3. Receiver Mirror Diameter -- 0.6 m
4. Receiver field of view -- 2 mrad Fig. 2. Functional dependence ofthe
5. Spectral Bandwidth of System -- 2.5 overlap index on range with photon noise• nz and sky radiance for daytime and
6. Transmitter Efficiency -- 0.55 nighttime conditions with typical error

7. Receiver Efficiency -- 0.54 bars. The mean sky radiance has been
presubtracted from the lidar return.
Error bars are defined as plus or minus
a standard deviation.

/ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1.0

0.8

QO. WITH NO 2C) 0.6

0.4

0 0.2
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-0.2- .

INTEGRATION TIME (nsec)

Fig. 3. Functional dependence of the
overlap index on detector integration
time with photon noise and sky radiance
for daytime and nighttime conditions.
The mean sky radiance has been
presubtracted from the lidar return.
Error bars are defined as plus or minus
a standard deviation.

I

DISCUSSION

W. FLOOD
Wat Is the effect of a multi-component background on the detection process?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Depending on the degree of overlap by the interfering species the multi-component background could, and probably will, mask

the target material of Interest. This is because most fluorescence is very broad and devoid of line structure. A spectral sorting
algorithm such as RAFA can spectrally discriminate and locate the species of Interest if there are at least as many unique
excitation wavelengths as there are fluorescing species In the target volume.

E. TULUNAY
Do you think that neural net will be useful in making decisions especially in noisy cases?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

should be packaged as a neural net product with the art d ilitliec setisdsarflet eetcniaetre
The pproriat spctra disrimnatin mehodlogys fitbelldeepecFt sle thea prleole. Thendithe otare

substances. This would greatly improve the speed of the detection process andperhaps make the technique almost real-time.

7I
-I

___ __ __ __ 1 [
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RECUTY INPLfDI VEMEU RADAR- DAM PROCESSIG TSQINI(QJE I'
FOR RAIN CEKLL HODK.UMI ADD IAEU Z c ITKK DVK'c1

Y. Korbay
L. Ligtbart

Delft University of Technology
Faculi-y 'of Electrical Engineer-ing

P..O. Box 5031
2600 GA 'Delft

The Netherlands

SUMttRY operation while providing, the performasie
Throughout the last_ two decades, dramatic requiedforopration alnapplu ctlons.
changes have been takins pace in pe rfied nereis ino unversa weathere radar system
of radar meteorology. e effects of moern design that can serve all purposes. Most
d ital signal processing techniques meteorologca raars are puilse opplershould be especially considered. These new radars, Iike NEXRAD in the Jited States

technologeies present new opportunities in 2e.

Mh eteria radarseac apea.iilrt

the radar reherch p resa. Themajor An intensive effort has been made in the
Real-time processin is at present the key field of FM-CW weather radar research by
problem in this fterd, because, ny nature, eDelft University of Tern t Faculty
meteoroloical targets are distributed tin of Electrical Engneerins IncISeaton 2 a,space and occupy a large portion of the descriptive ovetview of SOLIDAR, Solid

satial resolutibn cells observed by radar. State Delft Atmospheric Radar, is given.or this reason, meteorological radars
reRuire high-data-rate recording an In Section 3, the Delft approach to the
effective real-time processng. raar data handl in) usng two-

dimensional data frarus is introduced.
To solve the data handling and 9roc.47 rproblems for weather surveillance~aas p a Delft has developed a new approach to
method was initiated by TuDelft The 5 roune clutter subtraction an rain cell
makes use of a " Framn-Based Radar Data finition which is explained in Sections 4
Analysis " and is under develoement as part and 5.o f two contracts fo r the Dutch TIT .,. S L D R I E E A E K

The method demonstrates great potential in dthe field of rain cell modelling and ground 2SO ystem De wscrielpdto prgm

clutter suppression. (dB) (60 wax detetab e raindiversity studies at a number of locations

The first verifications were performed and in 1989 the radar system was placed onusing _off-line experimental data obtained the roof of the 92m tall building of the

from the operational Delft radar SOLIDAR. Department of Electrical Engfnerin,
Delft. Specifications are summarized n1. INTRODUCTION Table 1.

Meteorological radars appear similar to
radars us ed for other purposes. The major For the site-diversity experiment, various
distinction between these radars lies in pieces of equipment for makinK the
the nature of the targets. necessary measurements were installed at

two sites located at a distance of about 10
Operational meteorological radars are km apart.
designee for reliability and simplicity of

After processing:
Radar type : Linear FM sawtooth --------------------------
Transmitted power (m)30 Range Rmax  (kmn 15.36

,Max. iecei, ed signal (m)-10 Range resolution ,. (m) 120
Centre frequency (GEz 9.47 Azifauth res~lution(degree) 1.875
Fequency excursion ( {z) 5 Number of~range cells 128
ae resolution (m) 30 Numbir-of sector ang&les 128

Sweep tim (msi 5 T It, sector. (degree) 240
Beat frequenc max.* (iz 102.4 4na.lyzer bandwith (Hz) 25
ReceiverF (dB) 2.5* Mnh n detectable rain
Antenna gain (dB 38 intensity at max range and.
Beam, width.. (degre 2.8 SIN - W5 dB (m/hr) I

SAntenna isolation (dB) >60 Max detectable rain-.\
Antenna, revolution time(s) 15.36 intens.ity ( I00 ) 100

-Anterma tilt angle(degree) 0 to 8 Dynamic range AIDC "(dB 96

STable 1: SOLIDAR specifications

4 --
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The eipmnt at Delft consists of one 12 In Fig. 1, pixel resolutions are given for
GHz ard one 30 GHz Olympus Satellite beacon each type of data format.i ~~receier ne0"lzQ -, ltmte G ne 37,'5. ...

GHz radio lihk, the X-Band fl-CW weatersurveillance radar. "SOMLDAR, -and, .the'.S-Band
FM-CW Doppler polariretric radar DARR. Th.e 5k
equipment at the second site in
eidpchedam consists of one 12 GHz an4.g 9. . _
30 GCHz Olympus beacon receiver and one,2,Galz radiometer. t' -2c ... dP"

Additionally, rain gauges have been
installed at four places within the radar ,"1range. (a M Se con tion

All this equipment is connected to a a a/a
dedicated data-acquisition network, so that A4
all data is available to the experimenters t he

at both sites. ,he~t b c d -

2.2 Preliminary Data Processing . y
The Fourier transform of the beat simal is - .
basic to FM-CW radar for the extraction of
reflectivity data as a function of range. i e-Sp.ux,

Fast Fourier transforms, power spectra
averaging, phase averaging, cornersion of IS2-204el IM-8.oklce
ref lectvity into rain intensit, t ,aw Oats

displayin, registration of radar data For
further o -line processing, ground clutter a 293 117m

detection, reflectivity based ground b 6 30

clutter suppression, and rain cell c 12M 7'7m

definition are some of the present softwamre 30 6 487m

functions in SOLIDAR. f 3 4W

In brief, measurements, data collections
and data analysis are carried out on an
event basis ddring rain showers to define Fig. 1: Pixel resolutions of the original
rain cells. For the ground clutter data and raw data
detection and suppression, the necessary
measurements are made and stored on anoptical disc during no-rain situations. From the framing-based analysis point of

view, the B-scope mode is prefered. Related
2.3 Data Types results are also stored as data files in
To understafd the basis of the .raming- B-scope configuration. If it is necessary
based algorithms, it is necessary to have a for vXsualization purposes, they all can beP
close look at the SOLIDAR data. transfered into polar coordinates as PPI

For a specified area depending on the mode pictures.

anlysis, purposes, such as ground clutter 3. THE BASIS OF DATA HANDLINGanalysis or stability. analysis, .hlh IN THE FRAKING-BASED AIGORUTHKS
resolutionz data is available and it fs
called original power/phase area data. The 3.1 Framing
whole original data cannot be stored For efficient monitoring, when radar data
because of the huge amount of data 2 Mbyte is visualized on the screen, different
per antenna revolution, windows are used for different types ofinput or processed data.

High resolution data has to be reduced to
mae the system manageable. A reduction by Raw data is displayed in the 2-D range-
a actor of 64 is achieved and this azimuth B-Scope mode and is called the Dta
modified data is called raw data or low Window (L7W,), and it is divided Anto equal
resolution data, which consists of 33152 parts called frames. Rain cells, depending
bytes. on the chosen rain-intensity thresholds and

space-continuity threshold, are defined in
There are four different types of raw data. window Mi. t d e
They carry averaged power, phase
information and standard deviations of There are two types of framing, iow/hih
power and phase. resolution. framihg, depending on me
2D V iaccuracy of -thu rain cell modelling.1 2.4 SOLIDAR Data Visualization
The high and low resolution data can be 3.2 RainIntensity. Thresholding
displayed in the B-scope mode which means All the analysis is done on a framing-based
horizontal pixels are used as range, cells, data handling basis and for, specified rain
and vertical pixels are used for sweeps, intensities.

Raw data resolutions are ,of sufficient The fellowing formulas are used to define
accuracy to meet our purpose to'detect and rain intensity- values in -[m/hil unit.
sltrat ground clutter and -to define rain [ e"v

RI. rainintensit
- - -- --- -- .-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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"Zf ~a RI b' ~ The decision process -in.-,this- clasks of
S1, o9Z[ . Imethods is, Nsid on%-the- statistical

dBZ.- 1 * gZ[] -amplitude properties oif, radak- data.'
Multi- or.monothresholdingcan be -chosen, T
de'pending-on the anlysis,-purpos d esp. Thhe oppfluctaionsiof the radardata providea - te. o , -to. r ejc

£hen- W is displayed; each' grey level ( or ground clutter. ip-order. to -extrct
colour ,) conrre ds to,=the dfferent raifn precfitaion echo 'signals., -This ted,"iq.e
inbensty tesod e s. is-calld non-coherent'

R Nf. In.-practic,
- - - - - - = e e ~ r t u s e - o f t h e c o i -r e l a t i o

How hese thresholds -ffedt, is explained theent is- of f o rrelato
in-Sectins 4and'." fluctuation charactdristics ofv nssigra

amplitude.

4. . fTER hNALTSIS However, uniform-noise superimposed on the

4.1 Some. Properties ofGround Clutter round -,clutter signal can never. be

and Precipitation Echoes rejected., On the other hand, -amplitude
Intirest',fn clutter .is-almost universal in fluctuations', coming, from low-irain iftensity

radar -research, because -most -of the echo- level ,are, not e -on~v to" distinguish'them
signals received by,-radar.'do not originate from high groud clutter. > hese. are the
frr-the'desired target only, but alio ;frm reasons why we recently started to analyse
surrounding objects or surfaces which tend Phase fluctuations together with -amplitude
to mask the target signal. Fluctuations'to' detect-precipitation echo.

In rainfall observations by radar, the The phase information of the radar data can
interference of ground clutter cannot be be used as a, decision parameter in target

always avoided. Therefore it is necessary and clutter discrimination methods, such as

to use techniques to extract only the moingtarget indication ( !rI or coherent

precipitation echoes from the received Kri
radar signal by rejecting the ground
clutter. Problems arise for rain cells moving

through the radar beam with a small radial

Major problems in implepenting such velocity only.
techniques are the need for a hug and fast
computer memory capacity and for a reliabe These problems can be eliminated by

low rain intensity detection data analysing phase fluctuations based on full

algorithm, scan-to-scan decorrelation for rain and
high scan-to-scan correlation for ground

To solve these problems, framing-based clutter.
clutter data is analysed and one direct
elimination, three different subtraction 4.3 Framing-Based Clutter Study [4] [5]
techniques are proposed.t u r4.3.1 Ground Clutter Detection

When we consider radar systems, in which In our method, we detect and/or eliminate
the radar target is defined as a distinct ground clutter by using its space, time
desired object, we may define clutter as continuity and phase fluctuations. The
any kind of unwanted echo from clouds, space continulty threshold value has a
precipitation, land areas, sea, birds' and strong effect on the clutter stuy. In

chaff which clutter the radar output by no-rain situations, depending on the amen
making the detection of the target space-continuity value; frames containing
difficult. ground clutter echo can be specifieda

called clutter frames. They are categorized
In general, the radar echoes from weather according to their reflect vities rnd their
sources vary randomly, while the echoes space continuities.
from ground and other ground-based
obstacles are relatively stable. To decide whether radar data includes

Furthermore, radar scattering from land is precipitation echo or not calculated raw
affected by rain, snow cover, the type of phase correlations are useA. Two successive
vegetation or crops, the time' of' the year, scans from an antenna revolution at the
the presence of streams and lakes, and man- same azimuth and at the same elevation
made objects interspersed among other deliver highly correlated ground clutter
terrain. t eatures. observations, while rain is .uncorrelated

from scan to scan. Further analysis ,6an be
The choice of an effective detection done on a scan-to-n scan basis.
process is critically dependent tupon the
statistics of clutter and its variability, to very high, reflactiviy clutter
as a function of time, location and radar frames and nbd-clutter frames, ow- space
resolution pro.n-rties, which makes the continuity frames, have been analysed.
field of cluttoi research so complex. Further research is required to

characterize different clutter frames in
4.2 SeveraLuround Clutter order to make the decision process simple
Elimination Techni and more reliable.
There are a n= re of anti-clutter
techniqueS. From our .point of view, clutter 4.3.2. Ground Clutter Elimination
detecth/i~sulression methodes ma be When here. I lUical -Rain ,
grouped into two categories i.e. mpit de- If the rain is local, it only comprises Ia
based and phase-based techniques. few frames. B detecting the movement of

the rain cell ( Seccion 5 ), the rain
frames can be specified. Attention should
be given to them because the remaining
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small, cells include 'clutter echb--aswell, 5. FRA1MUN4SIED RAIW CELL MUDLLING
"d these, cltter' fr'aes have to. be . ;

excluded in- the, definition -of' the- 'rain 5.1 Definition of the-Raiin
cells '* "'In. ,veatber radar' data procssing, - many, C

-problems arise. As m ientiofi6&tbefore, -real-
4-.3.3. Crpund Cuter kElmination- time processlng beccime very difficult

My~emo of IDated ClutterNsp because ~of 'the Eb = t ofr'xadar data,Thebaiic priniple, of %the 'Area. 'I or As,-cod.he'blred (noisy )
Cbluter-Map .is to, storierepresentatVe, data boundaries. The -hunafi - eye can, easily
in, -dry: weather conditions in order -to - interpret the edge A contour of a cloud
remove. Atbem. from the' output residue on configuration, it -is easy. to'- follow a

subsequenit scans by *either "utraction 4~r contour 'when a picture presents a few grey
gaifi normalization. - levels. It is difficult for a computer to

construct the closed& contour of such a
are carried out, the radar-data wihtmay this field afe~somewhat ~complicated.,
be, 'supeinpoed b grourid clutters Are
subtracted,from' , e ground' data. already, A recently Imp~lemnented (wi Cl RC)
sitored' and thent only the prcptto odelln ehi'u 4 1]'dvlpdb
echo wil be obtained. tprecipitation the' 'TUelf, 'dest optedsb

. krobleims. Here, it is exilained how the ,RC
This. technique 'is applicable ' especially to Korithm, derives the rain cell for a given
grous d clutter because returns from land rain-intensity threshold and space
clutter scatterers usually are sptially continuity threshold, and how rain cells
fixed and therefore appear at tesame are modelled.
range and bearing fromscaAs has been mentioned before, all analysis

There are some hardware problems such as is- done frame by frame'for specified rain
the lack of appropriate memry, intensity thresholds and space continuity
registration accuracy, sil h taneous read- threshold.
and-write capability, and stabilit. The
development of high-er c ity semicod uctor The distribution of the rain intensity
memories is the techno ogical -breakthrough thresholds in frames provides information
that has made the desugn of a working area about the rain cell ees. It is the space
giuI a reality. Another disadvantage is that continuity properties of rain cells.
an obstacle moistened by rainc s
differwent reflections that hen dry. In There is an important remark to be made at
addition, the wave propa ation and dUs the this point, raw power data arc cd as
ground clutter is "igly variable, input-data without any clutter elimination
especially over flat land, technique being applied to it. This study

was supported by Dutch PTT5 " inder the
Frami.ng-based clutter subtraction Contouring Contract and this contract was
techniques eliminaL6 these problens to a performed befre the clutter study.
certain extent by analysing some part of
the reduced radar data scan-to-scan. When a 'rain cell is determined for given
:ohen raintis deecdushe preour s rad rain-intensity threshold and space-

Wherain s etered, ustahey previos saar continuity threshold, this model includes
data is assigned as the UpDated Clutter Map the following parameters;
and subtracted, scan-b -scan from the radar
data to distinguis the prcptton * contour of the rain cell,
sigl. This method is called the irectly as a set of rectangles,
Ue a rad Clutter Map. * cell size

* entepn,
To define the UpDated Clutter Map, two * orientation,otesrmthods abased on framing are also * dis uti
worked out. They are- called the Frambi * maxima rain-intensity centre
Based Clutter Pixel Averaing and tre * maximu rain-intensity value
Framing-Based Weigh ted ]lutter PixeliAveraging. 5.1.1 Rain Cell Contour' Definition

When the level of noise is low, contours
For framing-based methods, the clutter can be detected by using onl loal
frames are spcified, Hoiever, in these ta criteria by means of threshoding. However,
methods, aditional clutter pixels from the choice of the roper value for the
stro clutter reflections ) should also be threshold is very imortant and it is
a eciied for each clutter frame. The notoriously difficult to choose a good
dfferendce between these two methods is the binariing threshold.
definition of the clutter pixels and the c I
assigned vallues of the cluter pixels. Ther arr. several tluted r rain cell

contour determination. However, most of
The last method may rovide. an opportunity them are not applicable to real- tie radar
to eliminate the effect' of the weak data processing.' Therefore, when we
clutters. However, it should be consider the ture -prospects, real-time
investigated theoretically and capability,of the chosen technique is of
experimentally before their properties and interest. For this reason, we proposed
capabilities are given in more quantitative rectangular-shaped rain cell contouring.
dsriptn. sThe R Algorithm searches oL, i limited

number of neighbourhoods. Te' reduction
rate, obtained-in this way, changes be*wten
37.5% and 50%, depending on the franing.

1hntelee fnis slwcnor

Forfrmin-bsedmehs, h lte a edtce~y sn ny oa



ihe mowmt of radar-datal's reducid--to the. Anoiii~ rai&, cell- -ca .,be-s~l
a-. imier-of- frames .'consisting :of raiui cells. tranfredInftd -a. -circliC, .T' define a
Ilien thousands -6f--items -6f. radaf data hav'e circle, tecnr-pitad h rdu

to Inroesse theduded data can also should. be -spiecified. -The. -eintre -of'- the
be ln- tisicir ahalyiis ciicle is the- centre-,onto heri
uodsesu' fo&ot-ie tait - clj and the radius is-acltd inc the

- - - cell ;size. VWbiii 'they are- -defined -for

5.2 Utilizatioin of'The Rain Cell different,- railnlintefisit thresholds, -the
Modellixkg d ell- otientaton- can 'b-e specifid. 'After

this, definitioniv the-,- rain-intenity

5.2.1 orientation and Distribution dtruio-in he ancll anbe
by Means obf Nwdti-Ithresholdiflg derived: in any diredtion,Adepgnding. on the
one of ,the 'vist vrrptising- fetres isthe user'sfinterest -(,.Fig.. 2(c) )

mzltilthesholdiW. T61 show hbow, t:-can be
used for, moeln b~nlsigstuXies, a 5.2.2 MEovin-Celli ~het

brie exiipe i gien~n Fg; . -predict the -treind- of the rain cen Ty.usig

Fla. 2(a) shows raw poer data with three the time series of the, rain cel 1-for

ra _-intensi threshold levels, R 1-3 seiedrain-intpnsity thehl and
nM/hr, _/r,-and 3-1thehl
Fig. kb) shos thefrais fi led withrainltrsod
after trehdi.

R IIw
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53% rsnWith EuCEL Model vaue can,1e used 'for calibration. ,It 4is
[ , Ol" C. P= B~t A.] ['3]". - . - lso , osible to: - use, .them to- measure

loFor- modelling purposes-, im"4cly three on-line satalite link performance;, ,
methods are,used'E--. l'kai modelsgie-tie - .
results z:of prediction. by, using In this'RC- Model- not.only the geometrical
equipibability rules anfd arelations whose dependence of the rain cell Wet also the
parate'rs.-haVebeen-optimlz6d over, a larg time dependence can be derived-by means of
n=,er.of- different-, experiments; Analytical a time series, which carries-information, to

models 'describe -the. physical "process distinguish moving rain cells from fixed
analytically. They are bised'on an easily targets.

manakea&le',mathedaticai,.:desdriptfon. It is 1
not applicablek'when the.-'comon-volume' is Additionally,, the velocity of 'the rain cell
large. Physical models'*are more, fle-ible per antenna- revolution can "be easily
and are kidely accepted, for example, to calculated from the.'reduced data. st, andhandle propagation data, ' ecause the trend~ of the moving, cell can be

t measurements- are rarely 'taken in the 'same predicted by using the time series to,
circumstances. In the end' it either works define how the rain cell passes throug the
or it does not. beams.
The potentials anda aplictions still .have In brief , the RC Model has not only the

to be proved oased on reliable capability to define rah cells and to
measurements. Therefore we limit ourselves predict the trends of rain cells, but the
here to physical models, model has a great potential to be

implemented in real-time SOLIDAR processes.The Quasi Physical Rain Cell Model

develo d by C. Capsoni and A. Paraboni, REFERENCES
and described in the literature is
substantially based ,on a distribution of Periodical Articles
rain cells characterised by the inside 1. Li thart L.P., Nieuwkerk L.R.,
distribution of rain ' R, obeying an "An X-BanA Solid-State' N-CW Weather
exponential shape and the conditional Radar", IEE Proc F, Dec. 1990, vol. 137,
average radius <r .. This radius depends on No. 6, pp. 418-426.
the peak value ofrain RM. For a iven peak
rain-fall rate, the radial 1 ntensity Reports
profile follows an exponentia. 2. "NEXRAD.Product Description Document",
distribution. This means that each rain The NEXRAD 'Joint System Program Office,
cell is simply defined by R4 and ro. December 1989.
In the RC Model, introuce by the IUDelft,
the same analysis can be derived not only 3. Capsoni, C., Paraboni, A. "A Quasi
for the peak rain-fall rate but also for Physical Rain Cell Mode For Hydrometeor
any rain-intensity value which is defined Scatter Interference Prediction", URSI,
as a rain-intensity threshold. However, Prague, 28 August - 5 September 1990.
there are also additional outputs which
give more opportunities for statistical 4. Korbay, Y., Ligthart, L.P.,
analysis, simple modelling and correlation Nieuwkerk, L.R., SOLIDAR Rain Cell
studies. Definition Algorithm Description Report",

* Delft University of Technology,
The output of the model consists of a set 3 October 1990.
of data files for each rain cell at a
certain time, and each one containing a 5. Korbay, Y., Ligthart, L.P.,"SOLIDAR
rain cell representation according to the Framing-Based Clutter Suppression
user's interest. Description Report" Delft University of

Radar rain-cell measurements and rain-gauge Technology, 8 Ky 19h.
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A CALIBRATION TECHNIQUE FOR THE CNET HF BACKSCATTER RADAR

N. RUELLE*, F. GAU'HIER*, J.Y. LE SAOUT*
L., BERTEL**; V. BALTAZART**

* Centre Natiofiard'Etudes des T6Idcommunications

LABIPTl/GER, Route de Tr6gistel
,, B.P. 40, 22301 Larni6n, France

** Universit6 de Rennes I
Laboratoire Radiocommunications - URA 834
Campus de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes Cedex, France

1 SUMMARY Group delay analysi; of backscattered cchoes is possible
The purpose of this paper is to describe a calibration through the use of a pseudo-random modulation of the
procedure used in conjunction with the CNLT HF backscatter transmitted signal (as described by Goutelard et a]. (4)). This
radar at Losquet Island, France. This procedure characterises can be combined with scanning either in frequency f, In
the capability of the radar to determine angles of arrival of azimuth beam angle azo or in elevation beam angle clo,
echoes by beam scanning. resulting in what we call scan soundings, which are ic..ords of

backscattered power P vs. group delay Tg and scan patr.mett2 NRDCIN(either f, azo or €1o).
In the area of HF backscatter radar, data analysis techniques
are often hampered by the lack of prior knowledge of
propagation conditions within the refraction zone of the The precise effect of beam angle on backscatter data was not
ionosphere. Determination of the precise location of the well known, however, and an experimental technique was
backscattering area (coordinate registration) and/or needed to characterise it. For this purpose a mobile HF
determination of the angles of arrival of the backscattered transponder was used.
signal helps to deal with this difficulty. 4 THE TRANSPONDER.

In order to investigate the, possibilities in this area afforded by
the CNET HF backscatter radar at Losquet Island, a A remote radar transponder produces in effect an artificially
calibration procedure was used to study the ability of the radar intense point-like target in the far field of the radar. Its image,
to, determine azimuth and elevation angles of arrival of which is distorted by the propagation medium and by the radar
backscatter echoes by beam scanning. itself, is useful in characterising the Instrument response

because we know the geometr of theprpagation, as in our
Before giving results from this calibration procedure we case where we wished to study the effects of
describe briefly the CNET radar and the mobile HF azimuth/elevation scan soundings.transponder which Is used for calibration. The transponddr we use functiohs according to the following

rinciple : the signal transmitted from the radar at f = 10.8
3 THE LOSQUET ISLAND BACKSCATTER GzHzi sdetected by a reeivli antenna. It is then frequency

RADAR shifted to f - 10.4 MHz, amplified (200 W amplifier) and
retransiitted through a second antenna. This retransiiitted

This instrument, situated at Losquet Island, in Brittany signal is then detected by th'oradai. Since thl radar transmits
(48.8N, 3,6W) has been described elsewhere (1) (2). It has and receives at fiequencies ihkat'ire 400 kHz ipj't no iatura-
the following characteristics, which are of interest in this clutter obscures the taisonder image (yet 400 kHz is all
context : operating frequency is chosen betweh'6 and 30 enough that ionosphere and radar properties remain essentially
MHz. 2 circilar concentric anteanad arrays are used for the same). This dual frequency technique allows continuous
transmission and receptioh," operation of the transponder, which is an advantage for us

because the radar. itself uses a 50% duty cycle (transmitting
Array directivity pattems are controlled through the use of and rectiving arrays-being'colocated). Howeverjit requires
digital phase shifters on all antennas. Beamforning and very._strong decoupling betweentransponder transmit and
scanning of the beam over 3600 in azimuth and 0o-900 in roceive antennas. This dictates the, 400-kHz frequency
elevation are thus possible. 3 dB beamwidth varies separation, and is achieved by plaeing transmit and receive
approximately between 200 at 6 MHz and "5* t '30 MHz. antennas 20 m apert, and by using a notch filter at the ootput
Further information on directiviy patterns is given by Ruelle of the receive antenna, which rejects the retransmitted
et a. (3). frequency tf. Future plans include, modifications to the

transponder enabling it to operate at frequeicies highr than
10 MHz.'

* the transmitting array is 94 to in diameter, with 32 antennas Since this transponder is mobile, it has been operated at a
* the receiving array is 140 m in diameter, with 64 antennas. variety of remote locations. During these operations, azimuth

and elevation scan sounding-, were recorded over various
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lengths vf time for further analysis. In order to properly along a fixed Tg(e) curve, as shown in figure 1. This picture,
interpiet these expcrimcntal results, it was necessary to however, is subject to a number of perturbations which arm
detemine ionospheric propagation conditions independently. mentionned in the following paragraph.
This was done as described in the following paragraph. 66 PERTURBATING EFFECTS
5 SIMULATIONS IN SUPPORT OF

TRANSPONDER DATA INTERPRETATION 6.1 Low resolution

-, Our objecivo was t detrmiie ihe mode structure (time dei y Radartemporal and angular ambiguity functions will lead to a
and elevation angle for each mode) o' the point-to-point link smearing out of point-like echoes. Time-delay resolution is
betecn radar and transponder at fr.,.uencies f and f. This close to 0.2 ms. Angular resolution is more difficult to
would then help us in separating propagation effects from chiracterise, though 3 dB beamwidth is an indication (at 10
tbose due to the radar direcivity pattern. MHz it is of te order of 120 in azimuth and 150 in elevation).

From verical incidence (V.I.) ionosonde data record-d near
the radar-transponder midpoint, we could, using standard real 6.2 Fading

height inversion techniques, derive an elec-ronic density Small scale variability of the Ionosphere will lead to rapidprofile in the refraction zone. This was then used as an input amplitude variationsof the different modes, thus changingto propagation modeliing by fitting this profile with a muld
-quasiparabolc modl., as described by Hill (5). This mnodel notably the aspect of Instantaneous scan results. rime
has been used extensiv eiy by ;cveral groups recently (6) (7) averaging of data can reduce thi effect.
for propagation simulation eccusc analytical solutions art 6.3 Mixed modes
obtained for group delay and ground distance calculations,
and because an arbitrarily good fit to real profites is possible, Since measurements are made after a two-way propagation,

the radar-transponder path may correspond to one mode, and
We define the electron density profile: th. transponder-radar path to another. Elevation angle is

2 2 measured on the return path, whereas time delay is the sun of7 ] 2 .. the forwvaid and return delays. There is then, for a given
N(r) Nmi mi computed mode characterised by its elevation angle, a number

[Ymi ] r of mixed modes, with Tg above or below that of the "pure"mode, depcnding on the forward path. This effect, which is
illustrated by figure 1, will combine with low resolution (6.1)wher: to cause a time delay broadening in experimental results.

:l: sign is linked to quasipaitabolic (-) or inverted There will also, in all likelihood, be a change in the apparent
quasiparabolic (,%) nature of i-th layer slope of the Tg(e) curve, as shown in Aim I A% we will
Nil: maximum value of electron density for the i-th layer now see, these effects were indeed detected in the
r = h + ro; h : altitude, ro: radius of the earth experimental data.
rmi: value of r for N(r) -N, (peak of the i-th layer)
rbi: value ofr at the base of the i-th layer 7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSSymi .semi-thickness of the i-th layer (r,-i = rbi + ymi)

We report on results obtained during a campaign conducted
i runs fri I to 7 because we assume 4 quasi-parabolic layers from 15 to 19 april 1991. The transponder was operated from
to represent the E, Fl and F2 layers, and the valley between E a CNET site at La Turbie in Southern France (43,7N, 7.4E).
and Fl, Between these 4 layers we sandwich 3 quasi- Azimuth from Losquet Island is 119.30 and ground distance is
parabolic connecting layers, resulting in a 7 piece profile. 1014 ki.

Connecting layer parameters are forced by imposing During this time azimuth scans (00 to 3600, 50 step) and
continuity of the profile and its derivative at junction points, elevation scans (00 to 600. 30 step) were recorded, each scan
Valley parameters are deduced from the E layer: being of about 40 s duration.These were then combined by

averaging 30 to 40 scans over 20 minute periods to
Nmv - NmE/.04 compensate for fading effects.
rmv = rins + 20 km Examples of results are given in figure 2, which is an azimuth
ymv = 15 km scan, clearly showing a peak in the correct direction, and in

figure 3, an elevation scan. In figure 3 calculaed pure and
as usually assumed in real height lonogram analysis. mixed modes have been superimposed on the experimental

results, which clearly shows the time delay broadening and
Thus E, Fl and F2 layer parameters may be adjusted to fit the smearing, and also the apparent, slope of the resulting
real-height 'profile, We are then able to perform fast elongated shape, which is weakei than predicted,
calculations of group delay Tg ind ground distance D foi
raypaths it specific elevation angles and frequencies. In our During this campaign, ionograms from the Poitiers VI
case the distance Do(radar-transponder) and the frequency (f, sounder (situated 145 km from the radar-transponder
f) being known, we use Newton's method to solve: midpoint) were recoided e6ery 15 minutes, Thenol owing

the procedure of section 5, we simulated propag'ation
conditions during the experiment. Figure 4 shovs an exampleD D(e) (2) of this from 17 april 1991. These simulations enabled us to
interpret the data.In e.For the appropriate aiiglcb Tf is then computed, and we

have (e, Tg) pairs for up to six single hop modes (IE, lF1,
1F2, with high and low rays) plus multiple hops. Figure 1 8 DATA INTERPRETATION
shows an example of this result. This simulation can the be
updated in time to reflect die evolving propagation conditions 8.1 Azimuthal scans
in the refraction zone.

Our data set shows that azimuth discrimination is efficient;
Since the radar is able to analyse echoes in the group delay- figure 2 gives an idea of azimuth angle resolution (which is
arimuth-elevation space by scanning, we should then be able rather low compared to other HF radars because of the small
to see a number of point-like features at a fixed azimuth, lying overall size- 140m-of the array).

+ + , + + !;I



8.2 Elevation scans 4. Goutelard C, Caratori J. and !cisel A., "Technique'de
n :sondaged!ectrommagn,6ique par chantilloniage spatio-

Elevation scans produce the expected (see 6.3) elongatd' milue des signaux de r.ception, applicaton ,
shape, as seen in figure 3, with one or more amplitude l'tude des inhomogn6it~s du plasma ionosphirique",
maxima. Our objective was to relate the position f these AGARD C6nf. Proc., no 244,13, 1977.
maxima in the (rg,e) space to predicted propagation modes.
An exemple of this is given for 17 aprl 1991 in figure 4, 5. Hill 'J.R., "Exact ray paths in a multisegment quasi
where the positions of the maxima recorded at various times parabolic ionosphere", Radio Science, vol. 14, no 5,
during the day are superimposed on simulated propagation sept-oct. 1979.
conditions. In this example, it can be seen that a good match
for the low IFI mode is always present, while'for the 1F2 6. Baker D.C., BURDEN LL, "The multisegmented
mode this is occasional (though only when this mode is parabolic model for ionospheric electron density
actually predicted to be present). There is usually no riiatch for distribution : a convenient model for HF engineering I
the IE mode although tis is always predicted to exist. Since applications", lEE Conf. Pub]., no 339, p. 183, 1991.
the predicted elevation for the low IE mode is 10", it is
possible that this mode is affected eithcr at the radar or more 7. Dyson P.L., BENNETT J.A., "A model of the vertical
probably at the transponder site by' bad low elevation distribution of the electron concentration 1aa
propagation, due to ground characteristics, ionosphere and its application to oblique propagation! !studies", JATP, vol. 50, no 3, pp 251-262, 1988.

Reliable mode identification in the (Tg, e) space appears to be
restricted to one dominant mode, here 1FI. Indeed the 8. Croft T.A. , "Sky-wave backscatter: a means for ]
analysis of our complete data set confirms this, and it is observing our environment at great distances", Review
further llustrated by the example of figure 5 (18 april 1991) of Geophysics and Space Physics, 10-1, pp 73-155,
where simulations predict a transition from a IF2 to IFI mode 1972.
over a period of about one hour. This seems to be confirmed
by the position of the maximum in our experimental data. 9. Gauthier F., Le Saout J.Y. and Ruelle N., "Possible

contribution of CNET HF backscatter radar to
ionospheric data bases", Adv. Space Res., vol. II,

9 CONCLUSION no 10, pp 135-136, 1991.

Our experimental and theoretical work on transponder
techniques has given us a clearer idea of angular
discrimination capabilities of the CNET radar, particularly in
the elevation domain. We show that when, as is usually the
case, there exists a dominant propagation mode (in terms of
signal amplitude) then this mode can be discriminated in the
(Tg, e) space by scanning, while finer structure is usually lost
due to bron enlng and !m.aring, both In group delay (caused
by mixed modes) and in elevation angle (caused by large
beamwidth).

This conclusion is of interest for the analysis of backscatter
radar data because a similar situation occurs due to
amplification of clutter power caused by so-called leading
edge focusing. This focusing produces an increase in echo
power for raypaths exhibiting minimum time delay (see Croft
(8)) so that a sort of natural transponder is created.

This work gives us confidence in using elevation scan
techniques to determine the location of the backscatter leading
edge in the (Tg, e) space.This data should then prove very
useful in the application of backscatter data to ionospherc
propagation diagnostics, as proposed by Gauthier et al. (9).
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group delay vs time
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P group delay vs time
18 april 1991
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DISCUSSION

CGOUTELARD
Vous introduiscz une vallde dans le profil ionosphdriquc moddlisd quc vous ulilisez. C'cst une excellceite chose
notamment parce que. comme l'a fait Dudency dans son modbtc, la divcrsitd du profit devient continue, ce qui facilitc
les calculs de rayons. Comm~ent Ai partir des sondages zdnithaux remontez-vous t la vallde? Utilisez-vous une mdIhode

You introduce a valley into the mnodelled ionospheric profile which you hove used. This is excellent. especially since,
as in the Dudeney model. the diversity of the profile becomes continuous, which facilitates ray calculations. How do
you get back s0 the valley from the zenith soundings? Do you use a special method ?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Les param~t1es de la vall~e sont obtenus t partir de ccux de la couche E A I'aide des relations qui sont utilisdes dans Ie
programme d'inversion POLAN (Titlieridge).

The parameters of the valley are obtained from those of the E layer using equations used in the POLAN inversion

pro gramme (Thitheridge).
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Ionospheric propagation' Wave dispersion)
Light transmission) lonosondes)
Light scattering) Radiometry
Radar PolarimetryOpticil radar) Meteorology,

\ Aerosols)
lI bstract

hreasing complexity and sophistication of modern military sensor and weapon systems require a
more accurate and timely description of the propagation environment for the entire
electromagnetic spectrum (from extremely low frequencies through the ultraviolet band). Active
and passive remote sensing techniques deployed from the ground, from airborne platforms and,
very importantly, from satellites offer the greatest potential for producing the desired informationj in a timely manner.

Theymposium addressed first the subject of sensing tropospheric refractivity using propagation
measurements and various other remote sensing technique,. The second topic focussed on
ionospheric sensing techniques and interpretation of remotely sensed signatures. The Symposium
then turned to sensing of aerosols and other atmospheric parameters important for the
propagation of visible and infrared radiation. Also covered were techniques to measure winds,
temperature, liquid water and humidity in the lower atmosphere. Finally, measurement, inversion
and processing techniques were presented,
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